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WORK PERFORMED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD 
The Subsonic Source Program has been activated and a number of cases for 
which experimental data is available in the SUBMIS Data Base have been run 
to develop guidelines for the placement of the sources/sinks to obtain the 
best solution. Also, modifications were made to the program to (1) calcu-
late some input data which previously had to be calculated by the user, and 
(2) output the results of the calculations to a data file which can be read 
by the Subsonic Trajectory Program. The results of these modifications are 
to (1) minimize the user input data preparation time and effort and (2) 
provide an easily accessible means for transferring calculated data as 
input data into the trajectory program. 
A review of the Subsonic Trajectory Program revealed there were unused 
elements which remained in the program after the wing and pylon calcula-
tions were removed. Program analyses are being conducted to develop plans 
for the deletion of all the unused elements to minimize program size. The 
program is operational and a few cases have been run with the source/sink 
data discussed above to demonstrate the operational capability of the tra-
jectory program to calculate data for (1) physical trajectories, (2) Alpha 
sweeps, (3) X-sweeps, and (4) Z-sweeps. Plans are being formulated for 
inserting modifications to the program to read the data files created by 
the Subsonic Source Program. Analyses and plans for including fin lift 
curve slope calculations have been completed. 
The Supersonic Trajectory Program is operational and has been exercised a 
number of times to investigate the effects of Dispenser Missile con-
figuration on Submissile trajectories. This program also has unused and 
over-dimensioned elements left from the removal of the wing and pylon 
calculations. Plans and analyses are underway to define and remove all of 
these unused elements from the program. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
None. 
WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
Analysis of the Subsonic Trajectory program will continue and the unused 
elements will be deleted. Program modifications to read the subsonic 
source program output files will be completed. The subroutines necessary 
to calculate the fin lift curve slope will be integrated into the program 
and checked out. 
The Supersonic Trajectory program analysis will be completed and unused 
program elements will be deleted. Analysis of the procedures and equations 
for calculating the fin lift curve slope at supersonic speeds will be ini-
tiated. Program modifications to simplify the geometric input data will be 
incorporated into the program and checked out. 
Cost and Performance Report No. 1 
Contract DAAHO1-83-D-A013, D.O. 0060 
	
GT/EES Project A-3786 
The following charges have been incurred against the contract during the period 
March 13 through April 30, 1984. 
Expended Encumbered 
Personal Services (PS) $13,456.63 $ 	-0- 
Fringe Benefits 2,616.43 -0- 
Materials and Supplies 8.45 -0- 
Travel -0- -0- 
Subtotal $16,081.51 $ 	-0- 
Equipment -0- -0- 
Overhead (at 49.4% of Subtotal) 7,944.27 -0- 
TOTAL $24,025.78 $ 	-0- 
The breakdown of personal services is as follows: 




$ 	-0- -o- 
Senior Research Scientists/Engineers 8,072.43 318 
Research Scientists II/Engineers II 2,338.25 116 
Research Scientists I/Engineers I -0- -o- 
Technicians/Draftsmen -0- -o- 
Students 2,676.00 373 
Secretarial/Clerical/Other 369.95 43 
TOTAL $13,456.63 850 
The current financial status of the contract is as follows: 
Budget As 
Proposed Expended Encumbered 
Free 
Balance 
Personal Services $51,090.78 $13,456.63 $ 	-0- $37,634.15 
Fringe Benefits 10,095.03 2,616.43 -0- 7,478.60 
Materials and Supplies 234.27 8.45 -0- 225.82 
Travel -0- -0- -0- -0- 
Equipment -0- -0- -0- -0- 
Overhead 30,341.51 7,944.27 -0- 22,397.24 
FUNDING $91,761.59 $24,025.78 $ 	-0- $67,735.81 
Based on present full funding, the funding and equivalent manhours are sufficient to 
complete the task. Approximately 73.8% of the proposed task has been completed. 
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WORK PERFORMED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD 
Analysis of the Subsonic Trajectory program is in an advanced state. Most 
of the unused, unnecessary or redundant elements have been deleted to 
reduce the size of the program. The Subsonic Source program has been 
modified to write output files which contain the coefficients of the poly-
nomials describing the body as well as the locations and strengths of the 
sources and sinks which represent the body. These files are read by the 
Subsonic Trajectory program. This reduces the volume of user required 
input data and makes the program much easier to use. Subroutines to calcu-
late Submissile fin lift curve slope and center of pressure have been 
integrated into the program and have been checked out. With this addition 
and the transfer of geometric data from the source program, there are prac-
tically no calculations required to prepare input data from an engineering 
drawing. 
Analysis of the Supersonic Trajectory program is also in an advanced state 
and it has been reduced considerably. The fin lift curve slope calculation 
procedure, which is much more complex than the subsonic case, has been 
programmed, checked out externally for all options, and then integrated 
into the trajectory program. The entire program was then exercised for one 
of the ASUBMIS configurations and it worked satisfactorily. A geometry 
subroutine has been added to the program to eliminate the calculations of 
the polynomial coefficients used to define the body segments. 
A trip was made to the Martin Marietta Company in Orlando, Florida with 
Mr. Charles E. Brazzel, the Technical Monitor, to discuss the techniques 
and procedures of a Supersonic Trajectory program developed at MMC. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
None. 
WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
Both programs are now in an operational state and nearly optimized for the 
user. Sample calculations will be made for some of the cases in the 
experimental data base. Initial investigation of alternate methods for 
calculating the non-linear cross flow force will be begun. The analyses to 
minimize program operation time for special options and to further optimize 
the input schemes will continue. 
Cost and Performance Report No. 2 
Contract DAAH01-83-D-A013, D.O. 0060 
	
GT/EES Project A-3786 
The following charges have been incurred against the contract during the period 
May 1 through May 31, 1984. 
Personal Services (PS) 
Fringe Benefits 
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Materials and Supplies 234.27 8.45 31.50 194.32 
Travel 750.00 -0- 483.00 267.00 
Equipment -0- -0- -0- -0- 
Overhead 30,341.51 12,567.30 -0- 17,774.21 
FUNDING $91,761.59 $38,007.18 $ 514.50 $53,239.91 
Based on present full funding, the funding and equivalent manhours are sufficient to 
complete the task. Approximately 42% of the proposed task has been completed. 
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4,N-CONFIDEN.:17  
WORK PERFORMED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD 
Optimization of the programs from the user viewpoint was continued as 
sample cases were run and the need for such changes became apparent. One 
of the major goals to be achieved from comparing sample case calculations 
with the experimental data is to develop a rational procedure to approxi-
mate the cavity flow field of open submissile bays in the dispenser missile 
with the source/sink distribution solution. Both the Subsonic and 
Supersonic Trajectory programs define the dispenser missile by dividing it 
into segments and using the conic section equation to define each segment 
shape. The original programs permitted a maximum of seven (7) segments to 
be used. This has always been sufficient to define any smooth body 
dispenser missile. However, it is not sufficient to define the complex 
flow configuration generated by a dispenser missile with three (3) open 
cavities such as the Data Base configuration. Program modifications are 
being made to increase the number of allowable segments to permit the defi-
nition of these complex shapes. These modifications to the Supersonic 
Trajectory program are nearly complete. 
Sample Supersonic calculations which have been made, simulating the forward 
submissile bay only, show very encouraging results compared to the experi-
mental data. These results raise the hope that a rational technique for 
approximating the cavity flow field can be developed. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
None. 
WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
Modification of the Subsonic Source and Subsonic Trajectory programs to use 
a larger number of segments to define the dispenser body shape will be 
completed. Sample case calculations will continue to be made with a two-
fold purpose. First, it is desirable to establish the strengths and 
weaknesses of the programs for the calculation of submissile aerodynamic 
data with smooth body dispenser missiles. Second, the results of these 
calculations will be used to try to develop a rational technique for 
approximating the cavity flow. Investigation of alternate methods for 
calculating the non-linear cross flow force will continue. 
4 
Cost and Performance Report No. 3 
Contract DAAH01-83-D-A013, D.O. 0060 
	
GT/EES Project A-3786 
The following charges have been incurred against the 
June 1 through June 30, 1984. 
contract during the period 
Expended 	Encumbered 
Personal Services (PS) $ 8,458.32 $ 	-0- 
Fringe Benefits 1,330.74 -0- 
Materials and Supplies 84.73 -0- 
Travel 491.75 -0- 
Subtotal $10,365.54 $ 	-0- 
Equipment -0- -0- 
Overhead (at 49.4% of Subtotal) 5,120.58 -0- 
TOTAL $15,486.12 $ 	-0- 





   
Principal Research Scientists/Engineers 
	
$ -0- 	 -0- 
Senior Research Scientists/Engineers 
	
3,799.37 150 
Research Scientists II/Engineers 





Technicians/Draftsmen -0- -0- 
Students 2,260.50 315 
Secretarial/Clerical/Other 1,340.85 156 
TOTAL $ 8,458.32 685 
The current financial status of the contract is as follows: 
Budget As 
Proposed Expended Encumbered 
Free 
Balance 
Personal Services $50,483.78 $29,991.08 $ 	-0- $20,492.70 
Fringe Benefits 9,952.03 5,229.41 -0- 4,722.62 
Materials and Supplies 234.27 93.18 -0- 141.09 
Travel 750.00 491.75 -0- 258.25 
Equipment -0- -0- -0- -0- 
Overhead 30,341.51 17,687.88 -0- 12,653.63 
FUNDING $91,761.59 $53,493.30 -0- $38,268.29 
Based on present full funding, the funding and equivalent manhours are sufficient to 
complete the task. Approximately 58% of the proposed task has been completed. 
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WORK PERFORMED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD 
Modifications to the Subsonic Source and Trajectory programs, as well as 
the Supersonic Trajectory program, to increase the allowable number of 
dispenser missile body segments from seven (7) to fifteen (15) have been 
completed. This allows the open submissile bay cavities to be simulated 
with at least three (3) segments for each cavity and this should be suf-
ficient for modeling the effective cavity flow bounding streamline. Early 
attempts to model the front cavity with very elementary streamline shapes 
have resulted in good qualitative agreement between available experimental 
data and calculated results. This approach, even though it is an indirect 
one, promises to yield submissile data which, at a minimum, have correct 
qualitative trends and, hopefully, will develop generalized approaches for 
modeling cavity flow streamlines. Some study of alternate methods for 
calculating the non linear cross flow forces has been done. The work to 
date has not shown any of the methods to be superior to the others. 
Therefore, no program changes have been made in this area. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
None. 
WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
Final computer program review will be completed. All desired program 
changes resulting from this review will be made. Initial planning for the 
final technical report will be completed. Further investigation of cavity 
modeling techniques will be conducted and the resultant calculations will 
be compared with experimental data. The investigation of alternative 
methods for calculating the non linear cross flow force will be concluded. 
Alternative methods will be incorporated into the programs if it is deemed 
advisable. 
Cost and Performance Report No. 4 
Contract DAAHO1-83-D-A013, D.O. 0060 
	
GT/EES Project A-3786 
The following charges have been incurred against 
July 1 through July 31, 1984. 
Personal Services (PS) 
Fringe Benefits 






Materials and Supplies -0- -0- 
Travel -0- -0- 
Subtotal $ 	7,617.82 $ 	-0- 
Equipment -0- -0- 
Overhead (at 55.3% of Subtotal) 4,212.65 -0- 
TOTAL $11,830.47 $ 	-0- 






Principal Research Scientists/Engineers 





Research Scientists II/Engineers 
Research Scientists I/Engineers I 




Technicians/Draftsmen -0- -o- 
Students -0- -o- 
Secretarial/Clerical/Other 80.94 9 
TOTAL $6,128.57 274 
The current financial status of the contract is as follows: 
Budget As 
Proposed Expended Encumbered 
Free 
Balance 
Personal Services $50,483.78 $36,119.65 $ 	-0- $14,364.13 
Fringe Benefits 9,952.03 6,718.66 -0- 3,233.37 
Materials and Supplies 234.27 93.18 -0- 141.09 
Travel 750.00 491.75 -0- 258.25 
Equipment -0- -0- -0- -0- 
Overhead 30,341.51 21,900.53 -0- 8,440.98 
FUNDING $91,761.59 $65,323.77 $ 	-0- $26,437.82 
Based on present full funding, the funding and equivalent manhours are sufficient to 
complete the task. Approximately 71% of the proposed task has been completed. 
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WORK PERFORMED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD 
A final review of the Subsonic Source program, Subsonic Trajectory program, 
and Supersonic Trajectory program has been completed. All technical 
program modifications have been completed, but further review to possibly 
simplify multiple case input data for second and subsequent cases is under 
way. Initial planning for the final technical report has been completed 
and the assembly of some of the report sections has been initiated. A 
reasonably successful cavity streamline model has been developed for one 
set of data. The non-linear cross flow force investigation has been 
completed. The alternative methods are not compatible with the submissile 




WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
The final technical report will be written. Further calculations and com-
parison with experimental data will be made. 
Cost and Performance Report No. 5 
Contract DAAH01-83-D-A013, D.O. 0060 	 GT/EES Project A-3786 
The following charges have been incurred against the contract during the period 
August 1 through August 31, 1984. 
	
Expended 	Encumbered  
Personal Services (PS) 	 $ 4,838.04 	$ 	-0- 
Fringe Benefits 	 1,175.64 -0- 
Materials and Supplies 	 19.69 	-0- 
Travel 	 488.65 -0- 
Subtotal 	 $ 6,522.02 	$ 	-0- 
Equipment 	 -0- -0- 
Overhead (at 55.3% of Subtotal) 	 3,606.68 	-0- 
TOTAL 	 $10,128.70 $ 	-0- 





   
Principal Research Scientists/Engineers 	 $ -0- 	 -0- 
Senior Research Scientists/Engineers 2,070.45 76 
Research Scientists II/Engineers II 	 -0- 	 -0- 
Research Scientists I/Engineers I 2,743.98 161 
Technicians/Draftsmen 	 -0- 	 -0- 
Students 	 -0- -0- 
Secretarial/Clerical/Other 	 23.61 	 1 
TOTAL 	 $4,838.04 238 
The current financial status of the contract is as follows: 
Budget As 
Proposed Expended Encumbered 
Free 
Balance 
Personal Services $50,483.78 $40,957.69 $ 	-0- $ 9,526.09 
Fringe Benefits 9,952.03 7,894.30 -0- 2,057.73 
Materials and Supplies 234.27 112.87 -0- 121.40 
Travel 750.00 980.40 -0- (230.40) 
Equipment -0- -0- -0- -0- 
Overhead 30,341.51 25,507.21 -0- 4,834.30 
FUNDING $91,761.59 $75,452.47 $ 	-0- $16,309.12 
Based on present full funding, the funding and equivalent manhours are sufficient to 
complete the task. Approximately 82% of the proposed task has been completed. 
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lating submissile trajectories and/or aerodynamic data for a single variable 
sweep when the submissile is separating from, or is in the presence of, a 
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AFFDL-TR-72-83, Volumes I and II have been modified to specifically adapt them 
to these tasks. These computer programs were partially adapted to the sub-
missile tasks by Lockheed Missile and Space Command LMSC-HREC TR 698338 which 
included the single variable sweep capability and adaptation of the programs to 
the Perkin-Elmer 8/32 computer. The original Nielsen programs contained very 
large elements to simulate the aircraft wings and the pylons which were used to 
support the stores. These elements are never needed for dispenser missiles in 
which the Army is interested and they substantially increase the size of the 
programs. The tasks which were performed and that resulted in the current set 
of programs that are documented herein are as follows: (1) The Subsonic and 
Supersonic Trajectory programs were to be reduced to minimum size by deleting 
all elements not required for dispenser missile simulation, (2) input data 
calculations were to be automated to the maximum possible extent to simplify 
input preparation, (3) revise the input format and overall plan to make the 
programs "user friendly" on the Perkin-Elmer 3230, and (4) modify the programs 
to create binary output data files that have the same format as the 'SUBMIS' 
data base files. Both programs have had all unused elements removed and the 
capability of performing either trajectory or single variable sweep calculations 
is available. Preparatory calculations of the fuselage body segment geometric 
coefficients, submissile fin lift curve slope, and submissile cross flow drag 
coefficients have been automated within the programs. All of the required input 
data now can either be obtained from an engineering drawing or selected to 
fulfill the user's requirement for type of calculation and output. The input 
data has been changed from a single formatted file to a combination of a 
Namelist file and a set of interactive input data. Division into the two types 
of input data was carefully selected to minimize the time and effort required to 
make sets of parametric calculations such as the data sets of the 'SUBMIS' data 
base. The Subsonic Trajectory program was configured for automatic transfer of 
source/sink distribution and geometry information from the required precursor 
Subsonic Source program. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM) has a strong interest in large 
dispenser missiles which 'n eject small submissiles. One of the 
challenging technical problems of such a system is the calculation of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a small body when it is within the region of 
the interference flow field created by the large body. This problem falls 
within the charter of the Aerodynamics Technology Branch of the Systems 
Simulation Directorate at MICOM. The Aerodynamics Technology Branch has 
developed a large experimental aerodynamic data base of forces and moments 
acting upon various submissiles in the presence of dispenser missiles at 
both subsonic and supersonic speeds. However, this branch also needed ana-
lytical tools for predicting the aerodynamic forces and moments acting upon 
a submissile in the presence of a dispenser missile and it also needed a 
simulation program to predict the trajectories of submissiles traversing 
the interference flow field of a dispenser missile. The aerodynamic 
programs would be used to predict submissile forces and moments which could 
be used to (1) compare with available experimental data to assess overall 
capability, (2) expand an available data base, and (3) create data bases 
for new configurations. The simulation program would either be used to 
predict the submissile separation characteristics as it traverses the 
dispenser missile flow field or, by using an inverse procedure, modify 
dispenser and/or submissile shape until the desired separation criteria are 
achieved. 
Earlier work sponsored by MICOM in the development of these analytical 
tools are reported in References 1 and 2. Reference 1, which was the 
effort prior to the current one, discussed the methods, techniques, and 
solution elements which were contained in the original documented solutions 
of References 3 through 6. Also, the modifications introduced by Reference 
2 were summarized and all of the modifications performed for Reference 1 
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were reported in detail. Therefore, only a terse summary of the program 
status at the beginning of this effort will be given herein. 
The current effort started with programs that were operating rrd that 
were functionally correct. However, the programs contained many unused 
statements and elements. Many items which could have been calculated 
required input data with attendant, tedious hand calculations. While there 
are specific tasks called out in the Scope of Work which will be discussed 
in subsequent sections, two of the major goals of the present work are to 
make the programs (1) easier to operate and (2) more efficient to operate. 
The first goal has been met by (1) including calculation procedures for 
typical input items such as the polynomial coefficients describing each 
body segment, and by (2) arranging the input into a combination of Namelist 
data and interactive data input via the terminal keyboard to maximize uti-
lization efficiency. However, the list-directed, formatted input file of 
the original program has been retained as an optional input capability 
which can be exercised if it is desired by the user. Significant effort 
was expended to (1) eliminate unused coding, (2) to optimize program opera-
tion from a computer science viewpoint, and (3) to assure that program 
operations not required by a selected operational mode are bypassed. It is 
felt that the programs which are documented in this report fully meet these 
goals. 
Three separate computer programs are discussed and documented in this 
report. They are (1) the Subsonic Source distribution program, (2) the 
Subsonic Trajectory program, and (3) the Supersonic Trajectory program. 
Briefly, the three programs may be described as follows: The Subsonic 
Source program solves a set of simultaneous equations to determine the 
strengths of sources and sinks which represent the volume effects of the 
fuselages. This program must be run for each fuselage shape involved in 
problems for the Subsonic Trajectory program. The Subsonic Trajectory 
program will compute either a physical trajectory of a submissile 
separating from a dispenser missile or it will compute a single variable 
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sweep of the submissile with respect to the dispenser missile (e.g., ver-
tical separation distance) at a specified increment of the selected 
variable. This is the manner in which MICOM's "SUBMIS" data base was 
obtained (see Reference 7), and therefore this operational mode allows 
direct comparison of experimental and analytical data. The Subsonic 
Trajectory program computes five submissile component aerodynamic forces 
and moments at each trajectory integration time step or variable increment. 
The Supersonic Trajectory program operates in a manner similar to the 
Subsonic Trajectory program. However, it determines the source/sink repre-
sentation of the dispenser missile volume effects internally and no precur-
sor program is required. 
The analysis and detailed computer program descriptions to follow 
will be arranged into sections for each of the three programs. Certain 
modifications were made in an identical manner to more than one of the 
programs. In these cases the modification is presented in detail with the 
first program under discussion to which it applies. Application of the 
modification to the other programs is indicated and then discussed under 
the other program. 
2.0 SUBSONIC SOURCE PROGRAM 
2.1 Program Description 
The Subsonic Source program obtains the solution to a set of 
simultaneous equations to quantify the strength of the sources and sinks by 
representing the fuselage volume as a series of three dimensional point 
sources placed on the body axis. Once the source distribution has been 
determined, the program calculates the shape of the body represented by it. 
This body shape and the input body shape are printed at a selected number 
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of points and if the source representation is not sufficiently accurate a 
new source distribution should be tried. It is important to note that if 
the fuselage is blunt based it is mandatory that the subsonic wake be 
approximated by a closed aft segment(s) 	The simulated wake must close to 
a sharp tip for the program to obtain a reasonable solution. However, for 
the calculations made to date, the solutions upstream of the simulated wake 
were not very dependent upon the assumed wake shape. Based on these 
results, a tangent ogive with an i/d of 1.5 to 2.0 seems to be a usable 
approximation for the base wake. Two required user supplied input items 
which have a significant effect upon the body shape represented by the 
source distribution are the location of the first source along the body 
axis and the source spacing along the body length. An item of lesser 
importance to the source distribution is the location of the last source on 
the body axis. Calculations made to date have resulted in the development 
of some guidelines for these quantities which are discussed below. 
2.2 First Source Location 
There are two basically different requirements depending upon 
the nose type, i.e., either a sharp nose tip such as an ogive or cone, or a 
blunt nose such as a hemisphere. For the sharp nose body, the first source 
must be placed very close to the tip to retain the sharp tip feature and to 
keep the body derived from the source distribution from being larger than 
the real body. However, for the blunt nose body, the first source must be 
some distance from the tip to achieve the blunt feature. The version of 
the program documented in Reference 6 required the first source location to 
be input in terms of x/i while the current program requires the input as x 
in whatever dimensional system is being used. Reference 6 gave some very 
rough guidelines for the first source location in terms of x/k. Since 
various length afterbodies on a given nose shape should affect the location 
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of the first source only in a secondary manner, it was decided to attempt a 
correlation of current calculations as a function of the nose length. 
Sharp nose solutions have been obtained for 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 caliber long 
ogive noses on different length cylinders and the best solutions were 
obtained with the first sources placed at x/i N = 0.00207, 0.00180, and 
0.00190. Therefore, for ogive nose bodies first source location x/kic = 
0.00190 is recommended as an initial trial. This recommendation is for a 
tangent ogive-cylinder and the length of the ogive back to the cylinder is 
defined as 2, N . The main effect of the location of the first source is upon 
the radius of the body calculated from the source distribution at points 
near the tip of the body. A general result which has emerged from all 
solutions to date gives a qualitative guideline for moving the first source 
location to improve the solution near the nose tip. This guideline is: If 
the body radius calculated from the source distribution is larger than the 
body radius calculated from the polynomial equation, the first source 
should be moved forward. Conversely, if the body radius calculated from 
the source distribution is smaller than the body radius calculated from the 
polynomial equation, the first source should be moved aft. There are no 
precise guidelines for sizing the amount to move the first source location. 
If it is moved too far, the relationship between the source body radius and 
the polynomial body radius will reverse. However, quite often, small 
changes in the first source location will produce no change in the body 
radius computed from the source distribution. The reason for this apparent 
non-linearity has not been discerned from the solutions obtained to date. 
Blunt nose (hemispherical cap) solutions have been obtained for 
the ASUBMIS submissile and the three BSUBMIS submissile configurations. 
For these four configurations, two solutions were found with first source 
locations, xh ic = 0.0390, and two solutions were found with first source 
locations, x/kN = 0.0750 and 0.0950. Review of the four solutions did not 
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reveal specifically a reason for these differences. However, the overall 
solution for the blunt bodies must be affected by the fineness ratio of the 
cylinder and the assumption for some shape to simulate the wake. These 
solutions ,...ere obtained with different source spacing criteria on the 
hemispherical noses and this may be the major reason for the difference in 
the first source location. 
All of the results and guidelines discussed above are based on 
the quality of the match between the source derived radius and the polyno-
mial radius at the first body point location where these two values are 
calculated. A brief investigation was conducted to ascertain the effect of 
the longitudinal location of the first point that is used to make this 
judgement. This investigation was performed using a predetermined source 
distribution for each configuration while varying the first comparison 
point location from run to run. For blunt bodies (hemispherical nose cap), 
as long as the first body point is at about 12% or less of the hemispheri-
cal radius, the quality of the match between the two radii is essentially 
independent of the location of the point where the comparison is made. For 
the sharp nosed configurations, this effect was investigated using the 
Dispenser Missile configuration. When the comparison point location was in 
the order of 1.5 to 3% of the ogive length, the quality of the agreement 
between the two radii did not vary significantly. However, when the com-
parison point was moved forward to only 0.8% of the ogive length behind the 
tip, the tip of the sharp nose was not well represented. It is felt that 
this does not represent a physical problem as far as the source/sink 
strength effect on the flow field is concerned. 
2.3 Source Spacing Criteria 
The other user discretionary input data which can significantly 
affect the quality of the body fit is the source spacing criteria, 
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PERCR(K). Once again, two sets of data seem to have developed; one for 
blunt nose bodies and one for sharp tip nose bodies. For the sharp nose 
bodies, a value of 0.7 was used for the nose ogive and a value of 1.0 for 
the cylinder and tail ogive. This gave a good overC1 fit between the 
source body and the polynomial body. These values might be made larger to 
reduce the number of sources and still obtain a good body match. Solutions 
for the hemispherical nose submissiles were obtained with PERCR(1) = 0.3 or 
0.4 for the nose and a value of 0.8 for the cylinder and the simulated 
wake. Even this criteria resulted in only 6 to 8 sources along the length 
of the hemisphere; however, this was sufficient for good reproduction of 
the hemispherical shape. Guidelines for this criteria are soft; however, 
if this factor is made too small, resulting in the sources being very close 
together, the body shape derived from the source distribution oscillates 
badly. 
2.4 Last Source Location 
Experience to date has not shown the location of the last source 
to have any significant effect on the overall body coordinates derived from 
the source distribution. All of the calculations have been made using the 
recommendation contained in Reference 6. This recommendation is that the 
last source be at least 0.005 2, less than the body length. For blunt based 
bodies with simulated wakes, the last source should be at least 0.005 
less than the length of the body plus the wake. 
2.5 Modified Geometric Input Data 
The Subsonic Source program as well as both of the trajectory 
programs use body segments along with an associated polynomial for each 
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segment to describe the body shape and the subsonic wake. The polynomial 
equation which is programmed is: 
C l + c 7 Vc 2 (x/0 2 + c 3 (x/0 + c 4 + c 5 (x/ k) + C6(x/0 2 
	
(1) 
where C1 through C7 are the polynomial coefficients which were required 
input data. Calculation of these coefficients was a cumbersome task which 
could easily be automated into a geometry subroutine to calculate C1 
through C7 for a limited number of segment types. By performing these 
coefficient calculations internally, the geometric input data for each 
segment is reduced to data which is readily determined from configuration 
drawings. 
Segments of the dispenser missile and submissiles which were 
used to obtain the "SUBMIS" data were either circular arcs or cylinders and 
the wakes were assumed to be circular arcs. Another common type of missile 
segment is a conical frustum. It was decided to limit the current geometry 
subroutine to three types of segments; these are circular arcs, cylinders, 
and cones or conical frusta. Equations to define C1 through C7 for these 
three shapes were derived and developed into a subroutine to calculate 
these coefficients from geometric data which, typically, would be given on 
a configuration drawing. For an ogive, the general circular arc equation 
is: 
(x - x0 ) 2 + (r - r0 ) 2 = R0 2 
	
(2) 
Solving this equation for r yields 




And when Equation (3) is rearranged and put into dimensionless form 
= 	+ )7 -(x/0 2 + 2(x0 /0(x/0 + (R0/0 2 - (x0/0 2 
	
(4) 
From a comparison of Equation (4) with (1), it is found that 
C1 = roh 	 ( 5 ) 
C2 = -1. (6) 
C3 = 2.(x0/0 	 ( 7 ) 
C4 = (R0/0 2 - (x0/02 	 (8) 
C5 = 0. 	 ( 9) 
C6 = 0 (10) 
C7 = + 1 [+1 if r0 is negative, -1 if r0 is positive] 	 (11) 
In a similar manner, when a cone or conical frustum is defined by XI, 
rI the coordinates of the upstream end of the segment, and XF, rF, the 
coordinates of the downstream end of the segment, then we have 
ci 
	
rI x XF - rF x XI 	 (12) 
z(XF - XI ) 
C5 = 	 rF - rI 
	 (13) 
XF 
C2 = C3 = C4 =C6 =C7 =0 	 (14) 
and, for a cylindrical segment 
Cl = 	 (15) 




These are the three options for segment types currently available in 
SUBROUTINE GEOMET. Since the coefficient calculations are all handled in 
this subroutine, it would be quite easy to add options for other types of 
segments if necessary. 
2.6 Program Modifications 
As noted above, the input data have been changed to simplify the 
task of running the program. The original program was limited to bodies 
with seven or fewer body segments. When consideration was given to deve-
loping solutions for the dispenser missile with three open submissile bays, 
seven segments did not seem to be sufficient to simulate the bounding 
streamline shapes for the open cavities. Changes were made in the program 
to permit the use of up to 15 segments to define the total body plus the 
wake simulation, if required. 
The Subsonic Trajectory program requires that the source loca-
tion and strength for the dispenser missile and the submissile(s) be given 
as input data. It also requires the polynomial coefficients for the body 
segments to be supplied as input data. Changes were made to the Subsonic 
Source program to write all of the body specific geometric data plus the 
locations and strengths of the sources to a .SRC file which is subsequently 
read by the Subsonic Trajectory program. These changes in both programs 
and their allied .CSS file essentially automated the data transfer dramati-
cally and reduced the time and effort required to get a problem ready to 
run on the Subsonic Trajectory program. 
2.7 Program Operation 
Appendix A consists of a complete set of tables, computer 
program listings, and definitions required to operate the Subsonic Source 
program, to interpret the output and to transfer the necessary files to the 
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Subsonic Trajectory program. Appendix A.1 presents a detailed definition 
of the input data required by the program. In general, the geometric input 
data is such that it may be obtained from a configuration drawing and then 
input in any available units. All dimensional data must be in the same 
units. Input files to run this program have been created for the dispenser 
missile with covered submissile bays and the five submissiles used in the 
wind tunnel tests A and B for the "SUBMIS" data base. Listings of these 
input data files are presented in Appendix A.2. The program has been suc-
cessfully run with all of these files and the location of the first source 
and the source spacing criteria which are listed resulted from a number of 
runs with the basic data to optimize these two values for best body fit. 
The program performs all the geometric calculations for either 
submissile or dispenser missile in a dimensionless coordinate system based 
upon the actual vehicle length, t, to be consistent with the requirements 
of the Subsonic Trajectory program. A program output file for user eva-
luation of the body shape compliance and other solution criteria is exactly 
the same as the original program of Reference 6. An example of this output 
file for the dispenser missile with covered submissile bays is presented in 
Appendix A.3. This output file was created when the program was run with 
the DISPENS1.INP file. The output is arranged in sections with the first 
section being basically a listing of the input data, although now the poly-
nomial coefficients are calculated from geometric input data. The second 
section lists the source axial locations (x/k) and body radius WO and 
surface slopes. This set of data gives the user a means to check all of 
the geometrical calculations. The third section lists the source loca-
tions, x/k and strengths, Q, which will later be transferred as input data 
to the Subsonic Trajectory program. The fourth section compares the body 
radius calculated from the source distribution with that calculated from 
the polynomial. This last section is the data the user evaluates to modify 
the first source location and source spacing to improve the body fit. 
11. 
The program also creates an output file for data transfer to the 
Subsonic Trajectory program. An example of this output file for the 
dispenser missile is shown in Appendix A.4. This file transfers all fuse-
lage geometric data as well as the number of sources (NSORC) and the loca-
tion and strengths of the sources. With the Subsonic Trajectory program 
configured to read this file, the volume of manually input data is mini-
mized since these files are also created for the submissile. 
Appendix A.5 is a FORTRAN listing of the Subsonic Source 
program. With the current program structure, there is a limit of 100 
sources. If the selected source spacing results in more than 100 points, a 
message is written to the output file and the program proceeds to a new 
case. The output file is written to logical unit 6 and the source output 
file is written to logical unit 7. Polynomial coefficient calculation 
occurs in Subroutine GEOMET and if there is ever a requirement to allow for 
more types of segments, the coding should be added to this subroutine. 
The CSS file to run the program on the Perkin-Elmer operating 
system is presented in Appendix A.6. Since it was usually necessary to run 
the program several times to determine a first source location and source 
spacing that resulted in a good fit between the source body and polynomial 
body, the CSS file was set to delete old files and give the new files the 
generic "NEARSOR" name. However, this requires the user to rename the 
NEARSOR.SRC file in order to save it. If a user has a requirement to 
generate a large data base with the Subsonic Trajectory program which will 
require a number of vehicle .SRC files, probably a more efficient and easy 
to use CSS file could be developed. The important thing to remember is 
that the output data is written to logical unit 6 which should be assigned 
to an output file or to the printer and that the source data for the 
Subsonic Trajectory program is written to logical unit number 7 which must 
be assigned to a file with the .SRC extension. 
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3.0 SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FIN LIFT CURVE SLOPE 
The appropriate methods for determining the submissile fin lift curve 
slope are discussed in References 4 and 6 for the supersonic and subsonic 
programs. The subsonic program requires only the basic fin alone lift 
curve slope while the supersonic program modifies the basic fin lift curve 
slope with a factor calculated from fin lift carry over on the body and 
from body lift carry over on the fin. In both cases, there is the require-
ment to determine the basic fin alone lift curve slope. A survey of some 
of the available methods, approaches, and techniques indicated that the 
solution of Reference 8 was as sophisticated as other elements in the sub-
missile aerodynamics solutions. Furthermore, this solution was available 
on the Perkin-Elmer in subroutine form which could readily be adapted to 
both trajectory programs. 
The fin lift curve slope solution of Reference 8 was based on the 
data contained in the charts of Reference 9. These charts contain wing or 
fin data for both subsonic and supersonic speeds for a wide range of fin 
shape parameters. Application of this method required the incorporation of 
the subroutines BRIT and TABLE from the computer program of Reference 8 
into both of the trajectory programs. Data for the fin lift curve slope 
and center of pressure from the British Data Sheets are contained in 
subroutine BRIT as block data and are functions of three variables. TABLE 
is an interpolation subroutine for functions of three independent variables. 
An example of a data set is shown in Figure 1 which is reproduced 
from Figure 1 of Reference 8. These are subsonic and supersonic data sets. 
Each set is a function of the reduced aspect ratio, A1/1 - M 2 or A\5271, 
and a midchord sweep angle function, A tan A 4,2 . This particular chart 
applies to wings or fins which have a taper ratio, X = C t /Cr , of O. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical slope of lift curve for wings at high speed. 
Reference 9 and the computer program subroutine BRIT of Reference 8 contain 
data for fin taper ratios from 1.0 to 0.0 covering the same range of para-
meters as shown in Figure 1. Data in this format is available for both the 
fin lift curve slope, 1 —
dCT
and the fin center f pressure in percent of 
A da 
the fin mean aerodynamic chord aft of the leading edge of the mean aerody-
namic chord. 
The procedure for applying the fin alone lift curve slope to the fin 
in the presence of the body lift curve slope for supersonic speeds was 
defined, in general, in Appendix II of Reference 4. Specific application 
of this procedure for rectangular fins was presented in Reference 1. 
Restriction to rectangular fins was acceptable for the basic purposes of 
Reference 1. However, in the present case, it is desirable to have the 
capability of calculating the required fin interference quantities for any 
fin shape. Equation (1) of Reference 1 defines the required fin lift curve 
slope as: 
SF) [KF(B) SB 	KB(F)LT 
CLa = CLaF(--- 	  SR 	KF(B)SB 	KB(F)SB 
and the K's as defined in the reference are the ratios of the lift of the 
fin or body in the presence of the body or fin to the lift of the fin 
alone. Equations defining these ratios may be found in Reference 10. 
Slender body lift ratios are independent of fin shape and depend only upon 
the ratio of fin semi-span to body radius and are given in Reference 1 as 
Equations (5) and (6). Now KB(F)LT,  the ratio of body carry over lift due 
to the fin divided by the fin alone lift, is calculated with linear theory 
in the present analysis. On the basis of the linear theory, this lift fac-
tor is defined by four different equations depending upon whether the fin 
leading edge is subsonic or supersonic and whether or not there is a fuse-
lage afterbody behind the fin trailing edge. Since these equations are now 
an integral part of the fin lift calculation in the supersonic trajectory 
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For the case of a long afterbody behind the fin trailing edge which 
allows the total lift carry over to be developed, the lift ratio is defined 
by Equations (24) and (26) of Reference 10. For the supersonic leading 
edge case where 8m > 1., there is (Equation (24), Reference 10): 
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and for the subsonic leading edge case, 8ra < 1, the result is (Equation 
(26), Reference 10): 
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The cases for no afterbody behind the fin trailing edge are solved by 
Equations (30) and (31) of Reference 10. The supersonic leading edge solu-
tion, am > 1, for this case is (Equation (30), Reference 10): 
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For a rectangular fin, the co-tangent of the leading edge sweep, m, and, 
therefore Sm also, is infinite. This means that limiting forms of the 
supersonic leading edge, Equations (18) and (20), must be found as m 
approaches infinity. The result of this process, for the no afterbody 
case, was presented in Reference 1 as Equation (7) and (8). To complete 
the set of possible solutions, a corresponding limiting solution for the 
afterbody case is required. This equation is: 
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when it is put in the same form as Equation (8) of Reference 1. 
There are certain limitations on the application of the above equations to 
specific situations which are discussed in Reference 10. The subroutine to 
perform the original rectangular fin data, FINCALC, was revised to include 
all of the above equations with the necessary logic to achieve the required 
type of solution. Also, the necessary logic to adhere to the limitations 
discussed in Reference 10 has been written into the subroutine. With the 
subroutines FINCALC, BRIT, and TABLE included in the Supersonic Trajectory 
program, the general capability of calculating the fin lift curve slope and 
center of pressure exists for any required fin parameters. A logical 
variable, NEMP, lets the program know whether or not fins are present. If 
fins are present, geometric data for defining the size, shape, and location 
of the fins must be input for the calculation of the fin data. 
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4.0 CROSS-FLOW DRAG COEFFICIENT 
An excellent review of the ',otter known empirical viscous cross-flow 
techniques for bodies of revolution was presented in Reference 11. This 
review covered the methods of Perkins and Jorgenson (Reference 12), Allen 
(Reference 13), and Kelly (Reference 14). The basic concept of all the 
techniques is to relate the non-linear viscous normal force of a body of 
revolution to the drag coefficient of a circular cylinder. The actual 
implementation of the concept always requires various approximations and 
sometimes raises questions. Viscous cross-flow force is created by the 
boundary layer separation on the leeward side of the body. Separation from 
an increasing radius nose such as an ogive has been shown to be different 
from separation on a cylinder. Thus, in relating the body cross flow force 
to the infinite cylinder, end effects must be accounted for in some 
manner. 
The methods reviewed in Reference 11 took the basic approach of calcu-
lating the cross flow force from a cylinder drag coefficient which was 
modified by an efficiency factor that depended upon the fineness ratio of 
the body. While the basic approach was the same, three different cylinder 
drag curves were used which had significant differences at low cross flow 
Mach numbers. Several of these methods were available on the Perkin-Elmer 
in the form of library subroutines. Based on the review of the various 
methods and the requirements of both the Subsonic and Supersonic Trajectory 
programs, subroutines were integrated into the programs to interpolate the 
cylinder drag coefficient as a function of the cross flow Mach number and 
the efficiency factor as a function of the submissile Z/D. The basic drag 
curve used for the interpolation is the best curve fit of the collected 
data in the literature. The efficiency factor in the subroutines was taken 
from Reference 15. 
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Based on the review of the literature, the requirements of the program 
and a limited comparison with experimental data, the chosen method appears 
equal to or better than the other methods, therefore, alternate methods 
were not included in the programs. Both trajectory programs require a user 
input separation point to initiate the cross flow calculation. This gives 
the program user another way to control the calculation. However, there is 
very little basic data which would yield "a priori" a separation criteria. 
Based on the results to date, no general conclusion can be reached as to 
whether or not inclusion of the non-linear forces and moments will improve 
the calculated aerodynamic characteristics. 
5.0 SUBSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM 
This program has its origin in the program described in References 5 
and 6 for store separation from aircraft. For application to submissiles 
separating from dispenser missiles, many of the aircraft elements such as 
the wing and pylons were bypassed in the original program by the work of 
Reference 2. In order to quickly and efficiently generate aerodynamic data 
to compare with experimental data in the "SUBMIS" data base, an option to 
perform a single variable sweep was inserted into the trajectory integra-
tion subroutine. The single variable sweep allows the submissile to per-
form an axial, vertical, or angle of attack variation with respect to the 
dispenser missile while all other parameters are held constant. 
Following the work of Reference 2 and, later, Reference 1, a thorough 
program review was conducted. All unused elements found remaining in the 
program were deleted and an intensive effort was made to streamline the 
program operation. During this effort, the subroutines to calculate the 
fin lift curve slope were integrated into the program. The program origi-
nally could accept up to seven polynomial segments to define the dispenser 
missile shape. This is an insufficient number of segments for defining the 
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streamline shapes for three open submissile bays in a dispenser missile. 
Program modifications were made so that up to 15 polynomial segments could 
be used to define the dispenser missile shape. At this point, all of the 
program input data was from a single, formatted, list-directed file 
including the source locations and strengths for the dispenser missile and 
submissiles. Since the source locations and strengths are calculated by 
the Subsonic Source program, these values would have to be manually entered 
into the input files. This is a very unsatisfactory way to operate when 
running a modern computer in an interactive mode. Therefore, an entirely 
new and different input scheme was devised and introduced into the program. 
The overall plan is discussed and then user supplied data items are defined 
in detail. 
Basically, the general plan is to use (1) Source files for dispenser 
missile and submissiles which are output from the Subsonic Source Program, 
(2) a Namelist file for variables dependent upon the dispenser missile and 
submissile configurations, flight conditions and program control variables 
which only change infrequently, and (3) a set of interactive data tailored 
so that multiple data base type runs can be made with minimum effort by the 
operator. At each step, the emphasis has been put upon developing an 
overall system which minimizes the total effort required to obtain solu-
tions for a specified group of problems. When this approach is used, the 
program is limited to one submissile, as in the 'SUBMIS' data base. 
Solution with multiple submissiles may be obtained using a formatted input 
data file. This option will be discussed in a subsequent part of this 
section. 
A prerequisite for any trajectory or sweep solution with the Subsonic 
Trajectory program is to run the Subsonic Source program for each different 
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shape involved and give each of the source files an appropriate name. With 
the present operating system, these files must be given a .SRC extension, 
i.e., FILENAME.SRC, to be compatible with the program. The subroutine 
SRCINPUT reads the source files and prompts the Dperator to input each .SRC 
file at the proper time. The .SRC files contrin the body geometry data 
input which is calculated by the Subsonic Source program as well as the 
source locations and strengths. This automatic pass through of the polyno-
mial coefficients defining each body segment shape means that the user has 
to input detailed geometric data only to the Subsonic Source program. An 
example .SRC file for the data base dispenser missile with a simulated wake 
was presented in Appendix A.4 and a complete identification of the contents 
of this file is presented in Appendix B.1. The seven polynomial coef-
ficients on the line with each segment number are the coefficients of 
Equation (1). They are calculated by the Subsonic Source program from the 
geometric input data and are used by the Subsonic Trajectory program to 
calculate the dispenser missile and submissile geometry. 
The Namelist input data file is composed of data which changes infre-
quently in the 'SUBMIS' data base. A Namelist file was chosen for this 
part of the input data primarily for its free format style and the ease 
with which the user can verify the contents of the file. A comprehensive 
definition of the variables in the Namelist input file is presented in 
Appendix B.2. A sample Namelist file for the dispenser missile and the 
two-caliber ogive nose submissile configurations of the 'ASUBMIS' data base 
are presented in Appendix B.3. 
The interactive part of the input data is read in the subroutine 
ACTIVINP. This subroutine writes screen cues for each item of data to be 
input in a sequential order. There are six items of data which are always 
required to define the initial conditions and the type of calculation to be 
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performed. After these values are input, cues for additional required data 
which depend upon the type of calculation to be made appear on the console. 
The console screen cues are presented in Appendix B.4 as they appear on the 
console screen along with the read statement for the input value associated 
with the cue. The cues are sufficiently detailed to satisfactorily define 
the required item. All subsequent calculations have the interactive input 
menu driven so that only the variables that change need to be reentered. 
Overall program arrangement and operation has been tailored to opti-
mize generation of data bases like the current 'SUBMIS' data base which 
has one submissile in the presence of a dispenser missile and the sub- 
missile performs an a, x, or z sweep. Emphasis has been placed upon devel-
oping a straightforward operating system based upon the input arrangement 
with separate files. However, the program can still be operated with a 
formatted input file plus the appropriate source files and this program 
operation will be discussed later. In the multiple file, interactive 
operation, the program writes out screen cues to input (1) the Namelist 
file, (2) the dispenser missile Source file, (3) the submissile Source 
file. Multiple case calculations can be made with the same files without 
reentering the file names. If different files are required for subsequent 
cases the appropriate filename can be entered. Also, the interactive input 
subroutine has been tailored so that any case after the first can be run by 
entering only those values which have changed from the previous run. The 
program has the capability, as an option, to generate binary data files 
which have the same format as the 'SUBMIS' data base files. After program 
execution is completed, a screen cue appears for binary data file creation. 
If the user elects to create the binary data file, the program cue requests 
a name for this file. A FORTRAN listing of the version of the Subsonic 
Trajectory program just described is presented in Appendix B.5. The CSS 
program to execute this program is given in Appendix B.6. These files are 
available for use on the Perkin-Elmer as NEARSUB.FTN and NEARSUB.CSS along 
with the other files necessary for program execution. 
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The original program of Reference 6 has the capability of obtaining 
solutions to problems with up to ten stores (submissiles) present. 
However, only one of the stores was allowed to move with respect to the 
aircraft (dispense: missile). This capability does not really solve the 
multiple submissile dispense problem; however, when properly used with the 
trajectory restart procedure an approximate solution to this type of 
problem can be obtained. Therefore, this capability has been retained in 
the program. The multiple submissile cases must be exercised with a for- 
matted input file since the interactive input subroutine was not configured 
to input the data required for more than one submissile. A sequential 
listing of the required input data for the program along with the format 
and detailed definitions is presented in Appendix B.7. When the program is 
executed for multiple submissiles with input via a formatted file, the 
source files for the dispenser missile and each of the submissiles are 
input after a program cue by entering the name of the .SRC file. 
The submissile input data is read in a DO LOOP in subroutine STRIO 
with indices (submissile numbers) varying from 1 to NSTRS (the total number 
of submissiles). The order in which the formatted input data is read for 
the various submissiles (Item 6, Appendix B.7) is arbitrary. However, the 
user must (1) input the submissile .SRC files in the sequence chosen for 
the formatted data and (2) NEJECT must be the sequence number in the DO 
LOOP where the input data for the submissile that is to be separated is 
read. With the majority of the total set of input data for the complete 
problem being transferred through the .SRC files created by the Subsonic 
Source program, the formatted input file is very much simpler to create 
than the original program's formatted input file. An example input file 
for a dispenser missile with three different submissiles present, with sub-
missile No. 2, the one which separates, is presented in Appendix B.8. 
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6.0 SUPERSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM 
The Supersonic Trajectory program originates from the program 
described in References 3 and 4 which was developed for the yipersonic 
separation of a store from an aircraft. As was the case in the Subsonic 
Trajectory program, there were aircraft elements which were not needed for 
the supersonic submissile dispense solution. The present work, starting 
from the result of Reference 2, with Reference 1 considered, has deleted 
all of the program elements not needed for the submissile application and 
all program elements left unused by these deletions have also been deleted. 
After this thorough program analysis, the cross flow drag coefficient and 
the fin lift curve slope calculations, discussed in earlier sections, were 
integrated into the program to eliminate the tedious calculations required 
to obtain these data for input values. Also, the single variable sweep 
capability was integrated into the integration subroutine as an optional 
type calculation for efficient generation of analytical data to compare 
with the 'SUBMIS' data base experimental data. The definition of the 
complete dispenser missile is by segments which are defined by the polyno-
mial Equation (1), and in the original program the body could have up to 
seven segments. The dispenser missile used for the 'SUBMIS' data base 
tests has three open submissile bays. Calculations for open bay con-
figurations require a simulation of the free streamline shape around the 
open bays. Seven segments would not be a sufficient number to define such 
a complex configuration. Therefore, modifications were made to the program 
to use up to 15 segments to define the dispenser missile body shape. 
One of the most important objectives of the current effort was to 
create a program which was easy for the user to operate and had the capabil-
ity of performing a submissile separation trajectory or calculating sub-
missile aerodynamic data for a single variable sweep. This objective was 
achieved by inserting additional calculations into the program to minimize 
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input data preparation time and by providing an alternative input method 
which minimizes the time and effort required to create the input data file. 
This new input method is tailored to match the type of runs required to 
generate parametric data similar to the 'SUBMIS' data. Calculations of the 
polynomial coefficients for the body segments were programmed into 
subroutine GEOMET for a limited number of segment types (See Section 2.5 
for details). This subroutine was integrated into the program along with 
the required geometry input data, which now can be read from a con-
figuration drawing, and the coefficients were calculated. The combination 
of the geometry and fin lift curve slope calculations eliminates all of the 
time consuming hand calculations which were previously required to prepare 
a set of input data. 
The original program required a formatted input file which was 
somewhat cumbersome to prepare, and which for multiple data base type runs, 
had to be completely duplicated with perhaps only one input value changed 
for the next run. As an alternative to the formatted input file, a com-
bination Namelist and interactive input procedure was integrated into the 
program. The basic advantages of the Namelist file are that it is not for-
matted and the user can check the data without cross referencing a variable 
and format list since the variable name is typed into the Namelist file. 
The split between the Namelist variables and the interactive input was 
determined from an analysis of the total set of input data and the 
variables which change most frequently in the data base runs. A compromise 
between maximizing the number of runs that can be made with a given 
Namelist file and the minimum amount of interactive data was determined and 
was used to configure each list of input variables. A list of the Namelist 
variables and a definition for each is presented in Appendix C.1. The 
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Supersonic Trajectory program does not require any precursor program such 
as the Subsonic Trajectory program so that complete geometric data for both 
the dispenser missile and submissile must be input through the Namelist 
file. Geometric calculations o' the polynomial coefficients and the 
required input data is identical to that defined for the Subsonic Source 
program in Section 2.5. The same subroutine for performing these calcula-
tions was integrated into both programs and the same input data is 
required. However, the appearance of this data in the Namelist file is 
somewhat different than in the unformatted, list-directed read file of the 
Subsonic Source program. There are several items such as the segment end 
points or segment types which are one-dimensional arrays that may either be 
entered as a data string or with indexed symbols followed by the 
appropriate piece of data. Each different type of section requires a dif-
ferent set of input data and, as the program currently stands, each of 
these pieces of data is entered with a symbol which is indexed with the 
segment number. 
The interactive data primarily sets the type of calculation to be 
performed and enters the initial conditions of the submissile with respect 
to the dispenser missile. Each read in the subroutine ACTIVINP is preceded 
by a screen cue identifying the data to be entered while giving a descrip-
tion of the required data. A complete listing of the screen cues, the 
required input data, and some additional information is presented in 
Appendix C.2. All of this appendix is given in the same sequence as the 
program requires it to be input so it can also be used as a sequence guide 
for preparing the interactive input. Since the major criteria for the 
Namelist/Interactive data split was the ability to efficiently generate 
data base type data sets where runs frequently differ by a change of only 
one variable, for all calculations after the first case, a menu type 
interactive input is used where only the variables which change must be 
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input. The program is still configured so that it can be run from either a 
complete formatted input file or from the combination of the Namelist and 
Interactive data. The CSS file which loads and runs the program is struc-
tured such that if a formatted input file is to be used, the input file 
name must be typed in following the program name. When this is not done 
the program requires a Namelist file, and a screen cue appears after the 
program is loaded and requests that the filename of the Namelist data file 
be entered. The Namelist file name must have a .NAM extension as the 
program is currently structured. A copy of the CSS file is presented in 
Appendix C.3. Namelist input files for the data base configuration N2D1 
and for an open bay dispenser missile with simulated free streamlines are 
presented in Appendices C.4 and C.5, respectively. The geometric details 
of configuration N2D1 are documented in References 7 and 1; thus, Appendix 
C.4 applies to a documented configuration for the user's application. 
Appendix C.5 illustrates the application to a dispenser missile con-
figuration consisting of more than seven segments with one or more segments 
of each type that the program handles. 
Standard program output is dire.cted to an output file with filename 
.OPT which always carries the OPT extension. The filename is either the 
formatted input filename, if it is used, or it is the program filename, if 
the Namelist input file is used. The standard output file may consist only 
of summary data at each trajectory or sweep point or it may also contain 
detailed submissile load distributions at each of these points. A screen 
cue is presented to the user to enable a choice of the type of output to be 
made. Load distributions lengthen the output file significantly. A binary 
output file which is configured to the 'SUBMIS' data base files format is 
also available as a program option. A screen cue appears to permit the 
user to select or bypass this option. If the option is selected another 
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cue appears requesting a name for the binary data file to be entered. All 
calculations made during one program entry are put into the same binary 
file. 
A FORTRAN listing of the final version of the program is presented in 
Appendix C.6. The CSS, FORTRAN, and executable files are available on the 
Perkin-Elmer with the filename NEARSUP with the appropriate extensions. 
This program will execute with either of the Namelist files in Appendices 
C.4 and C.5 with an appropriate set of interactive data. 
7.0 SAMPLE RESULTS 
The Subsonic and Supersonic trajectory programs have been used to 
calculate results to compare with the experimental data in the 'SUBMIS' 
data base. Comparisons which will be presented are not meant to be 
exhaustive; however, the effects of important physical parameters upon both 
the experimental data and calculated results will be shown. Data base con-
figurations consist of two dispenser missiles which have the same overall 
shape but have either covered or open submissile bays. There are five dif-
ferently shaped or sized submissiles, some of them both with and without 
fins, which were tested in the presence of a dispenser missile. A sketch 
of the dispenser missile which was used in tests A and B, is presented in 
Figure 2. The submissiles which were used in test A are shown in Figure 3 
along with their data base configuration notations. Sketches of the sub-
missiles used in test B are shown in Figure 4 and are identified with their 
data base configuration notations. Table 1 presents a complete set of con-
figuration nomenclature. 
Source and sink distributions which are used to represent dispenser 
missile fuselage volume effects are ideally suited for the dispenser 
missile with covered submissile bays. However, they can only be used to 
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Figure 3. Submissile design for Test A.  
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Figure 4. 	Submissile design for Test B.  
TABLE 1. CONFIGURATION NOMENCLATURE 
Symbol 	 Definition  
D1 	 Dispenser missile with covered submissiie bays 
D2 	 Dispenser missile with opened submissile bays 
Fl 	 Submissile fins on 
N1 	 Submissile with hemisphere nose (one-half caliber ogive) 
Test A - see Figure 3 
N2 	 Submissile with two caliber ogive nose 
Test A - see Figure 3 
N3 
	
High slenderness ratio submissile 








Test B - see Figure 4 
A complete test configuration consists of up to six alphanumeric characters 
identifying each element present in the wind tunnel during a run, e.g. 
N2F1D1. This is the two caliber ogive nose submissile with fins tested 
with the covered bay dispenser missile. 
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represent the open bay configuration if a mean streamline bounding the 
cavity flow is known. Since this type of data is not, in general, 
available for axi-symmetric cavities, calculations presented herein will be 
restricted to the dispenser missile with covered submissile bays. Results 
to be presented are for (1) supersonic speeds and (2) subsonic speeds. 
Within each of these groups results are presented to define the effects of 
(a) submissile nose shape, (b) submissile axial location, and (c) dispenser 
missile angle of attack. The experimental data which will be presented is 
taken from the 'ASUBMIS' data base and it is always identified by a run 
number which is Axxxx. Corresponding analytical results are identified 
with the same four digits but with a different letter of the alphabet, e.g. 
Hxxxx. All data plots were made with the data base plot program, and Table 
2 presents the plot program parameter nomenclature for all of the parame-
ters used herein. 
Normal force and pitching moment coefficients for the submissile N1 
at a Mach number of 1.2 are presented in Figures 5 and 6 as a function of 
the vertical separation distance below the center bay. Data is shown for 
the submissile at 0, +10, and -10 degree angles of attack. The data for 
both CN and CM are well matched at zero angle of attack indicating that the 
predicted interference effects of the dispenser missile are good. For 
large angles of attack, the CN is not well predicted while the CM is, on 
the whole, quite well predicted. This mismatch of agreements is probably 
more of a shortcoming of the slender body theory used to predict submissile 
aerodynamics than it is of the linear theory used to predict dispenser 
missile interference velocities. Experimental data and calculations for 
both CN and CM are somewhat asymmetrical at large separation distances. 
This effect apparently is caused by the reversed tail/nose position in the 
dispenser missile flow field gradient and it is gratifying that the analy-
sis predicts this, at least qualitatively. However, for the submissile 
positive angle of attack which is nose up toward the submissile, there is a 
significant experimental trend at small separation distances which is not 
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SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1125 N1D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 8.10 
* H1125 N1D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A2125 11101 5.80 1.20 3.95 9.97 0.10 
X H2125 N1D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 10.00 0.00 
o A3125 N101 5.00 1.20 3.95 -10.00 0.10 
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Figure 5. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, Ni, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
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SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1125 N101 5.00 1.28 3.95 0.00 0.10 
* H1125 MIDI 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A2125 N1D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 9.97 0.10 
X H2125 N1D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 10.00 0.00 
o A3125 N1D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 -10.00 0.10 
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Figure 6. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N1, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
TABLE 2. PLOT PARAMETER NOMENCLATURE 
ALPD 	 Dispenser angle of attack, degrees 
ALPS 	 Submissile angle of attack, degrees 
MACH 	 Free stream mach number 
MODE 	 Type of calculation 
1 = angle of attack sweep 
4 = longitudinal sweep 
5 = vertical sweep 
PHIS 	 Submissile roll angle, degrees 
PSIS 	 Submissile yaw angle, degrees 
XS 
	
Longitudinal coordinate, X distance from dispenser 
missile nose to submissile center of gravity in 
dispenser calibers, positive aft 
Z S 
	
Vertical coordinate, Z distance from dispenser missile 
center line to submissile center of gravity in dispenser 
calibers, positive down 
CLM 	 Submissile pitching moment coefficient 
CN 	 Submissile normal force coefficient 
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predicted by the analysis. This effect is probably due to mutual inter-
ference created by the submissile bow shock impinging upon the dispenser 
missile and being reflected back to the submissile. Such phenomena are not 
considered by the analysis. The calculatics presented in these figures 
did not include any non-linear cross flow force contribution to C N and CM . 
Including this contribution would improve the CN agreement but it would 
degrade the CM agreement. Figure 7 presents the zero angle of attack 
pitching moment coefficient of Figure 6 on a greatly expanded scale. This 
figure also shows that there are significant data trends at small separa-
tion distances which are not predicted by the analysis. However, the data 
and the analytical results agree well at the larger separation distances. 
Results presented in the preceeding three figures were data for the 
hemispherical nose submissile and the results presented in Figures 8 
through 10 present a similar set of comparisons for the submissile with the 
two caliber ogive nose. The general comparison between data and analysis 
for this submissile is basically the same as for the blunt nose submissile. 
However, there are subtle differences in the two sets of experimental data 
at small separation distances which probably represent the change in the 
mutual interference due to the different bow shock wave shapes of the two 
submissiles. Thus, the change of the submissile nose shape does not have 
an important effect upon either the data or the analytical results. 
Pitching moment coefficients for ten degrees angle of attack from Figure 9 
are shown on an expanded scale in Figure 11 in order to better illustrate 
that, while some qualitative trends are not well predicted, the average 
value over the separation distance is quite well predicted. 
Results which have been discussed above are for the two submissiles 
separating vertically from the dispenser missile at the position of the 
center submissile bay. This position is below the cylindrical section of 
the dispenser missile where one expects small streamline curvature, and 
therefore, small induced normal velocities. This expectation is well 
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SYM RUN CONFIGURATION 
0 A1125 N1D1 
X H1125 N1D1 
MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.10 












Figure 7. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N1, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, Di, with the relative vertical location varying 
0.00 CLM 
-0.25 
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VERTICAL COORDINATE,2S,CAL 
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ 	A1039 N2D1 5.08 1.28 3.95 8.08 0.10 
* H1039 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.00 
A2039 N201 5.00 1.20 3.95 9.97 8.18 
X H2039 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 10.00 0.00 
o A1040 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 -10.00 0.10 
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VERTICAL COORDINATE, ZS, CAL 
Figure 8. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
I 	 
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SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ 	A1039 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.10 
* H1039 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A2839 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 9.97 8.10 
X H2039 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 10.00 0.00 
o A1048 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 -10.00 6.18 
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Figure 9. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, Dl, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN CONFIGURATION 
+ A1039 N2D1 
* H1039 N2D1 
MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 0.10 
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VERTICAL COORDINATE, ZS, CAL 
Figure 10. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the 
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
GYM RUN CONFIGURATION 
0 A2039 N2D1 
X H2039 H2D1 
MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
5.00 1.20 3.95 9.97 0.10 
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VERTICAL COORDINATE,2S,CAL 
Figure 11. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
verified by the small coefficients seen in the previous figures for sub-
missile angle of attack equal to zero. Figures 13 through 14 present a 
similar set of data for the two caliber ogive nose submissile separating 
from the dispenser missile at the position of the front submissile bay. 
This bay is located forward on the dispenser missile ogive nose where 
significant streamline curvature is expected. This effect is readily 
apparent in Figures 12 and 13 where the coefficient slopes are significant 
over the major portion of the vertical distance. Again, the analysis pre-
dicts the qualitative trends of the data very well, which shows that the 
source/sink distribution adequately simulates the dispenser missile flow 
field. These two figures, compared to Figures 8 and 9 clearly show there 
are both qualitative and quantitative effects of these separation posi-
tions. Figure 14 presents the pitching moment coefficient at zero angle of 
attack on an expanded scale and it is seen that the analytical prediction 
agrees with the data very well. This is substantially different from the 
results of Figures 7 and 10. It reflects the difference between a flow 
field with a strong gradient and small mutual interaction and a flow field 
with a weak gradient and large mutual interaction. Figure 15 presents the 
normal force coefficient for zero angle of attack from Figure 12 on a 
greatly expanded scale and it is seen that the agreement between data and 
analysis is just as good as that for the pitching moment coefficient. This 
data certainly reinforces the conclusion that the source/sink distribution 
represents the dispenser missile fuselage volume effects very well. 
Another physical variable which affects the submissile aerodynamic 
data during separation is the dispenser missile angle of attack. An 
example of this effect for the two caliber ogive nose submissile separating 
from the center bay position is shown in Figures 16 and 17 with the 
dispenser missile at a 5.0 degree angle of attack. When these two figures 
are compared to Figures 8 and 9, the effect of the dispenser missile angle 
of attack is readily seen. The agreement between the analytical results 




SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1841 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 0.01 0.10 
* H1041 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 0.00 0.00 
0 A2041 N201 5.00 1.20 2.38 9.98 0.10 
X H2041 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 10.00 0.00 
0 A1042 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 -9.99 0.10 
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Figure 12. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1041 N2D1 5.80 1.20 2.38 0.01 0.10 
* H1041 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 0.00 0.00 
0 A2041 N2D1 5.08 1.20 2.38 9.98 8.10 
X H2841 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 10.00 0.00 
D A1042 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 -9.99 0.10 
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Figure 13. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1041 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 0.01 0.10 
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• 
Figure 14. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
0 A1841 N2D1 5.00 1.20 2.38 0.01 0.10 
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Figure 15. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ 	A1095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 5.05 
* H1095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 5.00 5.00 
0 A2095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 10.00 5.04 
X H2095 N201 5.00 1.20 3.95 15.00 5.00 
o A3095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 -9.98 5.04 
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Figure 16. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ 	A1095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 0.00 5.05 
* H1095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 5.00 5.00 
0 A2095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 18.80 5.04 
X H2095 N2D1 5.00 1.28 3.95 15.00 5.00 
0 A3095 N2D1 5.00 1.20 3.95 -9.98 5.04 
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VERTICAL COORDINATE,ZS,CAL 
Figure 17. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the 
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
the agreement seen in Figures 8 and 9. Thus, it is seen that the doublet 
distribution is apparently simulating the dispenser missile angle of attack 
effects very well. 
The presentation of the subsonic data and analysis comparisons 
follows the same basic flow as the supersonic results presented above. 
Figures 18 and 19 present the normal force and pitching moment coefficients 
for the submissile N1 at a Mach number of 0.8 as a function of the vertical 
separation distance from the dispenser missile. The experimental data is 
independent of separation distance after the submissile reaches one caliber 
separation while the analytical results are almost completely independent 
of separation distance. Thus, the source/sink distribution either does not 
represent the dispenser missile flow field very well or mutual interference 
is creating significant effects when the two bodies are close together. 
Slender body theory does a fair job of accounting for submissile angle of 
attack in this case with reasonable agreement between experimental data and 
calculated results for angles of attack of + ten degrees. 
Figures 20 and 21 present the results for a submissile with a two 
caliber ogive nose for comparison with the two previous figures for the 
hemispherical nose submissile. The interference effects are very similar 
for both the experimental data and the analytical results. However, there 
are significant differences between both experimental data and analytical 
results for the two configurations at + ten degree angles of attack. 
Further, the analytical results and experimental data do not agree as well 
for the sharp nose configuration as they do for the blunt nose configura-
tion. The pitching moment coefficients show poor agreement while the nor-
mal force coefficient agreement is fair. This is a case where inclusion of 
non-linear cross flow forces would probably improve the overall agreement. 
In this case the inclusion of the non-linear normal force and pitching 
moment due to the cross flow drag would improve the agreement with the data 
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SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.01 0.10 
* 11130 N101 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A2130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 9.99 0.09 
X 12130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 10.00 0.00 
o A3130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 -9.98 0.09 
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VERTICAL COORDINATE,ZS,CAL 
Figure 18. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N1, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPO 
+ A1130 11101 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.01 0.10 
* 11130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A213@ N101 5.00 0.80 3.95 9.99 0.09 
X 12130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 10.00 0.00 
0 A3130 N1D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 -9.98 0.09 
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Figure 19. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N1, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ 	A1054 N201 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 0.10 
* 11054 N201 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A2054 N201 5.00 0.80 3.95 9.98 0.10 
X 12054 N201 5.00 0.80 3.95 10.00 0.00 
o A1055 N201 5.00 0.80 3.95 -10.00 0.10 
o I1055 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 -10.00 0.00 
-0.4 
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Figure 20. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1054 H2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 0.10 
* 11054 H2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 0.00 
0 A2054 H2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 9.98 0.10 
X 12054 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 10.00 0.00 
0 A1055 H2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 -10.00 0.10 
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Figure 21. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
at the large angles of attack whereas their inclusion in the blunt body 
calculations would have degraded the agreement. 
E : erimental data and analytical results for the sharp nose sub-
missile separating vertically from the front submissile bay are presented 
in Figures 22 and 23. Submissile separation at this location is strongly 
affected by the flow over the ogive nose which has larger gradients than 
the flow field over the cylindrical section. This is manifested in the 
larger gradients of the coefficients than those evident in the cases where 
the submissile separated from the mid cavity. Again, the source/sink 
distribution underpredicts the gradients when the submissile is near the 
dispenser missile. Also, the slender body theory does a relatively poor 
job of predicting the angle of attack effects on the submissile pitching 
moment coefficients. Dispenser missile angle of attack effects are pre-
sented in Figures 20 and 23. These figures, when compared to Figures 20 
and 21, illustrate the effect of the dispenser missile angle of attack. 
The agreement between the analytical results and experimental data is very 
similar for the two sets of data. Therefore, the subsonic program also 
does a fair job of representing dispenser missile angle of attack effects 
even though it does use an empirical technique to calculate this effect. 
The effect of the dispenser missile open submissile bays will be 
illustrated with two sets of experimental data which are shown in Figures 
26 and 27 for the normal force and pitching moment coefficients. These two 
figures very dramatically illustrate the effect of the open cavity flow 
fields on the submissile aerodynamic characteristics. This data comparison 
shows that for any analytical technique to be successful, the cavity flow 
field must be simulated in some manner. The source/sink distributions 
which are used to represent this dispenser missile volume effect cannot 
represent any type of vortex flow which occurs inside the cavity. However, 
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SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 -0.01 8.10 
* 11056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 0.00 0.00 
0 A2056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 9.98 0.10 
X 12056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 18.00 0.00 
0 A1057 11201 5.00 0.80 2.38 -9.99 0.10 
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Figure 22. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 -0.01 0.10 
* 11056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 0.00 0.00 
0 A2056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 9.98 0.10 
X 12056 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 10.00 0.00 
o A1057 N2D1 5.00 0.80 2.38 -9.99 0.10 
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Figure 23. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the  
presence of the dispenser missile, Dl, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1088 11201 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 5.04 
* 11088 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 5.00 5.00 
0 A2088 ti201 5.00 0.80 3.95 10.01 5.04 
X 12088 N201 5.00 0.80 3.95 15.00 5.00 
o A3088 N2D1 5.08 0.80 3.95 -9.97 5.04 
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Figure 24. Comparison of normal force coefficients for the submissile, body alone, N2, in the 
presence of the dispenser missile, D1, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN 	CONFIGURATION MODE MACH XS ALPS ALPD 
+ A1088 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 0.00 5.04 
* 11088 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 5.00 5.00 
0 A2088 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 10.01 5.04 
X 12088 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 15.00 5.00 
Ei A3088 N2D1 5.00 0.80 3.95 -9.97 5.04 
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Figure 25. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients for the submissile body alone, N2, in the 
presence of the dispenser missile, DI, with the relative vertical location varying.  
SYM RUN CONFIGURATION 
+ A1134 N1F1D1 
* A1045 N1F1D2 









MODE MACH ZS ALPS ALPD 
4.00 1.20 1.00 0.00 0.10 
4.80 1.20 1.00 0.00 0.10 
••I 
-0.6 
-1.0 0.8 	1.0 	2.8 	3.8 	4.0 
AXIAL COORDINATE,XS,CAL 
5.0 	6.8 7.0 
Figure 26. Comparison of normal force coefficients vs. axial location for the submissile, body  
plus fins, N1F1, for dispenser configurations DI and D2.  
SYM RUN CONFIGURATION MODE 	MACH 	ZS 	ALPS 	ALPO 
+ A1134 N1F1D1 	4.00 1.20 1.00 0.00 0.10 














AXIAL COORDINATE, XS, CAL 
Figure 27. Comparison of pitching moment coefficients vs. axial location for the submissile,  
body plus fins, N1F1, for dispenser configurations DI and D2.  
this type of solution can be used to represent a mean streamline shape 
which essentially bounds the cavity flow field. Such bounding streamlines 
could be developed empirically using the data available in the 'SUBMIS' 
data base or they could be obtained experimentally from a specially 
designed test program. 
8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Computer programs developed by Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc. 
for store separation from aircraft have been modified to adapt them to the 
Perkin-Elmer 3230 and to optimize their operation for submissiles 
separating from dispenser missiles. Program sizes have been minimized by 
deletion of all program elements not required by Missile Command problems. 
Input data calculations have been automated wherever possible and the input 
format has been completely revised to be "user friendly" on the 
Perkin-Elmer. An option to write binary output files in the 'SUBMIS' data 
base format has been included in the programs and these files are com-
patible with the various data base programs. Calculations have been per-
formed for a significant number of cases, exercising the various 
operational options, for both the supersonic and subsonic programs. A 
number of these calculations are presented herein and compared with data 
available in the 'SUBMIS' data base. Based upon these data comparisons, 
presented in Figures 5 through 27, the following conclusions have been 
reached: 
A. Supersonic Program 
1. The source/sink representation of the dispenser missile fuse-
lage volume effects does a good job of calculating the interference effect 
on the submissile aerodynamic data. 
2. The doublet representation of the dispenser missile angle of 
attack calculates this perturbation interference effect very well. 
64 
3. Slender body calculations for the submissile aerodynamic 
characteristics at large angles of attack show somewhat random quantitative 
agreement with experimental data. 
4. Mutual interference which occurs when the dispenser and sub—
missile are in close proximity is not considered by the program and it is, 
obviously, a significant factor in some of the experimental data. 
5. Experimental data for the open bay configuration show a large 
open/closed bay effect. Therefore, for the program to be effective on the 
open bay configuration, an open bay flow simulation model must be developed. 
B. Subsonic Program 
6. The source/sink representation of the dispenser missile 
volume effects consistently underpredicts the experimental submissile 
interference effect. The underprediction is more pronounced for the more 
forward submissile locations 
7. The empirical treatment of the dispenser missile angle of 
attack does not represent this effect as well as the doublet solution of 
the supersonic program. 
8. Slender body calculations for the submissile aerodynamic 
characteristics at large angles of attack show somewhat random quantitative 
agreement with experimental data. 
9. Open bay cavity simulation models must be developed for the 
program to effectively calculate open bay configuration interference 
effects on submissile aerodynamics. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Symbol 	 Nomenclature  
amax 	 Maximum store body radius 
A 	 Fin aspect ratio 
C1 - C7 	 Polynomial coefficients used in Equation (1) 
Cdc 	 Section drag coefficient of a circular cylinder normal 
to airstream 
CdcB 	 Cross flow drag for a finite length body - Equation (13) 
c r 	 Fin chord at fin-body juncture 
CA 	 Axial force coefficient, Axial force/q cos SR R 
C 	 Rolling moment coefficient, rolling moment/q. s SR R 
CL . 	 Lift coefficient curve slope 
CLaF 	 Fin alone lift coefficient curve slope 
Cm 	 Pitching moment coefficient, pitching moment iqms R R 
Cn 	 Yawing moment coefficient, yawing moment/q .sR ZR 
CN 	 Normal force coefficient, normal force/q. s SR 
Cy 	 Side force coefficient, side force/q..s SR 
d Body diameter 
K Ratio of lift component to lift of tail alone, for 
variable angle of attack 
Body length 
kR 	 Reference length, store maximum diameter, d 
is 	 Submissile body length 
L Lift 
Free stream Mach number 
m 	 Cotangent of fin leading edge sweep angle 
q Free stream dynamic pressure, 1/2 Po.V 2 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS (cont.) 
Symbol 	 Nomenclature  
r 	 General local body radius 
rB 	 Body radius at fin location 
s 	 Semispan of fin in combination with body 
SF 	 Fin alone area 
SR 	 Reference area taken equal to body frontal area, Tr a 2max 
x 	 General local body point longitudinal location 
Angle of attack 
1/M2 - 1 for M > 1 and -\71 - M2 for M < 1 
A 	 Fin sweep back angle 
Pao 	 Free stream mass density 
Fin taper ratio, (C t /Cr ) E 1 for current program capabi-
lity 
Subscripts  
D 	 Dispenser missile 
B(F) 	 Body in the presence of the fin 
F 	 Last point on a conical frustum 
F(B) 	 Fin in the presence of the body 
N 	 Nose 
s 	 Submissile 
SB 	 Slender body value 
o 	 Denotes circular arc constants 
I 	 First point on a conical frustum 
CYL 	 Cylindrical segment 
LT 	 Linear theory value 
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APPENDIX A 
SUBSONIC SOURCE COMPUTER PROGRAM DEFINITIONS 
AND LISTINGS 
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A.1 SUBSONIC SOURCE PROGRAM INPUT DATA DEFINITIONS 
GENERAL: All numerical data are unformatted, list-directed. The lines of 
alphanumeric text describing the configuration have the format 
(20A4). 
Geometry data may be input in any desired system, inches, feet, 
calibers, or other. However, all data dependent on size or loca-
tion must be entered in the same system. 
Guidelines for input data which are discretionary but which may 
significantly affect the results are discussed in the text. 
These guidelines are based on experience with running the program 
to date. 
SPECIFIC: 
ITEM # 1 	NCARDS (an integer) 
DEF: NCARDS is the number of lines of alphanumeric text 
which the user requires to define the configuration. 
To cycle through the program, NCARDS must be 1 or  
greater. 
NOTE: The program returns to this read after each 
solution is completed; another problem may be 
entered or the program is stopped by setting 
NCARDS = -1. 
ITEM # 2 	Q(K), K = 1, 20 [format 20A4] alphanumeric 
DEF: Q(K) is NCARDS lines of text which the user supplies to 
define the problem, configuration, or other identi-
fication. There must be at least one line of text. 
May be as many more as user desires. 
ITEM # 3 	NSECT, FMACH (integer, real) 
DEF: NSECT is the number of sections or segments required to 
define the total body. Each section is defined by a 
polynomial equation. For a blunt based body, the sub-
sonic wake must be simulated by an additional 
section(s) which is closed. 
FMACH is the free stream mach number for which the 
solution is required. 
ITEM # 4 AL (real) 
DEF: AL is the body length which is used to non-dimension-
alize all geometric quantities. Must be actual body 
length. Can be any desired units; all succeeding 
geometric data must be same units. 
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ITEM # 5 	XEND(K), K = 1, NSECT (real; all on one line) 
DEF: XEND(K) are the x (axial) location of the downstream 
end of each of the sections used to describe the body. 
There must be NSECT values and they must be in order 
from nose to tail. Same units as AL. 
ITEMS # 6 and # 7 are read in a DO loop and must be input for each of the 
NSECT sections used to describe the body. Each item is one line and, thus, 
there are NSECT pairs of these items. 
ITEM # 6 	NTYPE (integer) 
DEF: NTYPE is an integer which denotes the type of body sec-
tion and controls the geometric input data require-
ments. At present, there is the capability to handle 
only three types of section. 
NTYPE = 1, OLIVE (circular arc) section 
NTYPE = 2, Conical nose or frustum section 
NTYPE = 3, Cylindrical section 
ITEM If 7 	Section geometric data which depends upon the type of 
section. 
If NTYPE = 1 (circular arc) 
XO, RO, CR0 (real) 
DEF: XO is the axial location of the center of the circular 
arc. 
RO is the radial location of the center of the circular 
arc. 
CRO is the radius of the circular arc. 
If NTYPE = 2 (conical nose or frustum section) 
XI, RI, XF, RF (real) 
DEF: XI is the axial location of the upstream (initial) end 
of 
- 
the cone or frustum. 
RI is the radius of the body at XI. 
XF is the axial location of the downstream (final) end 
of the cone or frustum. 
RF is the radius of the body at XF. 
If NTYPE = 3 (cylindrical section) 
RCYL (REAL) 
DEF: RCYL is the radius of the body at the cylindrical 
section. 
All defined variables must be in same units as AL. 
Coordinate system origin at body nose tip. 
ITEM # 8 XSFST, XSLST, XRMAX, XINIT, XFINAL, DELX, RMAX (all real) 
DEF: XSFST is the location at which the first source will be 
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ITEM # 8 (cont.) 
placed (see Section 2.2). 
XSLST is the location at which the last source will be 
placed (see Section 2.4). 
XRMAX is the location at which the maximum body radius 
is first reached. 
XINIT is the initial point at which the body radius is 
to be calculated from the source distribution. 
XFINAL is the final point at which the body radius is 
to be calculated from the source distribution. 
DELX is the increment between points at which the body 
radius is to be calculated from the source distribu-
tion. 
RMAX is the maximum radius of actual body. All 
variables in same units as AL. 
ITEM # 9 	NRAT (integer) 
DEF: NRAT is an index which specifies the number of sections 
the body is divided into for specifying the source 
spacing along the body. The maximum value of NRAT is 
5. 
ITEM # 10 REND(K), K = 1, NRAT (real) 
DEF: REND(K) are the x (axial) locations of the downstream 
end of body segments where the source spacing criteria, 
PERCR, is to be changed. Note that REND(K) must be 
NRAT values of the NSECT values of XEND(K) in ITEM # 5; 
i.e., source spacing can only be changed at body 
sections. 
ITEM # 11 PERCR(K), K = 1, NRAT (real) 
DEF: PERCR(K) are the values of the source spacing parameter 
which are to be used along the body length. This para-
meter is the fraction of the local body radius between 
sources (see Section 2.3). 
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APPENDIX A.2 
SUBSONIC SOURCE PROGRAM INPUT DATA FILES 
Dispenser Missile Input Data File; DISPENS1.INP 
6 
THIS INPUT DATA FILE IS FOR THE ARMY MISSILE COMMAND DISPENSER 
m1S5ILE. THE ACTUAL CUNVIGuRATIuN IS AN OGIVE-CYLINDER wHICh IS 
35.b2 INCHES LUNG. FUR THE SUbSUNIC SUUKCE UISTRIbUTIUN THE WAKE IS 
REPREsENTED by AN uGlvE wITH DIMENSIONS EQUAL TU THUSE JF THE 
NuSE UOlvE. ALL LuCArluNs AND D1MENS1us5 IN THIS FILE ARE IN INCHES 
ANU IT IS TO BE USED wITH 	SUbSkCE PROGRAM. 
3,u.0 
35.62 











Submissile Input Data File; SUBMISALINP 
THIS iNeur FILE IS FUR 1HE Two-CALIPER uGIVE NOSE SUomiSsILE 
CONFIGURATION OF THE ° A5udRIS" DATA BASE. THE FUSELAGE IS 
5.593 INCHES LONG AND A 1.864 INCH LONG UG1Vt HAS dEEN ADDED 
TU TH4 BASE TO SIMULATE THE SUbSUNIC F.AKE. ALL LOCATIONS AND 
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES ANU THIS INPUT FILE IS FUR L'1 















Submissile Input Data File; SUBMISB1.INP 
6 
THIS INPUT FILE IS FuR THE uNE ■HALF CALIBER(HEAISPHERICAL) UGIVE 
MUSE sUBMISSIGE OF THE "AbutsmIS" DATA BASE. THE FUSELAGE IS 
5.593 INCHES LONG AND A 1.664 INCH LONG OGIVE HAS bEEN ADDED 
TO THt BASE TO SIMULATE THE SuBSUNIC sAsE. ALL LOCAr1U4S AND 
DIMENSIONS AKE IN INCHES AND THIS INPUT FILL IS FOR THE N SUBSRCE" 














Submissile Input Data File; SUBMISCLINP 
7 
THIS INPUT FILE IS FUR THE LANGE S0BAISSILE USED IN TEST "B". 
IT HAS A ONE-HALF CALIBER UGIvE(HEMISPHERICAL) NJsE AN A CYLINDRICAL 
AFTERBUDY. AN UGIvE 3.750 INCHES LUNG AITH A RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
OF 0.0 INCHES HAS BEEN AMAX TU THE BASE OF THE SUBMISSILE TU 
SIMULATE THE SUBSONIC AMfE. ALL LLICAlluNS ANU D1MLNSIUNS ARE is 















Submissile Input Data File; SUBMISDI.INP 
7 
THIS INPUT oATA FILE IS FOR THE HIGH FINENESS RATIU SUS NISSILE uSEU 
IN usr °B". 11 HAS A UNE-HALF CALIbER UGIVE(HFAISPHERICAL) NOSE AND 
A CYLINDRICAL AFTERBOuY AUL) AN OVERALL FINENESS HATIu OF 14. A Dub 
UGIVL WITH A RAU1US uF CUNvATUKE uF 3.5 INCHES WITH A LENGTH OF 
1.1344o0d INCHES HAS BEEN AUUED TU SIMULATE THE SUBSONIC WAKE. ALL 
LOCATIONS ANU DIMENSIONS Mit. IN INCHES AND THIS INPUT FILE IS FUR 














Submissile Input Data File; SUBMISE1.INP 
7 
THIS INPUT FILE IS FUR Iht. SMALL SUbm1SSILE USED IN TEST "B's 
If HAS A UNE-HALF CALI/3E11 OGIVECHEMISPPERICAL) NOSE AND A CYLINDRICAL 
AFIERBUOI Affil AN uvEHALL FINENESS kAT1O OF b.0 AND A CYLINDER 
DIAMETER OF 0.b INCHES, AN UGIVE WITH A RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF 2.750 
INCHES ANV A LENGTH uF 1.4490 INCHES HAS BEEN ADDED TU THE BASE TU 
SIMULATE THE SUBSONIC NAlkL. ALL LOCATIONS AND DIAENSIUNS ARE IN INCHES 
















Subsonic Source Program Output File; 
NEARSOR.OPT 
1 
THIS INPUT DATA FILE IS FLA THE ARMY MISSILE COMMAND DISPENSER 
MISSILE. THE ACTUAL CONFIGURATION IS AN OGIVE-CYLINDER ■HICH IS 
35.62 INCHES LUNG. FUR THE SUBSONIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTION THE WAKE IS 
REPRESENTED BY AN UGIVE w1TH DIMENSIONS EQUAL TO THOSE OF THE 
NOSE UGIVE. ALL LOCATIONS AND DIMENSIONS IN THIS FILE ARE IN INCHES 
AND IT IS TO BE USED WITH THE SUBSRCE PROGRAM. 
X/L OF END POINT OF EACH SECTION OF BODY 
SECTION 
	
2 	 3 
X/L 
	
0.31583 	1.00000 	1.31583 
COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL DESCRIBING EACH SECTION 
SECTION 	Cl 	C2 	C3 	C4 	CS 	C6 	C7 
1 -0.92106 -1.00000 0.63167 0.84860 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
2 0.05278 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
3 -0.92106 -1.00000 2.00000 -0.05165 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
FIRST SOURCE AT X/La 0.00060 
FROM 	0.00060 TO 	0.31583 SOURCE SPACING IS 	0.70000 TIMES LOCAL RADIUS 
FROM 0.31583 TO 1.31583 SOURCE SPACING IS 1.00000 TIMES LOCAL RADIUS 
1 
SOURCE LOCATIONS AND BUOY RADIUS kND SURFACE SLOPE AX THESE LOCATIONS 
X/L 0.00060 0.00075 0.00091 0.00110 0.00132 0.00157 0.00185 
NIL 0.00035 0,00040 0.00045 0.00052 0.00059 0.00068 0.00077 
De/ux 0.34212 0.34195 0.34175 0.34151 0.34125 0.34095 0.34061 
X/L 0.00218 0.00255 0.00297 0.00346 0.00401 0.00465 0.00537 
m/L 0.00008 0.00101 0.00110 0.00132 0.00151 0.00172 0.00196 
DR/Ox 0.34021 0.33976 0.33925 0.33866 0.33799 0.33723 0,33636 
X/L 0.00619 0.00714 0.00821 0.00943 0.01083 0.01242 0.01423 
k/L 0.00224 0.00256 0.00291 0.00332 0.00378 0.00431 0.00490 
DR/DX 0.33530 0.33423 0.33294 0.33147 0.32979 0.32789 0.32573 
X/L 0.01628 0.01862 0.02127 0.02428 0.02768 0.03154 0.03589 
R/L 0.00556 0.00632 0.00716 0.00811 0.00917 0.01036 0.01187 
DR/DX 0.32327 0.32049 0.31734 0.31378 0.30976 0.30523 0.30014 
X/L 0.04079 0.04631 0.05249 0.05942 0.06716 0.07577 0.08531 
R/L 0.01313 0.01474 0.01850 0.01842 0.02049 0.02272 0.02510 
DR/Dx 0.29442 0.28802 0.28088 0.27293 0.26411 0.25437 0.24364 
X/L 0.09585 0.10745 0.12014 0.13397 0.14894 0.16505 0.18229 
R/L 0.02761 0.03022 0.03291 0.03565 0.03837 0.04104 0.04358 
DR/DX 0.23188 0.21906 0.20513 0.19010 0.17395 0.15672 0.13844 
X/L 0.20059 0.21988 0.2400o 0.26099 0.28251 0.30443 0.32657 
R/L 0.04594 0.04804 0.04983 0.05123 0.05221 0.05271 0.05278 
OR/OX 0.11910 0.69901 0.07805 0.05641 0.03424 0.01171 0,00000 
X/L 0.35824 0.38991 0.42158 0.45324 0.48491 0.51658 0.54825 
R/L 0.05278 0.05274 0,05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 
77 
DH/UX 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
X/L 0.57991 0,61158 0.64325 0.67492 0.70658 0.73825 0,7o992 
R/L 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0,05278 0,05278 
DR/DX 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 
X/L 0030159 0.83325 0.86492 0,89659 0.92826 0.95992 0.99159 
R/L 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0,05278 0,05278 0.05278 
DR/DX 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 
X/L 1.02326 1.05476 1.08550 1.11491 1.14250 1.1o788 1.19080 
R/L 0.05250 0.05124 0.04902 0.04598 0.04230 0.03020 0,03391 
0R/DX -0,02309 -0.05632 -0.08814 ..0.11883 -0.14792 -0.17501 -0.19980 
A/L 1.21114 1.22891 1.24421 1.25720 1.26812 1.27721 1.28470 
R/L 0,02961 0.02549 0.02166 0.01820 0,01514 0.01249 0.01023 
0R/DA -0.22210 -0,24184 -0.25904 -0.27384 -0.28640 -0.29694 -0,30571 
X /L 1,29084 1,29584 1,29990 1.30317 1,30580 1.30791 1,30960 
R/L 0,00833 0.00675 0.00545 0,00439 0.00352 0.00282 0,00225 
DR/DX -0.31294 -0.31886 -0.32368 -0,32759 -0,33074 -0.33328 -0.33532 
1 
FUR THIS CASE THERE ARE 	91 	SD0RCES 
IHCumPRESS1sLE SOURCE U1S1'Rl80TION FOR MACH NUM8ER 0.80 
X/L 6,0000E-04 7.4547E-04 9.1185E-04 1,1021E-03 1.3197E-03 1.5684E...03 
6,5039E-07 -7,5160E-07 5.6776E-07 -4.0993E-07 3.0507E-07 -2.0817E-07 
A/L 1.8528E-03 2.1779E-03 2.5494E-03 2.9741E-03 3.4593E-03 4,0135E-03 
1.68E6E-07 -9.7996E-08 1.0323E-07 -3,2337E-08 7.9332E-08 1.5665E-08 
X/L 4.6465E-03 5.3693E-03 6.1943E-03 7,1356E-03 8.2094E-03 9.4336E-03 
8,4443E-08 6.3857E-08 1,1697E-07 1.2787E-1J7 1.8415E-07 2,2624E-07 
X/L 1.0829E-02 1.2417E-02 *1.4225E-02 1.6282E-J2 103618E-02 2.1271E-02 
3.0284E-07 3.8522E-07 5.0261E-07 6.4418E-07 8.3005E-07 1.0625E-06 
A/L 2.4278E-02 2.7685E-02 3.1537E-02 3.5887E-02 4.0790E-02 4.6305E-02 
1.3583E-06 1.7285E-06 2.1800E-06 2.7535E-0b 3.4403E-08 4.2877E ■ 08 
X/L 5.2495E-02 5.9424E-02 6.7159E-02 7.5768E...02 8.5310E...02 9.5853E-02 
Q 5.2920E-08 6.4735E-Ob 7.8414E-06 9.3904E..0o 1.1104E-05 1.2938E...05 
X/L 1.0745E-01 1.2014E-01 1.3397E-01 1.4894E-01 1.6505E..01 1.0229E-01 
Li 1,4028E-05 1.0875E..05 1.8351E-05 1.9697E05 2.0536E•05 2.0686E-05 
X/L 2.0059E-01 2.1988E-01 2.4006E-01 2.8099E-01 2.8251E-01 3.0443E-01 
Q 1.9979E-U5 1.8280E..05 1.51550E-05 1.1034E-05 9.0347E-08 -8,9701E-07 
X/L 3.2857E-01 3.5824E-01 3.8991E-01 4.2158E-01 4.5324E-01 4.8491E - 01 
O -9.1383E-06 8.8458E-06 '0.0250E-06 7.0489E-06 -7.4151E.w0b 7,1677E-06 
X/L 5.1650E-U1 5.4825E-01 5.7991E-01 6.1158E., 01 6.4325E•01 8.7492E-01 
Q ...7.3384E-U8 7.2205E-08 -7.2996E-06 7.2509E., 06 -7.2734E ■ Ob 7.2749E..0b 
X/L 7,0658E-01 7.3825E..01 7.0992E•01 8.0159E ■ 01 8.3325E...01 8.8492E-01 
Q -7,2493E-0b 7.3015E...06 -7.2182E - 0b 7.3410E-06 -7.1833E.-08 7.4220E-06 
A/L 8.9859E-01 9.2828E-01 9.5992E-01 9.9159E ■ 01 1.0233E+00 1.0548E+00 
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1 
u -7.0353E-06 7.84834-06 -6.6187E-06 1.0134E-05 -7.0502E-06 -1.7665E-05 
X/L 1.0855E+00 1.1149E+00 1.1425E+00 1.1679E+00 1.1908E+00 1.2111E+00 
-2.5730E-05 -3.0863E-05 ft3.2360E-05 -3.1286E ■05 -2.7752E-05 -2.3590E-05 
X/L 1.2289E+00 1.2442E+00 1.2572E+00 1.26814+00 1.2772E+00 1.2847E+00 
U -1.8549E-05 -1.4597E-05 ■ 10268E-05 -80394E-06 -4,6989E...08 -4.4790E-06 
X/L 1.2908E+00 1.29584+00 1.2999E+00 1.3032E+00 1.3058E+00 1.3079E+00 
-1.2695E-06 -3.2921E-06 1.2754E-06 -4.0710E-06 4.2935E ■ 06 .4.2796E-06 
X/L 1.3098E+00 
U 7.6152E-06 
SHAPE CALCULATED FROM SOURCE DISTRIEWTION AND POLYNOMIALS 
X/L 0.01000 0.03000 0.05000 0.07000 0.09000 0.11000 0.13000 
R/L(5.0.) 0.00412 0.00990 0.01588 0.02124 0.02629 0.03082 0.03495 
R/1j(POLY) 0.00351 0.00989 0.01579 0.02124 0.02623 0.03078 0,03488 
X/L 0.15000 0.17000 0.19000 0.21000 0.23000 0.25000 0.27000 
x/b(5.U.) 0.03861 0.04185 0.04464 0.04706 0.04902 0.05056 0,05175 
R/L(POLY) 0.0385b 0.04180 004461 0.04701 0.04899 0.05055 0.05170 
X/L 0.29000 0.31000 0.33000 0.35000 0.37000 0.39000 0.41000 
R/L(S.U.) 0.05252 0.05283 0.05278 0.05278 0.05283 0.05283 0.05278 
R/L(POLY) 0.05244 0.05276 0.05278 0.05278 0,05278 0.05278 0,05278 
X/L 0,43000 0.45000 0.47000 0.49000 0.51000 0.53000 0.55000 
R/L(S.D.) 0.05283 0.05283 0.05278 0.05283 0.05283 0.05278 0.06283 
R/0(PULY) 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 
X/L 0.57000 0.59000 0.61000 0,63000 0.65000 0.67000 0,69000 
R/0(S.D.) 0.05283 0.05218 0.05278 0.05288 0,05279 0.05278 0.05208 
R/0(POLY) 005278 005278 0.05278 005218 0.05278 0.05278 0.05278 
X/L 0.71000 0.73000 0.75000 0.77000 0.79000 0,81000 0,83000 
R/L(5.D.) 0.05278 0,05278 0.05283 0.05283 0.05278 U.05283 0.05283 
R/L(PoLY) 0.05278 0.06278 0.05278 0,05278 0,05278 0.05278 0.05278 
1/0 0.85000 0.87000 0,89000 0.91000 0.93000 0.95000 0,97000 
R/L(50.) 0.05275 0,05283 0.05283 0.05278 0.05283 0,05283 0.05278 
R/L(POL1) 0.05278 0.05278 0.06278 0.05278 0.05278 0,05278 0,05278 
X/L 0.99000 1,01000 1,03000 1,05000 1,07000 1,u9000 1.11000 
1/L(S.D.) 0.05278 0,05278 0.05237 0.05154 0.05025 0.04855 0,04649 
R/L(POLY) 0.05278 005273 0.05232 0.05149 005026 0.04861 0.04655 
X/L 1.13000 1.15000 1.17000 1.19000 1,21000 1,23000 1.25000 
R/L(5.D.) 0.04397 0.04090 0.03757 0.03371 0,02938 0.02453 0,01917 
R/L(POLY) 0.04406 0.04116 0.03783 0.03406 0,02987 0.02523 0.02014 
X/L 1.27001 1.29001 
R/L(S.D.) 0.01299 000530 
R/L(POLY) 0.014b0 0.00400 
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APPENDIX A.4 
Subsonic Source Program Source Output File; 
NEARSOR .SRC 
NSECT s 3 
X/L 0.31583 1.00000 1.31583 
1 ..0.92106 •1,00000 0.63167 	0.44460 	0.00000 	0.00000 	1.00000 
0.05278 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
3 -0.92106 -1.00000 2.00000 	-0.05165 	0.00000 	0.00000 	1.00000 
NSURC  = 91 
X/L 6.0000E-04 7.4547E-04 9.1145E...04 	1.1021E...03 	1.3197E...03 	1.5684E-03 
6.5039E-07 -7.5160E-07 5.6774E-07 	-4.0993E-07 	3.0507E-07 	..2.0417E-07 
X/L 1.4528E-03 2.1779E-03 2.5494E•03 	2.9741E-03 	3.4593E-03 	4.0135E-03 
0 1.6868E•07 •9.7996E..08 1.0323E...07 	-3.2337E04 	7.93320.08 	1.5665E-08 
X/L 4.6465E-03 5.3693E-03 6.1943E ■ 03 	7.1356E..03 	4.2094E•03 	9.4336E...03 
U 8.4443E-08 6.3457E.-04 1.1697E-07 	1.2787E..07 	1.8415E-07 	2.2624E-07 
X/L 1.0829E•02 1.2417E-02 1.4225E-02 	1.6282E-02 	1.8618E-02 	2.1271E..02 
0 3.0244E-07 3.4522E..07 5.0261E-07 	6.4418E-07 	8.3065E-07 	1.0b25E..06 
X/L 2.4278E-02 2.7o8SE-02 3.1537E..02 	3.5847E4-02 	4.0790E., 02 	4.6305E...02 
U 1.3583E..06 1.7265E..06 2.1868E-06 	2,7535E..04 	3.4483E-06 	4.2877E-06 
X/L 5.2495E-02 5.9424E-02 6.7159E..02 	7.576bE..02 	8.5310E. ..02 	9.5853E...02 
U 5.2920E-06 6.4735E-06 7.8414E-06 	9.3904E-06 	1.1104E...05 	1.2938E..05 
X/L 1.0745E-01 1.2014E-01 1.3397E...01 	1.4494E..01 	1.6505E...01 	1.8229E..01 
U 1.4828E-05 1.6675E-05 1.4351E-0b 	1.9697E-05 	2.05360.05 	2.068605 
X/L 2.0059E ■ 01 2.1988E ■ 01 2.4006E-01 	2.6099E•01 	2.8251E-01 	3.0443E-01 
U 1.9979E.05 1.8280E-05 1.5450E•05 	1.1034E-05 	9.4347E.-06 	-6.9701E..07 
X/L 3.2657E-01 3.5824E-01 3.4991E..01 	4.2154E-01 	4.5324E-01 	4.11491E., 01 
U ..9.1383E-Ob 6.6454E-06 ..7.625006 7.0469E-06 	-7.4151E..06 	7.1677E-06 
X/L 5.1658E...01 5.4425E-01 5.7991E...01 	6.1158E-01 	6.4325E•01 	6.7492E ■ 01 
U ..7.3344E.-06 7.2205E-06 . -7.2994E-06 	7.2509E-06 	.0.2734E-06 	7.2749E..06 
X/L 7.0658E-01 7.3825E..01 7.6992E01 	8.0159E-01 	8.3325E-01 	4.6492E-01 
U -7.2493E-, 04 7.3015E-06 -7.2142E...06 	7.3416E..06 	-7.1633E06 	7.4220E..06 
X/L 8.9659E-01 9.2426E-01 9.5992E-01 	9.9159E-01 	1.0233E+00 	1.0548E+00 
U -7.0353E-04 7.6483E-06 -4.6187E-06 	1.0134E..05 	-7.0502E...06 	.1.7665E-05 
X/L 1.0855E+00 1.1149E+00 1.1425E+00 	1.1679E+00 	1.1908E+00 	1.2111E+00 
U ..2.5730E-05 -3.0863E..05 •3.2360E-05 	-3.1246E...05 	-2.7752E•05 	-2.3590E-05 
X/L 1.2289E+00 1.2442E+00 1.2572E+00 	1.2681E+00 	1.2772E+00 	1.2847E+00 
0 -1.4549C..05 -1.4597E-05 -1.0264E..05 	-8.0394E...06 	-4.6989E..06 	..4.4790E..06 
X/L 1.2908E+00 1.2958E+00 1.2999E+00 	1.3032E+00 	1.3058E+00 	1.3079E+00 





Subsonic Source Program FORTRAN Listing; 
NEARSOR .FTN 
SOATCH 
C 	PRUGRAA SuURCE(IN ► U1',uuTPUT,TApES=INPUT,TAPE0=uUTPuT) 	 SUR81 1 
C LLtLI, 2,C 
CUmAON/CC/C(100,101) 






DIMENSION RENU(5),VERCR(5) 	 SURdl b 
701 fUNAAT(IHI) 
704 FORAAT(1A,20A4) 	 SUKB1 10 
7u3 FORMAT(20A4) 
Tub FORKAT(//1X,40HA/L OF END PuINT OF EACH SECTION OF buDY/1 	 SUR01 12 
714 FURAAT(//1X,23HFUR THIS CASE THERE ARE,14,dH SuURCES) 	 SUR81 13 
7114 FuRAAT(//1X,5OHINComPRESS1OLE SoURCE uISTR10UTION FUN MACn NUm0E8,SOR131 14 
1F5.4) 	 SONO' 15 
719 FuhAAT(//1A,S7HSHAVE CALCULATED FRuA SUURCE u1STRL0OTIUN ANL) PUbtASuRtil lb 
lumLALS) 	 SUNDT 17 
122 FuRAAT(/2X,7NSECTIUN,5A,12,0(8X,12)) 	 sURD1 id 
/43 FURAAT(2A,3H4/L,SA,7F10.51 	 SUR01 19 
724 FuRAAT(/11A,51HCULFFICIENTS uf puLyNumIAL UESCRIHING EACH sECTIUN bu801 20 
1//3X,7HSECTIUN,sA,2HC1,0A,2mC2,0A,4HC3,14X,1mC4,8A,4HCS,8A,18Cb,uA,SuRdl 21 
22hC7) 	 SURBA 22 
725 FuRAAT(SX,I2,3X,7F10.5) 	 SURdi 13 
726 FuNAAI(//1A,10mFIRST SuURCE Al h/L=,fd.5) 	 SUR61 24 
727 FuRAAT(//1A,09msuURCE LuCATIuNS Ahl) 0UDY RADIUS AND SURFACE SLOPE SUROI 25 
TAT THESE LUCATIUNS) 	 SURdl 2o 
710 Fuhm81(/1A,3mA/L,0A,7F10.5) 	 SuRoi 27 
749 FORAAT(1A,9HR/E(S.u.), 	7 F 10 .5) 	 SURdl 28 
730 fURAAT(3A,5HOR/UA,2X,7f10),5) 	 SUktil 29 
731 FURAAT(/3A,3mX/L,4A,o(IPE12.4)) 	 SURO1 30 
732 FORAAI(3X,IHU,4X,b(IVE11.441 	 SUR81 31 
733 FUNAAT(IA,4HFRUA,FIU.S,4A,2HTU,F10.5,2X,1711SuURCE SPACING iS,Flu.SSORdl 32 
1,2x,1umI1mes LOCAL RADIUS) 	 SUNb1 43 
734 FuRAAT(IX,9m8/L(Puul), 	7r1U.S) 	 SUNbI 34 
735 FIAIMAT(/3X,3HX/L,4A,7F10.5) 	 SUN 61 35 
736 FDHMAT( 3A,3tik/L04A,7F11).5) SURB1 3b 
C 	 SURD). 37 
C READ ANU PRINT INPUT UAIA 	 SURdl 36 
C 	 5thibi 39 
CALL CARLuN(0,i) 
wi(ITE (6,701) 	 S0K131 40 
READ (5, 	) ACA8US 	 Su 
IF (NCAKUS U ) LA) TO 0 
brUP 	 SUmtil 43 
b CUNT1NUL 	 SORB1 44 
LW 1 J=1,NCARUS 	 SuRdi 45 
HEAD (5,703) (u(k),Fo1,40) 	 SORD1 46 
1 mRTTE (6,704) lu(A),A=1,20) SORol 47 
BEAU (5, • ) 46tXX,FMACM 	 SURdl 4d 
C 
C 	READ THE REFERENCE LENGTH FUR THE COEFFICIENTS U' TiF.: bUDY 
C SEGMENT PUL1NuAIALS - THIS MUST HE THE ACTUAL 1464GTH OF THE 
C 
8LA0(5, 4 ) AL 
C 
BEAU (5, • ) (XENU(K),N=1,NbECT) 
Uu 5 A=1,NSECT 









UU 100 K=1,15 
100 JJJ(K)=A 
NR1TE (0.722) (JUJ(K),K=1,NSECT) 
*KITE (b.723) (XENU(N),K=1,NSECT) 
*KITE (701(111 NSECT 
001 FUNHAT('NSECT = 1 .12) 







C 	CAUTIUNI SUbRUUTINE GEUmET. CALLEL bELOA, HAS AN INPUT 
C REIJUIREmENT 101CH uLeialus UPON THE TYPE UF mUUY SEGMENT. 
Du 2 J=1,NSECI 	 SUR01 5/ 
KLAU (50') NTYPE 
2 CALL LEUmET(J,NTYPE,CuEt ! AL) 	 SURbl 58 
ARITE (0024) 	 SUR01 59 
tru 3 J=10SECT SUR121 
ORlit (6,725) J,(CUEt(J,K), K=1.7) 	 SUKbl bl  
C 
3 mR1TE (7.725) J,(COEF(Joc). A=1,7) 
ROW (5, 	) XSFSI,XSLSI,ARMAX,X1NIT,XFINAL,DELX,RMAX 	 SOR01 b2 
XSFST = XSFST/AL 
XSLST = XSLSI/AL 
XXMAX = AKmAX/AL 
/UNIT = XINLT/AL 
XfINAL = XfINAL/AL 
ULLA = UELA/AL 
HMAX = KMAX/AL 
KmAA=RMAX-12ETA 	 SUR01 123 
REAU(5, 	) NKAT SOKO1 04 
REAU(5, ) IRLNDIN),K=1,NKAT) 	 SUlibl 05  
Du 7 K=1,NRAT 
1 RENulA) = HLNUlAJ/AL 
KLAU(b, * ) (PERChlK),K=1,NHAT) 	 SUR81 66  
NRITE(0,720) xsesi 	 solosi 0/ 
sutoil 00 Sxm=XSFST 
uU 210 L=1,NRAT 	 SUR01 09  
SX=REND(L) 	 SUR81 70 
uNITE(b,/33) SAm,SA,Pt:RCR(L) 	 SURbl 71 
210 SAmmSX 	 SUR81 72 
C 	 SUR6173 
C CALCuLATE SUURCE bUCATIUN5 ANL) tilifji RADIUS AND SURFACE SLOPE 	SUNbi 74 
C 	 AT THESE LUCAliuNS 	 SUR81 /5 
C SUwal 7b 
SURdl 77 A4=46eSI 
J=1 	 SUR81 
1U CALL SHAvt. (A406t:CI,XEDD,CULV,RL(J),DRDAIJI) 	 SUlidl 79 
Xs(J)=X 	 SUR81 00 2 
UU 220 K=1,NRAT 	 SUNdl dl 
IF (AL.GrOitAD(A)) hU Tu 22U 	 SURbi e2 
SUNIII 03 KRAT=K 
jUkidi 04 GU fU 221 
120 CUAIINDE 	 SORB! 05 
w_iRell do KhAT=NRAT 
[g1 AL=A44-PLRCHOCRATI-fhL(J)*DLTA 	 SUR81 87 
J=J+1 SuNtil 00 • 
If(,J.Li.IU1) GU TU 20 
wilixE (0,100) 	 SUR01 90 
100 eUKAAT (//1X,21HmUKE THAN 100 SOURCES) 
NSUKC=100 
NENDs1 	 SUMS! 93 
GU 10 25 SURSI 94 
2u IF (X2,LE.XSLST) GU TU 10 	 SUR01 95 
82 





1r (Nb.L1'.h5uNC) NA=NA-1-1 
us) iul u=1"A 
No=1 4 (J-11+1 
Ncmrid+o 
IF (NC.Gi.NsURC) NC=NSUhC 
*Fait (o,135) (XS(N),N=No,NC) 
wH1TE (0,730) (RL(N),N=Nb,NL) 
101 wkilE (0.730) (um)A1N),N=wo.NC) 















C 	 SURI31110 
C CALCULATE N/L ANU Uli/uA AT LuCAT1uNS wHEHE FLUw ANGLE Im ✓ uSt.:0 	SuRd1111 
C 	 Sumd1112 
Nm2=NSUKC''2 	 SORB1113 
toll=NSUKC-1 SUH01114 
NPI=NSOKC+1 	 SUR81115 
J=0 	 Sal:41111b 
31 J=J+1 SOR81117 
IF (XS(J).LE.XRMAX) GU TU 31 	 SUR81118 
NPR=J-4 	 SURB1119 
Du 34 J=1,Nm2 	 SOR61320 
JP1=J+1 	 SORB1121 
IF (J.GT.NPw) GO LO 33 	 SUR81122 
X2=0.5*(XS(JP1)+XS(J)) SUN81123 
XC(J)=X2 	 SOHB1124 
GO TO 3b SoRB1125 
33 JP2=J+2 	 SORB1126 
XZ=0.5*(XS(JP2)+XS(JP1)) 	 SORB1127 
XC(J)=X2 	 SORB1128 
3b CALL SHAPE(XZ,NSECT,XEND,COEF,RA(J),Tb(J)) 	 SOR81129 
RA(J)=RA(J)*BETA 	 SOR81130 
34 TB(J)=TB(J)*BETA SUR81131 
C 	 SUR81132 
C CALCULATE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION 	 SOR81133 
C 	 SURB1134 
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND RIGHT HAND SIDE 	 SORB1135 
C 	 SOR81136 
EXA=1.5 	 SORB1137 
Exb=2.0 SURB1138 
DO 40 J=1,NM2 	 SURB1139 
XZ=XC(J) 	 SORH1140 
XH=RA(J) 5ORB1141 
SL=Tb(J) 	 50131142 
XRS=XR4,XR SORB1143 
Du 40 K=1,NBURC 	 SURB1144 
40 C(J.K)=(XR-sL*(XZ-XS(K)))/(((XZ-XS(K))**2+XRS) 4,4, EXA) 	 SuR61145 
DO 41 J=1,NSURC 	 SURB114b 
c(Nm1,J)=1.0 	 SOR81147 
41 C(NSURC,J)=1.0/(XS(J)*+EXb) 	 SORB114d 
DO 42 J=1,NM2 	 SURB1149 
42 C(41,NP1)=213(J) SOR81150 
C(N41,NP1)=0.0 	 5012131151 
C(NSORC,NP1)=1.0 SORB1152 
C 	 SURB1153 




CALL INVERS(C.1 o NSORC,100,101) 
Do 43 Kz1,450NC 	 SURB1152 
43 O(K)aC(A,NP1) SURB11513 
83 
C 	 50881159 
C OUTPUT SOURCE LOCATIONS AND STRENGTHS 	 SORB1160 
C 	 SORB1161 
WRITE (6,701) 	 SUR81162 
WRITE (6,714) NSORC 	 S0R81163 
C 
WRITE (7,802) NSUkC 
802 FORMAT(/,'NSORC = 1 ,14) 
C 
WRITE (6,716) FMACH 	 S0R81164  
NAA=NSORC/6 	 SOR81165 
NBB=6*NAA SORB1166 
IF (NBB.LT.NSORC) NAA=NAA+1 	 S0RB1167 
DO 102 Jw1,NAA 	 SORB1168  
N8=6 111 (J1)+1 SOR81169 
NC=N13+5 	 SORB1170 
IF (NC.GT.NSORC) NC=NSORC 	 SORE11171  
WRITE (6,731) (XS(N),N=NB,NC) 	 SURB1172 
WRITE (6,732) (0(N),N=NBOC) S0R81173 
WRITE (7,731) (X5(4),N=680C) 
102 WRITE (7,732) (0(w),A=NBOC) 
C 	 SURB1174 
C CALCULATE BODY SHAPE FkUN SOURCE. DISTRIBUTION 	 50R81175 
C 	 SORB117b 
X=AINIT 	 SORK1177 
ERS=5,0E-07 	 S0RB1178 
WRITE (6,701) SURB1179 
WRITE (6,719) 	 SORE:11180 
J=0 	 SORB1181 
55 RsRMAX 	 S0RB1182 
,I=J+1 SOR81183 
CALL SHAFE(XOSECT,xENO,COEF,RP(J),UR) 	 S0R81184 
N=1 	 50R&11851  
52 pS1=1.11 R*0.5 	 SORB1186 
UU Si K=1,NSORC 	 S0RB1187 
XM=XXS(K) 	 SORB1188 
51 PSI=PSI-0(K)*(1,0+Am/SORT(Am*XmooPR)) 	 SURB1189 
N=m+1 	 SO881190 
IF (A6S(PSI).LE.EPS) GU TU 54 	 SOR81191 
IF (PS1.1,T,0.0) R=R+RRAX/(2.0**(w.1)) 	 50R61192 
IF (RSI.GT.9.0) w=k-RAAX/(2.0**(m-1)) 50RB1193  
IF (k.LT.0,0001) GO TO 54 	 S0R81194 
IF (N.LT.20) GO TO 52 	 S0R61195 
b4 XX(J)=X 	 50R81196 
RR(J)=R/BETA 	 S0R81197 
IF (J.E0.7) GO TO 200 	 S0R81198 
53 X=X+DELX 	 SUR81199 
IF (X-XF1NAL-1,0E-u5) 55,55,56 	 SOR81200  
56 IF (J.E0.0) GO TO 4 	 S0RB1201  
200 WRITE (6,728) (XX(N),N=1,J) 	 S0R61202  
WRITE (6,729) (kR(N),N=1,j) SORE11203 
WRITE (6,734) (RP(N),N=1,J) 	 50R81204 
JJ=J 	 SOR81205 
J=0 SURB1206 
IF (JJ ■ 7) 4,53,53 	 5URB1207 
END 	 SORB1208 
SUBROUTINE INVERS(A,NSYS,4,NMAX,MMAX) 	 SORB2 1 
C 	LEVEL 2,A 
C suiptouTiNc TO SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 	 50R82 2 
C SORB2 3 
DIWENSIUN A(101AX,MWAA),X(150) 	 50R82 4 
SIGN=1.0 	 SURB2 5 
wpiAw+1 SURB2 6 
84 
NmisN-1 	 SUR82 7 
NPLSYmNI.NSYS 	 SOR82 8 
DO 14 Iml,NMI SUR82 9 
IPI6I+1 	 S0R82 10 
MAX=I SORB2 11 
AMAXxABS(A(I,I)) 	 SORB2 12 
DU 10 K=1PI,N 	 SURB2 13 
AKMAX=ABS(A(K,I)) 	 S0R82 14 
IF(AKMAX.LE,AMAX) GO TO 10 	 SORB2 15 
MAx=k 	 5ORB2 16 
AmAA=ARmAX 	 SORB2 17 
10 CONTINUE 5ORB2 18 
IF(AmAX,LT.1.0E-12) GO TO 16 	 SORB2 19 
IF(MAX.EO.I) GO TO 12 	 SUR82 20 
DO 11 L=I,NPLSY 	 SOR82 21 
TEMP=A(I,L) 	 SURB2 22 
A(1,1J)=A(MAX,L) 	 S0RB2 23 
11 A(MAX,L)=TEMP SOH82 24 
SIGN= ■S1GN 	 5ORB2 25 
12 DU 14 J=IPI,N 	 SOR82 26 
IF (A(J,I)) 30,14,30 	 SUR132 27 
30 CONST= ■A(J,I)/A(i,I) SORB2 28 
DO 13 L=IOWLSY 	 SOR02 29 
13 A(J,L)=A(J,L)+A(1,L)*CONST 	 SORd2 30 
14 CONTINUE 	 SURB2 31 
DET=0.0 S0R82 32 
TEMP=1.0 	 SOHB2 33 
DU 15 I=1,N 	 SURB2 34 
IF (A(1,I)) 15,10,15 	 SORB2 35 
15 CONTINUE 	 SURB2 36 
GU TO 18 SURB2 37 
lb WRITE(6,100) 	 SORB2 38 , 
100 FURMAT(5X,11)HMATRIX IS SINGULAR) 	 SORB2 39 
STOP 	 SORB2 40 
Id DO 21 I:NPI,NPLSI 	 SURB2 41 
DU 20 KK=1,1,0 	 SOR82 42 
K=NPI ■ AK 	 SORB2 43 
X(K)=A(K,I) 	 5ORB2 44 
IF(K.EO.N) GO TO 20 	 SORB2 45 
J=A 	 SORB2 403 
19 J=J+1 SORB? 47 
X(K)=A(K) ■A(K,J)4X(J) 	 SUR82 48 
IF'(j.NE.N) GO TO 19 SURB2 49 
20 X(K)=A(K)/A(K,A) 	 SORH2 50 
DO 21 J=1,N 	 SORB! 51 
21 A(J,I)=X(J) SURN2 52 
RETURN 	 SURB2 53 
END 	 SO2RB 54 
SUBROUTINE SHAPE (A,NS,XE,C,R,DROX) 	 SORB3 1 
C 	SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SHAPE 	 SURB3 2 
C SURH3 3 
DIMENSION XL(15),C(15,7) 	 S0R83 
U0 1 H=105 	 SURB3 5 
X1,7(E(K) 	 SORB3 
SORB3 7 
IF (X.LE.XL) GO TO 2 	 SORB3 8 
1 CONTINUE 	 SOHB3 9 
2 R=C(Je1)+A*C(J,5)+A*XIC(J,6) 	 SURB3 10 
ARO=X*X*C(J,2)+X*C(J,3)+C(J,91 50R83 11 
DRDX=C(,105)+2.04XSC(J,6) 	 SC./lit/3 12 
IF (ARG.LE.O.0) RETURN SURB3 13 
R=R+SORT(ARG)9C(J,7) 	 SORBS 14 




SUBROUTINE GEUmET (J,NTYPE,COEF,AL) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE NIELSEN 
C GENERAL POLYNOMIAL EQUATION FROM THE USUALLY KNUWN GEOMETRICAL 
C 	DATA FUR EACH TYPE OF BODY SEGMENT. 
C 
C 	J IS THE NUMBER OF THE BODY SEGMENT,1<J<15,SET IN DU LOOP 
C NTYPE DESIGNATES THE TYPE OF SHAPE FOR EACH BODYSEGMENT,IN 
C 	SEQUENCE, FROM THE NOSE TU BASE; 
C 1=OGIVE(C1RCULAR ARC) SECTION 
C 	 2=CONICAL NOSE OR FRUSTUM SECTION 
C 3=CYLINDRICAL SECTION 
C 
C 	AL 15 THE BODY LENGTH USED IN DEFINING THE COEFFICIENTS 
C 
DIMENSION COEF(15,7) 
GU TO (10,20,30) NTYPE 
C 
10 HEAD(5,*) XU,RO,CRU 
C 
C 	THIS BRANCH OF THE SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE OLIVE SECTIONS 
C THE INPUT DATA FUR THIS CASE IS; 
C 	X0=X-LUCATION OF THE CENTER OF THE CIRCULAR ARC 
C RO=R-LUCATION uF THE CENTER OF THE CIRCULAR ARC 
C 	CRU=RADIUS OF THE CIRCULAR ARC 
C 
COEF (yJr1) = RU/AL 
COEF (J,2) = '1. 0 
 COLE (J,3) = 2.0*XO/AL 
CUEF (J,4) =(CRO/AL)•*2 - (X0/AL)442 
COEF (J,5) = 0.0 
COEF (J,b) = 0.0 







20 	READ (5, 1 ) XI,RI,XF,RF 
C 
C 	THIS BRANCH OF THE SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE CONICAL SECTIONS 
C THE INPUT DATA FOR THIS CASE IS; 
C 	XI=X-LOCATION OF THE UPSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
C . 	RI=BODY RADIUS AT THE UPSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
C 	XF=X-LUCATIDN OF THE DOwNSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
C RF=BODY RADIUS AT THE DOWNSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
C 	NOTE: IF THE SEGMENT iS A CONICAL NOSE, THE VALUES OF BOTH 
C XI AND HI ARE 0.0, BUT MOST HE ENTERED 
C 
COEF (3,1) = (RI 1 XF - KF/X1)/(AL 1 (XF-XI)) 
DO 21 K=2,4 
21 COEF (J,K) =0.0 
CUEF (J,5) = (RF-RI)/(XF-XI) 
COEF (J,b) =0.0 
COEF (J,7) =0.0 
RETURN 
30 	HEAD (5, 1 ) RCYL 
C 





C 	THE INPUT DATA FOR THIS CASE IS: 
C RCYL s THE RADIUS OF THE CYLINDER 
C 
CoEF (J,1) = RCYL/AL 
DO 31 K=2,7 






Subsonic Source Program CSS Listing; 
NEARSOR .CSS 










SUBSONIC TRAJECTORY COMPUTER PROGRAM 
DEFINITIONS AND LISTINGS 
89 
APPENDIX B.1 
SUBSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM .SRC INPUT FILE DEFINITIONS 
Definition of input data in the .SRC files as illustrated in Appendix 
A.4 is as follows: 
NSECT 	 is the number of segments which compose the body, 
including simulated wakes for blunt based bodies. 
X/L 	 are the end points of the body segments. 
Lines 3 to 2+NSECT 	give (a) the body segment number and (b) the 
seven (7) polynomial coefficients which define 
that body segment. There is a line of print for 




is the number of sources calculated by the 
Subsonic Source program to represent the volume 
effects of the body. 
is the axial location along the body where the 
sources are located. 




SUBSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM NAMELIST 
INPUT DATA FILE DEFINITIONS 
HEAD] 
HEAD2] 
Three lines of alphanumeric text of the user's choice to define 
HEAD3 	
the problem, configuration, etc. 
GAMF 	Dispenser missile flight path angle, degrees. 
FMACH 	Free stream mach number. 
RHO 	Static air density at flight altitude or wind tunnel test con- 
ditions, slugs per cubic foot. 
VINF 	Free Stream velocity, feet per second. 
NFU 	Dispenser missile present? NFU = 0, No; NFU = 1, Yes. 
NSTRS 	Number of stores present, 0 < NSTRS < 10. 
NEJECT 	Number of the store which is being separated; must = 1 for 
Namelist/Interactive. 
FLTHC 	Dispenser missile actual fuselage length, feet. 
FRMAX 	Dispenser missile maximum fuselage radius, feet. 
SLTHC 	Submissile actual length, feet. 
SRMAX 	Submissile maximum radius, feet. 
PHI 	Submissile roll angle relative to inertial system, degrees. 
PSI 	Submissile yaw angle relative to inertial system, degrees. 
NSEG 	Number of equal length segments the submissile body is divided 
into for the force calculation; NSEG < 40. 
NSEGXO 	Number of submissile body segments to the flow separation loca- 
tion for non—linear cross flow force calculations. 
NGAM 
	
Trajectory to simulate wind tunnel captive—store trajectory? 
NGAM = 0, No; NGAM = 1, Yes. Inactive for single parameter sweep 
calculations. 
NROLL 	Rolling moment to be calculated? NROLL = 0, No; NROLL = 1, Yes. 
NEMP 	Empennage present? NEMP = 0, No; NEMP = 1, Yes. 
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NDAMP 	Damping to be included in force calculation? NDAMP = 0, No; 
NDAMP = 1, Yes. 
SMASS 	Submissile mass, slugs (arbitrary for single variable sweep). 
FIXX 	Ixx moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIYY 	Iyy moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIZZ 	Izz moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIYZ 	Iyz product of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIXZ 	IXZ product of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIXY 	Ixy product of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
XMOM 	Location along submissile axis about which the pitching and 
yawing moments are to be taken, negative behind nose, feet; same 
point about which moments of inertia are taken. 
XBAR 	X location of submissile C.G., measured from the moment center, 
feet; positive forward. 
YBAR 	Y location of submissile C.G., measured from the submissile axis, 
feet; positive to the right. 
ZBAR 	Z location of submissile C.G., measured from the submissile axis, 
feet; positive below. 
CA 	Submissile axial force coefficient; reference area is submissile 
maximum cross-sectional area. 
IPLNR 	Cruciform empennage, IPLNR = 0 
Planar empennage, IPLNR = 1 
MSF 
	
Number of spanwise control points on each fin for force 
calculation; must be odd and 5 < MSF < 11. 
XTAIL 	X location of tail fin leading edge-body radius juncture from 
submissile nose, feet; negative number. 
RADAV 	Average submissile body radius in empennage region, feet; posi- 
tive number. 
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FINSS 	Tail fin semispan, measured from submissile body longitudinal 
axis, feet; positive number. 
FINROL 	Initial fin orientation, degrees, 0 < FINROL < 90; FINROL = 0 if 
fins are vertical and horizontal. 
CROOT 	Tail fin root chord, feet; positive number. 
CTIP 	Tail fin tip chord, feet; positive number. 
SWPLE 	Tail fin leading edge sweep angle, degrees. Measured from normal 
to submissile longitudinal axis; sweepback is positive. 
VXZERO 	Submissile initial longitudinal velocity with respect to the 
dispenser missile, feet per second; positive forward. 
VYZERO 	Submissile initial lateral velocity with respect to the dispenser 
missile, feet per second; positive to right. 
VZZERO 	Submissile initial vertical velocity with respect to the 
dispenser missile, feet per second; positive down. 
VAR(4) 	Submissile initial roll rate, radians/sec. 
VAR(5) 	Submissile initial pitch rate, radians/sec. 
VAR(6) 	Submissile initial yaw rate, radians/sec. 
VAR 	VAR(1) to VAR(12), values from a trajectory calculation at time 
t to restart the trajectory calculation. The following table 
gives the notation used to identify VAR(1) through VAR(12) on the 
trajectory output. 
PROGRAM NOTATION 	 OUTPUT NOTATION 
VAR(1) 	 DXF, ft/sec 
VAR(2) DYF, ft/sec 
VAR(3) 	 DZF, ft/sec 
VAR(4) P, radians/sec 
VAR(5) 	 Q, radians/sec 
VAR(6) R, radians/sec 
VAR(7) 	 XF of XMOM, ft 
VAR(8) YF of XMOM, ft 
VAR(9) 	 ZF of XMOM, ft 
VAR(10) PSI, degrees 
VAR(11) 	 THETA, degrees 
VAR(12) PHI, degrees 
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APPENDIX B.3 
NAMELIST INPUT FILE FOR THE DISPENSER MISSILE 
AND THE TWO CALIBER OGIVE NOSE SUBMISSILE 
HEAU1=ISUHSUNIC TRAJECTokt 	SINGLE PARAMETER 58EEP , , 
HEAu2= 1 ....DISPENSER SHAPE FHUM "A50hmIS" DATAHASE...INPUT: UISPENSX', 






































SUBSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM SCREEN CUES AND 
INTERACTIVE INPUT DATA 
CUE: Enter Run Mode 
1 is an Alpha Sweep 
2 is a Computed Trajectory 
3 is a User Selected Variable Sweep 
4 is an X Sweep 
5 is a Z Sweep 
READ (4,*) Mode 
CUE: Enter Dispenser Missile Angle of Attack, Degrees 
READ (4,*) ALFAC 
CUE: Enter X—Location of Store Moment Center 
Measured from the Dispenser Nose, Feet 
READ (4,*) XSMC(1) 
NOTE: XSMC(1) is positive aft of dispenser missile nose. 
CUE: Enter Y—Location of Store Moment Center 
Measured from the Dispenser Centerline, Feet 
READ (4,*) YSMC(1) 
CUE: Enter Z—Location of Store Moment Center 
Measured from the Dispenser Centerline, Feet 
READ (4,*) ZSMC(1) 
NOTE: ZSMC(1) is positive below the dispenser missile. 
CUE: Enter Store Angle of Incidence 
Relative to Dispenser Centerline, Degrees 
READ (4,*) SIC(1) 
NOTE: SIC(1) is positive, submissile nose up towards dispenser 
missile centerline. 
If the calculation is an angle of attack sweep, the following two cues 
appear: 
CUE: Enter Final Value of Store Angle of Incidence, 
Degrees 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE: Enter Incremental Value of Store 
Angle of Incidence 
READ (4,*) VI 
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If the calculation is a physical separation trajectory, the following three 
cues appear: 
CUE: Enter Initial Time, Seconds 
READ (4,*) TIMEI 
CUE: Enter Final Time, Seconds 
READ (4,*) TIMEF 
CUE: Enter Time Increment, Seconds 
READ (4,*) DTIME 
If the calculation is a longitudinal (X) sweep, the following two cues 
appear: 
CUE: Enter Final X-Location of Store Moment Center, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE: Enter Incremental Value of Store X-Translation, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) VI 
If the calculation is a vertical (Z) sweep, the following two cues appear: 
CUE: Enter Final Z-Location of Store Moment Center, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE: Enter Incremental Value of Store Z-Translation, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) VI 
If a user selected variable sweep is chosen, the following three cues appear. 
They define program sweep capabilities and request the appropriate data. 
CUE: NUMBER 	VARIABLE 
8 	YSMC 	Y-Location of Store Moment Center 
10 PSI Yaw Angle of Store 
12 	PHI 	Roll Angle of Store 
Enter Number of Selected Variable 
READ (4,*) NV 
CUE: Enter Final Value of Variable 
READ (4,*) RV 
CUE: Enter Variable Increment 
READ (4,*) VI 
NOTE: The interactive input for subsequent runs is menu driven so that 
only the variables that change must be reentered. 
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APPENDIX B.5 




C 	PROGRAM TRAJEC (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6xOUTPUT) 	 RDNCF 1 
60801 2 
PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM STORE TRAJECTORIES 	60801 3 




C 	DIMENSION STATEMENTS 	 6080I 6 
C 60801 7 
DIMENSION sYY(50,7),evN(10,11),HEAD(20) 
C 	COMMON STATEMENTS 	 601301 29 
C 60801 30 
COMMON /CFORCE/ DC(3,3),DA,UT(81),YAR(12),VT(81),MT(81), 	 60801 35 
1 	 ERAD(81),EDROX(BI),YSTORE,XMOM,ESTRMX,CNBY,CYBY, 	60801 36 
collay,culy,DELx,cNx(40),m(40),cNsa,cysB,cLmsb,clAss,cNcr, 60801 37 
JCYCF,CLMCF,CLNCF 	 60801'38 
COMMON /CONSTS/ DTR,RAD,RTD 	 60801 41 
COMMON /CONTROL/ INP,MODE,NEJECT,NFU,NPTS,NSTRS,NV 
COMMON /COUTPT/ DVAR(12),ESTLGC,EXST(81),TIME 	 60801 31 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,BETA,BETASO,FMACH,GAMF,RNO,SALFFIOINF 
COMMON /IFORCE/ NDAMP,NEMP,NGAM,NNSEG,NHSEGO,NROLL 	 60801 34 
COMMON /INDEX/ NCR,MSR,M,IMAX,IP(3),NCP(3),NSP(3),NPI3IoMP1(3), 	MPYLN 40 
MMP(3),KMAX(3),NCWS,MS,NCPS(3),NPS(3) 	 MPYLN 41 
HMMON /FUSDATA/ FLTHI,FRMAX,NFSOR,FXL(101),FSOR(I01),NFPOLY, 	6D801 46 
FXEND(15),FCUEF(15,7) 
,ON /EMPDAT/ FINSS,RADAY,XTAIL,FINROL,MSF,IPLNR,CLALPH 	 60801 50 
ON /EFORCE/ CNEM,CLMEM,CYEM,CLNEM,CLLFM 	 60801 51 
mUN /OUT/NI/ XNOSEIONOSEI,ZNOSEI,XCGIOCGT,ZCGI,X8ASEI0YBASEI060B01 52 
ZBASEI 	 60801 53 
L.J., MON /STRDATA/ SLTHC(10),SRMAX(10),XSMC(10),YSMC(10),Z50C(10), 
1 	 SISCR( 10) ePHI (10) • PSI ( 10) f NSPOLY,SXEND(7) ' SIC( 10) 
2 SCULF(7,7),NSSOR(10),SSOR(101,10),SXL(101,10) 
NAMELIST /INPUT/ READ1,HEAD2,HEAU3,GAMF,FMACH,RHO,YINF,NFU, 
1 	 NSTRS,NEJECT,FLTHC,FRMAX,SLTHC,SRMAX,PHI,PSI, 
2 NSEG,NSLCXO,NGAM,NROLL,NEMP,NDAMP,SMASS,FIXX, 





r , 0iMAT STATEMENTS 	 60801 64 
60801 65 
7ui 1-usMAT(1015) 60801 6b 
702 1.0HmAT(//43X,53(1H*)/43X,530 , SUBSONIC SIX ∎ DEGREE ■OF ■FREEDOM TRAJE60801 67 
ICTORY PROGRAM */43X,53(110)//) 
1u3 FURMAT(20A4) 	 60801 68 
704 tr*URMAT(10X,20A4) 	 60801 69 
700 FORMAT(8F10.0) 60801 71 
707 FORmAT(///10X,17HFLIGHT CONDITIONS/15X,13HMACH NUMBER im,F5.2, 	60801 72 
1/15X,26HFREE STREAM MASS DENSITY m,F10.7,21H SLUGS PER CUBIC FOOT,601301 73 
2/15X,22HFREE STREAM VELOCITY a .F8.2.16H FEET PER SECOND/15X,19HFLI6D801 74 
3GHT PATH ANGLE m,F6.2,8H DEGREES/15X,27HDISPENSER ANGLE OF ATTACK 60801 75 
4a,F6.2,8H DEGREES) 	 60801 76 
708 FORmAT(10X,19HFUSELAGE INPUT DATA) 	 60801 77 
709 FORMAT(15A,17HFUSELAGE LENGTH m,F10.5,5H FEET/15X,16HMAXIMUM RADIU6D801 78 
15 7.,F10.5,5H FEET/) 	 60801 79 
111 FUHMAT(//45X,34HINCOMPRESSIbLE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION) 	 6D801 81 
i:r r- URMAT(1141,10X,I2HSTORE NUMBER,I5,21H IS THE STORE EJECTED/) 	60801 93 
717 FORMAT(15X,3IHADDITIONAL INPUT FOR THIS STORF/20X,I2HSTORE MASS m,60801 94 
1F10.3,6H SLUGS/20X,45HMOmENTS AND PRODUCTS OF INERTIA, SLUG ■ SO FMPYLN 44 
JA,5111XX m,F16.6/23X,5HIYY ■ ,F16.8/23X,5NIZZ 2,F16.11/23X,5HITZ 
10.8/23X,5HIXZ m,F16.8/23X,SHIXY a,F16.0) 
r .mAT(20X,22HSTORE MOMENT CENTER IS,F9.5,17H FEET BEHIND NOSE/20X61:301 98 
1,SHSTORE CENTER OF GRAVITY OFFSET FROM MOMENT CENTER, FEET/23X,6H60001 99 
2ABAR ■ ,F9.5/23X,6HYBAR m,F9.5/23X,6HZBAR a,F9.5) 	 60801100 
719 FURmAT(20X,47HPOLYNOmIALS SPECIFYING COMPRESSIBLE STORE SHAPE/ 	60801101 
123X,26HX/L OF ENO OF EACH SECTION/26X,7HSECTION,5X,3HX/L) 	 60801102 
720 FORMAT(20X,12,3X,7F10.5) 	 601301103 
721 FORMAT(23X,51HCDEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIALS DESCRIBING EACH SECTION/60801104 
126X,7HSECTION,5X,2HC1,0X,2HC2,WX,2HC3,0X,2HC4,0X,2HC5,8X,2HC6,0X, 60801105 
22HC7) 	 60801106 
722 F•)HMAT(20X,18HSEPARATION ASSUMED,F10.5,I5H FEET FROM NOSE) 	 60801107 
12i - ,,(MAT(20X,26HAXIAL ■FORCE COEFFICIENT IS,F10.5) 	 60801108 
/ 4 , , ri-rmAT(/20X,33HTHIS STORE HAS A PLANAR EMPENNAGE) 60801110 
, omAT(/20X,36HTHIS STORE HAS A CHUCIFORM EMPENNAGE) 	 60801111 
720 1oHMAT(20X,24HTHE EMPENNAGE FORCES ACT,F9.5,17H FEET BEHIND NOSE/ 60801112 
120A;$0HTHE AVERAGE BODY RADIUS IN THE EMPENNAGE REGION IS,F9.5,5H 60801113 
2Ft,ET) 60801114 
721 FURMAT(20X,52HTHE TAIL FIN SEMISPAN MEASURED FROM THE BODY AXIS IS/60801115 
1,F9.5,5H FEET/20X,29HTHE FINS ARE INITIALLY ROLLED,F6.2,41H DEGREE60E101116 
25 FROM THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL) 	 10801117 
726 FORMAT(20X,27HTHE FIN LIFT-CURVE SLOPE IS,F9.5,11H PER RADIAN) 	60801118 
729 FORMAT(///15X,50HPOLYNOMIALS SPECIFYING COMPRESSIBLE FUSELAGE SHAPOD801119 
IL/10X,26HA/L OF END OF EACH SECTION/21X,7HSECTION,5X,3HX/L) 	60801120 
730 FORMAT(23A,12,3X,7F10.5) 	 60801121 
731 FORMAT(18X,51HCOEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIALS DESCRIBING EACH SECTION/60801122 
121X,THSECTION,5X,THC1,8X,2HC2,BX,2HC3,8x,THC4,WX,2HCS,8X,2HC6,8x, 60801123 
22HC7) 	 60801124 
C 	 60801126 
CONSTANTS 	 60801127 
60801128 
1.ADm57.2957795 60801129 
,1110 a 57.29570 
ACC0132.174 	 60801130 
UTR * 0.01745329 
P1m3.1415927 	 60801133 
NCASE a 0 
NDBOPT w 0 
READ (5,701,ENDa5) NCARDS 
WRITE (4,401) 
401 FORMAT(1A,60(1H:)/1X,IINPUT SOURCE* 
IMP ■ 2 
GO TO 1000 
FORMATTED FILE') ' 
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5 WRITE (4,402) 
402 FORMAT(IX,60(1H1)/1X,'INPUT SOURCE: 
	
TERMINAL/NAMELIST') 
INP a 1 
C 	INTERACTIVE DATA INPUT 
10 CALL ACTIVINP (IPASS,ALFAC,DTIME,TIMEI,TIMEF,FV,VI) 
IF (NCASE.GE.1) THEN 
WRITE (4,403) NMLF 
403 FORMAT(/IX, , USE PREVIOUS NAMELIST FILE: ',Al2,'? YES111, NO110.) 
READ (4,1) IPNL 
IF (IPNL.EQ.1) GO TO 17 
ENDIF 
15 WRITE (4,405) 
4) FORMAT(/IX,IENTER NAMELIST FILE: 	( • 'RAM)') 
HEAD (4,406) NMLF 
rURMAT(A16) 











GO TO 30 
WRITE 	(4,410) 	NMLF 
FORMAT(/IX,'NAMELIST FILE " 1 ,Al2," NOT AVAILABLE...TRY AGAIN') 
-. GO TO 	15 
FORMATTED HEADER INPUT 
IF 	(NCASE.GE.1) 	READ 	(5,701,ENDa2200) 	NCARDS 
6D801137 
wRITE(6,702) 60801143 
'DO 25 Ja1,NCARDS 6D801144 
READ(5,703) 	HEAD 6D801145 
25 WRITE 	(6,704) 	HEAD 60801146 
C TEST CONFIGURATION 
READ 	(5,701) 	NFU,NSTRS,NEJECT 60801170 
C 6DB01148 
C FLIGHT CONDITIONS 60801149 
60801150 
14,-"AD 	(5,706) 	FMACH,RHO,VINF,GAMF,ALFAC ABIAS 22 




ALFAIR a ATAN(BETA*TAN(ALFACR)) 
SALFFIESIN(ALFAIR) 
C 60801158 
C FREE STREAM COMPONENT U....FORWARDS 60B01159 
C UIN.INCOMPRESSIBLE U 60801160 
C V....TO THE RIGHT LOOKING FORwARD 60801161 
C W....DOWN LOOKING FORWARD 60801162 
C 60801163 
Um COS(ALFACR) 60801164 
0= •SALFFI 601301165 
ulNaCOS(ALFAIR) 
IF (NFU.E0.1) THEN 
C 	INPUT FUSELAGE DATA 	 60801172 
C 60801173 
IF (INP.E0.2) READ (5,706) FLTHC,FRMAX 	 60801175 
WRITE(6,708) 	 60801176 
wHITE(6,709) FLTHC,FRMAX 	 60801178 
- , TH/aFLTHC/BETA 	 60801179 
SRCINPUT (NCASE,0,0,NFSOR,FXL,FSOR,NFPOLY,FXEND,FCOEF,15) 
i(6,711) 	 60801184 
SOROUT (NFSOR,FXL,FSOR) 	 60501185 
0 , 2 NaliNFSOR 	 60501186 
AL(N)a ■FLTHI*FXL(N) 	 60801187 
01.4(4) * FSOR(N)*FLTHI**2 	 60801188 
ITE (6,729) 	 60801194 
) 4 Jal,NFPOLY 60501195 
wwITE (6,730) J,FXEND(J) 	 60801196 
WRITE (6,731) 	 60801197 
DO 35 Jal,NFPOLY 	 60801198 
35 WRITE (6.730) J,(FCOEF(J,K),Ka1,7) 	 60801199 
ENDIF 
IF (NSTRS.E0.0) GO TO 2100 
INPUT STORE DATA 	 60501289 
60801290 
CALL STRIO(NCASE) 	 60801292 
CSIBCR a COS(SIBCR(NEJECT)) 	 60801302 
SSIBCR s SIN(SIBCR(NEJECT)) 60601303 
PSIR a PSI(NEJECT)*DTR 
SPSI a SIN(PSIR) 
C 	 60801312 
C ADDITIONAL DATA DESCRIBING EJECTED STORE 
60801350 
IF (INP.E0.1) GO TO 40 
, AD (5,701) NSEG,NSEGX0,11GAM,NROLL,NEMP,NOAMP,NY 
D (5,706) SMASS,FIXX,FITY,FIZZ,FITZ,FIXZ,FIXY 	 60801352 
.0 (5,706) XMOM,XBAR,Y8AR,ZBAR 	 60801353 
(NSTRS.GE.2) WRITE (6,716) REJECT 	 60801354 
'FL (6,717) SMASS,FIXX,FIYY,F/ZZ,FIYZ,FIXZ,FIXY 	 60801355 
•JmnA8S(XMOM) 	 60801357 
”KITE (6,718) XMOM,XBAR,YBAR,E134R 	 60801356 
WRITE (6,719) 	 60501361 
DO 51 J=1,NSPOLY 	 6D601362 
51 *MITE (6,720) J,SXEND(J) 	 60501363 
WRITE (6,721) 	 60801364 
DO 52 Jal,NSPODY 	 60801365 
52 WRITE (6,720) J,(SCOEF(J,K),Xg1,7) 	 60801366 
60801367 
.KTERMINE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS DESCRIBING STORE 	 60501368 
60801369 
, fLGCRSLTHC(NEJECT) 	 60801374 
....,14m)(6SRMAX(REJECT) 60801375 
ALDDELSTLOC/ESTRMX 
StIEFEPI*ESTRMX**2 	 60501376 
wk.FL*2.0*ESTRMX 60801377 
DELP' ESTEGC/NSEG 	 60801379 
0X s .5*DELX 	 60801380 
ExST(1)60.0 60801382 
NHSEGa2*NSEG*1 	 60801383 
DO 55 J*2,NHSEG 60801384 
55 EXST(J)6EXST(J ∎ 1)+DX 	 60801385 
DU 56 Ja2,NHSEG.2 	 60801386 
XXX*EXST(J)/ESTLGC 60801387 









IF (INP.E0.2) READ (5,706) CA 
	
60601393 
.kITE (6.723) CA 
	
60601394 




IF (A5S(X6AR).GT.1.0E•05) NASYM21 
	
60601397 
IF (ABS(Y5AR).GT.1.0E•05) NASYNAt1 6D601396 -- 
IF (ABS(ZBAR).GT.1.0E•05) NASYMal 	 60601399 
SAPG2SIN(ALFACR+GAMF*DTR) 	 ARIAS 27 
CAPG. COS(ALFACR+GAMF*DTR) ARIAS 28 
C 	 60601402 
C INPUT EMPENNAGE DATA IF EMPENNAGE IS PRESENT 	 60601403 
C 	 60601404 
CHERAW.° 	 60801405 
CLMEM20.0 60601406 
CYER20.0 	 60601407 
CLNEM20.0 60E01406 
CLLEM20.0 	 60601409 
IF (NEMP.E0.0) GO TO 57 	 60501410 
IF (INP.E0.1) GO TO 50 
H-AD (5,701) IPLNR,MSF 	 60601411 
Au (5,706) XTAIL,RADAV,FINSS,FINROL.CROOT,CTIP,SWPLE 	 60601412 
FSS 2 FINSS•RADAV 
-, vG 2 .5*(CROOT+CTIP) 
ASPRAT a 2.*EXPFSS/CAVG 
TAPAT a  CTIP/CRDOT 
CBAR 2 .6666667*CROOT*(1.+TAPRAT**2/(1.+TAPRAT)) 
YMAC a (14,+2.*TAPRAT)/(3.*(1.+TAPRAT))*EXP,SS 
TSWPLE a TAN(SwPLE*DTR) 
SWPMC a ATAN(TSA‘PLE•0.5*(CROOT•CTIP)/EXPFSS)*RAD 
CALL BRIT (FRACH.ASPRAT,TAPRAT,SwPMC,CLALFA,XCPCB) 
CLALPH a  CLALFA*2.*CAVG*EXPFSS/SREF 
ATAIL * XTAIL•YMAC*TSWPLE•XCPCB*C6AR 
If (IPLNR.EQ.1) WRITE (6,724) 	 6D601413 
IF (IPLNR.E0.0) WRITE (6,725) 60501414 
WRITE (6,726) XTAIL,RADAV 	 60601415 
WRITE (6,727) FINSS,FINROL 60501416 
WRITE (6,728) CLALPH 	 60501417 
CALL EMPINI 	 60601418 
60601419 
•1TIALIZE FOR TRAJECTORY CALCULATION 	 60601420 
110) a  PSIR 
L11) = SIBCH(NEJECT) 
Al2) = PHI(NEJECT)ADTH 	 60601424 
it (INP.E0.2) READ (5,706) VXZER0d/YZERO,VZZERO, 	 60601425 
1 	 VAR(4).VAR(5),VARO9 60501426 
VAR(1) a VZZERO*S516CR+VXZERO*CSI5CR 	 60501427 
VAR(2)2VYZERO 	 60801428 
VAR(3) a VZZERO*CSIBCR•VXZERO*SSI6CR 	 60601429 
VAR(7) 	•XSMC(NEJECT) 	 60601431 
VAR(8) a YSMC(NEJECT) 60501432 
VAR(9) 2 ZSMC(NEJECT) 	 60501433 
XvOSEI a  •XSMC(NEJECT)+XMOM*CSIBCR 	 60601434 
14115E1 a  YSMC(NEJECT)+XMOM*SPSI 	 60501435 
,A.SEI a ZSMC(NEJECT)+XMOM*SSIBCR 60601436 
A2VAH(7) 	 60801437 
i,:6IAAVAR(8) 60601438 
LCGD8 VAR(9) 	 60801439 
ALASEI a  XNOSEI•SLTHC(NEJECT)*CSIBCR 	 60601440 
)IASEI a YNOSEI•SLTHC(NEJECT)*SPSI 60601441 
ZSASEI a ZNOSEI+SLTHC(NEJECT)*SSIBCR 	 60601442 
101 
1I (NV,E0,0) THEN 
IF (INP,E0,2) READ (5,706) DTIME,TIMEI,TIMEF 
IF (TIMEI,GT.1.E ■6) THEN 
IF (INP,E0,2) READ (5,706) VAR 
DO 61 J210,12 
bl 	VAR(J) s DTR*VAR(J) 
ENDIF 
SE 
FINE 2 0,0 
IAEI = 0,0 
I MtF = 0,0 
iv (INP.E0.2) 	READ (5,706) FV,VI 
IF (NV.E0,7) FV = -FV 
IF (NV.GE,10,AND,NV,LE,12) THEN 
FV = FV$DTR 
VI a VI$DTR 
ENDIF 
vI = ABS(VI) 
ir (VAR(NV),GT.FV) VI = -VI 





NOIFEQ a 1 
CALL ADAMS (DTIME,DDTImE,VAR,OVAR,NEO,NDIFEC),TIME,NV,FV,VI) 
NuuTml 
CALCULATE AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS 
IF (NFU,LU.1) THEN 
REFDIA = 2.*FRMAX 
ELSE 
WRITE (4,413) 
41i FORMAT(1X,IENTER REFERENCE DIAMETER') 
READ (4,1) REFDIA 
LNDIF 
NPTS= 0 
62 CALL FORCE (ALOD,CDC) 
IF(NEMP,E0,1) CALL EMPFUR 
IF (NGAM.E0,1) CALL DIRCOS(VAR,DC) 
IF (NV.GE.7) GO TO 90 
CALCULATE ACCELERATIONS 
CALCULATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
DO 70 J21,6 





































FV8(5,6) 2 •FIY1 
	
60801476 





IF (NASYK,E0,0) GO TO 80 
	
60801480 
rvN(1,4) 1 YBAR*DC(1,3) ■ZBAR*DC(1,2) 
	
60801481 
r+IN(1.5) 2ZBAR*DC(1,1) ■ AbARIDC(1,3) 60801482 







FV8(2,6) 2)(BAR*DC(2,2)•YbAR*UC(2.1) 60801486 
• FV8(3,4) 11 TBAR*OC(3,3) ■ZBAR*DC(3,2) 
	
60801487 
FVN(3.5)=ZBAR*DC(3,1) ■ASAR*DC(30) 60801488 
FV8(3.6)=XBAR,DC(3,2)•18AR*DC(3 9 1) 
	
60801489 
00 71 Ja4e6 
	
60801490 
DO 71 Ka1,3 60801491 
71• . FVN(J,K)a8MASS*F88(K,J) 
	
60801492 
C 	 60801493 
C CALCULATE RIGHT HAND SIDE 	 60801494 
C 	 60801495 
	
80 GX/a•ACCG*(SAPG*DC(1,1)=CAPG*DC(3.1)) 	 60801496 
GYYm•ACCG*(5APG*DC(1,2)•CAPG*DC(3,2)) 60801497 
'GZ2.8•ACCG*(5APG*DC(1.3)..CAPG*DC(3,3)) 	 60801498 
0STOBEa0.5*RHO*VSTURE**2 	 60801499 
OSREF=OSTORE*SREF 	 60801500 
05REFLROSREF*REFL 60601501 
CNORM8CNSB+CNBY+CNCF 	 60601502 
CSIDEECY5B+CYBY+CYCF 60801503 
CKOLL=0,0 	 60801504 
CRITCH8C6M5B+CLMBY+CLNCF 	 60801505 
CYAW=CLN5B+ChNBY+CLNCF 60801506 
IF (KEPIP.E0,0) GO TO 81 	 60801507 
CNORNaCNORN+CNEM 	 60801508 
CSIDEaCSIDE4CYEN 60801509 
CROLL=CROLL+CLLEN 	 60801510  
ITCH:CPITCH+CLNEM 60801511 
*=CYAM4CLNEM 	 60801512 
fINUE 	 60801513 
.0,01GXX..05REF*CA/SMAS5 	 60801515 
H1N08GYY+05REF*CSIDE/SMASS 	 60801516  
NTHR8GZZ•05REF*CNORM/SMAS5 60901517  
FV8(4,7)*05REFL*CROLL 	 60801518 
FVN(5.7) 205REFL*CPITCH 60801519 
FVN(6,7)=05REFL*CYAN 	 60801520 
IF (NASYN.E0.0) GO TO 85 	 60601521  
RONEERONE+XBAR*(VAR(5)**2+VAR(6)**2)..TBAR*VAR(4)*VAR(5) ■ZbAH*VAR(4601301522 
1)*VAR(6) 60801523  
RTNOiRTMO•XBAR*VAH(4)*VAR(5)+YBAR*(VAR(4)**24.VAR(6)**2)•ZBAH*VAR(560801524 
1)*VAR(6) 60801525  
kfHR=RTHR.0(BAR*VAR(4)*VAR(6) ■YBAR*VAR(5)*VAR(6)+ZBAR*(VAR(4)**2+VA60601526 
1H(5)**2) 	 60801527 
FV8(4,7)=FV8(4,7)+5MA55*(GZZ*YBAR..GYYSZBAR) 	 60801534 
FV8(5,7)=FV8(5,7)+5M455*(GAX*ZBAR•GZZ*XBAk) 60801535  
FVN(6,7)2FVN(6,7)+8KASS*(GYY*X8KR-GXX*YBAK) 	 60801536  
85 FVN(1,7 )=80NE*DC(1,1)+8TaO*DC(1,2)+RTHR*DC(1,3) 	 60801537 
FVN(2,7) 2 BONE*DC(2,1)+KTKO-0 0C(2,2)+8THWPDC(2,3) 60801538 
FV8(3,7)aRONE*DC(3,1).RTWO*DC(3,2)+RTHR*DC(3,3) 	 60901539  
FVN(4,7)EFV8(4,7)=VAR(6)*VAN(5)*(FIZZ=FITY)+(VAR(5)**2 ■VAR(6)**2)*601301540 
IvIa+VAR(4)*(VAR(5)*FIAZ•VAR(6)*FIXY) 60801541 
(5,T)sFVN(5,7)VAR(b)*VAR(4)*(FIXX ■FIZZ)+(VAR(6)**2 ■VAR(4)**2)*6D801542 
...vAR(5) ,P(VKIR(b) ,0PIXY-VAR(4)*FIYZ) 60801543 
0,7)=FVN(6,7) ■VAR(4)*VAR(5)*(FITY ■FIXX)*(VAR(4)**2 ■VAR(5)**2)*60801544 
I.VAR(6)*(VAR(4)*FIYZ.VAR(5)*FIXZ) 60501545 
C 	 60801546 

































C 	 60801559 
C OUTPUT TRAJECTORY DATA IF AT END OF INTEGRATION STEP 	 60801560 
60801561 
90 IF (NOUT.E0,0) GO TO 91 
	
60801562 
IF (NPTS,NE,O) GO TO 210 
wRITE (4,411) 
411 FORMAT(/1X,'OUTPUT LOAD AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS? 1 ,/lX,IYESal 
1)40=0 1 ) 
READ (4, 0 ) ILYD 
. IF (NV,E0w0) THEN 
WRITE (4,412) 
412 	FORMAT(/1X,'OUTPUT COLUMNED DATA FILE? YESa1, NUx0') 
READ (4,1) IPLT 
IF 
NPTS+1 




IF (NV,NE,7,AND,NV,NE,9,AND„NV.NE.11) GO TO 180 
C 	CONSTRUCT BINARY OUTPUT ARRAY 
XS a ■VAR(7)/REFOIA 
Y5 a VAR(8)/REFDIA 
"/.:.; = VAR(9)/REFDIA 
Lips a ALFAC+THA 
(NV,E0,11) THEN 
MODE al 1 
bYY(NPTS,1) a ALPS 
KN0IF 
If (NV,E00) THEN 
MODE is 4 
BYY(NPTS,1) a X5 
ENDIF 
IF (NV,E0.9) THEN 
MODE a 5 
BYY(NPTS,1) a ZS 
ENDIF 
BYY(NPTS,2) s CNT 
BYY(NPTS,3) a CYT 
BYY(NPTS,4) a CLMT 
9yY(NPTS,5) a CLNT 
BYY(NPTS,6) a CLLT 
HYY(NPTS,7) a CA 
104 
(TIME+1,0E•05•TIMEF) 91,2000,2000 
L INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
r (NV ,E0, 0) GO TO 92 
e.o1FE0 w 10 
92 CALL ADAMS (DTIME,DDTIME,VAR,DVAR,NEQ,NDIFED,TIME,NV,FV0, 1) 
IF (NDIFEO,E0.1) GO TO 2000 
IF (NDIFEO„GT,7) NOUT=1 
GO TO 62 
2000 IF (NV,NE,7,AND,NV,NE,9,AND.NV,NL.11) GO TO 2100 
•..1TE (4,440). 
. 4 
	 1-, AIAT(/1X,IOUTPUT BINARY DATA BASE FILE? YES=1, NOaO') 
.,D (4, 1 ) IFILE 
Ir (IFILE.NE,1) GO TO 2100 
OUTPUT DATA BASE FILE 
CALL DBASEOPT (NDBOPT.ALFAC,ALPS,FMACH,PHI.R5I0XS.Y5r25/5YY) 
NOaOPT s NDROPT+1 
t100 NCASE s NCASE+1 
IF (INP.E0,2) GO TO 1000 
WRITE (4,450) 
450 FORMAT(/1X,'DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANOTHER RUN? 1E5=1, NO=0°) 
READ(4,*) IRUN 












. , • , ..***********44*****************************************441441.20410 
oUBROUTINE ACTIVINP (IPASS,ALFAC,DTINE,TIMEI,TIMEF,FV,VI) 




COMMON /CONTROL/ INP,MODE,NEJECT,NFU,NPTS,NSTRS,NV 
COMMON /STRDATA/ SLTHC(10),SRMAX(10),XSmC(10),YSMC(10),ZSMC(10), 
1 	 SIBCR(10),PHI(10),PSI(10),NSPOLY,SXEND(7),SIC(10), 
2 SCOLF(7,7),NSSOR(10),SSOR(101,10),SXL(101,10) 
DTR ■ 0.01745329 
C 
IF(IPASS.NE,O) GO TO 1911 
IPASSw1 




15 FORMAT(/IWENTER RUN MODE',/5X, 
1'1 IS AN ALPHA SWEEP',/,5X, 
2'2 IS A COMPUTED TRAJECTORY',/5X, 
3'3 IS A USER SELECTED VARIABLE SWEEP',/5X. 
4'4 IS AN X SWEEP',/,5X, 
5o5 IS A Z SWEEP') 




FORMAT(/IX,IENTER DISPENSER MISSILE ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES') 
READ (4,$) ALFAC 
A(2).ALFAC 
WRITE(4,20) 
20 FORMAT(/1X, 0 ENTER X ■LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER', 
1/1X,'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER NOSE, FEET') 
READ (4,*) XSMC(1) 
AmmASMC(1) 
WRITE(4,25) 
25 FORMAT(1X,IENTER Y-LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER', 
1/1X,'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
READ (4, 10 ) YSMC(1) 
A(6)sYSMC(1) 
WRI.TE(4,30) 
30 FORMAT(IX, 0 ENTER Z-LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER', 
1/1X,'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
READ (4,$) ZSMC(1) 
A(7)sZSMC(1) 
WRITE(4,35) 
35 FORMAT(IWENTER STORE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,', 
1/1X,'RELATIVE TO DISPENSER CENTERLINE, DEGREES') 
READ (4,*) SIC(1) 
A(10)sSIC(1) 
SIBCR(1) a SIC(1)*DTR 
CAI TO (40,50,60,60,70) MODE 
=1 1 
“LTE(4,42) 
,oRMAT(/1X, 'ENTER FINAL VALUE OF STORE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,', 
1' DEGREES') 
READ (4, 4 ) FV 
A(11)sFV 
WRITE(4,44) 
44 FORMAT(IWENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF STORE', 
1/1X,'ANGLE OF INCIDENCE') 
READ (4,*) VI 
A(12)sil 
GO TO 115 
NV = 0 
mRITE (4,52) 
52 PORMAT(/IA,IENTER INITIAL TIME, SECONDS') 
READ (4,*) TIMEI 
A(13)sT1MEI 
WRITE(4,54) 
54 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER FINAL TIME, SECONDS') 
READ (4,*) TIMEF 
A(14)sTIMEF 
.mITE(4,5b) 





. , mAT(/IX,IENTER FINAL XLOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER,' 
' FEET') 
hEAD (4,*) FV 
A(4)*FV 
WRITE(4,64) 
64 FORMAT(IWENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF STORE X•TRANSLATION, 0 , 
1' FEET') 
READ (4,*) VI 
A(5)*VI 
GO TO 115 
7u Nvw9 
dhITE(4,72) 
72 FORmA1(/1X,IENTER FINAL Z+LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER,' 
1, 1 FEET')• 
READ (4,*) FV 
- . A(6)*FV 
WRITE(4,74) 
74 FORM1T(IX,'ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF STORE Z-TRANSLATION,', 
1' FEET') 




AT(/5X,INUMBER 1 ,5X, 0 VARIABLE',/5X,6(1H..),5X,8(1H ■ ),/9X, 
i,9X,'ISNC 	Y ■LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER',/7X, 
YAW ANGLE OF STORE',/7X, 
3'12 0 ,9X,IPHI 	ROLL ANGLE OF STORE',//1X, 
4'ENTER NUMBER OF SELECTED VARIABLE') 
READ (4,*) NV 
A(16)*NV 
wRITE(4,64) 
84 FORMAT(1WENTER FINAL VALUE OF VARIABLE') 
HEAD (4,*) FV 
A(17)*FV 
ITE(4,86) 
, 	,mAT(1X,'ENTER VARIABLE INCREMENT') 
AD (4,1) VI 
A(I8)=VI 
(..0 	TO 	115 
TN15 SECTION ALLOWS 
AkTEk THE FIRST PASS 
CHANGING OF CURRENT INTERACTIVE INPUT VALUES 
19d wHITE(4,199) 
199 FORMAT(/1X,IENTER 0 TO SEE MENU OF ALL INTERACTIVE INPUTS,' 
*,/1X, 0 0R 	1 	TO SEE 	IN 	SECTIONS'/) 
HEAD(4,*) 	ANS 
IF 	(ANS.EQ.1) 	GO TO 220 
200 WRITE(4,201) 	(A(1),I21,16) 
201 FORMAT(/T20 1 1 RUN 	MODE 	  'F10.2 
*, 	/110 1 2 DISPENSER ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG 	  1 F10.2/ 
*, /T20'3 INITIAL X ■LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 1 F10.2 
0 , 	/T20 1 4 FINAL X ■ LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE  tF10.2 
0 , /T20'5 INCREMENTAL X VALUE 	  1 F10.2/ 
/T20 1 6 Y+LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	  tF10.2/ 
/T20'7 INITIAL Z-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 1 F10.2 
*, 	/T20'8 FINAL Z-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE  tF10.2 
*, /T20'9 INCREMENTAL Z VALUE 	  'F10.2/ 
*, 	/T20 0 10 INITIAL SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 	 'F10.2 
*, /7 1 1'11 FINAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE ANGLE 	  'F10.2 
*, 	/T20'12 INCREMENTAL VALUE Or SUBMISSILE ANGLE 	 tf10.2/ 
to 	 /T20'13 




4 , 	 /T20 1 18 
1U3 	41'ITE(4,302) 
KEAD(4,*) I,AI 
GO TO 400  
INITIAL TIME, SEC 	  , r10.2 
FINAL TIME, SEC  'F10.2 
TIME INCREMENT, SEC 	  1 F10.2/ 
NUMBER OF VARIABLE TO BE VARIED 	  'F10.2 
FINAL VALUE OF VARIATION 	  'F10.2 
INCREMENT FUR THE VARIATION 	  IF10.2) 
HUN MODE 
300 IF(I.HE.1) GO TO 303 
wRITE(4,301) 
301 FORMAT(/T20'1 IS AN ALPHA SWEEP', 
1 	/120'2 IS A COMPUTED TRAJECTORY', 
/T20'3 IS A USER SELECTED VARIABLE SWEEP', 
3 	. 	/T20'4 IS AN X SWEEP', 
4 /T20'5 IS A Z SWEEP') 
GO TO 203 
ALFAC 
su3 	11.(1.NE.2)G0 TO 305 
wRITE(4,304) 
304 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER DISPENSER 




MISSILE ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES') 
305 IF(I.NE.3)G0 TO 307 
WRITE(4,306) 
306 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER INITIAL X•LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 
/T20'MEASUREU FROM THE DISPENSER NOSE, FEET') 




307 IF(I,NE.4)GO TO 309 
WRITE(4,308) 
300 FORMAT(/T20 8 ENIER FINAL X•LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE, FEET') 




309 IF(I.NE.5)G0 TO 311 
WRITE(4,310) 
310 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE,', 
1 	/T20°X•TRANSLATION, FEET') 
GO TO 203 
L.NE.6)G0 TO 313 
ITE(4,312) 
r , 1NNAT(/T20IENTER 1-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 
1 	/T20'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 




313 IF(I.NE.7)G0 TO 315 
ITE(4,314) 
314 FORMAT(/T20 1 ENTER INITIAL 2-LOCATION or SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 
/T20'MEASURED FRUM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 




315 IF(I.NE.8)G0 TO 317 
WRITE(4,316) 
316 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER FINAL Z-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 




317 IF(I.NE.9)G0 TO 319 
WRITE(4,318) 
318 FORMAT(/T2O'ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE,', 
-1 	/T20 1 2-TRANSLATION, FEET') 
GO TO 203 
C 
C 	SIC(1) 
119 	IF(I.NE.10)G0 TO 321 
iTE(4,320) 
MAT(/T20'ENTER INITIAL SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,', 




321 IF(I.NE.11)G0 TO 323 
WRITE(4,322) 
322 FORMAT(/T20•ENTER FINAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE', 
1 	/T20'RELATIVE TO DISPENSER CENTERLINE, DEGREES') 
GO TO 203 
ANGI 
%lf 	1F(I.NE,12)G0 TO 325 
wRITE(4,324) 
324 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE', 
1 	/T20'ANGLE OF INCIDENCE') 
GO TO 203 
C 
C 	TIMEI 
Ir*(I,NE,13)G0 TO 327 
I7E(4,326) 
•AT(/T20 1 ENTER INITIAL TIME, SECONDS') 
'U 203 
J27 1i(I.NE.14)G0 TO 329 
wwITE(4,326) 
120 FORMAT(/T20.ENTER FINAL TIME, SECONDS') 
GO TO 203 
C 
C 	DTIME 
429 	Il..(1,NE,15)G0 TO 331 
ITE(4,330) 
3- r .: ,,IATUT20 4 ENTER TIME INCREMENT, SECONDS' . 




J]i 	1i(I.NE.1b)G0 TO 333 
wRITE(4,332) 
332 FORMAT(/120 1 ENTER NUMBER OF VARIABLE TO BE VARIED') 




333 IF(I,NE,17)G0 TO 335 
oRITE(4,334) 
JRmAT(/T20 0 ENTER FINAL VALUE OF VARIATION') 
TO 203. 	• 
C. 
3 J% 	, r , I.NE.113)G0 TO 203 
AK1TE(4.336) 
33b FORMAT(/T20'ENTER /NCRLMENT FOR THE VARIATION') 
GU TO 203 
C 
C 




rix(11).E0.99, A(12).E0.90GOTO 550 
1. 0 110 




IF(A(16).E0,99, ,OR. A(17).E0,99. ,OR, A(14).E0.99.) 
• GOTO 550 




IF(A(4),E0,99, ,OR, A(5).EQ.99.)GOTO 550 




IF(A(7),E0,99, ,OR, A(B).E0.99,)GU TO 550 
Gu TO 110 
••RITE(1,410) 
,10 	PURMAT(//"P2 FINAL AND/OR INCREMENTAL VALUE 
*NOT SPECIFIED** , //) 
GO TO 203 
C 
302 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER NUMBER, VALUE OR' 
1 	/T20'ENTER 0,0 TO LIST CURRENT INPUTS OR' 
2 /T20'ENTER 0,1 TO RUN PROGRAM' 
3 	/T20'ENTER NUMBER, 999, FUR MORE INFURMATION') 
C 
400 IF(AI.E0.999.)G0 TO 300 
IF(I.E0,0.AND,AI.E0.0)G0 TO 200 
IF(I,EQ,0.AND,AI,EQ.1)G0 TO 105 
Ir(I.E(1.1)MODEBAI 
1F(I.E0.16)NVssAI 
GU TO 203 
;,kNGE INPUT IN STEPS INSTEAD OF WITH LARGE MENU 
42u wRITE(4,221) 
221 FoRmAT(/5X,'ENTER 0 TO CHANGE MODE, 1 TO GO UN'/) 
READ(4,*) ANS 
IF (ANS.E0.1) GO TO 240 
WRITE(4,222) 
222 FORMAT (/1X 0 40DE CODES ---') 
wRITE(4,301) 









FORmXT 	(//1X 0 INITIAL CONDITIONS 	CURRENT STATUS'/) 
WRITE(4,241) 	A(2),A(3),A(6),A(7),A(10) 
241 FORMAT 	(/T20 1 1 2 DISPENSER MISSILE ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG... 1 1'10.2 
1 	/T20'2 a X-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 1 F10.2 
2 /T20'3 a  Y ■LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 1 F10.2 
3 	/T20'4 a Z-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 'F10.2 
4 /T20 1 5 w SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, DEG 'F10.2/) 
244 WRITE(4, 	245) 
245 FORmAT(/WENTER NUMBER,NEW VALUE 	TO CHANGE AN INPUT, 	OR 
1 	 'ENTER 0,0 	To GO ON, 	OR 	1 ,/1X, 
2 'ENTER 0,3 	TO SEE 	INITIAL VALUES AGAIN'/) 
READ(4,*) I,AI 
1F (I.E0.0 .AND. AI.E0.0) GO TO 250 
(I.E0.0 .AND. AI.E0.1) GO TO 240 
(I.E0.1) THEN 
,(2)mAI 
IF (I.E0.2) THEN 
A(3)mAI 
ELSE IF (I.E0.3) THEN 
A(6)mAI 





GO TO 244 
CHANGE INCREMENTS AND FINAL VALUES, IF DESIRED 
.50 wkITE(4,251) 
251 FORMAT (/1X 1 ENTER 0 TO CHANGE INCREMENTS AND OTHER VALUES 0 ,/1X • 	'OR 1 TO RUN AGAIN'/) 
READ(4,*) ANS 
IF (ANS.E0.1) GO TO 105 
GO TO (260,262,264,266,268) MODE 
nU wkITE(4, 261) 





-,.AU(4, 10) VI 
A(12)mVI 
GO TO 105 
iTE(4,253) 










GO TO 105 
toil 	ftmITE(4,265) 
2b5 FORMAT (SX'FOR MODE m 3 1 /) 
WRITE(4,332) 
















READ(4, 10 ) VI 
A(5)=VI 
GO TO 105 
:ots 



















SUBROUTINE ADAMS (H,05,Y,DY,NEO,NDIFE0,5,NV,FV,VI) 
MS INTEGRATION ROUTINE 	 60802 
60802 
DIMENSION 	Y(12),DY(12) 	 60802 





1,PF(12).0Y2(12) 6  60802 
DATA RTEST,ATE5T / RATIO,FL8/1.42E•01,1.42E•03,100.0,1.0E•04/ 60802 7 
GO TO 	(100,200,300,400,500.600,700,800,900.950)001FE0 
60802 9 
START BY RUNGE•FUTTA 10 6D802 
60802 11 
1 ∎ 	) 60802 12 
.1u. 60802 13 
101 	Im1,NE0 14 50802 
1" 	IltI)sY(1) 	. 60802 15 
60802 16 
1U3 	NUIFEOw2 17  60802 
RETURN 60802 18 
200 	DU 201 	I=1,NEO 19 60802 
uy3('):0Y(I) 60802 20 
Y5(I)111Y(I) 60802 21 
TEMPEN*0Y(I) 60802'22 
Y(I) ■0.5*TEMP4i5(1) 23  60602 
201' EMIKTEMP 60802 24 
S310.5*H+S 60802 25 
NDIFE083 26 6 0802 
RETURN 60802 27 
300 DO 301 	Is1 i NE0 28 60802 
TEMPOPOY(T) 60802 29 
t(j)s0,5*TENN, Y5(1) 60802 30 
), 	 -(I)I1E(I)+2.0*TEMP 60802 31 
4DIFEU114 00802 32 
HLTURN 60502 33 
400 	DO 	401 	Im1,NE0 34 60502 
TEMPIHWOY(I) 60802 35 
Y(I) 0Y5(I)+TEMP 36 60802 
401 	E(I)IE(I)+2.0*TEMP 37  60502 
Ss0.5*H.S 38 60502 
NDIFEQSS 60802 39 
RETURN 60802 40 
500 DO 501 	Inl,NEO 41 60802 
501 	Y(I)=04 4 DY(I)+E(I)/*0.16666667.Y5(I) 42  60802 
GO TO 	(502,507,509,902),Jb 43 60802 
502 DO 503 1z1,NE0 60802 44 
503 	Y3(I)3Y(I) 60802 45 
SaS•H 60802 46 
5503 	1020,5*6 60502 47 
TEMP=S+H 48 60502  
IF 	(TEMP•S) 	504,504,505 60802 49 
504 	NDIFE0111 60802 50 
WRITE 	(6.750) 51 6D802 
750 FORMAT(//44H 	INTEGRATION INTERVAL HAS BECOME TOO SMALL./6211 WHEN60802 52 
1 	IT 1S ADDED TO INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 	NO CHANGE RESULTS.) 60802 53  
RETURN 6D802 54 
505 	J13412 60802 55 
5505 DO 506 1z1,NE0 56  60802 
506 Y(I)sal(I) 60802 57 
GO TO 102 58  60802 
507 DO 509 	IsI f NEO 60802 59 
DY1(I)*DY3(I) 60802 60 
508 	112(I)AY(1) 60802 61 
J8w3 60802 62 
GO TO 103 63  50802 
509 SwS•H 64  60502 
113 
C 	 60602 65 
C ERROR CHECKING 	 60602 66 
C 	 60802 67 
5509 TEST110.0 	 601302 68 
DO 510 Izl,NEO 	 60002 69 
VX4UY(I) 	 60802 70 
TEMR2 ABS(Y3(I)-VX4) 	 60602 71 
IF (TLMR.LE.00) GO TO 510 	 60802 72 
VX4. ABS(VX4) 	 60802 73 
IF (VX4,LE.0.0) GO TO 512 	 60802 74 
IF (A85(Y3(I)).LE,0.0) CO TO 512 	 60802 75 
C 	 60602 76 
C CHECK FOR RELATIVE ERROR 	 6D602 77 
C 	 60802 78 
IF (VKAISIRTEST ■TEMR) 512,511,511 	 60802 79 
511.TEMRILTEMR/VX4 	 60802 BO 
GO TO 519 	 60602 81 
C 	 60802 82 
C CHECK FOR ABSOLUTE ERROR 	 60802 83 
C 	 60802'84 
512 IF (ATEST.TEMR) 514,514,513 	 60802 65 
513 TEMRzTEMN*RATIO 	 60802 86 
	
,G0 TO 519 	 60802 87 
C 	 60802 88 
BOTH TESTS FAIL, HALVE INTEGRATION INTERVAL. 	 60602 89 
60802 90 
, TINUE 	 60802 91 
-H 	 60802 92 
(JB•5) 517,514,516 	 60802 93 
60602 94 
uu TO 5505 	 60802 95 
517 DO 518 II51,NE0 	 60602 96 
518 Y3(11)zY2(II) 60602 97 
GO TO 5503 	 60802 98 
519 IF (TEST ∎ TEMR) 520,510,510 	 60802 99 
520 TESTzTEMR 	 60802100 
510 CONTINUE 60602101 
C 	 60802102 
OUTPUT OF RUNGE-KUTTA 	 60802103 
60802104 
It' (J6.4) 521,802,802 	 60802105 
Jci hUIFLOnd 	 60802106 
DO 522 Izl,NE0 	 60602107 
PX(I)aY(I) 	 60802108 
PF(1)110Y(I) 60802109 
522 Y(I)s12(I) 	 60802110 
RETURN 	 60802111 
800 DO 801 Iz1,NEG 	 60802112 
Y(/)11PX(I) 	 60802113 
iMmPF(I) 601302114 
:(1)00Y3(I) 	 60802115 
60802116 
60802117 
:%,.1=9 	 60802118 
. , r(01 	 60802119 
(JB ■5) 103,901,702 	 60802120 
901 CuN=0.041666667mH 	 60802121 
J6=6 	 60802122 
J901 NUIFE0z6 	 60602123 
GO TO 600 60602124 
902 J6z5 	 ',A:1 602125 
TeSTx11 ,8 	 60602126 
Go TO 802 60802127 
60802128 
C 	ADAMS INTEGRATION 	 60802129 
C 60802130 
600 DO 601 Ial,NE0 	 60802131 
Y1(I)zY(I) 	 60802132 
Y(I)aY(I)+CON4(55.040Y(I) ■59,0*DY3(I)+37,04DY2(I)+9,010Y1(I)) 	60902133 
DY1(I)aDY2(I) 	 601302134 
072(1)110Y3(I) 60802135 
DY3(I)=0Y(I) 	 60902136 
r1 f3(I)=7(1) 60802137 
S=S+H 	 60802138 
RDIFE0a7 	 60802139 
RETURN 60802140 
700 DO 701 Ia1,NE4 	 60802141 
701 Y(I)=Y1(I3+CON4(9,0 4 07(I)+19,040Y3(I)+5,040Y2(1)+071(I)) 	 60802142 
GO TO 5509 	 60802143 
C 	 60802144 
TEST FOR DOUBLING OF INTEGRATION INTERVAL 	 60802145 
60802146 
(TEST-FLB) 703,9901,9901 	 60802141 
60902149 
10 1101 	 60802149 
v) a Y(NV)+VI 
. (Y(NV) ,LT, FV 	,AND, 	VI .GE. 0) 	GO TO 951 
it (Y(NV) .GT, FV ,AND, VI ,LT, 0) GO TO 951 
S = 99.0 
951 RETURN 
END 	 60802150 
cs***********************************ssi*************441.444*********** 
SUBROUTINE BESKIN 	(X,Y,Z,V,W) 





A CIRCULAR FUSELAGE 60803 3 
60803 4 
, mmUN /CONSTS/ DTR,RAD,RTD 60803 5 
hmNON 	/FLOW/ ALFACR,BETA,BETASO,FMACH,GAMF,RHU,SALFFI,VINF 
CuMMON 	/FUSDATA/ FLTHI,FRmAX,NFSOR,FXL(101),FSOR(101),NFPOLY, 60803 6 
1 	 FXEND(15),FCOEF(15,7) 
1 	(X.GE.0,0,0R,X.LT,•FLTHI) 	RETURN 6D903 7 
AL=.4/FLTHI 60903 8 
CALL SHAPE 	(XL,NFPULY,FXEND,FCOEF,RL,DRDX,15) 60803 9 
HaRL*FLTHI*BETA 60803 10 
RSaR4R4SALFFI 60903 11 
VSaYsY 60903 12 
ZSaZ*Z 60803 13 
ISPZSaYS+1S 60803 14 
TAaSORT(YSPZS) 60903 15 
IF 	(TA.LT.R) 	RETURN 60803 16 
YSPZSS=1.0/(YSPZSaYSPZS) 60803 17 
v3V+2,041 Y*ZiRBsySPZSS 60803 18 
, 7-4+(YS ■ZS)0RSSYSP2SS 60803 19 
ptJURN 60803 20 
ENO 60803 21 
c=************441*****************************************************41 
SUBROUTINE BRIT (XM,AR,TR,SNEEP,CLA,XCPCB) 
C 	TAKEN FROM THE BRITISH DATA SHEETS 5,01,03,06 
C 5.01,03.05 




a FREE STREAM MACH NO. 
ASPECT RATIO (TWO wINGS JOINED WITHOUT BODY) 
ri( 	a TAPER RATIO 
SWEEP a WING MID-CHORD SWEEPBACK ANGLE (DEG) 
CLA 	w LIFT COEFF. SLOPE, BASED ON EXPOSED WING AREA I/RAD. 
XCPCB a CENTER OF PRESSURE (PERCENT MEAN GEOMETERIC CHORD), 
MEASURED FROM LEADING EDGE MEAN GEOMETERIC CHORD. 
DIMENSION XT1(15),YTI(7),ZT1(4),XT2(8),YT2(5),ZT2(4)pYT4(7) 
DIMENSION BARI(15,7,4), BAR2(9,5,4),BAR3(150.4),BAR4(80.4) 
DATA XT1/ 0 .9.5,1.0.5,2.$2.5.3.,3.5/4.,4.5,5..5.5.6.,6.50./ 
DATA VT1/ 0 .,1:f2.,3.6, 4.,5.ob./ 
DATA ZT1/0.,.25,.50./ 
DATA XT2/0..I.,2.,3.,4.,5.,6.,7./ 
DATA YT2/ 0 0,10,2.03.01./ 
DATA. YT4/06,1.,20,36,4.,5.,6./ 
oATA ZT2/0.,.25,.5 0 1.1 
uAFA (((BARI(I,J,K),I21,15),J01,7),K=1,2) / 
A 
4.78,04,.70,.56,.63,1.56,1.52 0 1.4001.27,1.17.1.080.00,03,037, 
2.82,07,03,.69,.65 9 .62.1.56.1.47,1.30,1.17.1.06,1.01,05,09,.04, 
3.7 9 ,0 75 0. 7 1,.6 7 ,0b4,.61,1.2 6 ,1.21,1.13,1.05,0 9 ,.93..88..83,09, 
4.75,01,068..65..62 / .590.05.1.01 0 .98,.94 9 .89..85,031,.77,03,.7. 
5.67,064,.61..59,.570.90/.8W,.86,033,6800.77,.74,01e.BB,.660.630 
7.55,9530.520.57.1.53,1.45,1.34.1.25,1.16,1.07,1...93,01475.012,.78 




3.690.665..64 0 .61,859..90,.855,032,00,08,06,04,02,00,067..64, 
5.56,.55,.53/ 






B1.57,1.52,1.45.1034,1.22,1.12,1.04,07 0 .90,0140.77,04..70,.67, 
9.64.1.5701.51,1.42,1.30.1.18,1.0B,1.00 0 .940.080.82,.713,.73,6b9, 
1.65,01030.57,1.46,1.36,1.22,1.10,1.02,05,.88,.82,417B,.730.69,.66. 




A 	 .265,.270,.273,.275,.274,.273,.270,.269..380, 
1.397,027,8314.003,62950.290,.285,.500..470,078,.352,035/.325, 
2.316,.313,.505,.445,.405,.380,.365,053,8345,8340,.505,.460,.440, 
3.410,.395,41383 0 .375',.370,045..1950.225,.24Up.247,41250,11,250,.250, 
4.262..2650.267s.267,9267,.267,g2b7,6267,.380,.332,.305/.2900.283, 
5.282,.2920.282..395,.355,0330..315..405,.298,.295,.293 0 .4050.385, 
6.365..345,9325,.315, 9 307,003,070,4185,.225,4237,9243,.2450.247, 
7.240g.1770.217,8235 0 .243,.245,.245,.245,.244,4295,.247,.243,.247, 




























" 91,0109 " 855,0322,
.7s8,.76,. 73 ,. 707692,  
7.79,095,.80,030,80,.#302,.0







5, .60 0 
9,558,1,57,1,50,1,83,12,1,585,1.41,1.215
p 1 . 065,055.
016.08,6716,  
).,,,.61,.562,1.57,1.23,1.46,1.46,14
o , 1.3o5,1.22, 1 . 1 ,. 9as,.a9,  
,4,03.:67,462,.572,1.26,1.19,1.10,1,23,1
. 275 .I.20,1.1 25,1.065,  
15,.94,.95.02,871,.650.60,1,05,1,05,1.05,1








,.755,03 ,004/  DATA (((6A1i3(1,J,K),1a1,15),Ja1,7),K=3,4) / A 
1.58,1,96,1920,1,59,1.36,1,17
,1,03,..92,. 84,  
1.75,.69..635,,,590.5 ,1.5*,1.80,1,901.76
. 5 5,1,355,1 ,1111,045,  






1.05,14055,  51,055,1.055,1,07,1.05,1.015,.97,0250)6,010, 04,05*,,63,.90,00, 6,902,003,.905,4907,.91,.91.490p.69,.86,
. 03 ,07,,. 67,,79,092,  




















,04,1,02, 095, 15,.96,.8 7 
0697,, 97,„90, 
4,93,065,.70,0655..61,.905,.90,.905,.875, 165





■ 04,02/ -rA bAR4 / 
.
250,8350,4450,465475,
e 4113, ,4136, e 490.. 360,  
2,.472,0172480,.487,.490,.495,e5o.5,
. 5 .6 5 ,.5..5,.5 01,.501.  
-,o.54.,54.,54,.54,.54,.525,.520,4505 4258
0,,5180,,5 00,4580,  
,,e55t.560,.548585,8625..625,111625,,625,,6
25,,565,. 555,,595,  
,4,6731.673,.673,,673,,145,.2950.450,.475,,4
d5, 4 490,. 4950,4950  
..G1,11350,.437,.473,,CO3,„487,.492,,493,.380
. 01 45,,4415, 0445,.498,  
v.:,w1,*502,,502,.395,,A40,,481,,401,4,4910
. 532 ,030,.523 0.405,,433,  
7.4/0,.5250.525,.525,.570,.560,,413,407,,50 0,5
50..520,. 520,.520,  
11.615,,425,.450,,A77,.510,.560..6250.625,,625,





" 305" 3 5b , .400,.4 35 ,. 465..511,  
2.5100.5050,317,.323,.326,RA60,.410..501,.593,
. 5 37,.330,. 320,,310,  
3,425,.505.,523,050,.585337,315,4300/.423
p. 5 00, e 560,. 560..605.  
4U.00,.339..445,,,A65,.4113




/ 75 ,.193, 4,30 0, .
i..0,.433,,A57,.47°,.477,,477,.200,.3300





).5. A93, .496,495 / A.zAR45DRT( A 6 S(1,..Am*.02 )) AR*TAM(SW
EEP/57,29579 ) Z=YR 
IF(X,GT,7,) *RITE (6,900 IF(Z.GT.1.) *R 	 ) X ITE (6, 












CALL TABLE3 (2,XCPCB,BAR2,X,XT2,813,Y.YT2,5,3,2,ZT2,4,3) 
CLA2CLARIAR 
RETURN 
CALL TABLE; (2,CLAR,BAR3,X,XT1,15,3,Y,YT1,7,3,Z,ZT1,4,3) 
TF(Y.GT.6.) WRITE (6,901) Y 
L TABLE3 (2,XCPC8,8AR4,X,XT2,8,3,Y,YT4,7,3,Z,ZT2,4,3) 
=CLARWAR 
.)R14 
AT (iX,'EXTRAPOLATION REQUIRED, '10HARIBETA s r10.4) 
4AT (1X, 0 EXTRAPOLATION REQUIRED, '11HARiTANSW 2 F10.4) 











SUBROUTINE CEL1 60B04 5 
60604 6 
PURPOSE 60804' 7 
CALCULATE COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF FIRST KIND 60604 
60604 9 
USAGE 60604 10 
CALL CEL1(RES,AK,IER) 60604 11 
60804 12 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 60604 13 
RES 	- RESULT VALUE 6D804 14 
AK - MODULUS 	(INPUT) 60804 15 
1ER 	+ RESULTANT ERROR CODE WHERE 60504 16 
IER20 	NO ERROR 60604 17 
IER21 	AK NOT 	IN RANGE +1 	TO +1 60604 18 
C 60604 19 
C REMARKS 60604 20 
C FOR AK2+1,+1 THE RESULT IS SET TO 	1.E30. 60804 21 
C FOR MODULUS AK ANU COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS CK, 60604 22 
EQUATION AK4AK+CKWCK21.0 IS USED. 60604 23 
AK MUST BE IN THE RANGE +1 TO +1 60604 24 
60604 25 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 60604 26 
NONE 60804 27 
80604 28 
METHOD 60804 29 
DEFINITION 60604 30 
C CEL1(AK)2INTEGRAL(1/SORT((1+T*T) , (1+(CKOT)**2)), 	SUMMED 60804 31 
C OVER T FROM 	0 TO 	INFINITY). 60804 32 
C EQUIVALENT ARE THE DEFINITIONS 60804 33 
C CEL1(AK) ■INTEGRAL(1/(COS(T)SORT(1+(CKITAN(T))**21),SUMMED 60804 34 
C OVER T FROM 0 TO PI/2), 60604 35 
C CELI(AK)2INTEGRAL(1/SORT(1+(AK*SIN(T))**2),SUMMED OVER T 60604 36 
C FROM 0 TO PI/2), 	WHERE K2SORT(1.+CKICK). 60604 37 
C EVALUATION 60604 38 
C LANDERS TRANSFORMATION IS USED FOR CALCULATION. 60904 39 
C REFERENCE 60804 40 
C R.BULIRSCH, 	"NUMERICAL CALCULATION or ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS 60604 41 
C AND ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS", 	HANDBOOK SERIES SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, 60804 42 
C NUMERISCHE MATHEMATIK 	VOL. 	7, 	1965, 	PP. 	78+90. 60804 43 
C 60604 44 
C 	 60604 45 
C 60804 46 
C 6D804 47 
IER20 60804 48 
118 






GE021. ■AK*AK 6D804 52 
IF(GEO)1,2,3 60804 53 
1 	1611ml 60804 54 
4 ETURN 60804 55 
60804 56 
.ET RESULT VALUE m0FLOW 60804 57 
60804 58 
2 RESm1.E30 60604 59 
RETURN 60B04 60 
3 GEO=SORT(GEO) 60804 61 
ARIA. 60804 62 
4 AARImARI 60804 63 
TESTmAARI*1.E4 60904 64 
ARI=GEO+ARI 60904 65 
C 60904 66 
C 	TEST OF ACCURACY 60804 67 
C 60B04 68 
IF(AARI•GEO ■TEST)6,6,5 60804 69 
5 GEORSORT(AARIEGEO) 601104'70 
ARIE0.54, ARI 60804 71 
GO TO 4 60804 72 
b RES=3.14159265/ARI 60804 73 
RETURN 60604 74 
END 6D804 75 
Ciitig$41 ********43441*4144%**444441#*******Ari******4141M*4441************41 ,041 
SUBROUTINE CEL2 	(RES,AK,A,B,IER) 6D805 1 
C 	 60805 3 
C 60805 4 
C 	 SUBROUTINE CEL2 60805 5 
C 60805 6 
PURPOSE 6D805 7 
COMPUTES THE GENERALIZED COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF 60805 d 
SECOND KIND. 60805 9 
60805 10 
USAGE 60805 11 
CALL CEL2(RES,AK,A,B,IER) 60805 12 
60805 13 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 60805 14 
C 	 RES 	• RESULT VALUE 60805 15 
C AK • MODULUS 	(INPUT) 601305 16 
C 	 A 	CONSTANT TERM IN NUMERATOR 60805 17 
• FACTOR OF UUADRATIC TERM IN NUMERATOR 60805 Id 
C 	 IER 	- RESULTANT ERROR CODE WHERE 60905 19 
IERa0 	NU ERROR 60805 20 
IERml 	AK NOT IN RANGE -1 TO +1 6D805 21 
60805 22 
REMARKS 6D905 23 
FOR AK a +1,-i THE RESULT VALUE IS SET TU 1.E30 IF B IS 60805 24 
C 	 POSITIVE, 	TO •1.E30 	IF 13 15 NEGATIVE. 60905 25 
C SPECIAL CASES ARE 60805 26 
C 	 K(K) 	OBTAINED WITH 	A m 	1, 	B = 	1 60805 27 
C ECK) 	OBTAINED .ITH A a 	1, 	8 m CA*CK WHERE CK IS 601305 28 
C 	 COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS. 60805 29 
8(K) 	OBTAINED WITH A a 	1, 	8 m 0 60905 30 
D(A) OBTAINED WITH A = 0, 	6 m 1 6D605 31 
WHERE K, 	E, 	8, 	D DEFINE SPECIAL CASES OF THE GENERALIZED 60805 32 
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF SECOND KING IN THE USUAL 60805 33 
NOTATION, 	AND THE ARGUMENT K OF THESE FUNCTIONS MEANS 60805 34 





SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REUUIRED 	 60805 
NONE 	 60805 
60805 
METHOD 	 60805 









SUMMED OVER T FROM 0 TO INFINITY). 60805 43 
EVALUATION 60805 44 
LANDENS TRANSFORMATION IS USED FOR CALCULATION. 60805 45 
C REFERENCE, 60805 46 
C R.SULIRSCH, 	'NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS 60805 47 
C AND ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS", HANDBOOK SERIES SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, 6DB05 48 
C NUMERISCHE MATHEMATIK 	VOL. 	7, 	1965, 	PP. 	78-90. 60805 49 
C 60805 50 
	 60805 51 
60805 52 
60805 53 
!t..8310 60805 54 
60805.55 
TEST MODULUS 60805 56 
60805 57 
GEOa1...AK4AK 60805 58 
IF(GEO)1,2,6 60805 59 
1 IERal 60805 60 
RETURN 601305 61 
60805 62 
T RESULT VALUE 2 OVERFLOW 60805 63 
60805 64 
113,5,4 6DB05 65 
--L.E30 60805 66 
KN 60805 67 
=1.E30 60805 68 
rtAUHN 60805 69 
5 hESsA 60805 70 
HETURN 60805 71 
60805 72 
COMPUTE INTEGRAL 60805 73 
60805 74 
6 GEWISORT(GEO) 60805 75 
A8121. 60805 76 
AA=A 60805 77 
.A+8 60805 78 
60805 79 
+AAIGEO 60805 80 
60805 81 
AA=AN 60805 82 
AARIxARI 60805 83 
AkIaGEO+ARI 60805 04 
AN=w/ARI+AN 60805 85 
60805 86 
TEST OF ACCURACY 60805 87 
60805 88 
IF(AARI ■GEO-1.E-4*AARI)9,9,6 60805 89 
8 GEORSORT(GEO*AARI) 60805 90 
GE0aGEO+GEO 60805 91 
GO TO 7 60805 92 
9 RES=.78539816*AN/AkI 60805 93 
RETURN 60805 94 
END 60805 95 
s o4$441 1141 4 41 ,044 444 44414 444 44144 44********** ** 4 4 4 41 4 4 444 4# .8 41 4 4**M4 
120 
SUBROUTINE CROSS (FMACH,ALPHA,XL0D,CDCP,ETA) 
LInC. CYL. CROSS FLOW DRAG CUFF. AND ETA (LENGTH) CORRECTION 
ALPHA IS IN. DEGREES 
UIMENSION TMCR(16).TCDCP(16).TLODE(11),TETA(11) 
DATA (TMCR(I), Iw1,1b)/ 
1 1.3,1.5,1.7,1.9,2.0/ 




(TETA(I), Iw1,11), ,565,,61„639,,661,.681,,716,.745, 
,777„795,009,0320/ 
AmCRmFMACH*SIN(ABS(ALPHA/57.29578)) 
CALL INTERP (2,1,CDCP,TCDCP,XmCR,TmCR,16,3,mIN,MAX) 
XLODEaXLUD*1.18/CDCP 
CALL INTERP (2,1,ETA.TETA,XLODE,TLODE,11,30IN,MAX) 
KETON 
END 
cs ***** *******************rnw**************************************** 
SUBROUTINE DBASEOPT (NDBOPT,ALFAC,ALPS,FMACH,PHI,PSI,XS,YSPZS t 
4 	 BYY) 
C 
	
SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS DATA IN THE FORMAT REQUIRED 




COMMON /CONTROL/ INP,MODE,NEJECT,NFU,NPTS,NSTRS,NY 
IF (NDBOPT.NE.0) GU TO 20 
5 WRITE (4,401) 
401 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER NAME OF DATA BASE OUTPUT FILE ( ( 1SUBMIS.DAT 
1, IE. MSUBMIS.DAT 
READ (4,402) DBFN 
402 FORMAT(A16) 
OPEN(7,FILEmDBFN,ERR=10,STATUSiONEO,FORMxIBINARYI,RECL=56, 
1 	BLOCKSI2E=56,ACCESSA , DINECTI) 
GO TO 20 
10 WRITE (4,403) DBFN 
403 FORmAT(/1X,IrILE NAME " 0 ,Al2, 1 " IS IN USE,...TRY AGAIN') 
GO TO 5 
20 WRITE (4,404) 
404 FORMAT(/1X,'ENTER TEST RUN NUMBER (4 DIGITS , IE. 1001)') 
READ (4,m) NRUN 
WRITE (4,405) 
405 FORmAT(1X,PENTER TEST CONFIGURATION (MAX, 12 CHAR.)') 
READ (4,402) ACON 
RAD m SORT(YS**2+ZS**2) 
•4 .• . ■ ADRANT I CALCULATION FON PHIA ******************************* 
LA 	ATAN(YS/1S) 
kr (YS.GE.O.AND,ZS.LE.0) GO TO 60 
IF (YS.LE.O.AND.ZS.LE.0) GO TO 30 
IF (TS.LE.O.AND.ZS.GE.0) GO TO 40 
IF (YS.GE.O.AND.ZS,GE.0) GO TO 50 
Cs**** QUADRANT II CALCULATION FOR PHIA ****************************** 
30 PHIA • 360-PHIA 
GO TO 60 
CAP*4 20* QUADRANT III CALCULATION FUR PHIA ***************************** 
40 PHIA a 180+PHIA 
GO TO 60 
Ci***; QUADRANT IV CALCULATION FOR PHIA ****4114*Milf*****#4, 41 41***4*** 
50 PHIA. a 180-PHIA 
60 	BH(1) a NPTS 
8H(2) ■ NRUN 
BH(3) a MODE 
8H(4) a FMACH 
ir (MODE.E0.1) THEN 
IP ■ Y'FOOF8100 0 
IC a Y 1 1300FC000f 
BH(5) • XS 
8H(6) a IS 
8H(7) a ZS 
S 8 ( 8 ) a RAU 
BH(9) a PHIA 
GO TO 70 
ENDIF 
IF (MODE.E0.4) THEN 
IP a YFF007F100 4 
 IC a Y°020FC000°
BH(5) a YS 
8H(6) a ZS 
LNDIF 
IF (MODE.E12.5) THEN 
IP a YIFOODF100 1 
 IC a Y0 008FC000'
BH(5) • XS 
8H(6) ■ YS 
Etioir 
101(7) a RAD 
88(8) a PHIA 
6H(9) a ALPS 
,i(10) a PHI 
,,H(11) a PSI 
6H(12) a ALFAC 
WRITE (7) 	7,12,1C,0,IP,ACON 
WRITE (7) (BH(I), Ia1,12) 
WRITE (7) 
WHITE (7) 
uu dO 121,NPTS 
du 	WRITE (7) (8YY(I.J). Ja1r7) 
RETURN 
END 
..........******Ism********************smsmisimmitsim ***** sigm******iss 
C 
C 
.IBROUTINE 	DIRCOS 	(A,D) 










SPSINISIN(A(10)) 60806 5 
CPSIMCOS(A(10)) 60806 6 
STHEmSIN(A(11)) 6D806 7 
CTHEmCOS(A(11)) 60806 8 
HI=SIN(A(12)) 60806 9 
I=CO5(A(12)) 60806 10 
,I)=CTHE ,PCPSI 6(0806 11 
,4)m5PHIsSTHE•CPSI•CPHI ,PSPSI 60806 12 
,%))11CPHI*STHE*CPSI+SPHI*SPSI 60806 13 
L2,1)mCTHE*SPSI 60606 14 
1)(2,2)msPHI*STHE*SPSI.CPHI4CPSI 60806%15 
b(2,3)mCPHI;STHE*SPSI•SPHI*CPSI 6D806 16 
u(3,1)=-STHE 60806 17 
0(3,2)mSPHIICTHE 60806 18 
D(3,3)mCPHI*CTHE 60806 19 
RETURN 60806 20 
cND 60806 21 
..************************************************************* 
'ROUTINE ELII 	(RES,X,CK) 60807 1 
60807 3 
60807 4 
SUBROUTINE ELI1 6D807 5 
60807 6 
PURPOSE 60807 7 
COMPUTES THE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF FIRST KIND 60807 8 
60807 9 
USAGE 60807 10 
CALL ELI1(RES,X,CK) 60807 11 
C 60807 12 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 60807 13 
C RES 	• RESULT VALUE 60807 14 
• UPPER INTEGRATION BOUND (ARGUMENT OF ELLIPTIC 6D807 15 
C INTEGRAL OF FIRST KIND) 60807 16 
CK 	• COmPLEMtNIARY MODULUS 601307 17 
b0807 16 
REMARKS 60007 19 
MODULUS K m SORT(1.•CK*CK). 601307 20 
60807 21 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 60807 22 
NONE 60807 23 
C 6D807 24 
C METHOD 60807 25 
C DEFINITION 60807 26 
C RESmINfEGRAL(I/SORT((1,T*T);(1+(CK*T)**2)), 	SUMMED 60807 27 
C OVER T FROM 0 TO X). 60807 28 
C EQUIVALENT ARE THE DEFINITIONS 60807 29 
C RESmINTEGRAL(1/(COS(T)*SOKT(1+(CK*TAN(T))4*2)), 	SUMMED 60807 30 
C OVER T FROM 0 TU ATAN(X)), 60807 31 
C RESmINTEGRAL(1/S0MT(1•(K*SIN(T))**2), 	SUMMED OVER 60607 32 
C T FROM 0 TO ATAN(X)). 60807 33 
C EVALUATION 60807 34 
LANDENS TRANSU)kmATION IS USED FOR CALCULATION. 60807 35 
REFERENCE 60807 3b 
R. BULIRSCH 	NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS AND60807 37 
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. 60807 38 
HANDBOOK SERIES OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 60807 39 
























,11 -ro 	13 60807 50 
ANGLERABS(1./X) 60807 51 
kiEligrABS(CK) 6D807 52 
ARIwl. 60807 53 
PIMa0. 60807'54 
5 SCIGEOwARI , GEO 60807 55 
AARIwARI 60807 56 
ARIaGEO+ARI 60807 57 
ANGLEm ■ SOGEO/ANGLE+ANGLE 60807 58 
SQGEOaSQRT(SQGEO) 60807 59 
IF(ANGLE)7,6,7 60807 60 
C 	REPLACE 0 BY SMALL VALUE 60807 61 
6 ANGLE2SOGEO*1.E.8 60807 62 
7 TESTmAARI*1.E ■ 4 60807 63 
IF(ABS(AARI ■ GE0)—TEST)10,10,8 60807 64 
8 GEOmSOGEO+SOGEO 60807 65 
PIM=PIM+PIM 60807 66 
IF(ANGLE)9,5,5 60807 67 
9 PIM=PIM+3.1415927 60807 68 
GOTO 5 60807 69 
10 	IF(ANGLE)11,12,12 60807 70 
11 	PIMaPIMr3.1415927 601307 71 
12 RESm(ATAN(ARI/ANGLE)sPIWARI 60807 72 
13 	IF(X)14,15,15 60807 73 
14 RESw ■ RES 60807 74 
15 RETURN 60807 75 
END 60807 76 
***********************issma*********************44**********mmssaamm 
..506ROUTINE 	EL12 	(R,X,CK,A,B) 60808 1 
	 60808 3 
60808 4 
SUBROUTINE ELI2 60808 5 
60808 6 
PURPOSE 60808 7 
C 	 COMPUTES THE GENERALIZED ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF SECOND KIND 60808 8 
C 60808 9 
C 	 USAGE 60808 10 
C CALL ELI2(R,X,CK,A,B) 601308 11 
60808 12 
C 	 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 60808 13 
■ RESULT VALUE 60808 14 
X 	■ UPPER INTEGRATION BOUND (ARGUMENT OF ELLIPTIC 60808 15 
INTEGRAL OF SECOND KIND) 60808 16 
CK 	■ COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS 60808 17 
A ■ CONSTANT TERM 	IN NUMERATOR 60808 18 
8 	■ QUADRATIC TERM IN NUMERATOR 601308 19 
C 60808 20 
C 	 REMARKS 60808 21 
C MODULUS K m SORT(1. ■ CK*CK). 60808 22 
C 	 SPECIAL CASES OF THE GENERALIZED ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF 60808 23 
C SECOND KIND ARE 60808 24 
C 	 F(ATAN(X),K) 	OBTAINED 	WITH Awl., 	Bal. 60808 25 
C E(ATAN(X),K) 	OBTAINED 	WITH Awl.. 	BICK*CK. 601308 26 
C 	 B(ATAN(X),K) 	OBTAINED 	WITH 	Awl., 	8=0. 60808 27 
C D(ATAN(X),K) 	OBTAINED WITH Am0., 	Bal. 60E108 28 
C 60808 29 
C 	 SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 60B08 30 
C NONE 60808 31 
60808 32 
124 
C METHOD 	 60808 
DEFINITION 	 60808 
R 8INTEGRAL1(A+8*TsT)/(SORT((1+T*T)*(1+(CK 4 T)**2))*(1+IsT)). 	60808 
SUMMED OVER T FROM 0 TO XI. 	 80808 
EQUIVALENT IS THE DEFINITION 	 60808 







SUNNED OVER T FROM 0 TO ATAN(X)). 801308 39 
EVALUATION 60808- 40 
LANDENS TRANSFORMATION IS USED FOR CALCULATION. 601308 41 
C REFERENCE 42  60808 
C R. 	BULIRSCH,'NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS AN060808 43 
C ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 601308 44 
C HANDbUUK SERIES OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 60808 45 
C NUMERISCHE MATHEMATIK VOL. 	7, 	1965, 	PP. 78 - 90. 60808 46 
C 60808 47 
60808 48 
60808 49 
TEST ARGUMENT 50  60808 
1F(X)2,1,2 60808 51 
1 	R80. 60808 52 
RETURN 60808 53 
C TEST MODULUS 54  60808 
2 CaO. 60808 55 
080.5 60808 56 
IF(CK)7,3,7 57 60808 
3 	R8SORT(1.+X*X) 60808 58 
1-=(A ■11)*ABS(X)/R+8*ALOG(ABS013+R) 601308 59 
TEST SIGN OF ARGUMENT 60808 60 
4C*(A13) 61 6 0808 
(15,8,6 60806 62 
60808 63 
URN 60808 64 
INITIALIZATION 60808 65 
1 	ANs(84, A) 8 0.5 60808 66 
AA=A 60608 67 
k=b 60808 68 
ANG8ABS(1./X) 60808 69 
PIM80. 60808 70 
IS180 60808 71 
ARIgl. 60808 72 
k,Eu3A13S(CK) 60808 73 
LANDEN TRANSFORMATION 74  60808 
-AA*GE001 60808 75 
,,U=ARI*GEO 60808 76 
4AsAN 60B08 77 
AARI8ARI 60808 78 
ARITHMETIC MEAN 19 60808 
ARI8GEO+ARI 80808 80 
SUM OF SINE VALUES 60808 81 
AN8(R/ARI+AA)00.5 60808 82 
AANGaABS(ANG) 6D808 83 
ANQs.SGLO/ANG.ANG 601308 84 
PIMA8PIM 60808 85 
IF(ANG)10,9,11 60808 86 
0 	;04Gag■ I.E ,01*AANG 60E108 87 
....:PIM+3.1415927 60808 88 
60808 89 
,=ARI•ARI+ANG*ANG 801308 90 





1J 	1F*(1SI•2)15,14,14 601308 94 
14 	Ps ...1? 601308 95 
15 CZC+P 60B0d 96 
D=0*(AARIbGEO)00.5/ARI 60808 97 
IF(ABS(AARIGEO) ■ 1.E ■4*AARI)17,17,16 60808 98 
lb'SGEO8SORT(SGEO) 60808 99 






ACCURACY WAS SUFFICIENT 














SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE EMPENNAGE FORCES 60809 2 
C 60909 3 
DIMENSION 	UTL(11,4),YTL(11,4),NTL(11,4),VN(11,4),SARG(11) 60809 4 
COMMON /EFORCE/ CNEM,CLMEM,CYEM,CLNEM,CLLEM 60809 7 
COMMON /EMPDAT/ FINSS,RADAV,XTAIL,FINROL,MSF,IPLNR,CLALPH 60809 8 
COMMON 	/IFOHCE/ NDAMP,NEMP,NGAM,NHSEG,NMSEGO,NROLL 60809 9 
tiomMON 	/CFORCE/ 	DC(3,3),DX,UT(81),VAR(12),VT(81),WT(81), 60809 10 
ERAD(81),EDROX(81),VSTORE,XMOM,ESTRMX,CNBY,CY8Y, 60809 11 
CLMBY.CLN8Y,DELX,CNX(40),CYX(40),CNSB,CYSEI,CLMSB,CLNSB,CNCF, 60809 12 
jCxCF,CLMCF,CLNCF 60809 13 
COMMON /CONSTS/ OTR,RAD,RTD 60809 14 
COMMON 	/EMPCON/ 	RFIN(11),YTAIL(11,4),ZTAIL(11,4),FROLE(4).,FCONA, 60809 15 
1FCONB,FCONC,CCL3(11),CCL5(11),XTAILI,DYFIN 60809 16 
COMMON /FLOw/ ALFACR,BETA,BETASO,FMACH,GAMF,RHO,SALFFI,VINF 
DO 	1 	031,4 60809 17 
DO 1 	Kx1,MSF 60809 18 
UTL(K,J)=0.0 60809 19 
VTL(K,J)=0.0 60809 20 
1 	wTL(K,J)=0.0 60809 21 
XXX*XTAIL+XMOM 60809 22 
JMAX$4 60609 23 
IF 	(IPLNR.E0.1) 	JMAX=2 60809 24 
C 60809 25 
C CALCULATE VELOCITIES IN STORE COORDINATE SYSTEM 60809 26 
C 60809 27 
DO 2 jal,JMAX 60809 28 
DO 2 Kwl,mBF 60809 29 
YYYaYTAIL(K,J) 60809 30 
ZZZsZTAIL(K.J) 60809 31 
CALL STTOIN 	(XXX,YYY,ZZZ,XIfETA,ZETA,DC) 60809 32 
X8wVAR(7)*XI 60809 33 
XBaXB/BETA 60809 34 
Y8wVAR(8)+ETA 60809 35 
ZBAVAR(9)+ZETA 60809 36 
60609 37 
CALCULATE PERTURBATION VELOCITY FIELD 60809 38 
60809 39 
CALL 	VELFLD 	(X8,YB,Z8,UTL(K,J),VTL(K,J),WTL(K,J)) 60809 40 
CONTINUE 60809 41 
60809 42 
C CALCULATE STORE FREE-STREAM VELOCITY COMPONENTS 60809 43 
C 60809 44 
VXI* VINF*COS(ALFACR) 
VETAw0.0 60809 46 
VZETAw VINF*SIN(ALFACR) 
IF 	(VGAM.E0.1) 	GO TO 3 60809 48 
-.'VXIBVXI+YAR(1) 60809 49 
V*fAwVETA+VAR(2) 60809 50 
VZErAwVZETA+VAR(3) 60809 51 
3 VSTOREwSORT(VXI**2.VETA**241ZETA**2) 60809 52 
CALL INTOST (VXI,VETA,VZETA,VX,VY,VZ,DC) 	 60809'53 
C 	 60809 54 
C ADD FREE-STREAM COMPONENTS TO PERTURBATION VELOCITIES 	 60809 55 
126 
C RESULTING VELOCITIES AkE POSITIVE IN •X, 	+1, 	AND 	DIRECTIONS 60809 56 
C 60809 57 
VRATIOzVINF/VSTORE 60609 58 
FAZVX/VSTORE 60609 59  
F8zVY/V8TORE 60509 60 
FOIVZ/VSTORE 60809 61 
DO 4 Jz1,JMAX 60809 62 
DO 4 Kul,MSF 60609 63 
UTU(K,J)z•VRATIOSUTL(K,J)+FA 60609 64 
VTL(K,J)m+VRATIO , VTL(K,J) ■ F6 60809 65 
4 WTL(K,J)z•VRATIO4mTL(K,J)+FC 60809 66 
60609 67 
ADD IN 0 AND R DAMPING 60809 68 
60809 69 
(NDAMP.E0.0) 	GO TO 6 60609 70 
z ■XXX/VSTORE 60809 71 
,=VAR(6)*DUM 60609 72 
r8zVAR(5)4DUM 60809 73 
UU 5 Jz1,JmAX 60809 74 
DO 5 Kz1,MSF 60809 75  
VTL(K,J)=VTL(K,J)+FA 00809 7b 
5 KTL(K,J) 31 mTL(K,J)+Fb 60809 77 
C 60809 78 
C DETERMINE VELOCITY COMPONENTS NORMAL TO PANELS EXCLUDING 60809 79 
C ROLL DAMPING CONTRIBUTION 6D809 80 
60609 81 
b ot1Mz1.0 60809 82 
Du 7 Jul.JMAX 60809 83 
6PHIsSIN(FROLE(J)) 60609 84 
CPHIzCOS(FROLE(J)) 60809 85 
DUmst•Dum 60809 86 
DO 7 Kz1,MSF 60809 87 
7 VN(K,J)=DUMS(WTL(K,J)*SPHI•VTLIK,JPITPHI) 60809 88 
C 60809 89 
C CALCULATE EMPENNAGE NORMAL FORCE, SIDE FORCE, PITCHING MOMENT, 60809 90 
AND YAWING MOMENT 60809 91  
60809 92 
= ■XTAIL/DX 60609 93 
. , 0M+0.5 60609 94 
[1+1 60809 95 
VSORVT(IT) 60B09 96 
. 	.cialoT(IT) 60009 97 
.=0TRIWINROL 60609 98 
_wSO4C0S(ANG)+VSO4SIN(ANG) 6D809 99 
,....c504SIN(ANG)+VSO*COS(ANG) 60609100  
,s4=RADAV4s2 60609101  
uU B Ku1,M5F 60809102  
ASz(VN(K,1)+VN(K,2))/2.04410A2/(kFIN(K)**2) 60809103  
8 SARG(K)zAS*CCL3(K) 1 60809104 
CALL SIMSON 	(mSF,SARG,DYFIN,SUM) 60609105 
CNEMAWCONA*SUM 60809106 
CEMENs•FCON8*SUM*FCONC 60809107 
CYEMz0.0 60809108  
CLNEMz0.0. 60809109  
IF 	(IPLNR.E0.1) 	GO TO 	10 60809110 
1U 9 Kz1,MSF 60609111 
thz(VN(K,3)+VN(K,4))/2.0+V0*A2/(RFIN(K)**2) 60809112 
SARG(K)z8SoCC1,3(K) 60809113 
CALL SIMSON 	(MSF,SARG,OYFIN,SUM) 6D509114  
CYEM=FCONA*SUM 80809115 
CLNEMz•FCONB*SUM*FCONC 60809116 





, zTA*SA+TB4CA 60809122  
LMEM 60809123 
LNEM 60609124 
rmzfAfCA ■ TB*SA 60809125 
127 
-tm A T A 4, 5444 8 4, CA 
CALCULATE ROLLING MOMENT 
CLLEMN040 
IF (NROLL4E0.0) RETURN 
DU 11 Kal,MSF 
AHU=CIN(K,1).16(1‹,2))/2.0 
(NOAMP.GT.0) ABUsABUMR(4)*RFIN(F)/YSTORE 


























****** w****#44, 4**###************/*********************4#4 1 ********4* 
SUBROUTINE EMP1NI 





COMMON /IFORCE/ NDAMP,NEMPOGAM,NHSEG,NHSEGO,NROLL 60810 6 
COMMON 	/CFORCE/ 	DC(3,3),DAFUT(81),YAR(12)01T(81),IIT(81). 60810 7 
ERA0(81),EDRDX(81),VSTURE,XMOM,ESTRMX,C 6 8Y,CY8Y, 60810 8 
CLM8Y,CLN6Y,DELX,CNX(40),CYX(40),CNSB,CYS8,CLMS8,CLNSB,CNCF, 61)810 9 
,C1CF.CLMCF,CLNCF 10 60810 
,4MON 	/CUNSTS/ OTR,RAD,RTD 11  60810 
, dmMON /EMPDAT/ FI685,PADAV,ATAIL D FINROL,MSF,IPL88,CLALPH 60810 12 
cUMMON 	/empcoN/ 	meiN(il),ITAIL(11,4),zTAIL(11,4)," -NuLe(4),TcoNA, 60810 13 
IrCONB,FCONC,CCL3(11),CCL5(11),XTAILIOYFIN 60810 14 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,BETA,bETASO,FMACM,GAMF,RHO 4 SALFFIOINF 
60810 15 
LOCATE SPANWISE CONTROL POINTS 16  60B10 
60810 17 
60810 18 
=FINSS•RADAY 60810 19 
rINzTB/TA 60810 20 
1 	JalliMSF 60810 21 
1C=J ■ 1 60810 22 
1 	141.INWPgRADAY+TC*DYFIN 60810 23 
60810 24 
LOCATE CONTROL POINTS ON FOUR FINS IN STORE COORDINATE SYSTEM 60810 25  
60810 26 
IF 	(XTAIL.GT.0.0) 	XTAILa-XTAIL 27 60810 
ATAILI ■XTAIL/BETA 60810 28 
FROLE(1)zOTR*(FINRUL+90.0) 29  60810 
'FROLE(2)mOTR*(FINROL+270.0) 30  60810 
FRULE(3) 1 0TR*(FINROLA, 180.0) 60810 31 
FROLt(4)a0TR*(FINROL) 32  60810 
JMAXg4 60810 33 
IF 	(IPLMR.E0.1) 	JMAX=2 60810'34 
00 2 J=1,JMAX 60810 35  
sPNIsSIN(FROLE(J)) 60810 36  
CPNIaCCIS(FROLE(J)) 60810 	37 
'() 	2 	MzI.MSF 60810 	38 
11AIL(K,J)2RF1N(K)*SPHI 60810 39  
2 LTAIL(K,J)11 ■RFIN(K)*CPHI 60810 40 
60610 41 
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS 60810 42 
C 60810 43 
FCCINAmCLALPH/(3.1415927*TBIT8) 60610 44 
FCONB 2FCONA/(2.0*ESTRMX) 60810 	45 
FCONCm ■ XTAIL.AXMOM 60810 46 
SH5sFINSS*41 2 60810 47 
A4sRADAY**4 60810 	48 
AfIKRA0,4**2 60610 49 
TOVP1 22.0/3.1415927 60810 50 
128 
DO 3 JlalfMSF 
R2sRFIN(J)**2 
ARG8(SMS*R2 ■ A4)1(SHS ■ H2)/(SNS*R2) 
3 CCL3(J):14.0*SORT(ARG) 
IF (NROLL.EQ.0) RETURN 







C 	 60810 57 
C COMPUTE LOADING COEFFICIENTS FOR ROLLING MOMENT CALCULATION 	60810 58 
C 	 60810 59 
C PLANAR EMPENNAGE 	 60810 60 
C 	 60810 61 
TAP1.04.TOYPI*ACOS(2.0*•INSS*RADAY/(SHS+A2)) 	 60810 62 
T8s(SNS ■ A2)/(SMS+A2) 	 60810 63 
DO 4 JulfMSF 	 60810 84 
R8RFIN(J) 	 60810 65  
R2sR*R 	 60810 66 
CCL5(J)iTA*(R,42/R)*CCL3(J)/4.0 	 60810 67 
(J.E0.1.0R.J.E0.MSF) GO TU 4 60810 68 
• (N24.A2)*T8/(R2 ■ A2) 	 60810 69 
"5(J)siCCL5(J)+TOVPI*((R ■ A2/R)**2)*ALOG(TC•SORT(TC*TC-1.0)) 	60810 70 
uoTINUE 	 60810 71 
RETURN 60810 72 
60810 73 
CRUCIFORM EMPENNAGE; 	 60810 74 
C 	 60810 75 
10 CAPRS08(SMS+A4/SNS)/4.0 	 60810 76 
CTMGAM8A2/(2.0*CAPRSQ) 60810 77 
TWGAMbACOS(CTWGAM) 	 60810 78 
STMGAMnSIN(TMGAM) 60810 79 
TTMGAM8STmGAM/CMGAM 	 60810 80 
AK18STMGAM 	 60810 81  
CALL CELL (AKK1,STWGAM,IER) 	 60810 82 
R2*RFIN(1)**2 	 60810 83  
R48R2*R2 	 60810 84 
SN48SHS*SNS 	 60810 85 
TMOTHE=ACOS(SHS*(A44.R4)/(R2*(A44884))) 	 60810 86 
CCL5(1)=4.0*TOYPI*CAPRSO*NCTWGAM+ALOG(CTNGAM)+0,54, AKK1*SIN(2.0* 60810 87 
1TWOTNE)) 	 60810 88 
CKIESORT(10AK1*AK1) 	 60810 89 
CKCKmCK*CK 	 60810 90  
CALL CEL2 (EPIO2K,AK1,1.0,CKCR,IER) 	 60810 91 
-. DO 11 Ja2fMSF 	 60810 92  
R28RFIN(J)4, 41 2 60810 93 
R4a2R2*R2 	 60810 94 
CT4TNEsSN5*(A4rR4)/(R2*(A4+51.14)) 	 60810.95 
t ,■ THEBACOS(CTMTME) 	 60810 96 
rmEmS1N(T4THE) 60810 97 
14EATAN(TwrNE) 	 60810 98 




CCL5(J)=4.04TOVP1 10CAPRS0*(CTWTHE40.54ALOG((1.0+ARG1)/(1.0-ARG1)) 60810102 
1-CTMGAN 4 0,54ALOG((1.0+ARG2)/(1.0-ARG2))) 	 60810103  
TANAIRTAN(ARG3) 	 60810104 
CALL ELI1 (FAK,TANAI,CK) 	 60810105  
CALL ELI2 (EAK,TANAloCK,1.0,CACK) 	 60810106 
CCL5(J)=CCL5(J)+2.0*TOVPIsCAPR50*(AKK1*SIN(2,0 ,0 T4TNE) ■ 20 4 5T4GAM 60810107 
1*CO5(ARG3)*(AKK1 4 EAK-EP1024*FAK)) 	 60810108 
11 CONTINUE 	 60810109 
RETURN 60810110 
60810111 
L ****** **********41#111111m***********************4414 1 1.sasvossio********** 
SUBROUTINE FORCE (ALOD,CDC) 
C 	SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS ON BODY 	60811 2 
DIMENSION DUMMY(12) 	 6D811 9 
129 
.MON /INDEX/ NCW,MSW,M,IMAX,IP(3),NCP(3),MSP(3),MP(3),MP1(3), 	MPYLN 74 
MAP(3),KMAX(3),NCWS,MS,NCPS(3),MP8(3) 	 MPYLN 75 
/CONSTS/ DTR,RAD,RTU 	 60811 12 
UN /FUSOATA/ FLTHI,FRMAX,NFSUR,FXL(101),FSOR(101),NFPOLY, 	60011 15 
FXEND(15),FCOEF(15,7) 
JN /IFORCE/ NDAMP,NEMPOGAM,NRSEGOHSEGO,NROLL 	 60811 17 
/CFORCE/ DC(3,3),DX,UT(81),VAR(12),VT(81).WT(81), 	 60611 18 
1 	 ERAD(81),EDRDX(81),VSTORE,XMOM,ESTRMX,CNBY,CYBY, 	60811 19 
2 CLM8Y,CLN8Y,DELX,CNX(40),CYX(40),CNSB,CYS8,CLMSB,CLNSB,CNCF, 60811 20 
3CYCF,CLMCF,CLNCF . 	 60811 21 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,BETA,BETASO,FMACH,GAMF,RHO,SALFFI,VINF 
IF (NGAM) 20,20,21 	 60811 23 
20 CALL DINCOS(VAR,DC) 60011 24 
0 , rU 22 	 60811 25 
, mY(10)w VAR(10) ■ATAN(VAR(2)/(VINF*COS(ALFACR)+VAR(1))) 
••i(11)m VAR(11)+ATAN(VAR(3)/(VINFICOS(ALFACR)+VAR(1))) 
lAt(12)wVAR(12) 	 60011 28 
, 	DIRCUS(DUMMY,0C) 	 60811 29 
-rIptue 	 60811 30 
UU 1 Jw1,NHSEG 	 60811 31 
UT(J)m0.0 	 60811 32 
VT(J) 2 0,0 60011 33 
1 WT(J)110,0 	 60811 34 
XXaDX 	 60811 40 
DO 10 N*1.NRSEG 	 60811 41 
XX=XX ■DX 	 60811 43 
60811 44 
LOCATE POINT IN INCOMPRESSIBLE FUSELAGE SYSTEM 	 60011 45 
61)811 46 
AXX=XX4XMOM 	 60811 47 
CALL STTOIN (XXX,0,0,0,0,XIDETA,ZETA,OC) 	 60811 48 
X8mVAR(7).XI 	 60011 49 
XtimX1S/BETA 60811 50 
YBAVAR(8)4ETA 	 60811 51 
ZBzVAR(9)+ZETA 60811 52 
C 	 60811 53 
CALCULATE PERTURBATION VELOCITY FIELD 	 60811 54 
60811 55 
VELFLD (X13,18,28,UT(N),VT(N),MT(N)) 	 60011 56 
rINUE 	 60011'57 
60811 58 
CULATE STORE FREE ∎ STREAM VELOCITY AND COMPONENTS 	 60811 59 
60011 60 
r (NGAM) 56,56,55 	 60011 61 
▪ VX1s VINF*COS(ALFACR) 
■iETAm0.0 	 60611 63 
VZETAw VINF*SIN(ALFACR) 
GU TO 57 	 60811 65 
• VXIm VINV, COS(ALFACR)+VAR(1) 
VETAABVAR(2) 	 60811 67 
VlETAA VINFISIN(ALFACR)+VAR(3) 
57 rSTOREwSORT(VXI**2+VETA*42+VZETA**2) 	 60011 69 
L INTOST (VXI,VETA,VZETA,VX,VY,VZ,DC) 	 60811 70 
60811 71 
FREE•STREAM COMPONENTS TO PERTURBATION VELOCITIES 	 60811 72 
el,sULTING VELOCITIES ARE IN -X, 41, AND -Z DIRECTIONS 6D811 73 
60811 74 
vkATIOwVINP/VSTORE 	 60811 75 
rAaVX/VSTURE 	 60811 76 
1B=VY/VSTORE 60011 77 
YCsVZ/VSTORE 	 60811 78 
00 60 Nwl,NHSEG 	 60011 79 
UT(N)w ■ VRATIO*UT(N)+TA 	 60811 80 
VT(N)wVRATIO*VT(N)•TB 60811 81 
60 wT(N)m ■ VRATIO*wT(N)+TC 	 60811 82 
C 	 60811 83 
C ADD IN DAMPING TERMS 	 60811 84 
C 	 60811 85 
130 
IF (NUAMP.EQ.0) GO TO 70 	 60511 86 
XXs ■ DX 	 60511 87 
VU 65 Nsl,NHSEG 	 60811 88 
Axs7(XfOX 	 60811 89 
t1Mx(XX•XMOM)/YSTORE 	 60811 90 
vr(N)sVT(N)+VAR(6)*DUM 60811 91 
mT(N)sWT(N)+VAR(5)*DUM 	 60811 92 
C 	 60811 93 
C CALCULATE FORCES AND MOMENTS 	 60811 94 
C 	 60811 95 
70 CONA=2.0/(ESTRMX**2) 	 60511 96 
ALPHAsVAR(11)*57.29578 
CALL CROSS (FMACH,ALPHA,ALOD,CDCP,ETA) 
CDOBCOCP*ETA 
, u46sCONA*CDC/3.1415927 	 60811 97 
AaVORs•DX 	 60511 90 
CN5Y=0.0 60511 99 
CYBYs0.0 	 60811100 
CL4ElYs0.0 60811101 
CLNBYs0.0 	 60811102 
60511103 
BUOYANCY FORCES AND MOMENTS 	 60811104 
60811105 
TAsDELX/(2.0*ESTRMX) 	 60511106 
DO 71 Ns2,NHSEG,2 	 60511107 
NN=N/2 	 60811108 
XSTORsXSTDR+DELX 	 60511109 
DUM=XMOM•X6TOR 60811110 
CJNCIRCONA*ERAD(N)**2 	 60811111 
CON0p0UM*TA 	 60511112 
, CfisCONC*(WT(N+1)..0T(N•1))/DELX 	 60811113 
oCisCONC*(VT(N4.1).01T(N•1))/DELX 60511114 
CN5Y2CNBY+DELX*DCN 	 60511115 
CYBYsCYBY+DELX*OCY 60611116 
CNX(NN)s0CN 	 60811117 
'CYX(NN)=DCY 60811118 
CLMBY=CLMBY+COND*OCN 	 60511119 
CLN5YECLNBY+CONOIOCY 60811120 
71 CONTINUE 	 60511121 
C 	 60511122 
C SLENDER BODY THEORY FORCES AND MOMENTS 	 60811123 
C 	 6D811124 
CNSB110.0 	 60511125 
CYSB=0.0 60611126 
CLMSBs0.0 	 60511127 
CLNS8=0.0 60511128 
XSTORs•DX 	 60811129 
DO 72 Na2,NMSEGO,2 	 60511130 
XSTORRXSTOR+DELX 60811131 
NNsN/2 	 60511132 
CONC=2.0000NAWERAD(N)*EDRDX(N) 	 60811133 
CONDs(XMOmXSTOR)*TA 	 60811134 
DCNIRCNX(NN)+CONCWsT(N) 60511135 
DCYNCYX(NN)+CONCIVT(N) 	 60811136 
CNStisCNSB+DELX*DCN 	 60511137 
CYSBsCYSS.DELX*DCY 60511138 
CNX(NN)=CNX(NN)4.0CN 	 60811139 
CYX(NN)sCYX(NN)+DCY 60611140 
CLMSBARCLMSBaCONU*DCN 	 60511141 
CIASB=CLNSB+COND*DCY 60811142 
.riNue 	 60511143 
60011144 
. 	CROSSFLOW FORCES AND MOMENTS 	 60511145 
60811146 
CNCFs0.0 	 60511147 
CYCFs0.0 6D811148 
CLMCF210.0 	 60811149 
CLNCF ,20.0 60511150 
131 



























































MuSIN(S , THETA)*SIN(THETA-RM+PI2)-COS(S*THETA)PCOS(THETARN+PI2) 60812 4 
FX=FX*(5/(R1*(M4.1))) 	 60812 5 
TURN 	 60812 6 
60812 7 
.....,..sm**441sssvitiolp*****************4141#4*********.pislosi********* 
,DBROUTINE INTERP (IXTRP,LMT,Y,YT,X,XT,NX,NPX,NINX,MAXX) 
DIMENSION XT(NX),YT(NX) 
IF (IXTRP.EQ.1) GO TO 110 
YalT(1) 
IF (X.LE.XT(1)) RETURN 
YaYT(NX) 
IF (X.GE.XT(NX)) RETURN. 
110 IF (LMT.EQ.2) GO TO 120 
CALL LIMIT (X,XT,NX,NPX,MINX,MAXX) 
ri, 'i=YT(MINX) 
IF (MINX.E0.MAXX) RETURN 
120. 
00 140 JsMINA,MAXX 
Pal. 
DO 130 ImMINX,MAXX 
IF (I.EQ.J) GO TO 130 




**41211.***************41414 , *******441.4***414144********4141.******$ 
C 
C 
ROUTINE 	INTOST 	(XI D ETA,ZETA,X,Y,Z,DC) 










AmXI*DC(1,1)+ETA*DC(2,1)+ZETA4DC(3,1) 60814 5 
121)(14, 0C(1,2)+ETA*DC(2,2)+ZETAiDC(3,2) 60814 6 
Z=XI*DC(1,3)+ETA*DC(2,3)+ZETA*DC(3,3) 60814 7 
RETURN 60814 8 
r 60814 9 
***** ..41 ,0**41414$111*****************MMitii#44.0***********Otillig#4 , 0 2$41 ** 
, u- ROUTINE 	INVERS 	(A,NSYS,N,NmAX,mMAX) 60815 1 
titritOUTINE TO SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 60815 2 
60815 3 
DIMENSION 	A(NMAA,MMAX),X(200) MPYLN 76 




















































o0 14 I=1,6141 
11, 1=1+1 
MAXI 
AMAX 81 ABS(A(I,I)) 
DO 10 KaIPI,N 
AKMAX2ABS(A(K,I)) 




AmAX.LT.1.0E•12) GO TO 16 




11 	A(mAX,L)=TEMP  
SIGN=-SIGN 
12 DO 14 JaIPI,N 
IF (A(J,I)) 30,14,30 
30 CONSTa•A(J,I)/A(1,I) 





1. 	, IINUE 
• r0 18 
It 	.HITE(6,100) 
toy FuRMAT(5X,18HMATRIX IS SINGULAR) 
6TOP 
to DO 21 IsNPI,NPLSY 
uu 20 KK=1,N 
KaNPI•KK 
X(K)aA(K.I) 




/f(j.NE.N) GO TO 19 
20 X(K)aX(K)/A(K,K) 
DO 21 Jal,N 
tl A(J,I)aX(J) 
"=TURN 
k ******** s*****44# ***** *************************sa********041********** 
SUBROUTINE LIMIT (X,XT,NX,NP,MINX,MAXX) 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE RANGE OF SUBSCRIPTS TO BE 




IF (NPX.GT.NX) NPXaNX 
DO 25 
IF (XT(I)•X) 25,55,45 
25 CONTINUE 




	  NITHIN RANGE 
45 mINX=I•NPX/2 
mAxXaMINX+NPX.1 
IF (MAXX.GT.NX) GO TO 35 
IF (MINX.GE.1) RETURN 
133 








******* 4 21144, 4**0#41444141**********************************************# 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (ILVD,IPLT,CDC,THA,CNT,CYT,CLMT,CLNT,CLLT,PHI s 
 PSI,SLTHC) 
60820 1 
C 	SUBROUTINE TO OUTPUT FORCE AND MOMENT DATA AND TRAJECTORY DATA 	60820' 2 
DIMENSION SLTHC ( 10 ) 
CHARACTER*16 FPLUT 
CHARACTER*5 VNAME 
COMMON /CONTROL/ INP,MODE,NEJECTiNFU,NPTS,NSTRS,NV 
COMMON /COUTPT/ DVAR(12),ESTLGC,EXST(81),TIME 	 60820 7 
COMMON /IFORCE/ NDAMP,NEMPOGAM,NHSEG,NHSEGOOROLL 	 60820 8 
COMMON /CFURCE/ DC(3, 3) ,DX,UT(41 ) VAR( 12) VT(*1 ) OT (81 ) 	 60820 9 
1 	 ERAD(81),EDROX(81),VSTORE;XMOM,ESTRMX,CN8Y,CYBY, 	60820 10 
2 CLMBY,CLNBY,OELX,CNX(40),CYX(40),CNSB,CY58,CLMSB,CLNSB,CNCF, 60820 11 
3CYCF,CLMCF,CLNCF 	 60820 12 
COMMON /EFORCE/ CNEM,CLMEM,CYEM,CLNEM,CLLEM 	 60820 13  
COMMON /OUTINI/ XNOSE1,YNOSEI,ZNOSEI,XCGI,ICGI,ZCGI,XBASEI,YBASEI,601320 14 
ZBASEI 	 60820 15 
701 FORMAT(///5X,100(111.)//6X,6HTIME =,F8.5,8H SECONDS) 	 60820 16 
702 FORMAT(/5X,29HFORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS/25X,2HCN,8X,21.1CY,7X, 60820 17 
13HCLM,7X0HCLN,71C,3HCLL/7)1,8HBUOYANCY,5X,4F10.5/7X,12HSLENDER BODY60820 18 
2,1X,4F10.5/7X,9HCRUSSFLOw,4X,4F10.5/7X,9HEMPENNAGE,4X,5F10.5/7X, 60820 19 
3 63(111•)/7X,5HTOTAL,8X,5F10.5) 	 601320 20 
703 FORMAT(/5X,31HLOAD AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS/14X,5HX, FT,6X,311X/L60820 21 
1,5X,bHDCN/DX,4X,6HOCY/DX,5X,4HU/V5,6X,4HV/VS,6X,4HW/VS) 	 60620 22  
hit . 1,0 01 AT(10X,9F10.5) 	 60820 23 
•AT(/5A,68HLOCATION OF STORE IN DISPENSER COORDINATE SYSTEM, 0160820 24 
..A.oris 1N FEET/17X,20HRELATIVE TO DISPENSER NUSE,9X,28HRELATIVE 60820 25 
INITIAL POSITIUN/20X,21.11(F,8X,2HIF,8X,21124 . ,11X,6HUEL XF,4X,6HDEL601320 26 
tr,4X06HOEL ZF) 	 60820 27 
7Uu FORMAT(/5X,82HTHANSLATIONAL VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS OF STORE 60820 28 
1IN DISPENSER COORDINATE SYSTEM/10X,28HRELATIVE TO DISPENSER MOTI0N60820 29 
2/15Xo3HDXF,7X,3HDiF4 7X,3HDZF,6X,4h02XF,6X,4HD2YF,6X,4H021F) 60820 30 
707 FORMAT(/5X,75HROTATIONAL VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS OF STORE IN 60820 31 
1STORE COORDINATE SYSTEN/16X,1HP,9X,1H0,9X,1HR,7X,4HPOOT,6X,4H000T,60820 32 
26X,4HRDOT) 60820 33 
708 FORMAT(/5X,92HSTORE ANGULAR ORIENTATION IN DISPENSER COORDINATE ST60820 34 
1STEM AND RATES OF CHANGE OF THESE ANGLES/10X,56HANGLES IN DEGREES,60820 35 
2 RATES OF CHANGE IN RADIANS PER SECOND/15X,3IPS1,6X,5HTHETA,6X,3HP60820 36 
3hI,6X,4HDPSI,SX,6HDTHETA,541,4HOPHI) 	 60820 37 
roHMAT(10X,4HNOSE,1X0F10.5,5X0F10.5) 	 60820 38 
!IQ rJ1iMAT(10X,4HXMOM,1X0F10,5,511,3F10.5) 60820 39 
711 FORMAT(10X,4NBASE/1X0F10.5,5X,3F10.5) 	 60820 40 
601 FORMAT(/20X,29HCROSSFLOW•DRAG COEFFICIENT is,r10.5) 
603 FORMAT(///5X,100(1H.)//bX,C5,28 •,F9.5) 
RTD • 57.29578 
IF (IPLT.E0,1,ANDOPTS.E0,1) THEN 
10 WRITE (4,401) 
401 FORMAT(1WENTER NAME OF FILE: 	• aLTI) 





ImMAT(2WTIME (SEC) 1 ,3X, 1 THETA (DEG) 1 ,3X,'DTHETA (RFS) 1 ,4X, 
'0 (FPS)',9X,'CLM',/) 
GO TO 30 
20 WRITE (4,403) FPLOT 
403 FORMAT(/1X,'FILE NAME ",Al2," 15 IN USE,...TRY AGAIN') 
GO TO 10 
ENDIF 
OUTPUT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
V, 	if (NY.E0.0) THEN 
WRITE (6,701) TIME 
ELSE 
VALUE a VAR(NV) 
IF (NV.E0.7) VNAME a 'XSMC' 
IF (NV.E15.8) VNAME a 'YSMC' 
IF (NV.EQ.9) VNAME 	'ZSMC' 
IF (NV.GE.10) VALUE a VAR(NV)•RTD 
IF (NV,E0.10) VNAME a 'PSI' 
IF (NV.E0.11) VNAME ■ 'THETA' 




ITE 	(6,603) 	VNAME,VALUE 
r 







CNT=CNI3Y+CN8B+CNCF+CNEM 60820 48 
CYTaCT8Y+CYS8+CYCF+CTEM 60820 49 
CLMT=CLMBY.CLMS84.CLMCF+CLMEM 60820 50 
CLNT=CLNBY+CLNSB+CLNCF.CLNEM 60820 51 
CLLT=CLLEM 60820 52 
ookITE 	(6,702) 	CNBY,CYBY,CLMBY,CLNBY,CNSB,CYS8,CLMS8,CLNSB,CNCF, 60820 53 
icICF,CLMCF,CLNCF,CNEM,CYEM,CLMEM,CLNEM,CLLEM. MPYLN 77 
CNT,CYT,CLMT,CLNT,CLLf MPYLN 78 
,re. 	(6,601) 	CDC 
Ir 	(ILVD.E0.0) 	GO TU 	40 
60820 56 
OUTPUT LOAD AND VELOCITY 	DISTRIBUTIONS 60820 57 
60920 58 
.miTE 	(6003) 60820 59 
Do 	1 Ja2,NHSEG,2 60820 60 
h=J/2 60820 61 
XLaEXST(J)/ESTLGC 60620 62 
1 	morn 	(6,704) 	EXST(J),XL,CNX(K),CYX(K),UT(J),VT(J),WT(J) 60620 63 
C CALCULATE AND OUTPUT STURE LOCATION 	(NOSE, 	MOMENT CENTER, 60820 65 
C AND BASE) 	IN FUSELAGE COORDINATE SYSTEM 66  60820 
C 60820 67 
40 XXX ■XMOM 60820 68 
CALL STTOIN 	(XXX,0.0,0.0,XI,ETA,ZETA,DC) 60820 69 
XNOSEaVAR(7)+XI 60820 70 
YNOSEaVAR(8)+ETA 60820 71 
.0SEaVA8(9)+ZETA 60820 72 
=XNOSE ■XNOSEI 60820 73 
, 'NUSE•YNUSEI 60820 74 
.-ILNOSE+ZNUSE1 60820 75 
=•(SLTHC(NEJECT)•XMOM) 76 60820 
,,L 	STTUIN 	(XXX,0,0,0,0,XI,ETA,ZETA,DC) 60820 77 
ADASENVAR(7)+XI 60820 78 
ibASEaVAR(8)+ETA 60820 79 
Z8ASENVAN(9)+ZETA 60820 80 
DX8COASE•X8ASEI 60820 81 
DY8sYlIASE ■ YBASEI 60820 82 
-*D28:2,8ASE ■28ASEI 61)820 83 
UXCGIBVAR(7) ■ XCGI 60820 84 




1TE (6,709) XNUSE,YNOSE,1N05E,DXN,DVN,DZN 
ITE (6,710) VAR(7),VAR(8),VAR(9),OXCG,DVCG,DZCG 
.KITE (6,711) XbASE,YBASE,ZBASE,DX8,0Y8,DZB 
IF (NV.GE.7) GOTO 50 
OUTPUT STORE VELOCITIES 
WHITE (6,706) 
*RITE (6,704) VAR(1),VAR(2),VAR(3),DVAR(1),DVAR(2),DVAR(3) 
OUTPUT STORE ACCELERATIONS 
WRITE (6,707) 
WRITE (6,704) VAR(4),VAR(5),VAR(b),DVAR(4),DVAR(5),OVAR(6) 
OUTPUT STORE ANGULAR ORIENTATION 
CONTINUE 
a VAR(10)*RTD 
1H4 s VAR(11)*RTD 
eHl s VAR(12)*RTU 
WRITE (6,708) 


























IF (IFLT.E0.1) 	WRITE (8,802) T1NE,THA,DVAR(11),VAR(5),CLMT 
402 FORMAT(2X,F9.5,4X,F10.5,5X,E10,4,4X,E10.4,3X,F10.5) 
RETURN 	 60820109 
END 	 60820110 
C*4141$10*********************************************************#4 1 4***# 
SUBROUTINE SHAPE (X,NS,XE,C,R,DROX,ISH) 	 62823 1 
C 	SUBROUTINE TU CALCULATE SHAPE 	 6DB23 2 
C 6DB23 3 
DIMENSION XE(1SH),C(ISH,7) 	 60823 4 
DO 1 Km105 	 6DB23 5 
XLzXE(K) 	 60823 6 
61=1( 	 60823 7 
IF (x.Leom GO TO 2 	 60823 
1 CONTINUE 	 60823 9 
2 RsC(J0)+X*C(J,5).*X*X*C(J,6) 	 60823 10 
ARGwX*X*C(J,2)+X*C(J,3).C(Jp4) 	 60823 11 
1 , PDXsC(J,5)+2.0*A*C(J,6) 	 60823 12 
(ARG.LE.0,0) RETURN 60823 13 
R+SORT(ARG)*C(J17) 	 60823 14 
HOX2ORDX+(2,0*X*C(J,2)+C(J,3))/(2.0*SORT(ARG))*C(J,7) 	 60823 15 
HtfURN 	 60823 16 
END 	 60823 17 
cwwwwwwwww*****************************0****4************************* 
SUBROUTINE SIMSON (N,F,UX,SUM) 	 6DB24 1 
C 	SIMPSON RULE SUBROUTINE 
DIMENSION r(101) 
SUNsF(1)+F(R) 
DU 1 1820,2 
1-SUM:SUN+4,0*F(I) 
maN-2 
DO 2 . /x3,N,2 
















C**44141 ************** ***** M4441 ********* 411 4******************#4441 ******** 
SUBROUTINE SOROUT 	(N,X,5) 











700 FORMAT(/15X,3HX/L,2X,8(1PE12.5)) 60825 5 
701 FORMAT(15X,5H0*(K),8(1PE12.5)) 60825 6 
NAwN/8 60825 7 
roi=8*NA 60825 8 
(N8.LT.N) 	NAwINA+1 60825 9 
t 	K.1,NA 60825 10 
-(1*(K-1)+1 60825 11 
60825 12 
lt 	(NC.GT.N 	) 	NC*N 60825 13 
WRITE 	(6,700) 	(X(L),L100,NC) 60825 14 
1 WRITE 	(6,701) 	(S(L),L=NB,NC) 60525 15 
RETURN 6D825 lb 
END 60825 17 
o**** ***** MAMAS* ***** *******************************4 41 ****** 4 ******M 
SUBROUTINE SRCINPUT (NCASE,I1300,NBODS,NSORC,8XL,8SOR,N8POLY, 
BXEND,8COEF,15R) 









4u1 tuRmATUIX,IENTER NAME OF DISPENSER SOURCE FILET c 
Out l.LIRMAT(/iX, , ENTER NAME OF SUBMISSILE SOURCE FILE! 	( • .SRC)') 
4U3 roRMAT(/IX,'ENTER NAME OF SUBMISSILE NO.',13,' SOURCE FILE') 
404 FORNAT(A10) 
405 FORmAT(/IWUSE PREVIOUS DISPENSER SOURCE FILE: ',Al2, 
'7 	YES=1, NOsO') 
4AT(/1X,IUSE PREVIOUS SUBMISSILE SOURCE FILE; 	',Al2, 
YES01, NUzO') 
lk, ,omMAT(/IX,'USE PREVIOUS NAME OF SUBMISSILE NO. 1 ,I3, 
'SOURCE FILE',Al2,'? YES=1, NOw0') 
408 FORNAT(/1X,'FILE us,Al2, 0 " NOT AVAILABLE....TRY AGAIN'/) 
IF(NCASE.GE.1) THEN 
IF(IBOD.LT.1) THEN 
WRITE (4,405) OSRCF 
READ(4,*) IPSF 
IF (IPSF.EQ.1) THEN 
SRCF0DSRCF 
GO TO lb 
ENO IF 





IF (IPSF.EQ.1) THEN 
SRCF0SSRCF 
GO TO 16 
END IF 
GO TO 14 
END IF 
137 
IF (NnOUS.GT.1) THEN 
oRITE(4,407) IbUD,SNSRCF 
REAO(4,*) IPSF 
IF (IPSF.EU.1) THEN 
SRCFaSNSRCF 
GO TO 16 
END IF 




1, IF (IBUD.LT.I) THEN 
RITE (4,401) 
.SE 
IF (N8OOS.U.1) WRITE (4,402) 
IF (NbODS.GT.1) WRITE (4,403) IBUD 
11 HEAD (4,404) SRCF 
IF (IBOD.LT.1) THEN 
DSRCFaSRCF 
ELSE 
IF (NBOOS.E0.1) THEN 
SSRCFaSRCF 
END IF 




16 OPEN (1,FILEa SRCF,ERRa18,STATUSa 0 OLD',FORMas 'FORMATTED', 
ACCESS= 0 DIRECT') 
6U TO 22 
Au »KiTE(4,409) SRCF 
GO TO 12 
Hk:AD (1,101) N8POL1 
HrAD (1,102) (bXEND(J), Ja1,N8P0LY) 
5 jm),NBPOLY 
0 (1,102) (BCOEF(J,K), ka1,7) 
t.r.HU (1,103) 	NSORC 
I.AAmNSORC/6 
Nb=baNAA 
IF (N88.LT.NSORC) NAA=NAA+I 
00 10 Jal,NAA 
Nw41 6*(J ■ 1)+1 
NC=N8+5 
IF (NC.GT.NSORC) NC=NSORC 
HEAD (1,104) (8XL(N), NaNb,NC) 










41 ***** ************4 ***** *$* ******* ********** ****** ************ ***** * 
r, u8ROUTINE STRIO(NCASE) 
.BROUTINE TO INPUT AND OUTPUT STORE DATA 	 60826 3 
DIMENSION XEND(7),COEF(7,7),DUMA(101),DUM0(101), 
1 	 SLTHI(10) 
COMMON /CONTROL/ INP,M00E,NEJECT,NFU,NPTS,NSTRS,NV 
COMMON /INDEX/ NCW,M5w,M,IMAX,IP(3),NCP(3)rm5P(3)04P(3),MP1(3), 
	MPYLN222 




COMMON /CUNSTS/ DTR,kA0pR/D 
	
60826 14 
COMMON /FLOM/ ALFACR,BETApbETASOpFMACH,GAMF,RHO,SALFFIPYINF 
COMMON /STRDATA/ SLTNC(10),SRMAX(10),X5MC(10),YSMC(10),ZSMC(10), 
1 	 SIBCR(10),PHI(10),PSI(10), NSPOLY,SXEND(7),SIC(10), 
2 SCOEF(7,7),NSSOR(10),SSOR(101,10),SXL(101,10) 
C 
701 FORMAT(8FI0.0) 	 60826 17 
702 FORMAT(///11X#16HSTORE INPUT DATA) 	 60826 18 
703 FORMAT(/40X,38HMAXIMUM 	MOMENT REFERENCE L0CATION,4X,9KINCIDEN60826 19 
ICE/21X,14HSTORE 	LENGTH,5X,6IRADIUS,9X,21HbEHIND DISPENSER NOSE, 60826 20 
2 8Xp5HANGLE/23X,2100,6X,28FT,9X,2HFT,8X,5HX, FT,6X,5HY, FT,6X, 	60826 21 
3 5HZ, FTP6X,3HDEG) 	 60826 22 
704 FORMAT(20X,I5,6F11 .5) 60826 23 
705 FORMAT(//15X,32HSUURCE DISTRIBUTION FUR STORE NO,I3) 	 60826 24 
708 FORMAT(/45X,34HINCOMPRESSIbLE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION) 60626 27 
C 
WRITE (6,702) 	 60826 34 
WRITE(6,703) 60826 35 
DO 2 Jai/NS/RS 	 60826 28 
IF (INP.EU.2) READ (58701) SLTHC(J),SRMAX(J),XSMC(J),YSMC(J), 	60826 29 
I 	 ZSMC(.1),SIC(J),PHI(J),PSI(J) 	 60826 30 
:- rll(j)wSLTHC(J)/BETA 	 6DB26 31 
R(j) L SIC(J)*DTR 
3 ,... (6,704) J,SLTHC(J),SRMAX(J),XSMC(J),YSMC(J),ZSMC(J),SIC(J) 	60826 37 
k: 3 Jul,NSTRS 	 6DB26 42 
CALL SHCINPUT (NCASE,J,NSTRS,MSOR,DUMX,DUM0,NPOLY,XEND,COEF,7) 
WRITE (6,705) J 
WRITE(6008) 
CALL SORUUT (MSOR,DUMX,DUMU) 
IF (JpEOpNEJECT) THEN 
00 4 Ka1,15 
IF (XEN0(K).LE.1) THEN 
SXEN0(K)=XENO(K) 
DO 8 La1,7 
8 	SCOEF(K,L)2COEF(K,L) 
ELSE 





DA a SLTHI(J). 
DIPIDASDA 
NSSOR(J) a MSOR 
- . 00 5 LalpMSOR 
SXL(L,J) a mDA*DUMX(L) 
































, -04*********4, 4414t..#*** ******* **************** ***** ***** ***** *********# 
SUBROUTINE STTOIN (X,Y,Z,XI,ETA,ZETK,DC) 
C 	SUBROUTINE TO TRANSFORM FROM STORE TO INERTIAL SYSTEM 
C 
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c***##$#$$Liis*******###$$$$##******$$$$$$****$ ***** ******************* 
SUBROUTINE TA8LE3 lIXTRPO404T,X,XT,NX,NPX,YOTOYOPY,Z,ZTOZ, 
NPZ) 
TABLE LOOK-UP ROUTINE FOR 3 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 
IXTRP a 1 EXTRAPOLATE IF NECESSARY. 
rkTHP a 2 EXTRAPOLATION NUT ALLOWED. TAKE THE LAST(OR FIRST) POINT. 
a ANSNER,(DEPENDENT VARIABLE CORRESPONDING TO INPUTS X,T,Z) 
a TABLE OF DEPENDENT VARIBALE CORRESPONDING TO XT.IT.ZT 
voT(I,J,K) INCREMENT SUBSCRIPTS LEFT TO RIGHT WHEN LOADING 
a THE ARGUMENT UR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X 
a TABLE OF INDEP. X VALUES (MUST BE IN INCREASING ORDER) 
a NUMBER OF POINTS IN XT 
Npx 	a NUMBER OF POINTS TU USE FOR X INTERPOLATION 
a THE ARGUMENT OR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE Y 
• YT 	a TABLE OF INDEP. Y VALUES (MUST BE IN INCREASING ORDER) 
• NY a NUMBER OF POINTS IN YT 
• Npy 	a NUMBER OF POINTS TU USE FOR Y INTERPOLATION 
• Z = THE ARGUMENT OR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE Z 
ZT 	m TABLE OF INDEP. Z VALUES (MUST BE IN INCREASING ORDER) 
a NUMBER OF POINTS IN ZT 
L 	a NUMBER OF POINTS TU USE FOR Z INTERPOLATION 
:ENSION XT(NX).YT(NY),ZT(NZ),WT(NX,NY,NZ), B(20),A(10) 
kALL LIMIT (2,ZT.NZOPZ,MINZ,MAXZ) 
CALL LIMIT (Y,YT,NY,NPY,MINY,MAXY) 
CALL LIMIT (X.XT,NX,NPX,MINX,MAXX) 
DO 41 KzMINZ,MAXZ 
DO 42 JUMINY,MAXY 
CALL INTERP (IXTRP,203(J),MIT(1..),K).X.XT,NX,NPX,M/NX,MAXX) 
,1 	CALL INTERP (IXTRP,2,A(K),B.Y,YTOY.NPY,MINY,MAXY) 
CALL INTERP (IXTRP,20.,A,Z,ZT,NZOPZ,MINZ,MAXZ) 
CORN 
***** #4********M#41 #*******4411111*#411 #4.!**#$#M41******11, 
..ouTINE VELFLD (X13,Y8,ZB D UTU,VTV,WTW) 	 6DB31 	1 
.., , ,UNUUTINE TO CALCULATE PERTURBATION VELOCITIES 	 6DB31 2 
DIMENSION' SIBIR(10).CSIBIR(10),SSIBIR(10).XBSOI(10).YBSO(10), 
1 	 ZBSU(10) 
COMMON /CONTROL/ INP.MODE,NEJECT,NFU,NPTS,NSTRS.NV 









AON /FUSDATA/ FLTHI,FRMAX,NFSOH,FXL(101),F50R(101),NFPOLY, 	bD1331 14 
FXEND(15),FCOEF(15,7) 
'IUN /IFURCE/ NDAMPOEMPOGAM.NRSEGORSEGU,NROLL 
	
6DB31 lb 
,ANON /CFORCE/ DC(3.3),DX,UT(81),VAR(12).VT(8I).WT(01). 	 601331 17 
ERAD(:11),EDRDX(81),VSTuRE s xmOm,ESTRmx,CNBY,CVBT, 	60931 Id 




COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACROATA,BETASO,FMACH,GAMF,RHO,SALFFI,VINF 
CtimMON /STRDATA/ SLTHC(10),SRMAX(10).XSMC(10),YSMC(10),ZSMC(10), 
1 	 SIMCS(10),PHI(10),PSI(10),NSPOLY,SXEND(7),SIC(10), 
2 SCUEF(7.7.05SOR(10),SSOR(101.10),SXL(101,10) 
IF (NFU.E0.0) GO TO 10 
fiDB31 23 
C 	CALCULATE INCOMPRESSIBLE FUSELAGE INDUCED VELOCITIES 	 6DB31 24 
C 60E131 25 
CALL VELOC (X8,Y13,23,FXL,FSOR,NFSOR,UF,VF,AF,FRMAX) 	 60E131 27 
CALL BESKIN (XB,Yki,Z13,VF,NF) 	 6DB31 28 
L1U=UTU+UF 	 60E331 31 
.1VaVTV+VF 6DB31 32 
,, :ox0TittwF 	 6DB31 33 
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C 60831 66 
10 	IF 	(NSTRS.LE,1) 	GU TO 50 60831 67 
DO 41 Jml,NSTRS 60831 68 
IF 	(J.EQ.NEJECT) 	GO TO 41 60831 b9 
C 60831 70 
C LOCATE POINT IN STORE COORDINATE SYSTEM 60831 71 
60831 72 
XBSOI(J) 	a 	(•(SMC(J)+XMDM$COS(SIBCR(J)))/8ETA 
Y850(J) 	= YSMC(J) 
ZBSO(J) 	= ZSMC(J)•XMOM$SIN(SIEsCR(J)) 
SIBIR(J) 	= ATAN(bETAMTAN(SIBCR(J))) 
CSIBIR(J) 	a COS(SIbIR(J)) 
SSIBIR(J) 	a SIN(SIBIR(J)) 
XSm(X8•XBSOI(J))*CSIBIR(J)•(ZB•Z8S0(J))*SSIBIR(J) 60831 73 
Ifsayb•yesu(J) 60831 74 
ZSm()(b•Xl3SOI(J))*SSIBIR(J)4(ZB•ZBSO(J))*CSIBIR(J) 60831 75 
C 60631 76 
C CALCULATE INDUCED VELOCITIES 60831 77 
C. 60831 78 
CALL 	VELOC ( XS , YS , ZS,SXL(I,J),SSOR(1,J),NSSOR(J),UF,VF04F,SRMAX(J) 60831 79 
1) 60831 80 
UTU 	aUTU 	+UF$CSIbIR(J)+MF$SSIBIR(J) 60831 81 
VTV 	IFAVTV 	4.VF 60831 82 
wTri 	miervi 	+MF$CSIBIR(J)•UF*SSIBIR(J) 60831 83 
41 CONTINUE 60831 84 
C 60831 86 
TRANSFORM VELOCITIES TO COMPRESSIBLE SPACE AND RESOLVE INTO STORE 60831 87 
CuORDINATE SYSTEM 60831 88 
60831 d9 
50 	oil' 	a UTU/BETASO 60831 90 
vffmVTV 	/BETA 60831 91 
wTTmriTili 	/BETA 60631 92 
CALL 	INTUST 	(UTT,VTT04TT,UTU,VTV,m14,0C) 60831 93 
kETURN 60831 94 
END 60831 95 
C* 1$414************************414, 1141#*********41444****414#4111444WP414*4444** 
SUBROUTINE 	VELUC 	(X,Y,Z,XS,SS,NS,U,V,W,RMAX) 60832 1 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE PERTURBATION VELOCITIES AI' A FIELD POINT 60832 2 
C OF AN AXISYMMETRIC BODY REPRESENTED BY POINT SOURCES AND SINKS 60832' 3 
C 60832 4 
' DIMENSION 	XS(1),SS(1) 60832 5 
RS a Y$Y Z*Z 60832 b 
R a SORT(RS) 60832 7 
Um0,0 60832 8 
IF 	(NS.E0.0) 	GO TO 7 60832 9 
VRm0„0 60832 10 
IF 	(X,GT.0,0) 	GO TO 5 60832 11 
IF 	(X.LT.XS(NS)) 	GO TO 5 60832 12 
IF 	(R.LE.0.0) 	GU TO 7 6DB32 13 
IF 	(R•RMAX) 	4,4,5 60832 14 
4 PSIm0.5*RS 60832 15 
DO 6 N=1,NS 60832 16 
DXmX•XS(N) 60832 17 
DmSORT(DX*DX+RS) 60832 18 
6 PSImPSI•SS(N)*(1,0•DX/D) 60832 19 
IF 	(PSI) 	7,1,5 60632 20 
so.0 60832 21 
60832 22 
;URN 60832 23 
1 	hml,NS 60832 24 
L,AzX•XS(N) 6DB32 25 
a DX*DX 	RS 60832 26 
D a SS(N)/(F$SORT(F)) 60832 27 
U a U 	DX$D 60832 28 
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1 YR s YR ♦ RC) 60832 29 
IF 	(Y) 	3,2,3 60832 30 
2 111, YR 60832 31 
V.0.0 60832 32 
IF 	(ZeLT.0.0) 	Wm.,‘ 60832 33 
RETURN 60832 34 
PHIsATAN(ABS(Z/Y)) 6D832 35 
v=yRsCOS(FHI) 60832 36 
a=VR*SIN(PHI) 60832 37 
IF 	(Z.I.T.0.0) 	olm.w 60832 38 
IF 	(Y.I.T.0.0) 	Vs ■ V 6DB32 39 
RETURN 60832 40 




SUBSONIC TRAJECTORY EXECUTIVE FILE 
NEARSUB.CSS 






AS lo, ,40.0Pf 
OUtPUT FibE: 







SARite. UUTP0T KILK: 01,oPT 
STAR] 
SEX11 
NOTE: If a formatted input file is to be used, its name must be typed in 
right after the CSS filename. 
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APPENDIX B.7 
INPUT DATA, SEQUENCE, FORMAT, AND DEFINITIONS FOR 
FORMATTED FILE OPERATION 
Item 1 	NCARDS 	 FORMAT(I5) 
NCARDS is the number of cards of alphanumeric data used to describe 
the problem. 
Item 2 	HEAD 	 FORMAT(20A4) 
HEAD is NCARDS lines of alphanumeric data selected by the user to 
describe the problem. 
Item 3 	NFU, NSTRS, NEJECT 	FORMAT(3I5) 
NFU Dispenser missile present? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NSTRS 	Number of submissiles present, 0 < NSTRS < 10. 
NEJECT Number of submissiles ejected, can be 1 to 10. 
Data for this submissile must be read at the NEJECT position 
in the DO LOOP of subroutine STRIO. 
Item 4 	FMACH, RHO, VINF, GAMF, ALFAC 	FORMAT(5F10.0) 
FMACH Free stream Mach number. 
RHO 	Static air density at flight test conditions, slugs per 
cubic foot. 
VINF 	Free-stream velocity, feet per second. 
GAMF Dispenser missile flight path angle, degrees. 
ALFAC 	Dispenser missile angle of attack, degrees. 
Item 5 	FLTHC, FRMAX 	 FORMAT (2F10.0) 
FLTHC 	Actual length (no wake) of dispenser missile fuselage, feet. 
FRMAX Dispenser missile maximum radius, feet. 
Item 6 	SLTHC(J), SRMAX(J), XSNC(J), YSN(J), ZSN(J), SIC(J), PHI(J), 
PSI(J) 	 FORMAT (8F10.0) 
SLTHC(J) Jth submissile length, feet. 
SRMAX(J) Jth submissile maximum radius, feet. 
XSMC(J) 	Longitudinal distance from dispenser missile nose to a 
point XMOM (Item 9) aft of Jth submissile nose, feet; 
positive aft of dispenser missile nose. 
YSMC(J) 	Lateral distance from dispenser missile center line to a 
point on the Jth submissile center line XMOM aft of 
submissile nose feet; positive to right. 
ZSMC(J) 	Vertical distance from dispenser missile center line to a 
point on the Jth submissile center line XMOM aft of 
submissile nose, feet; positive below. 
NOTE: For data base purposes it was desirable to input the submissile 
moment reference center position. Calculations require the nose 
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position. The distance from the nose to moment reference center 
of the separating submissile was selected as the location cri-
teria for all submissiles. 
SIC(J) 	Jth submissile pitch incidence angle measured from dispenser 
missile center line, degrees; positive nose up. 
PHI(J) 	Jth submissile roll angle with respect to the dispenser 
missile degrees; positive clockwise about X-axis. 
PSI(J) 	Jth submissile yaw angle with respect to the dispenser 
missile, degrees; positive nose to the right. 
NOTE: There must be a line of data consisting of the values of Item 6 
for each of the submissiles, in sequence. 
The following Items 7 through 12 pertain to the separating submissile. 
Item 7 	NSEG, NSEGXO, NGAM, NROLL, NEMP, NDAMP, NV FORMAT(7I5) 
NSEG 
	
	Number of equal length segments the submissile body is 
divided into for the force calculation; NSEG < 40. 
NSEGXO 	Number of body segments to the flow separation location. 
NGAM Trajectory to simulate wind tunnel captive store trajectory? 
0 = No, 1 = Yes (Does not affect the single variable 
sweep). 
NROLL 	Rolling moment to be calculated? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NEMP Empennage present? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NDAMP 	Damping to be included in force calculation? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NV 	Variable number which controls the type of calculation to 
be performed. 
NV = 0, separation trajectory. 
NV = 7, submissile performs X-sweep. 
NV = 9, submissile performs Z-sweep. 
NV = 11, submissile performs -sweep. 
Item 8 	SMASS, FIXX, FIYY, FIZZ, FIYZ, FIXZ, FIXY 
SMASS 	Submissile mass, slugs 
FIXX Ixx moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
FIYY 	Iyy moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
FIZZ Izz moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
FIYZ 	Iyz product of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
FIXZ IXZ product of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
FIXY 	Ixy product of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
FORMAT(7F10.0) 
Item 9 	XMOM, XBAR, YBAR, ZBAR 	FORMAT(4F10.0) 
XMOM 	Location along submissile a-is about which the pitching and 
yawing moments are to be taken, negative behind nose, 
feet; same point about which moments of inertia are 
taken. 
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XBAR 	X location of submissile center of gravity measured from 
moment center, feet; positive forward. 
YBAR 	Y location of submissile center of gravity measured from 
submissile axis, feet; positive to the right. 
ZBAR 
	
	Z location of submissile center of gravity measured from 
submissile axis, feet; positive below. 
Item 10 	CA 	FORMAT(F10.0) 
CA Submissile axial force coefficient relative to the 
dispenser missile axial force coefficient; reference 
area is submissile maximum cross—sectional area. 
The next two items are input only if the submissile has an empennage 
(NEMP = 1). 
Item 11 	IPLNR, MSF 	 FORMAT(2I5) 
IPLNR = 0, cruciform empennage. 
IPLNR = 1, planar empennage. 
MSF = number of spanwise control points on each fin, must be odd 
and 5 < MSF < 11. 
Item 12 	XTAIL, RADAV, FINSS, FINROL, CROOT, CTIP, SWPLE 	FORMAT(7F10.0) 
XTAIL X location where the fin leading edge intersects the body 
surface, measured from submissile nose, feet; negative 
number. 
RADAV 	Average submissile body radius in empennage region, feet; 
positive number. 
FINSS 	Tail fin semispan, measured from submissile longitudinal 
axis, feet; positive number. 
FINROL 	Initial fin orientation, degrees, 0 < FINROL < 90; 
FINROL = 0 if fins vertical and horizontal. 
CROOT 	Tail fin root chord, feet; positive number. 
CTIP Tail fin tip chord, feet; positive number. 
SWPLE 	Tail fin leading edge sweep angle, degrees; positive for 
swept back leading edge. 
Item 13 	VXZERO, VYZERO, VZZERO, VAR(4), VAR(5), VAR(6) 	FORMAT(6F10.0) 
VXZERO 	Submissile initial longitudinal velocity, ft/s; positive 
forward. 
VYZERO 	Submissile initial lateral velocity, ft/s; positive to the 
right. 
VZZERO 	Submissile initial vertical velocity, ft/s; positive down- 
ward. 
VAR(4) 	Submissile initial roll rate, P, radians/s. 
VAR(5) Submissile initial pitch rate, Q, radians/s. 
VAR(6) 	Submissile initial yaw rate, R, radians/s. 
Item 14 	DTIME, TIMEI, TIMEF 	FORMAT (3F10.0) 
DTIME Integration interval, seconds. 
TIMEI 	Initial time, seconds. 
TIMEF Final time, seconds. 
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If a trajectory is to be run either from T = 0 or from a restart time, NV = 
0, and Item 14 is input. For a trajectory restart, the last time step in 
the previous calculations output file is used to obtain the initial con-
ditions. A trajectory restart requires that Item 14B be input. 
Item 14B 	VAR[12 values] 	 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
This item consists of two cards with VAR(1) through VAR(8) on the 
first card and VAR(9) through VAR(12) on the second. The table below 
gives the notation used to identify VAR(1) through VAR(12) on the tra-
jectory program output. 




















XF of XMOM, ft 
YF of XMOM, ft 




Multiple cases may be run by using sequential sets of data in the input 
file. 
DTIME is the integration interval to be used in the integration subroutine. 
The required interval depends, at least to a certain extent, upon the scale 
of the problem. For aircraft/store sized vehicles, Reference 6 reports 
that values from 0.05 to 0.10 second yield satisfactory results. It is 
suggested that cases be run with different time intervals to verify the 
validity of the time interval. 
If a single variable sweep is to be run, NV = 0, and Item 15 must be input; 
however, Item 14 is omitted. 
Item 15 	FV,VI 	 FORMAT(2F10.0) 
FV is the final value of the variable to be varied; 
VI is the increment by which the variable is varied 
The variable may be swept from a small value to a larger value using a 
positive increment or it may be vice versa. 
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APPENDIX B.8 
FORMATTED INPUT FILE FOR 
MULTIPLE SUBMISSILE CASE 
9 
IHIS INPUT FIGF. IS 6Et HP To CHi“'.1, mil' [k . 
SiMjSSi.i. OP110(4 (.4- it-W KINAk 	,I7SEI_IN !O.' CL-1 	S063,AC 
IPAJECTOR'x pPOGio4. 	ALL 0F Tiii.. cw,WIGATI)Ns AR..: 
FROM THE OA TA t- ASE. Lrit -, D1Sr!,I, (11,5511,h AAS CUJe;kr.;0 
Soom1SSIIA 8A YS. 	SotiA1561be, 41 16 TF -it: T,', U CALlt-5Eq 
	
c405i, FRO 1 1kSULL-61,6 1 . 	5 1 Ji-1S611: fi IS -NE , loi-,— 
C 	Hi l!' - CALldF.k W.-.1.0!. loSt!, 	lw4 'AS0hmT8 1 . 	S03m16.. t3 
Is rHE JA1GH F.1.:.1A:..6S k4110 CiiNFIGOP4flwi F01 st5SOISI. 
Li.A rhE 42 SOW, 1SS1W.-, tLE Tilt,, (mE i..,,p,ATIKr), 
1 	3 	2 
0.8 	0,001/h0 	849 • 7 	 o„o 	 o,o 






0.0 0.0 0.4or.1083 	 0./33 
0./33 o.93J333 0.033333 	 0.() +0.170 
b 	U 	 o 	o 	Li 	
0.2200 
0.1 	 1).001 	1).01 o.01 
0.2200 
3b 3  
0„o 	 o„0 
0.13300 	0.0 0.0 	 o,u 
1.0 




SUPERSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM INPUT DATA 
DEFINITIONS AND PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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APPENDIX C.1 
SUPERSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM NAMELIST 
INPUT DATA FILE DEFINITIONS 
HEAD] 
HEAD2 
Three lines of alphanumeric text of the user's choice to define 
HEAD3 
the problem, configuration, etc. 
GAMF 	Dispenser missile flight path angle, degrees. 
FMACH 	Free stream Mach number. 
RHO 	Static air density at flight altitude or wind tunnel test con- 
ditions, slugs per cubic foot. 
VINF 	Free Stream velocity, feet per second. 
NFU 	Dispenser missile present? NFU = 0, No; NFU = 1, Yes. 
NSTRS 	Number of stores; present version limited to NSTRS = 1. 
FLTHC 	Dispenser missile fuselage length, feet. 
FRMAX 	Dispenser missile fuselage maximum radius, feet. 
NFPOLY 	Number of polynomials (body segments) specifying the dispenser 
missile fuselage shape; 1 < NFPOLY < 15. 
FXEND(J) X// values of end points of the polynomials specifying dispenser 
missile fuselage shape, NFPOLY values. 
NFSOR 	Number of line sources and line doublets to be used over the 
dispenser missile fuselage length; NFSOR < 100. 
SLTHC 	Submissile fuselage length, feet. 
SRMAX 	Submissile fuselage maximum radius, feet. 
PHI 	Submissile roll angle relative to inertial system, degrees. 
PSI 	Submissile yaw angle relative to inertial system, degrees. 
MSOR 	Number of line sources and line doublets to be used to model the 
submissile volume and angle of attack effects; __SOR < 100. 
NSPOLY 	Number of polynomials (body segments) specifying the submissile 
shape; 1 < NSPOLY < 7. 
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SXEND(J) X/1 values of the end points of the body segments defining the 
complete submissile shape; NSPOLY values. 
NSEG 
	
Number of equal length segments the submissile body is divided 
into for the force calculation; NSEG < 40. 
NSEGXO 	Number of submissile body segments to the flow separation loca- 
tion for non-linear cross flow force calculations. 
NGAM 
	
Trajectory to simulate wind tunnel captive-store trajectory? 
NGAM = 0, No; NGAM = 1, Yes. Inactive for single parameter sweep 
calculations. 
NROLL 	Rolling moment to be calculated? NROLL = 0, No; NROLL = 1, Yes. 
NEMP 	Empennage present? NEMP = 0, No; NEMP = 1, Yes. 
NDAMP 	Damping to be included in force calculation? NDAMP = 0, No; 
NDAMP = 1, Yes. 
SMASS 	Submissile mass, slugs (arbitrary for single variable sweep). 
FIXX 	Ixx moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIYY 	Iyy moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIZZ 	Izz moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIYZ 	 product of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIXZ 	IXZ product of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
FIXY 	Ixy product of inertia, slug-ft 2 (arbitrary for single variable 
sweep). 
XMOM 	Location along submissile axis about which the pitching and 
yawing moments are to be taken, negative behind nose, feet; same 
point about which moments of inertia are taken. 
XBAR 	X location of submissile C.G., measured from the moment center, 
feet; 2ositive forward. 
YBAR 	Y location of submissile C.G., measured from the submissile axis, 
feet; positive to the right. 
ZBAR 	Z location of submissile C.G., measured from the submissile axis, 
feet; positive below. 
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CA 	Submissile axial force coefficient; reference area is submissile 
maximum cross-sectional area. 
IPLNR 	Cruciform empennage, IPLNR = 0 
Planar empennage, IPLNR = 1 
MSF 
	
Number of spanwise control points on each fin for force 
calculation; must be odd and 5 < MSF < 11. 
XTAIL 	X location of tail fin leading edge-body radius juncture from 
submissile nose, feet; negative number. 
RADAV 	Average submissile body radius in empennage region, feet; posi- 
tive number. 
FINSS 	Tail fin semispan, measured from submissile body longitudinal 
axis, feet; positive number. 
FINROL 	Initial fin orientation, degrees, 0 < FINROL < 90; FINROL = 0 if 
fins are vertical and horizontal. 
CROOT 	Tail fin root chord, feet; positive number. 
CTIP 	Tail fin tip chord, feet; positive number. 
SWPLE 	Tail fin leading edge sweep angle, degrees. Measured from normal 
to submissile longitudinal axis; sweep back is positive. 
IAFBOD 	Variable to indicate if there is a submissile fuselage aft of fin 
trailing edge for fin lift carry over on the body calculation; 
IAFBOD = 0, no afterbody; IAFBOD = 1, long afterbody. 
NFXTYP(J) Type of shape for each body segment of the dispenser missile; 
NFPOLY values 
NFXTYP(I) = 1; segment is an ogive (circular arc). 
NFXTYP(I) = 2; segment is a cone or conical frustum. 
NFXTYP(I) = 3; segment is a cylinder. 
NOTE: A set of geometric data must be input for each body segment and 
the data for each segment depends upon the segment's type. 
For circular arc segments; NFXTYP = 1. 
FXO(I) 	Axial location of the center of the circular arc, feet; measured 
from the dispenser missile nose, positive number. 
FRO(I) 	Vertical location of the center of the circular arc; feet, 
measured from dispenser missile axis, negative for a convex sec-
tion, positive for a concave section. 
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FCRO(I) 	Radius of the circular arc, feet, positive number. 
NOTE: The arc equations are set up to generate a body profile in the upper 
(+ r) plane. If a convex section has a radius or curvature (R0) 
less than the body radius (r) then FRO(I) would be a positive 
number. 
For conical frustum segments; NFXTYP = 2. 
FXI(I) 	Axial location of the segment start, feet; positive number 
measured from the dispenser missile nose. 
FRI(I) 	Radius of the dispenser missile at the start of the frustum, feet; 
positive number. 
FXF(I) 	Axial location of the segment end, feet; positive number measured 
from the dispenser missile nose. 
FRF(I) 	Radius of the dispenser missile at the end of the frustum, feet; 
positive number. 
For cylindrical segments; NFXTYP = 3. 
FRCYL(I) Radius of the dispenser missile along the length of the cylindri-
cal segment, feet; positive number. 
NSXTYP(I) Type of shape for each body segment of the submissile; NSPOLY 
values 
NSXTYP(I) = 1, segment is an ogive (circular arc). 
NSXTYP(I) = 2,  segment is a cone or conical frustum. 
NSXTYP(I) = 3, segment is a cylinder. 
For circular arc segments, NSXTYP = 1. 
SX0(I) 	Axial location of the center of the circular arc, feet; measured 
from the submissile nose, positive number. 
SRO(I) 	Vertical location of the center of the circular arc, feet; 
measured from submissile axis, negative for a convex section, 
positive for a concave section. 
SCRO(I) 	Radius of the circular arc, feet; positive number. 
For conical frustum segments; NSXTYP = 2. 
SXI(I) 	Axial location of the segment stal,, feet; positive number 
measured from the submissile nose. 
SRI(I) 	Radius of the submissile at the start of the frustum, feet; posi- 
tive number. 
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SXF(I) 	Axial location of the segment end, feet; positive number measured 
from the submissile nose. 
SRF(I) 	Radius of the submissile at the end of the frustum, feet; posi- 
tive number. 
For cylindrical segments; NSXTYP = 3. 
SRCYL(I) Radius of the submissile along the length of the cylindrical 
segment, feet; positive number. 
VXZERO 	Submissile initial longitudinal velocity with respect to the 
dispenser missile, feet per second; positive forward. 
VYZERO 	Submissile initial lateral velocity with respect to the dispenser 
missile, feet per second; positive to right. 
VZZERO 	Submissile initial vertical velocity with respect to the 
dispenser missile, feet per second; positive down. 
VAR(4) 	Submissile initial roll rate, radians/sec. 
VAR(5) 	Submissile initial pitch rate, radians/sec. 
VAR(6) 	Submissile initial yaw rate, radians/sec. 
VAR 	VAR(1) to VAR(12), values from a trajectory calculation at time 
t to restart the trajectory calculation. The following table 
gives the notation used to identify VAR(1) through VAR(12) on the 
trajectory output. 




















XF of XMOM, ft 
YF of XMOM, ft 






SUPERSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM SCREEN CUES AND 
INTERACTIVE INPUT DATA 
CUE: Enter Run Mode 
1 is an Alpha Sweep 
2 is a Computed Trajectory 
3 is a User Selected Variable Sweep 
4 is an X Sweep 
5 is a Z Sweep 
READ (4,*) Mode 
CUE: Enter Dispenser Missile Angle of Attack, Degrees 
READ (4,*) ALFAC 
CUE: Enter X-Location of Store Moment Center 
Measured from the Dispenser Nose, Feet 
READ (4,*) XSMC 
NOTE: XSMC is positive aft of dispenser missile nose. 
CUE: Enter Y-Location of Store Moment Center 
Measured from the Dispenser Centerline, Feet 
READ (4,*) YSMC 
CUE: Enter Z-Location of Store Moment Center 
Measured from the Dispenser Centerline, Feet 
READ (4,*) ZSMC 
NOTE: ZSMC is positive below the dispenser missile centerline. 
CUE: Enter Store Angle of Incidence 
Relative to Dispenser Centerline, Degrees 
READ (4,*) SIC 
NOTE: SIC is positive, submissile nose up towards dispenser missile 
centerline. 
If the calculation is an angle of attack sweep, the following two cues 
appear: 
CUE: Enter Final Value of Store Angle of Incidence, 
Degrees 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE: Enter Incremental Value of Store 
Angle of Incidence 
READ (4,*) VI 
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If the calculation is a physical separation trajectory, the following three 
cues appear: 
CUE: Enter Initial Time, Seconds 
READ (4,*) TIMEI 
CUE: Enter Final Time, Seconds 
READ (4,*) TIMEF 
CUE: Enter Time Increment, Seconds 
READ (4,*) DTIME 
If the calculation is a longitudinal (X) sweep, the following two cues 
appear: 
CUE: Enter Final X-Location of Store Moment Center, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE: Enter Incremental Value of Store X-Translation 
Feet 
READ (4,*) VI 
If the calculation is a vertical (Z) sweep, the following two cues appear: 
CUE: Enter Final Z-Location of Store Moment Center, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE: Enter Incremental Value of Store Z-Translation, 
Feet 
READ (4,*) VI 
If a user selected sweep is chosen, the following three cues appear. They 
define program sweep capabilities and request the appropriate data. 
CUE: NUMBER 	VARIABLE 
8 	YSMC 	Y-Location of Store Moment Center 
10 PSI Yaw Angle of Store 
12 	PHI 	Roll Angle of Store 
Enter Number of Selected Variable 
READ (4,*) NV 
CUE: Enter Final Value of Variable 
READ (4,*) FV 
CUE Enter Variable Increment 
READ (4,*) VI 
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APPENDIX C.3 
EXECUTIVE FILE FOR THE SUPERSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM 
NEARSUP.CSS 























Namelist Input File for Configuration N2D1 
HIN2D1.NAM 
HEAul = 'ANALYSIS FUR ASubmIS DATA bASE CONFIGURATION N201', 
HEAU2 a 'THE DISPENSER m1SSILE HAS CUYERED SUBmISSILE dAYS', 
HEAU3 = 'THE SubmISSILE HAS A NO CALIBER ()GIVE NUSE r NU FINS', 
GAmi= 0,0, 
FMACH = 1.20, 
RHO a 0.0019909, 
VINE = 1342.4, 
NFU = 1, 
NSTHS=1, 
FLTHC = 2.968333, 
FRmAX = 0.15bbb7, 
NFPOLT = 2, 
FXEMD(1) = 0.9375, 
FXENU(2) = 2.9bb333, 
NFATIP(1) = 1, 
FAU(1) = 0.9375, 
FRU(1) = -2.7340, 
FCHu(1) = 2.890bb7, 
NFATYP(2) = 3, 
FkCYL(2) = 0 .15bbb 7 0, 
NFSUk = 45, 
SLTHC = 0.4bbON3, 
SRmAX = 00L3t:18330, 
PHI = 0.0 
PSI = 0.0 
NSPULY = 2, 
sxENu(1) = 0.1533330, 
sxEND(2) = 0.4b00830, 
NSATTP(I) = 1, 
SXU(1) = 0.1533330, 
SNUG) = -0.29125, 
SCRU = 0.3300813, 
NSXTYP(2) = 3, 
SHCIL(2) = 0.03dm330, 
mSUm = 40, 
NSEG = 3b, 
NSEGA) = 3b, 
NGAM=0, 
NRULL = 1, 
NEAP = 0, 
NDAMP = 0, 
SMASS = 1.0, 
FIXX = 
FITT = 1.0, 
FIZZ = 1.0, 
XMUM = -0,2330, 
CA = 20), 
MSF = 7, 
XTAIL = 0.43275, 
RAUAV = 0.03N8430, 
F1NSS s 0.0971b70, 
F1NRUL = 0.0, 
CHUUT = 0.033333, 
C71P = 0.033333, 
SoPLE = 0.0, 
lAtbuU = U, 
VZZEHO = 0.0/ 
APPENDIX C.5 
Namelist Input File for Test Case 
Dispenser with Eleven Body Segments 
HEAU1 = 'ANALYSIS VUK ASubmIS DATA HASE CONFIGURATIUN N1U2', 
HEAu2 = 'THE DISPENSER MISSILE HAS THREE OPEN SUMMISSILE mAIS', 
HEAD! = 'THE UPEN DAIS AkE MODELED wITh A SERIES OF CIRCULAR A8CSI, 
GAMFa 0.0, 
imACM = 1.20, 
PIHU a 0.0019909, 
VINE' = 1342.4, 
NFU = 1, 
NSTNS=1, 
FLTHC a 	2.15, 
FiimAX 	= 	0.15825, 
MFPULT 	2 	II, 
FXEND(1) = 00000, 
FXENU(2) = 00, 
FXEN0(3) = 0.75, 
FXENU(4) = 0.985417, 
FXENU(5) = 1.200000, 
FXEND(b) = 1.325000, 
FXEND(7J = 1.4700m3, 
FXEND(4) = 1.59743d, 
FXLND(9) = 104 0 140, 
FXEND(10) = 1. 9 01500, 
FALNU(11) = 2.15, 
NFXTYP(1) = 1, 
FX0(1) = U.9375, 
FRO(1) = -2.734417, 
FCk0(1) = 2090607, 
NFXTYP(2) = 	2, 
FXI(2) = 0.5, 
FNI(2) = . 12 2 951 , 
FXF(2) = 0.600, 
FRF(2) = 0.126474,5, 
NFXT1P(3) = 	2, 
FX1(3) = 0.6, 
F141(1) a 0.1204705, 
FXF(3) = U.75, 
FNF(3) = 0.1318, 
NFATYP(4) = 4, 
IXu(4) = 0.08888376, 
FKU(4) = 1.86564002, 
FCNU(4) = 1.73511671, 
NFXTIP(5) a 2, 
FXI(5) =0.9854170, 
FRI(5) = 0.150250, 
FXF(5) = 1.200000, 
Fl(F(b) = 0.150000, 
NFXTYP(0) =2, 
FX1(8) a 1.200000, 
Fkl(b) = 0.150000, 
FXF(o) = 1.325000, 
FRF( 0 ) = 0.14500, 
IIFXTIP(7) = 1, 
FXU(7) = 1.348108, 
FRU(7) = 0. 9 5 743 7, 
FCHU(7) = 0.811139 
NFXTYP(8) = 1, 
FXU(8) = 1.478083, 
FHU(8) a -1.251150, 
ICkO(6) = 1.40700, 
NFXTYP(9) = 1, 
FXU(9) = 1.118792, 
FNu(9) = 1.553101, 
KCHU(9) = 1.40740U, 
NtATYP(101 =1 , 
FAU(1O) = 1.9615UU, 
FHU(10) = -1.251143, 
FCHU(10) = 1.407395, 
NFATYP(111 2 3, 
FitCYL(11/ = 0.156250, 
NFSUN = 95, 
SLTHC = 0.4600S3, 
SHMAA c 0.0388330 0 
PHI a 0.0, 
PSI = 0.0, 
NSPULY = 2, 
SXEND(1) = 0.0386330 0 
SALNU(2) = 0.460063U, 
N5xTYP(1) = 1, 
SX0(1) = 00038 8 3300 
SRU(1) = 0.0, 
SCHU a 0.0368330, 
NSATYP(2) = 3, 
SliCYL(2) = 0.0368330, 
MSUH = 40, 
((SEG 	= 	3b, 
NSLGAU = 3b, 
NGAm=0, 
NkULL = 1, 






FLAX = 1.0, 
FIYY = 1.0o 
FIZZ = 1.0, 
)(MUM = -0.2330, 
CA 	= 	2.0, 
NSF = 7, 
)(TAIL = 0.43275, 
HAUAV = 0.0368330, 
FlUSS = U.0971670, 
F1NRUL = 0.0, 
CHUUT = 0.033333, 
CT1P = 0.033333, 
S*PLE = 0.0, 
IAFBOU = 0, 
VLZ6HU a 0.0/ 
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APPENDIX C.6 
FORTRAN FILE FOR THE SUPERSONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM 
NEARSUP.FTN 
HATCH 
,, HOGRA M SSTORE(INPUT,OUTPUT , TAPE56INPUT,TAPEE=OUTPUT) 
;RAM TO CALCULATE SIJO•DEGREE•OF•FREEDOM STORE TRAJECTORIES 














C DIMENSION STATEMENTS SPA01 8 
C SPA01 9 
DIMENSION 	BYY(50,7),FVN(10,11),NEAD(20) SPA01 11 
C SPA01 12 
COMMON STATEMENTS SPA01 13 
SPA01 14 
cuAmON 	/CFORCE/ CLm8Y,CLACF,CLMS8,CLNBY,CLNCF,CLNSB,CNBY,CNCF, SPA01 19 
iLe■ 58,CNA(40),CYBY,CYCF,CYSti,CYX(411),DC(3,3),DELX,UX,EDRDX(81), SPA01 2U 
2ERAD(81),ESTRAX,UT(81),VAR(12),VSTORE,VT(81),mf(81),XMOM SPA01 21 
COMMON /CONTROL/ NFU,NV 
COMMON /CUNSIS/ P1,UTOR,RTOD SPA01 23 
COMMON /CUUTPT/ DVAR(12),ESTLGC,EXST(81),TIME SPA01'24 
COMMON /EFORCE/ CNEm,CLMEM,CYEM,CLNEM,CLLEM SPAU1 25 
COMMON /EMPDAT/ FINSS,RADAV,xTAIL,FINROL0SF,IPLNR,CLALPH SPA01 2b 
COMMON 	/FLOW/ ALFACR,GAMF,RNO,V1NF,BETA,BETASU 




"i 	/1, 50k/ 	FXL(101),F5S(100),FDS(100),NFSOR 
ua 	/ICVEL/ SPA01 30 
•uN 	/LFONCE/ 	NDAMP,NEMP,NGAm,NHSEG,NHSEGO,NROLL SPA01 31 
AU4 	/OUTINI/ XNOSEIONOSE1,ZNOSEI,XCGIOCG1,2CGI,X8ASEI,YBASEI,SPAU1 34 
iLnASEI SPA01 35 
COMMON 	/STGEGM/ SRMAX,SLINC,XSmC,YSMC,ZSmC,SIC,SIBCR,PNI,PSI, SPA01 40 
1 	 ASOR,NSPOLY,SXEND(7),SOOEF(7,7),NSXTYP(7), 
2 SA0(7),SR0(7),SCRO(7),SX1(7),SR1(7),SXF(7), 
3 	 skF(7),SRCYL(7) 
SPA01 41 









FoRMAT STATEMENTS 	 SPAU1 54 
SPA01 55 
701 FoRMAT(10I5) 	 SPA01 50 
702 FORMAT(//42X,55(1H*),/42X,55M* SUPERSONIC S1)0•0EGHEE•OF•FREEOOM TRSPA01 57 









706 FORMAT(OF10.0) SPA01 62 
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707 FORMAT(///10X,17HFLIGHT CONUITIONS/15X,13HMACH NUMBER a,F5.2, 	SPAO1 b3  
1/15X,26HfREE STREAM MASS DENSITY m,F10.7,21H SLUGS PER CUBIC FUOT,SPA01 64 
./15X,22HFREE STREAM VELOCITY w,F9,2,16H FEET PER SECOND, 	 SPA01 65  
/15X,19HFLIGHT PATH ANGLE =,F6,2,9H DEGREES) 	 SPA01 66 
1- ,, kMAT(15X,27HDI5PENSER ANGLE OF ATTACK =,F6.2,9H DEGREES) 
tuHMAT(/20X,33HTHIS STORE HAS A PLANAR EMPENNAGE) 	 SPA01 68 
710 tURMAT(/20X,36HTHIS STORE HAS A CRUCIFORM EMPENNAGE) 	 SPA01 69 
711 iuRMAT(/24X,20HEMPENNAGE FORCES ACT,F9.S,17H FEET BEHIND NOSE, 	SPA01 70 
1/24X,46HAVERAGE BODY RADIUS IN THE EMPENNAGE REGION IS,F9,5, SPA01 71  
2 5H FEET) 	 SPA01 72 
714 FORMAT(/20X,27HAXIAL•FORCE COEFFICIENT IS ,F9.5) 	 SPA01 76 
711 fORMAT(//2UX,12HSTORE MASS =,F10.5,6H SLUGS, 	 SPA01 92 
/20X,45HMUMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF INERTIA, SLUG 	SO FSPA01 63 
/)3X,5HIXX w,F10.5/23X,SHIYY =,F10,5/23X,5HIZZ w,f10,5/23X,5HIYZ SPA01 84 
. , 10.5/23X,5HIXZ m,f10.5/23X,5H1XY a,F10.5) 	 SPA01 85 
,1 	, ktAT(/20X,'STORE MOMENT CENTER 15',F9,5, 1 FEET BEHIND NOSE',/20XSPA01 86 
,,YJHSTORE CENTER OF GRAVITY OFFSET FROM MOMENT CENTER, FEET/23X,6HSPA01 87 
,oAR w,F9.5/23X,6HYBAR m,F9.5/23A,6HZBAR w,F9.5) 	 SPA01 96 
FuRMAT(//20X,18HSEPARATION ASSUMED,F9.5,15H FEET FROM NOSE) 	SPAO1 92  
7d4 euRMAT(24X,49HTAIL FIN SEMISPAN MEASURED FROM THE BODY AXIS IS, 	SPA01 93 
1f9.5,5H FEET/24X,25HFINS ARE INITIALLY RULLED,F6,2,41H DEGREES FROSPA01 94 
THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL) 	 SPA01 95 
115 FORMAT(24X,23HFIN LIFT-CURVE SLOPE IS,F9.5,11H PER RADIAN) 	SPA(/' 96 
754. fORMAT(/1X,10114** NSTRS INPUT AS,13,33H. PROGRAM IS LIMITED TO ONESPA01120 
S 1 STORE) 	 FA01121 
SFA01122 
PI ■ 3.141593 
DTORm0,0174532925 
RT00=57.29577951 
ACCG a 32.174 
SPA01126 
+CASE w 0 
O6OPT a 0 
, ,LAD (5,701,END25) NCARUS 
nNITE(4,401) 
401 FURMAT(1X,60(1H4)/1X, 1 1NPUT SOURCE: 
INP a 2 
GO TO 1000 
5 WRITE (4,402) 
402 FORMAT(IX,60(1H*)/1X, 1 1NPUT SOURCE: 
INP a 1 
C 	INTERACTIVE DATA INPUT 
FORMATTED FILE') 
TERMINAL/NAMELIST , ) 
10 CALL ACTIVINP (IPASS,MODE,ALFAC,DTIME,TIMEI,TIMEF,FV,VI) 
IF (NCASE.GE.1) THEN 
WRITE (4,403) NLFILE 
403 FORMAT(/IX,'USE PREVIOUS NAMELIST FILE: ',Al2,,'? YES=1, NO=0') 
READ (4, 1 ) IPNL 
IF (IFNL,E0.1) GO TO 17 
ENDIF 
15 WRITE(4,405) 
405 FORMAT(/IX,'ENTER NAMEL1ST FILE: 	( 	.NAM)') 
READ (4,406) NLF1LE 
406 FORMAT(Alb) 
17 OPEN(2,FILEa NLFILE,ERRm20, ,STATU,WOLD',FORMw'FORMATTED I , 
1 	ACCESSmiDIREC( 1 ) 
(2,INPUT) 
(2) 




20 WRITE (4,410) NLFILE 
410 FORMAT(/lA,'NAMELIST FILE "',Al2, 4 " NUT AVAILABLE....TRY AGAIN') 
GU TO 15 
FORMATTED HEADER 
1000 IF (NCASE.GE.1) READ (5,701,END=2200) NCARDS 
WRITE(6,702) 	 SPA01131 
DU 25 Jal,NCARDS 	 SPA01132 
REAU(5,703) HEAL) 5PA01133 
25 WRITE (6004) HEAD 	 SPA01134 
C 	SPECIFY CONFIGURATION 	 SPA01146 
C SPA01147 
IF (INP.NE,1) READ (5,701) NFU,NSTRS 	 SPA01148 
30 IF (NSTRS,GE.2) WRITE (4,754) NSTRS SPA01149 
C 	 SPA01136 
C FLIGHT CONDITIONS 	 SPA01137 
C 	 SPA01138 
IF (INP.NE.1) READ (5,706) FMACH,RHO,VINF,GAMF,ALFAC 	 SPA01339 
WRITE (6,707) FMACH,RHO,VINF,GAMF 	 SPA01140 
IF (NFLI.E0.1) 	WRITE (6,706) ALFAC 
nr:TA503 (FMACH4*2)-.1.0 	 SPA01142 




INPUT FUSELAGE DATA 	 SPA01153 
CALL FUSEIO (INP,FRMAX) 	 SPA01157 
ENDIF 
IF (NSTRS .E0,, 0) GO TO 2100 	 SPA01211 
INPUT STORE DATA IF PRESENT 	 SPA01208 
ALL STURIO (INP) 	 SPA01212 
LOCATE STOKE IN FUSELAGE COORDINATE SYSTEM 	 SPA01214 
P5IN 	P5I*DTOR 
SSIEICR3 SIN(SIBCR) 	 SPA01217 
CSIBCR= CUS(SISCR) SPA01218 
SPSI a SIN(PSIR) 
.PUT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED TO DESCRIBE EJECTED STORE 	SPA012713 
SPA01279 
:INP,E0,1) GO TO 40 
(5,701) NSEG,NSEGAU,NGAN,NRULL,NEMP,NUAMP,NV 	 SPA01281 
(5,700) SMASS,FIXX,FIYY,FIZZ,FIYZ,FIXZ,FIXY SPA01282 
(5,700) XMOM,XbAR,YBAR,ZBAR 	 SPA01203 
, -IrE (6, 7 17) SNA55,FIXA,FITA,FIZZ,FIYZ,FIXZ,FIXi 	 SPA01285 
A-wMBABS(XMOM) 	 SPA01287 
wwITE (6,719) XMOM,XBAk,YHAR,ZBAR 
SPA01297 
C 	DETERMINE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS DESCRIBING STORE 	 SPA01298 
SPA01299 
ESILGC=SLTHC 	 SPA01304 
ESTRM)(wSkMAA SPA01305 
ui3JUs ESTLGC/ESTRMA 
.- , taPPPESTRMX442 	 SPA01300 




oxm 0.5 4, 0ELX 
lx5T(1)m0.0 
,iHSEGm2mNSEG+1 
DU 55 Jm2,NH5EG 
55 EXST(J)mEXST(J•1)+UX 
DO 5b Ja2,NHSEG,2 
XXX=EXST(J)/ESTLGC 




, 1E(6,722) XSEP 
NP.NE.1)- READ (5,706) CA 
it (6014) CA 
', GU=2 0 NSEGX0+1 
Ams0 
it (AbS(X8AR).GT.1.0E•05) NASYMml 
IF (AdS(YHAR).GT.1.0E05) NAsymml 
IF (ABS(2BAR).GT.1.0E•05) NASYM=1 
,SAPGmSIN(ALFACR+GAMFmDfUR) 
CAPGmCOS(ALFACR+GAMF*DTOR) 






1e'ir.EMP.E(2.0) GO TO 57 
(INP.EU.1) GO TO SO 
HEAD (5,701) IPLNR,MSF,1AFBOD 
ktAD (5,706) XTAlL,RADAV,FINSS,FINROL,CRUOT,CTIP,SiPLE 
SU CALL FINCALC2 (FmACH,BETA,ESTRMX,FINSS,RADA 16CROOT,CTIP,SwPLE, 
• 	 IAFBUD,XTAIL,CLALPH) 
IF (1PLNR.E0.1) WRITE (6,709) 
IF (IPLNR.E.O.0) wRITE (b,710) 
WRITE (6,711) XTA1L,RADAV 
WRITE (6.729) FINSS,FINRUL 
WRITE (6,735) CLALPH 
XTAIL m -XTAIL 
-LL EMPINI 
ii,LT1ALIZE FON TRAJECTORY CALCULATION 
57 VAR(1O) m PSIR 
VAR(11) m SIHCR 
VAR(12) m PHISOTON 
IF (INP,NE.1) kEAD (5,706) VXZERO,VYZERO,VZZERO. 
1 	 VAR(4),VAR(5),VAR(6) 
VAR(1)mVZZERO*SSIBCR+VXZEROICSIBCR 
VAR(2)mViZERO 
VAR(3)AVZZERO*CSIMCR•VXZERU 1 S51BCR 
VAR(7) a -XSMC 
VAR(8) a YSMC 
VAR(9) m ZSMC 
XNOSEI a •XSMC+XMON*CS18CR 































































YHASEI ■ YNOSEIm5LTHCI5PSI 
:0,, SEI=ZNOSEI+SLTHC*S5I6CR 
(NV.EU.0) THEN 
IF (INP.E0.2) READ (5,70b) DTImE,TIMEI,TIMEF 
IF (TIMEZ.GT.I.Emb) THEN 
IF (INP.EU.2) READ (5,706) VAR 
DO 61 Ja10,12 
VAR(J) a DTOR*VAR(J) 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
DTIME * - 0.0 
TIMEI a 0.0 









IFS (INP.EU,2) READ (5,706) FV,VI 
IF (NV.E0.7) FV a -FV 
IF (NV.GE.10.AND.NV.LE.12) THEN 
FV 2 FV*DTOR 
VI a VI*OTOR 
ENDIF 
VI = AbS(VI) 
IF (VAK(NV).GT.FV) 	VI = -VI 





TIMEITIMEI 	 SPA01389 
NE0a12 	 SPA01387 
NDIFEU a 1 	 SPA01394 
CALL ADAMS (DTIME,ODTImE,VAR,DVAR,NEu,NDIFEO,TImE,NV,FV,V1) 
NOUTal 	 SPA01396 
C 	 SPA01397 





62 CALL SFORCE (FmACH,ALUD,CDC) 	 SPA01400 
IF (NEMP.E0.1) CALL SEMFOk SPA01401 
IF (NGAM.EU.1) CALL DIRCOS(VAR,DC) 	 SPA01402  
IF (NV.EU.7.0R.NV.EU.9,OR,NV,EU,11) GO TU 90 
C 	 SPA01403 
C CALCULATE ACCELERATIONS 	 5PA01404 
C 	 SPA01405 
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 	 5PA01406 
C 	 SPA01407 
DO 70 Ja1.6 	 5P401408 
DO 70 Ka1,6 SPA01409 
lu iVN(J.K)=0.0 	 SPA01410 
.1(1,1)=1.0 SPAO1411 
.t2.2)=1.0 	 5PA01412 
-13,3)a1.0 SPA01413 
.,4(4,4)=FIXX 	 SPA01414 
rvm(5,5)=FIYY SPA01415 
FVN(6,6)*FIZZ 	 SPA01416 
FVN(4,5) 2 ■ FIXY SPA01417 
165 
FVN(4,6)="'FIXZ 	 SPA01418 
FVN(5,6)=•FIYZ SPA01419  
FV8(5,4)m•FIKY 	 SPA01420  
FV8(6,4)=FIXZ 5PA01421  
FVN(6,5)x ■ FIYZ 	 SPA01422 
IF (NASYM.E0.0) GO TU 60 	 5P401423  
FV8(1,4)=YBAR*DC(1,3)•7.13ARIDC(1,2) 	 SPA01424 
FVN(1,5)=ZbARIDC(1,1)-XHAR4UC(1,3) SPA01425 
FV8(1,6)=ABAR*DC(1,2)-Y8AR*DC(1,1) 	 SPA01426 
FVN(2,4)=YBARsOC(2,3)•ZbAk*DC(2,2) SPA01427  
FVN(2,5)=18AR*DC(2,1).0(bAR*DC(2,3) 	 SPA01428 
FV)4(2,6)=XSAR.PDC(2,2) ■ YbAR*OC(2,1) 5PA01429 
FVN(3,4)=YBAIODC(3,3)., 26AR*DC(3,2) 	 SPA01430 
FV8(3,5)=2,8AR*DC(3,1).(bAR*DC(3,3) SPA01431 
FVN(3,6)=XBARSDC(3,2) ■ YBARIDC(3,1) 	 5PA01432 
DO 71 J84,6 . 	 5PA01433 
DO 71 K.11 1,3 	 SPA01434 
71 FVN(J,K)=SMASS*FVN(K,J) 	 SPA01435 
C 	 SPA01436 
C CALCULATE RIGHT HAND SIDE 	 SPA01437 
SPA01438 
() 6XX= ■ ACCG*(SAPG*DC(1,1) ■ CAPGIDC(3,1)) 	 SPA01439 
,1x ■ ACCG41(SAPG.DC(1.2)',CAP(,*DC(3f2)) SPA01440 
-.1.ACCG*(SAPG*DC(1,3)-CAPOWC(3,3)) 	 SPA01441 
u8E80.5IRHO*VSTURL**2 	 SPA01442  
-r.:F=USTORE•SREF 	 SPA01443  
..HEFLzOSHEF*REFL 5PA01444 
CNORM8CNSIi+CNBitCNCF 	 SPA01445 
CSIDExCYS6tCYHYrCYCF SPA01446 
CRULL=00) 	 SPA01447 
CPITCHnCLMS8+CLM61Y+CLMCF 	 SPA01448 
CYAW8CLNS134,CLNBYtCLNCF SPA01449 
IF (Pit:HP.60.0) GU TO 81 	 SPA01450 
CNORH=CNOHm+CNEm 	 SPA01451 
CSIDE=CSIDE.CYEN SPA01452  
CHOLLaCRULL+CLLEM 	 5P401453  
k_eITCH8CPITCH+CLMEM SPA01454 
C4AwgCYA8.CLNEm 	 SPA01455 
di CONTINUE 	 SPA01456 
HONE=GXXOSREF*CA/SmASS 	 SPA01460 
RTWUmGYY+USREFICSIDE/SMASS 	 SPA01462  
RTHRmG12.,.0SHEF*CNURM/SMASS SPA01463 
FVN(4,7)=USREFL*CHOLL 	 SPA01464  
FVN(5,7)=0SHEFLICPITCH SPA014b5 
FVN(6,7)a4JSKEFL*CYAo 	 SPA01466 
1V (NASYM.E0.0) GU TO b5 	 SPA01467 
,-;:kcItiLsxsAR*(VAH(5)**24.VAH(6)**2) ■ YbAR*VAR(4)*VAR( 5 ) ■ itiAR*VAR( 45 PA 01468 
 r(6) 	 5PA01469 
- 	1..1 ; ■ X6AR*VAR(4)*VAH(5)+YBAI(*(VAR(4) 01 2+VAR(6)**2) ... ZBAR*VAR(SSPA 01470 
SPA01471 
-14tHII ■ XBAK*VAR(4)*VAR(6) ■ YBAR*VAR(5)*VAR( 6 )+ZHAR I (VAH( 4)**244 ASPA 01472 
 ■',.# 41 2) 
r1.1.(4,7)=FVN(4,7)+SHASS*(GZ7. 4 YBARGYY*ZBAR) 
1.vN(5,7)xFVN(5,7)+SMASS*(GXXsZbARwGZZAMJAR) 	 SPA01481 
FVN(6,7)=FYN(6,7)...SMASS*(GYY*ABAH•GXX*Y8AK) 8P401482 
85 FVN(1,7)skONE*DC(1,1)+HT*041DC(1,2)+HTHH*DC(1,3) 	 5P401483 
FVN(2,7)aHONE*DC(2,1)02T0041uC(2f2)+RTHRoDC(2,3) SPA01484 
FVN(3,7)=HONE*DC(3,1)+87801DC(3,2).RTHR*DC(3,3) 	 8P401485  
I•vid(4.7)=FVN(4,7) ■ VAIR(6)*VAH(5) 4 (FIZZ-FIYY)+(VAR( 5 )* 12.0/AR( 6 ) 4.4.2 ) + SPA 01486 
 IritZ+VAR(4)*(VAR(S).FIXZ-VAH(6)4.F1XY) SPA01487 
-,,ts,7)10V8(5.7)mVAR(6)*VAH(4)*(FIXXmFIZZ)+(VAR(r , ** 2- VAR( 4 ) **2)* SPA 01488 
.+VAR(5)*(VAR(6);FIAY-VAH(4)4FIY2) 	 SPA01489 
.u,7)AFVN(6,7)-VAR(4) 41 VAR(5)*(FIYY-F1XX)+(VAR( 4 )* *2 ■ VAR( 5 ) **2)* SPA 01490 
166 
.•7+VAR(6)*(VAR(4)*FIYZ-VAR(5)*FIXZ) 	 SPA01491 
SPA01492 
- vE FOR ACCELERATIONS 	 SPA01493 
SPA01494 
INNERS (FVN,1,6,10,11) 	 SPA01495 
1 , Li 86 J=1,6 	 SPA01496 
86 OvAR(J)=FVN(J,7) 	 SPA01497 
ou 87 Ja7,9 	 SPA01498 
,vAR(J)=VAR(J ■ 6) 	 SPA01499 
i., HI=SIN(VAR(12)) SPA01500 
CPHI=COS(VAR(12)) 	 SPA01501 
DVAR(10)a(VAR(5)*SPNI+VAR(b)*CPHI)/COS(VAR(11)) 	 SPA01502 
OVAR(11)=VAR(5)*CPHI-VAR(b)*SPHI 	 SPA01503 
DVAR(12)=VAR(4)+SIN(VAR(11))*DVAR(10) 	 SPA01504 
C 	 SPA01505 
C OUTPUT TRAJECTORY DATA IF AT ENU OF INTEGRATION STEP 	 SPA01506 
SPA01507 
vu IF (NOUT.L(1.0) GO TO 91 	 SPA01508 
(NPTS.NE.0) GO TO 21U 
.nITE (4,411) 
+11 roRmAT(/1A,'OUTPUT LUAU AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS7',/lX,'YES=1 
1Nuzo , ) 
READ (4,*) 1LVD 
, IF (NV.E0.0) THEN 
wRITE (4,412) 
412 	FORMAT(/IX,'OUTPUT COLUMNED DATA FILE? YES=1, NO=O') 
READ (4, 0 ) IPLT 
ENDIF 
210 NPTS= NPTS+1 
CALL SOUTPT (NPTS,IPL1,1LVD,C0C,THA,CNT,CYF,CLMT,CLNI,CLLT,PHI, 
PSI) 
NOUT=0 
IF (NV.NE.7.ANU.NV.NE.9.ANU.NV.NE.11) GO TO 180 
C 	CONSTRUCT DATA BASE OUTPUT ARRAY 
IF (NFU.E0.1) THEN 
REFDIA = 2.*FRmAX 
ELSE 
=RITE (4,413) 
413 FORMAT(1X,IENTER REFERENCE DIAMETER') 
READ (4,*) REFD1A 
ENDIF 
XS = +VAR(7)/REFUIA 




MOUE = 1 
BYY(NPTS,1) = ALPS 
ENDIF 
IF (NV.E0.7) THEN 
MODE a 4 
BYY(NPTS,1) a XS 
ENDIF 
IF (NV.EU.9) THEN 
MODE a 5 





8yY(NPTS,2) = CNT 
BYT(NPT5,3) z CYT 
8YY(NPT5,4) = CLMT 
BYY(NPV 5 ,5) a CLNT 
ByY1NPTS,6) = CLLT 
BYY(NPT5,7) = CA 
140 IF (TIME+1.0E ■ 05 ■TImEF) 91,2000,2000 	 SPA01511 
C 	 SPA01512 
C CALL INTEGRATION ROUTINE 	 SPA01513 
r 	 SPA01514 
91 IF (NV .ED. 0) 	GO TO 92 
,, 0IFED a 10 
ADAMS (DTIME,ODTIME,VAR,DVAR,NEU,NDIFEG,TIME,NV,FV,VI) 
(NDIFt0.E(2.1) GU TO 2000 	 SPA01510 
(NDIFEO.GT.7) NUUT=1 	 SPA01517 
ro b2 	 SPA01518 
uu IF (NV.NE.7.ANUOV.NE.9.AND.NV.NE.11) GO TU 2100 
WRITE (4,440) 
440 FORMAT(/1X,'OUTPUT BINARY DATA BASE FILE? YES=1, NU=0') 
READ (4, 4 ) IFILE 
IF (IFILE.NE.1) GU TU 2100 
OUTPUT DATA BASE FILE 
ALL DBASEOPT (NDBOPT,ALFAC,MODE,ALPS,NPTS,FmACH,PHI,PSI,XS,Y5. 
• 	 25.BYY) 
NDBOPT = NDBOPT+1 
2100 NCASE = NCASE+1 
IF (INP.E0.2) GO TO 1000 
WHITE (4,450) 
450 FORmAT(/1A,'DO YUU WISH TO MAKE ANOTHER RUN? YES=1, NU=0 1 ) 
HEAD(4,*) IRON 
it (IHUN.E0.1) GO TO 10 
SPA01519 
.,444444444444444 ***** 444 ***** 44 ***** 4444444444 ***** 4444 ,044444 
twUTINE ACTIVINP (IPASS,MODE,ALFAC,DTIME,TIMEI,TIMEF,FV,VI) 
SUBROUTINE INPUTS DATA FROM USER'S TERMINAL 
DIMENSION A(18) 
SAVE A 
COMMON /CONTROL/ NFU,NV 




,114 a 0.01745329 
1F(IPASS.NE.0) GO TO 198 
11, ASSa1 





15 FORmAT(/1A,IENTER RUN MUUE',/5X, 
1'1 IS AN ALPHA SWEEP',/,5X, 
IS A COMPUTED TRAJECTURY',/5X, 
Is A USER SELECTED VARIABLE SWEEP',/5X, 
,o AN A SwECP / f/e5X, 




32 FuRmAT(/1X, 0 ENTER DISPENSER MISSILE ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES') 
READ (4,*) ALFAC 
A(2)=ALFAC 	. 
v, R1TE(4,20) 
i.mmAT(/1X,'ENTER 'I-LOCATION OF STONE MOMENT CENTER', 
!.k, i mEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER NOSE, FEET') 
(4,*) XSMC 
).T.XS1.4C 
• ,, I1C(4,25) 
ronmAT(1)WENTER Y-LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER', 
1/1X,'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
READ (4,*) YSMC 
,,(E)mYSMC 
*KLTE(4,30) 
36 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER Z-LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER', 
1/1-(,'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
READ (4,*) ZSMC 
A(7)*ZSMC 
wRITE(4,35) 
35 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER STORE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,', 
L/1X,'RELATIVE TO DISPENSER CENTERLINE, DEGREES') 
,t; AD (4,*) SIC 
.(10)=SIC 
L,L) TO (40,50,80020,70) MOUE 
40 NV=11 
wR1TE(4,42) 
42 FORMAT(/1X,IENTER FINAL VALUE OF STORE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,', 
1' DEGREES') 
READ (4,$) FV 
A(I1)mFV 
WRITE(4,44) 
44 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF STORE', 
1/1X,'ANGLE OF INCIDENCE') 
READ (4,*) VI 
A(12)=VI 
GO TO 115 
50 NV * 0 
*RITE (4,52) 
52 FORMAT(/IX,'ENTER INITIAL TIME, SECONDS') 
READ (4,$) TImEl 
A(13)=TImEI 
oRITE(4,54) 
54 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER FINAL TIME, SECONDS') 
READ (4,*) TIWEF 
A(14)sTIMEF 
wRITE(4,5b) 
50 FORMAT(1X,IENTER TIME INCREMENT, SECONDS') 
READ (4,*) UTIME 
, (15)=DTIME 
;,.j TO 115 
0• 	;V=7 
.RITE(4,b2) 
02 FORMAT(/1X,'ENTER FINAL X-LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER,' 
1,' FEET') 
READ (4,*) FV 
A(4)IFV 
WRITE(4,04) 
b4 FOKMAT(IX, 0 ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF STORE X ■ TRANSLATION, , , 
1 4 FEET') 
READ (4,*) VI 
A(5)ZVI 
..G0 TO 115 
70 NV09.• 
WRITE(4,72) 
72 FORMAT(/1X,IENTER FINAL Z ∎ LUCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER,' 
1, 1 FEET') 
READ (4,$) FV 
A(0)=FV 
WRITE(4,74) 
74 FORMAT(1WENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF STORE 2...TRANSLATION ' ', 
1' FEET') 
READ (4,*) VI 
A(9) 0 VI 
GO TO 115 
00 WRITE(4,02) 
Ni I. OHMAT(/5AD I NUMBER I DSWVARIABLE I .,5X,b(1H.),5X,8(1H.),/eX, 
',9X,'VSMC 	1-LOCATION OF STORE MOMENT CENTER',/7X, 
',9X,'PSI IA* ANGLE OF STORE',/7X, 
',9X,'PHI 	ROLL ANGLE OF STORE',//1X, 
.rLii NUMBER OF SELECTED VARIABLE') 
vc.AD (4,*) NV 
M(16) 0NV 
WRITE(4,b4) 
04 FORMAI(1X,'ENTER FINAL VALUE OF VARIABLE') 
READ (4,*) FV 
A(17)=F4 
WRITE(4,00) 
bb FORMAT(1X,'ENTER VARIABLE INCREMENT') 
READ (4,*) VI 
A(10) 0 VI 
TO 115 
SECTION ALLOWS CHANGING OF CURRENT INTERACTIVE INPUT VALUES 
AFTER THE FIRST PASS 
C 
191 WRITE(4,199) 
199 FORMAT(/1X,IENTER 0 TO SEE MENU OF ALL INTERACTIVE INPUTS,' 
4 1/1X, I UR 1 TO SEE IN SECTIONS'/) 
READ(4,*) ANS 
Fr (ANS.E0.1) GU TU 220 
, rE(4,201) (A(I),I=1,10) 
4TUT20 1 1 	RUN MODE 	  'F10.2 
/120 , 2 DISPENSER ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG 	  'F10.2/ 
/T20'3 
/T20 1 4 
/T20 1 5 
/T20 1 ,2 
INITIAL X•LOCAT1ON OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 
FINAL X•LUCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE  
INCREMENTAL X VALUE 	  





/T20 1 7 INITIAL 2-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE 	 , F10.2 
4, /T20 1 11 FINAL 2•LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE  , F10.2 
4, /T20'9 INCREMENTAL Z VALUE 	  'F10.2/ 
4, /T20'10 INITIAL SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 	 'F10.2 
4, /T20'11 FINAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE ANGLE 	  'F10.2 
4, /T20 0 12 INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE ANGLE 	 , F10.2/ 
4, /120 , 13 INITIAL TIME, 	SEC 	  , F10.2 
4, /T20 1 14 FINAL TIME, 	SEC  , F10.2 
4, /T20 1 15 TIME INCREMENT, 	SEC 	  1 F10.2/ 
4, /T20 1 1b NUMBER OF VARIABLE TO BE VARIED 	  1 F10.2 
4, /T2u'17 FINAL VALUE OF VARIATION 	  , F10.2 
/T2018 INCREMENT FUR THE VARIATION 	  IF10.2) 
..RITE(4,302) 
HEAD(4,*) I,AL 
--GU TO 400 
C 
C 	RUN NODE 
C 
300 IF(I.NE.13 GO TO 3U3 
:, RITE(4,301) 
'MAT(/120'1 IS AN ALPHA SWEEP', 
/T20 1 2 IS A CUmPuTEU TRAJECTORY', 
/T20'3 IS A USER SELECTED VARIABLE SWEEP', 
/T20 1 4 IS AN X SWEEP', 
/T20 1 5 IS A Z SWEEP') 
lu 2u3 
C 
303 IF(I.NE.2)GO TO 305 
wMITE(4,304) 
304 FURMAT(/T20 1 ENTER DISPENSER MISSILE ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES') 
GO TO 203 
,I.NE.3)GU TO 307 
. irE(4,30b) 
r,,,MAT(/T20 1 ENTER INITIAL X•LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 
/T20'MEASURED FROM THE DISPENSER NOSE, FEET') 
GU TO 203 
Al IN 
101 	IF(I.NE.4)GO TO 309 
wRITE(4,301) 
30N FORMAT(/T20 1 ENTEM FINAL X-LOCATION OF SUBMISSILE NUSE, FEET') 




309 IF(I.NE.53G0 TO 311 
4kITE(4,310) 
t.ORRAT(/T2OPENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE,', 




311 	IF(I'NE.b)G0 TO 313 
nkITE(4,312) 
112 eORMATI/T20'ENTER Y ■LUCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 
/T2U'REASURED FROM THE UISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
TO 203 
,C(1) 
31J 	ir(I.NE.7)GO TU 335 
wHITE(4,314) 
314 FORMAT(/TWENTER INITIAL 'Z-LOCATION OF SU11M1SSILE NOSE,', 
/T20'MEASURED I'MUK THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
,;U TO 203 
LFIN 
315 IF(I.NE.0)G0 TO 317 
MRITE(4,31b) 
31t_• FORMAT(/T20'ENTER FINAL ZwLUCATION OF SUBMISSILE NOSE,', 
1 	/T20'REASURED FROM THE DISPENSER CENTERLINE, FEET') 
C 
ZINC 




	rURMAT(/T20 0 ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE,', 
/T20 1 1-TRANSLATION, FEET') 




319 IF(I.NE.10)GO TO 321 
wRITE(4,320) 
320 FURMAT(/T20 1 ENTER INITIAL SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ' ', 
1 	/T20'RELATIVE TO DISPENSER CENTERLINE, DEGREES') 




321 IF(1.NE'11)G0 TO 323 
OWITE(4,342) 
322 FORMATUT2D'ENTER FINAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE', 
1 	/T20'RELAIIVE TU DISPENSER CENTERLINE, DEGREES') 




323 IF(I.NE.12)G0 TO 325 
MRITE(4,324) 
324 FORMAT(/T20'ENTER INCREMENTAL VALUE OF SUBMISSILE', 
/T20'ANGLE OF INCIDENCE') 
GO TO 203 
114E1 
.I.NE.13)G0 TO 327 
ifE(4.326) 
,-KMAT(/T20 1 ENTER INITIAL TIME, SECONDS') 
6U TO 203 
TIMEF 
C 
327 IF(I.NE.14)G0 TO 329 
172 
NRITE(4,320) 
320 FORMAT(/T20 , ENTEK FINAL TIME, SECONDS') 




329 IF(I.NE.15)GO TU 331 
*Ain:14,330) 
330 FORmAT(/T20 1 ENTER TINE INCNENENT, SECONDS') 




331 , IF(I.NE.10)G0 TO 3 33 
wRITE(4,332) 
332 FORMAT(/120 1 ENTER NUMBER OF VARIABLE TO BE VARIED') 
GO TO 203- 
VEIN 
1:NE.17)G0 TO 335 
HE(4,334) 
mAT(/T20 1 ENTER FINAL VALUE OF VARIATION') 
(0 203 
VINC 
335 IF(I,NE.10)G0 TO 203 
NRITE(6,336) 
33b FORmAT(/T20 1 ENTER INCREMENT FUN THE VARIATION') 





IF(A(11).E0.99. .UN. A(12).Eu.99.)GUTO 550 
GU TO 110 








JkA(4).E0.99. ,OR. A(5).EU,99.)GOTO 550 




IF(A(7).EU.99. ,OR. A(0).Eu.99,1G0 TO 550 
GU TO 110 
NAT(//'** FINAL AND/UR INCREMENTAL VALUE 
SPECIFIED*4 1 //) 
10 203 
tmsmATC/T20 1 ENTER NUMBER, VALUE OR' 
/T20 1 ENTER 0,0 TO LIST CURRENT INPUTS UN' 
2 	/T20'ENTER 0,1 TO RUN PROGRAM' 
3 /T20+ENTER NUMBER, 999. FUN MORE INFORMATION') 
C 
400 IF(AI.E0.999.)G0 TO 300 
IF(I.E0.0.AND.AI.E0.0)GO TU 200 





INPUT iN STEPS INSTEAD OF WITH LARGE MENU 
. , .TE(4,221) 
24i eUHMAT(/5X,'ENTER 0 TO CHANGE MODE, 1 TO GU UN'/) 
HEAD(4.*)ANS 
1F (ANS.EU.I) GO TU 240 
0HITE(4,222) 
222 FORMAT (/IX'MUDE CODES ---') 
wHITE(4,301) 
wHITEL4, 4 ) ('ENTER NEw MUDE?') 
1,1-:4D(4,*) MODE 
kl)=MODE 
INITIAL CONDITIONS MENU 
, r11E(4,239) 
2i 	iuHMAT (//1X'INITIAL CONDITIONS ••• CURRENT STATUS'/) 
ftHITE(4,241) A(2),A(3),A(b),A(7),A(I0) 
441 FORMAT (/120'1 = DISPENSER MISSILE ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG 	°F10.2 
/T20'2 s X-LUCATIUN OF SUbmISSILE NOSE 	  1 F10.2 
/T20'3 at Y.-LOCATION OF SUHMISSILE NOSE  'F10.2 
/T20'4 2 Z.-LOCATION OF SUSMISSILE NOSE 	 'FI0.2 
4 	 /T20 , 5 s SUBMISSILE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, DEG 	 1 F10.2/) 
244 aRITE(4# 245) 
245 FORMAT(/1X'ENTER NUMbER,NEW VALUE TO CHANGE AN INPUT, UR 
1 	 'ENTER 0,0 TU GU ON, UR ',/IX, 
2 'ENTER 0,1 TU 5EE INITIAL VALUES AGAIN'/) 
READ(4,*) I,AI 
IF (I.E0.0 .AND. AI.E0.0) GU TO 250 
IF (I.EQ.0 .ANO. Al.E0.1) GO TU 240 
IF (I.EU.1) THEN 
A(2)sAI 
2.LSE IF (I.E0.2) THEN 
A(3)=A1 
ELSE IF (I.EQ.3) THEN 
A(b)sAI 





GO TO 244 
C 
C CHANGE INCREMENTS AND FINAL VALUES, IF DESIRED 
C 
250 WRITE(4,251) 
251 FORMAT (/1X'ENTER 0 TU CHANGE INCREMENTS AND OTHER VALUES ',/IX 
'OR 1 TO RUN AGAIN'/) 
READ(4,*) ANS 
IF (ANS.E0.1) GO TU lob 











MODE = 1 1 /) 
;, (12)=VI 
,d 	TO 	105 
ArtITE(4,263) 
204 FORMAT 	(5X 1 FUR 
omITE(4,326) 







HEAUX4, 4 ) 	DTImE 
A(15)=DTIME 
GO TO 105 
C 
264 wRITE(4,2b5) 
265 FORMAT (510FUR MOUE = 3'/) 
WRITE(4,332) 








GO TO 105 
, ob wRITE(4,267) 
/ - 	f-4MAT 	(SA'FOR 
it.(4,308) 




xEAD(4, 4 ) 	VI 
A(5)=VI 
GO TO 105 
C 
268 mRiTE(4,269) 
209 FORMAT 	(5X 0 FUR 
wkITE(4,316) 





















.14********441411 M44444# ***** *****41411* ***** 4 , 4***4414#4****4* 
.,..DRUDTINE 	ADAMS 	(R,DS,Y,DY,NEU,NUIFEQ,S,NV,FYOT) 
***** 
ADAMS INTEGRATION ROUTINE SPA02 2 
FIXED INTEGRATION1NTERVAL SPA02 3 
SPA02 4 
DIMENSION 	X(12),OY(12) SPA02 5 
DIMENSION 	Y1(12),DY3(12),Y5(12),E(12),Y3(12),DY1(12),Y2(12),PX(12)SPA02 6 
1,PF(12),DY2(12) SPA02 7 
GO TO 	(100,200,300,400,500,000,700,000,900,950),NDIFEO 
SPA02 9 
START BY RONGEKUTTA SPA02 10 
SPA02 11 
1Jv H=US, SPA02 12 
Jb=1 SPA02 13 
101 
103 










lot) 	VU 	201 	I=1,NEO SPA02 19 
13(i)11DY(I) SPA02 20 
i)=Y(1) SPA02 21 
zWPDY(I) SPA02 22 
0,5+TEmP+Y5(1) SPA02 23 
.=IEMP SPA02 24 
,,b*R+S SPA02 25 
irEQ=3 SPA02 26 
KLTURN SPA02 27 
31)0 	00 	301 	I=1,NEU SPA02 2d 
lEmpaH*DI(I) SPA02 29 
Y(1)=0.5 3 1EMP+Y5(1) SPA02 30 
301 E(I)=E(I)+2,0ITEMP SPAO2 31 
NUIFE0=4 SPA02 32 
hElURN SPA02 33 
40 t_. ■ 	401 	1=10E0 SPA02 34 
e=WPDY(I) SPA02 35 
...J=Y5(1)+TEMP SPA02 36 
. sk)=E(I)+2.0*TEMP SPA02 37 
-- ■,,54R+S SPA02 38 
"hiFEQ=5 SPA02 39 
kLUURN SPA02 40 
5U0 	Lt.) 	501 	Iml,NEU SPAO2 41 
Sul 1(1)1(H*DX(1)+E(I))*0,16660667415(I) SPA02 42 
uo 	TO 	(502,507,509,902),J8 . SPA02 43 
'O/ CUNTINUE SPA02 44 
507 	UU 5U6 	1=1,NEO SPA02 45 
Ul1(1)dDY3(I) SPA02 46 
506 Y2(I)=Y(I) SPA02 47 
JBN3 SPA02 4d 
GO TO 	103 SPA02 49 
509 S=S ■ M SPA02 50 
SPA02 51 
uUTPUT OF RUNGE-KUTTA SPA02 52 
SPA02 53 
it 	(J13-4) 	521,802,802 SPA02 54 
176 
. IFEQw8 	 SPA02 55 
Uu 522 I=1,NEQ 	 SPA02 56 
1X(I)=Y(1) 	 SPA02 57 
Pe(1)=0Y(I) SPAO2 58 
522 Y(I)=Y2(I) 	 SPA02 59 
RETURN 	 SPA02 60 
800 00 801 ImI,NE0 	 SPA02 61 
v(I)=PX(I) 	 SPA02 62 
.:It.11wPF(1) SPA02 63 
,.(I):0I3(1) 	 SPA02 64 
4 	 SPA02 65 
SPA02 bb 
SPA02 67 
hr.TORN 	 SPA02 68 
900 IF (..18 ■5) 103,901,9901 	 5PAO2 69 
9v1 CuN=0.041666667*H 	 SPA02 70 
Jr3=6 	 SPA02 71 
'4101 NuIFE0=6 	 SPA02 72 
Gu TO 600 SPA02 73 
'U2 J1:1=5 	 SPA02 74 
GO TD 802 	 SPA02 75 
SPA02 7b 
C 	ADAMS INTEGRATION 	 SPA02•77 
C SPA02 7d 
600' DU 601 I=1,NEQ 	 SPAO2 79 
Y1(I)=Y(1) 	 SPA02 80 
Y(1)gY(1)+CON*(5b.0*DY(I) ■ 59.0*DY3(1)+37.0 4, 0Y2(I) ∎ 9.0*DY1(1)) 	SPAU2 81 
u11(1)=012(1) 	 SPA02 82 
12(1)=013(1) 5PA02 83 
-i3(I)BDY(I) 	 SPA02 84 
coJ t3(I)BY(1) 5PA02 85 
s=$444 	 SPA02 86 
NDIFL0=7 	 SPA02 87 
RETURN SPAU2 88 
700 DO 701 1=1,NE0 	 SPAU2 09 
701 Y(I)=Y1(1)4, CON*(9.0*01(1)+19.0*DY3(I) ∎ 5.0*()C2(1)+DY1(1)) 	 SPA02 90 
GO TO 802 	 SPAU2 91 
950 Y(NV) = Y(NV)464 1 
IF (Y(NV) .LT. FV 	.AND. 	VI .GE. 0) 	GO TU 951 
IF (Y(NV) .GT. FV 	.AND. VI .LT. 0) GO TO 951 
5 2 99.0 
951 RETURN 
END 	 SPAO2 92 
c************ ***** *** ******** * ********** * ********** **** ********** **41** 
SUBROUTINE BUYGEN (NXBOUI,RAO1US,LBODY,N5EG,XEND,CUEF,T,TC,TX, 	SPA03 I 
	
1 ALPHA,IBS) 	 SPAO 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SUPERSONIC LINE SOURCES AND DOUBLETS TO GIVE ASPA03 4 
C REQUIRED BODY SHAPE AND ANGLE OF ATTACK. 	 SPA03 5 
C 	 SPAO3 6 
DIMENSION XbODY(101),RBODY(101),MPBOD1(1011,DRUX(101),T(100) 	SPA03 7 
DIMENSION TC(100),TX(101) 	 SPA03 
Dimension A(100),XF(100),RF(100) 	 SPA03 9 
DIMENSION XEND(I85),COLF(155,7) 
SPAO3 10 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,GANF,RHO,VINF,BETA,BETASQ 	 SPAO3 11 
COMMON /SRCE/ XFIELD,RFIELU,U,V,VT 	 SPA03 12 
SPA03 13 
LBOUY 	 SPAO3 14 
SPAO3 15 
.-MAT(/// 5X,108H***** AT BASE OF BODY RADIAL DISTANCE TO MACH COSPA03 to 
..L EMANATING FROM BODY NOSE IS LESS THAN MAXIMUM BODY RADIUS/13X, 514 A03 17 
177 
237HCHECK BODY 	INPUT DATA AND MACH NUMBER) SPA03 18 
701 	FORMATI/35X,10HBOUY SHAPLO0X,11HSINGULAR1TY,5X05HSOURCEOX, SPA03 19 
17HDOUBLET/87X,6HORIGINOX,9HCONSTANTSOX,9HCONSIANTS/24X,5HX, FT, SPAU3 20 
210X,SHR, 	FT,10X,5HOH/UX,20X.1HNOX,8HX(N), 	FT,8X,4HK(N),11X, SPA03 21 
35HKD(N)) SPA03 22 
702 	FORMAT(15X,3(OPF15.5),15X,15,F15.5,2(1PE15.5)) SPA03 23 
C SPA03 24 
IF(BETA*RADIUS.LT.LBUDI) 	GO TO 20 5PA03 25 
WRITE 	(6,700) SPA03 2b 
STOP SPA03 27 
20 N=NXBODY ■ 1 SPA03 28 
XBODY(1)=0.0 SPAU3 29 
XBODY(NXBODY) 2 LBOUY SPA03 30 
C SPA03 31 
C SETUP OF POINTS ON BODY AXIS BY 	DIVIDING BODY LENGTH INTO N 	EQUAL SPA03 32 
C 	LENGTH SEGMENTS SPA03 33 
SPA03 34 
DEL=LBODY/N SPA03 35 
,DO 33 1=20 SPA03 36 
33 	XBODY(I)=XBODY(I ■ 1)+DEL SPA03 37 
C SPA03 38 
C CALCULATION OF RADII AND RPbODY TU GO WITH THE AXIS POINTS SPAO3 39 
SPAU3. 40 
uLHOOwl./LBOOY 	 SPA03 41 
35 Isil,NXBODY SPA03 42 
zXBODY(I)*OLBOD 	 SPA03 43 
SHAPE(X0L o NSEG,XEND.COLF,ROL,HPBODY(I),IBS) 	 SPA° 
JDY(1) 2ROL*LBUDY 	 SPA03 45 
SPA03 46 
CALCULATION OF OKLA AND RADIUS AT MIDPOINTS BETWEEN AXIS POINTS 	SPA03 47 
SPA03 48 
DU 36 1=11N 	 SPAO3 49 
XF(I) 11 .5*(XBODY(1)+XBODY(14.1)) 	 SPA03 50 
XOLwXF(1)*OLBOD 	 SPA03 51 
CALL SHAPE(XUL,NSEG,XEND $ COEF,ROLORDX(1),I8S) 	 SPAU 
36 RF(I)aRUL+LBODY 	 SPA03 53 
SPA03 54 
THIs LOOP DETERMINES THE LOCATIONS OF THE ORIGINS OF THE CONICAL LINE SPA03 55 
, Lt.5 AND DOUBLETS. THE ORIGINS ARE LOCATED AT THE fX(I). 	 SPA03 56 
SPA03 57 
LW 10 ImIOXBODY 	 SPA03 58 
1U TX(1)=ABODY(1)..BETA*RBOuY(I) 	 SPA03 59 
SPA03 60 
C ROUTINE FOR uHOPP1NG CONTROL POINTS IF THEY ARE OUTSIDE THE MACH 	SPA03 61 
C CONE OF THE MUSE. 	 SPA03 62 
SPAO3 63 
100 IF(BETA*RF(1).LT.XF(1)) GO TO 199 	 SPA03 04 
SPA03 65 
JUYIgNXBODY1 	 SPA03 00 
IJI la2,NXBODY SPAU3 b7 
1(1)=X800Y(1.0.1) 	 SPA03 08 
i(1)=RBODY(14.1) SPAO3 09 
, Ot(1)=HPBODY(1+1) 	 SPA03 70 
, . ■ i)aTX(/+1) 	 SPA03 71 
uu 102 	 SPA03 72 
XF(I).XF(1+1) 	 SPA03 73 
HF(I)=RF(I+1) SPAU3 74 
102 0H0x(1)=DRDX(I+1) 	 SPA03 75 
XF(1)w.b*(XBUDY(2)+XBOUY(13) 	 SPA03 76 
XOLuXF(1)*OLBOD 	 SPA03 77 
CALL SHAPEIXOL,NSEG,XEND,COEF,ROLORDX(1).18S) 	 SPAO 
mr(1)wROL*LBODY 	 SPA03 79 
VU 100 	 SPA03 80 
178 
199 CONTINUE 	 SPA03 81 
SPAU3 82 
DETERMINATION OF SOURCE STRENGTHS AT CONTROL POINTS MIDWAY BETwEENSPA03 83 
BODY DEFiN1TIUN POINTS. 	 SPA03 84 
C 	 SPA03 85 
C CALCULATION OF THE FIRST SOURCE STRENGTH. 	 SPA03 86 


















C CALCULATION OF THE REST OF SOURCE STRENGTHS 	 SPA03 95 
C 	 SPA03 9b 
DO 210 1=2,N 	 SPA03 97 
XFIELD=XF(I) SPA03 98 
--RF1ELDaRF(1) 	 SPA03 99 
SLOPE=DROX(I) SPA03100 
DO TOS J=1,I 	 SPA031U1 
CALL SOUHCE(TX(J)) 	 SPA03102 
205 A(J)=Y+SLOPE*U 	 SPA03103 
5UMa0. 	 5PA03104 
IM1=I+1 SPA03105 
DO 201 J=1,IM1 	 SPA03106 
201 SUMaT(J) 1A( J)+SUM 	 SPA031U7 
210 T(1) 41 (ORDX(I)+SUM)/A(1) 	 SPA03108 
T(NXBODY)41 0. 	 SPAU3109 
C 	 SPA03110 
C DETERMINATION OF DOUBLET STRENGTHS AT CONTROL POINTS MIDwAY 	SPA03111 
C 	BETWEEN BODY DEFINITION POINTS 	 5PAU3112 
C SPA03113 
C CALCULATION OF THE FIRST DOUBLET STRENGTH. 	 SPA03114 
C 	 SPA03115 
XFIELDaXF(1) 	 SPA03116 
RFIELD=RF(1) SPA03117 
SLOPE=DROX(1) 	 SPA031113 
CALL DOUBLT(TX(1)) 	 SPA03119 
A(1)=5LOPE*U+Y 	 SPA0312U 
' - k1)aALPHA/A(1) SPA03121 
SPA03122 
[ION OF THE REST OF THE DOUBLET STRENGTHS 	 SPA03123 
SPAU3124 
-LJ 215 I=2,N 	 SPA03125 
AelELDaAF(I) SPAU312b 
RFIELDaRF(1) 	 SPA03127 
SLOPE=DRDX(I) SPA03128 
DO 212 J=1,I 	 SPA03129 
CALL DOUBLT(TX(J)) 	 SPA03130 
212 A( J)aSLOPEEU+Y SPA03131 
SUMa0. 	 SPA03132 
IM1=I+1 SPA03133 
DO 203 J=1,141 	 SPA03134 
L)uM=TC(J)*A( J)+SUM 	 SPA03135 
:I, IC(I)a(ALPHA+SUm)/A(I) SPA03136 
1C(NXBODY)a0. 	 SPA03137 
SPA03138 
C PRINT OUT OF BODY CHARACTERISTICS 	 SPA03139 
C 	 SPA03140 
WRITE (6,701) 	 SPA.,J141 
DO 800 Ial,NXBODY 	 SPA03142 














Ci.******************44 ***** 041 4444#414#/$4**### ***** #4•41 **4, 11 41 ***####$$$# 
SUBROUTINE BRIT (XM,AR,TR,SwEEP,CLA,XCPCB) 
C 	TAKEN FROM THE BRITISH DATA SHEETS S.U1.03.0b 
C S.01.03.05 
C 	 5.01.03.04 
C 5.01.03.03 
C 	 S.OB.01.02 
C XM 	a FREE STREAM MACH NU. 
C 	AM a ASPECT RATIO (TwO WINGS JOINED WITHOUT BODY) 
C TR 	a TAPER RATIO 
C 	SWEEP a wING MID•CHURD SWEEPBACK ANGLE (DEG) 
C CLA 	= LIFT COEFF. SLOPE, RASED UN EXPOSED wING AREA 1/RAD. 
C 	XCPCS = CENTER OF PRESSURE (PERCENT MEAN GEUMETERIC CHORD), 
C MEASURED FROM LEADING LOGE MEAN GEUMETERIC CHORD. 
C 
DIMENSION XT1(15),YT1(7),ZT1(4),AT2(3),YT2(5),ZT2(4),YT4(7) 
DIMENSION BAR1(15,7,4), RAW2(8,5,4),BAR3(15,7,4),BAR4(8,7,4) 






A ZT2/0.,.25,.5,1./ 	 • 
LA (((bAR1(1,J,K),1=1,15),Ja1,7),Ka1,2) / 
b• 61 0. 59, . 57 ,• 55 0. 79, . 70,07, . 75 ,. 73 o. 70,0243, .b 5, .o 3,031, .R 9, . 57, 
9.7b5,02,.RU5 s .b5,1.57,1.45,1.31,1.205,1.11,1.05,.911,.925,.87,.b2, 
H.18..74,00,02b5,053,1.1b,1.19,1.12,1.05,1.00,.95,.90,„Bh,.81"7/, 
-./4r.70,.07,.R4,.(11 1,1.05,1. 0 0,00e. 9 2,01 85,.db,.dio. 19 ,.7 5 ,02 5 , 
5.56,.55,.53/ 
DATA (((bAR1(1,J,K),1=1,15),J=1,7),K=3,4) / 
A 	 1.54,1.53,1.45,1.35,1.25,1.10,1.07,1.00,.93,01R, 
,1.52,1.45,1.34,1.22,1.12,1.04,07,00,.840.7 7 0.740.7 0 ,0 7 , 
,1.57,1.51,1.42,1,30,1.18,1.08,1.00,.94,038,.82,08,03,039, 
































 1.75 	 1.58,1.88 














.25,1 .2.15,1.22 ,1.26,  
9.287,.27b..270,.270,.2700,.270,0






.. 225 ,.227,.24 0,.165 	
24 
.200,.203,.200,.197,.189,.190193,







4.ob„70,.?15,.66.031..5b5,1.56,1.535,1.47,1.395 1 .41,1.22,1.14, 31.07,1.005"90.0105..73,.67,.b2,
.b 8, 1.26,1.30 ,A.275
, 
 41 .1 1 , 1 .05, 10)0, .94S, 
	








615 , 1 .085 6.915,.93,4,94,04,.93"91,01811,.d55,0122,.7il











	,•270,.26tl,,5a0, ,.37d,.452, . 33 5.0.325 1, 



























"d1,04,.68" ,533,  
,:).1.57,1.55,1.52,1.4o,1.44,1.291.104






































i.1052..525,.525"570,.5b0,.413,.457,.5U3"5. 0,.570,,570..570, 015,.425,.450"417,.510,,SoU,.025..625,0325"070" 
	,.450 210 "477, 
9,ib5"490, . 493„493, .177,.270,.3bS,.457, .4 /5,.41:12,•4t15 
1.io0,.385,415"4”,.485,.4Y5,.4b5,.305,.355,.41JU,.435,•485, •2b5, 
5 '.511. 




. 3 00,.42J,.b uo
5e(4.bob,  
4u.00,.330445,.4b5,.475,.483,
. 4 u 5, 485,0ibs,. 31(4
, . spo , .
44o,.4ss,  
5.465. . 4
70, • 470, .165, .29u, . 3b0, .425, . 44ti, 
„ 45d, • 4
b7. •45, . 193, . 300, 
o.J90, •433, •45 , • 4 70, . 477, .477, „







'=AR , TAN(SWEEP/57.29578) 
iruk.GT.7.) *RITE (7,900) X 
ArtZ.GT.1.) WRITE (7,902) Z 
1F(XM.GT.1.0) GO TO 1 
CALL TABLE3 (2,CLAR,BAR1,X,XT1,15,3,Y0T1,7,3,2,,171,4,3) 
1F(Y.GT.4.) *RITE (7,901) Y 
CALL TABLE3 (2,XCPCB,BAR2,X,XT2,8,3,Y,YT2,5,3,Z,ZT2,4,3) 
CLA=CLAHIAR 
HtTURN 
LL TABLE3 (2,CLAH,BAR3,X,XT1,15,3,Y,YT1,1,3,Z,Zr1,4,3) 















C SUBROUTINE CEL1 5 SPA05 
C SPA05 
C PURPOSE SPA05 7 
CALCULATE COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF FIRST KIND SPA05 8 
SPA05 9 
USAGE SPA05 10 
CALL CELl(RES,AK,IEH) 11 SPAO5 
SPAOS 12 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 13  SPAOS 
RES 	■ RESULT VALUE SPA05 14 
C AK ■ MODULUS (INPUT) 15  SPA05 
C IER 	■ RESULTANT ERROR CODE *HERE SPA05 16 
C IERwO 	NO ERROR 17 SPA05 
C IERwl 	AK NOT 	IN RANGE -1 	TO +1 18 SPA05 
C SPA05 19 
C REMARKS SPA05 20 
C FOR AKm+1,-1 	THE RESULT IS SET TO 1.E30. 21  SPA05 
C FOR MODULUS AK AND COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS CK, 22  SPAOS 
C EQUATION AK*AK.CK;CK=1.0 IS USED. 23  SPA05 
C AK MUST BE IN THE RANGE -1 	TO +1 SPA05 24 
C SPA05 25 
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 26  SPAO5 
C NONE SPAO5 27 
C SPA05 28 
C METHOD SPAO5 29 
C DEFINITION SPA05 30 
C CEL1(AK)=INTEGRAL(1/SORT((1+T*T)*(1+(CK*T)**2)), 	SUMMED SPAO5 31 
C OVER 	T FROM 0 TO 	INFINITY). 32  SPAO5 
C EQUIVALENT ARE THE DEFINITIONS 33  SPAOS 
C CELI(AK)=INTEGRAL(1/(COS(T)SORT(1+(CK*TAN(T))**2)),SUmMED SPA05 34 
C OVER T FROM 0 TO P1/2), 35  SPAO5 
C CEL1(AK):INTEGRAL(1/5ORT(1-(AK*SIN(T))**2),SUMME 	OVER 	T SPA05 36 
C FROM 	0 TO PI/2). 	WHERE 	KsSORT(1.•CK*CK). SPA05 37 
EVALUATION 38 SPA05 
LANDERS TRANSFORMATION IS USED FOR CALCULATION, 39  SPA05 
(1X,'EXTRAPOLATION REQUIRED, 1 10HAR'BETA = F10.4) 
(IX,'EXTRAPULATIO* REQUIHEU, 1 11HAR'rANS* = 	F10,4) 
(1X,IEXTRAPOLATION REOUIREO, TAPER HAT1J 'F10.4) 
182 
REFERENCE 
R.6ULIRSCH, 	*NumER1CAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC 	INTEGRALS 
AND ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS*, 	HANDBOOK SERIES SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, 








C SPA05 44 
C 	 SPA05 45 
C SPA05 46 
C SPA05 47 
IER20 SPA05 48 
SPA05 49 
C TEST MODULUS SPAOS 50 
C SPA05 51 
GEOwl.•AK*AK SPA05 52 
IF(GE0)1,2,3 SPA05 53 
1 	IER=1 SPA05 54 
RETURN SPA05 55 
C SPA05 56 
C SET RESULT VALUE =OFLOw SPA05 57 
C SPAOS 58 
2 RES21,E30 SPA05 59 
RETURN SPA05 60 
3 GEoRSORT(GEO) SPA05 61 
ARI=1. SPA05' 62 
4 AARI 2 ARI SPA05 63 
TEST=AARI*1.E•4 SPA05 64 
ARI2GEO+ARI SPA05 65 
SPA05 66 
TEST OF ACCURACY SPA05 67 
SPA05 68 
(AARI•GEO•TEST)6,6,5 SPA05 69 
)2SORT(AARI*GEO) SPA05 70 
m0.5*ANI SPAOS 71 
TO 4 SPA05 72 
1,ES23.14159265/ARI SPA05 73 
RETURN SPA05 74 
END SPA05 75 
Cif 411g**4******* ******** 40104 , 4F************* ******* #4 , *****ii************* 
SUBROUTINE CEL2 	(RES,AK,A,b,IER) SPA06 1 
	 SPA06 3 
SPA06 4 
SUBROUTINE CEL2 SPA06 5 
SPA06 6 
PURPOSE SPA06 7 
COMPUTES THE GENERALIZED COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF SPA06 8 
c SECOND KIND. SPA06 9 
C SPA06 10 
C USAGE SPA06 11 
C CALL CEL2(RES,AK,A,B,IER) SPA06 12 
SPA06 13 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETEkS SPA06 14 
RES 	• RESULT VALUE SPA06 15 
AK • MODULUS 	(INPUT) SPA06 16 
A 	• CONSTANT TERM IN NUMERATOR SPA06 17 
tl - FACTOR OF QUADRATIC TERM IN NUMERATOR SPA06 18 
IER 	- RESULTANT ERROR CODE WHERE SPA06 19 
IERg0 	NO ERROk SPA06 20 
IER=1 	AK NOT IN RANGE •1 TO +1 SPA06 21 
SPA06 22 
RtAARKS SPAN, 23 
FOR AK a 	•1,•1 	THE RESULT VALUE 	IS SET TO 	1.E30 	IF B IS SPA06 24 
POSITIVE, 	TO •1.E30 	IF B IS NEGATIVE. SPA06 25 
183 
SPECIAL CASES ARE SPA06 26 
K(K) 	OBTAINED WITH 	A 	m 	1, 	B a 	1 SPA06 27 
C E(K) 	OBTAINED WITH A m 	1, 	B = CK*CK 	WHERE CK 	IS SPA06 28 
C COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS. SPA06 29 
C B(K) 	OBTAINED WITH A m 	1, 	B a 0 SPA06 30 
C D(K) 	OBTAINED WITH A a 0, 	B = 	1 SPA06 31 
WHERE K, E, B, D DEFINE SPECIAL CASES OF THE GENERALIZED SPAO6 32 
COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF SECOND KIND IN THE USUAL SPA06 33 
NOTATION, 	ANu THE ARGUMENT K OF THESE FUNCTIONS MEANS SPA06 34 
THE MODULUS. SPA06 35 
SPA06 36 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED SPAO6 37 
C NONE SPA06 38 
SPA06 39 
C METHOD SPADE, 40 
C DEFINITION SPA06 41 
RES*INTEGRAL((A4B*T*T)/(SPRT((14T*T)*(1 4 (CK*T)**2))*(1 4. T*T))SPA06 42 
SUMMED OVER T FROM 0 TO INFINITY). SPA06 43 
EVALUATION SPA06 44 
LANDENS TRANSFORMATION 	IS USED FOR CALCULATION. SPA06 45 
REFERENCE SPA06 46 
R.SULIRSCH, 	*NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS SPA06 47 
AND ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS*, 	HANDBOOK SERIES SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, SPA06'48 





IER=0 SPAOb 54 
SPA06 55 
C TEST MODULUS SPA06 56 
SPA06 57 
SPAO6 58 
,GE0)1,2,6 SPA06 59 
*1 SPA06 60 
JuRN SPA06 61 
SPA06 62 
,tt 	RESULT VALUE m OVERFLOW SPA06 63 
SPAO6 64 
IF(B)3,5,4 SPA06 65 
3 PKSz..1,E30 SPA06 66 
kclURN SPA06 67 
4 RESm1.E30 SPA06 68 
RETURN SPAOb 69 
5 RES=A SPA06 70 
RETURN SPA06 71 
SPA06 72 
C COMPUTE INTEGRAL SPA06 73 
C SPA06 74 
6 GEOmSORT(GEO) SPA06 75 
AkIm1. SPA06 76 
SPA06 77 
,=A+13 SPAO6 78 
SPA06 79 
1 .44.AA*GEO SPA06 80 
.ezoi+w SPAU6 81 
AAaAN SPA06 82 
AARIaARI SPA06 83 
ARI=GEO4ARI SPA06 84 
ANEW/ARI+AN SPA06 85 
C SPA06 86 
C TEST OF ACCURACY SPA06 87 
C SPA06 88 
184 
kAARI ■GED ■ 1.E ■ 4*AARI)9,9,13 
, zSORT(GEO$AARI) 
C. 1=GEO+GEO 
1..1 TO 7 
y hp:52.78539816*AN/ARI 
kETURN 
********* ******************************** ***** ************ ***** ***** 
SUBROUTINE CROSS (FMACH,ALPHA,XL0D,CDCP,ETA) 
C 	CIRC. CYL. CROSS FLOw DRAG COEF. AND ETA (LENGTH) CORRECTION 
C ** ALPHA MUST BE IN RADIANS ** 
DIMENSION TMCR(16),TCDCP(16),TLODE(11),TETA(11) 
DATA (TMCR(I), Im1,16)/ 
1.3,1.5,1.7,1.9,2.0/ 
.TA (TCDCP(I), I=1,16)/ 
i 	1.81,1032,1.79,1.74,1.6,1.47,1.37,1.31,1.28/ 
0ATA. (TLODE(I), 121,11)/ 2.0,4.0,6.0,13.0,10.0,140,18.0,24.0, 
1 	30.0,35.0,40.0/ 
DATA (TETA(I), 1[ 2 1,11)/ .565,.61,.639,.661,.681,.716,.745. 
1 	.777,.7 9 5,0309,0320/ 
XMCR2 FMACH*SIN(ABS(ALPHA)) 
CALL INTERP (2,1,CDCP,TCDCP,XMCR,TMCR,16,3,MIN,MAX) 
XLODE=XLUD*1.18/CDCP 
CALL INTERP (2,1,ETA,TETA,XLODE,TLODE,11,3,MIN,MAX) 
RETURN 
END 
C***************************************************** ***** *********** 
SUBROUTINE DBASEOPT (NUBUPT,ALFAC,MODE,ALPS,NPTS,FMACH,PHI,PSI P 
 XS,YS,ZS,BYY) 
C 	SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS DATA IN THE FORMAT REUUIRED 




IF (NDBOPT.NE.0) GO TO 20 
5 WRITE (4,401) 
401 ,)RMAT(IX,'ENTER NAME OF DATA BASE OUTPUT FILE ( ( )SUBMIS.DAT 





GO TO 20 
10 WRITE (4,403) DBFN 
403 FORMAT(/IX,'FILE NAME ",Al2," IS IN USE....TRY AGAIN') 
GO TO 5 
20 WRITE (4,404) 
404 FORMAT(/IX,'ENTER TEST RUN NUMBER (4 i)AGITS 	IE. 1001)') 










405 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER TEST CONFIGURATION (MAX, 12 CHAR.)') 
HEAD (4,402) ACON 
RAD a SORT(YS**24.Z5**2) 
C***** QUADRANT I CALCULATION FOR PHIA **** ***** ******4*************** 
PHIA a ATAN(YS/ZS) 
IF (YS.GE.0,AND,ZS.LE,O) GO TO 60 
IF (YS,LE.0,AND,ZS,LE.0) GO TO 30 
IF (YS,LE.O.AND,ZS,GE,O) GO TO 40 
TF (YS,GE.O.AND,ZS.GE.0) GO TO 50 
ADRANT II CALCULATION FOR PHIA ****************************** 
:IA a 360•PHIA 
o TO 60 
0 **** QUADRANT III CALCULATION FOR PHIA ************ ***** ************ 
40 PHIA a 180+PHIA 
GO TO 60 
C****4 QUADRANT IV CALCULATION FOR PHIA ****************************** 
50 PHIA a 100•PHIA 
•fi HH(1) a NPTS 
HH(2) m NRUN 
BH(3) a MODE 
BH(4) a FMACH 
IF (MODE,E0,1) THEN 
IP a YIFOOFB100 , 
IC a YIBOOFC000 1 
BH(5) 2 XS 
BH(6) a YS 
BH(7) a ZS 
BH(d) a RAD 
$H(9) a PHIA 
Co 70 
IF 
le (MODE,EQ,4) THEN 
IP a Y 4 F007F100 1 
 IC a Y$020FC000,
BH(5) a YS 
BH(6) a Z5 
tNDIF 
jr (mODE,E0,5) THEN 
IP a Y'FOODF100 4 
IC a Y 1 000FC000 4 
BH(5) a XS 
BH(6) a YS 
i IF 
BH(7) a RAD 
BH(8) a PHIA 
BH(9) a ALPS 
70 	BH(10) a PHI 
BH(11) g PSI 
8H(12) a ALFAC 
*RITE (7) 	7,12,IC,0,IP,ACON 
ITE (7) (BH(I), 1=1,12) 
!TE (7) 
le (7) 
• 0 I=1.NPTS 
(7) 	(bYY(I,J), 	J=1.7) 
IdRN 
rid.) 
SUBROUTINE DIRCOS 	(A,D) 










t-.1wSIN(A(10)) SPA07 5 
•T=COS(A(10)) SPA07 6 
,,F=SIN(A(11)) SPA07 7 
,:•:1LI:COS(A(11)) SPA07' 8 
"eHIAISIN(A(12)) SPA07 9 
CeHlalCOS(A(12)) SPA07 10 
D(1,1)2CTHEsCPSI SPA07 11 
0(1,2)wSPHI*STHE*CPSI..CPHI*SPSI SPA07 12 
1 , (1,3)wCPHI*STHE$CPSIsSPHI*SPSI SPA07 13 
1)(2,1)wCTHE*SPSI SPA07 14 
0(2,2)wSPHI+STHE*SPSI+CPHI*CPSI SPA07 15 
D(2,3)wCPHI*STHE , SPSI-SPHI*CPSI SPA07 16 
U(3,1)s-STHE SPA07 17 
D(3,2)=SPHI*CTHE SPA07 18 
D(3,3)wCPHI*CTHE SPA07 19 
RETURN SPA07 20 
END SPAU7 21 
, #*.4“, 4g1044411,11 *************41 ***** 4141**********41 ,0*4**************4#41*** 
.u8ROUTINE DOUBLT 	(TX) SPA08 1 
WINE TO CALCULATE THE STRENGTH OF A LINEAR LINE DOUBLET OF SPA08 3 
Will SLOPE WITH ORIGIN AT Tx(J). SPA08 4 
C SPA08 5 
COMMON 	/SRCE/ XFIELD,RFIELD,U,V,VT SPA08 6 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,GAHF,RHO,VINF,BETA,BETASO SPA08 7 
C SPA08 8 
XlwXFIELD-TX SPA08 9 
BRwBETAWNFIELD SPA08 10 
IF(X1.LE.BR 	)GO TO 	10 SPA08 11 
XBRwX1/BR SPA08 12 
XXwSORT(X8R+XBR-1.) SPAOB 13 
UsBETA*XX SPAOB 14 
ACOSHmALOG(X8R+XX) SPA08 15 
XXwX13H*XX SPA08 lb 
Vs-,5*BETASOW(ACOSH+XX) SPA08 17 
RETURN SPA08 18 
C SPAOB 19 
C FIELD POINT IS AHEAD OF MACH CONE FROM DOUBLET ORIGIN. SPA08 20 
C SPAOB 21 
10 UsO. SPA08 27 
VsO. SPA08 2., 
RETURN SPA08 24 
END SPA08 25 
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c*** ***** *******************************41; ******* 4;414, * ***** *ass ***** s** 
SUBROUTINE 	ELI1 	(RES,X,CK) SPA11 I 
SPAII 3 
SPAII 4 
SUBROUTINE ELI1 SPAI1 5 
SPAll 6 
PURPOSE SPA11 7 
C COMPUTES THE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF FIRST KIND SPA11 8 
C SPAI1 9 
C USAGE SPAI1 10 
C CALL 	ELI1(RES,X,CK) SPAll 11 
C SPA11 12 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS SPA11 13 
C RES. 	•" RESULT VALUE SPA11 14 
C X • UPPER INTEGRATION BOUND 	(ARGUMENT OF ELLIPTIC SPAII 15 
C INTEGRAL OF FIRST KIND) SPAll 16 
C CK 	- COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS SPAII 17 
C SPA1I 18 
C REMARKS SPA11 19 
C MODULUS K s SORT(1. ■COPCX). SPA11.20 
C SPA11 21 
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED SPA11 22 
C NONE SPAI1 23 
C SPA11 24 
C METHOD SPAI1 25 
C DEFINITION SPAI1 2b 
C RESsINTEGRAL(1/SORT((1+T*T)*(1+(CK*T)**2)), 	SUMMED SPA1I 27 
C OVER T FROM 0 TO X). SPAII 28 
C EQUIVALENT ARE THE DEFINITIONS SPA11 29 
C RES=INTEGRAL(1/(CUS(T)*SORT(14.(CK*TAN(T))* ► 2)), 	SUMMED SPAll 30 
c OVER T FROM 0 TO ATAN(X)), 5PA11 31 
RESzINTEGRAL(1/SORT(1(K*SIN(T))**2), 	SUMMED UVER SPAI1 32 
T 	FROM 	0 	TO ATAN(X)). SPAll 33 
EVALUATION SPA11 34 
LANDENS TRANSFORMATION 	IS USED FOR CALCULATION. SPAI1 35 
REFERENCE SPA11 36 
R. 	BULIRSCH, 	NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS ANDSPAll 37 
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. SPAll 38 
HANDBOOK SERIES OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS SPA11 39 
NUMERI•CHE MATHEMATIK 	VOL. 	7, 	1965, 	PP. 	78-90. SPA11 40 
C SPA11 41 
C SPA11 42 
C SPAll 43 
SPA11 44 
IF(X)2,1,2 SPA11 45 
1 kEs20. SPAll 46 
" ,=TURN SPA11 47 
ir(CK)4.3,4 SPA1I 46 
3 ItESmALOG(ABS(X)+SORT(1.4.X:70) SPA11 49 
GOTO 13 SPA11 50 
4 ANGLEINA6S(1./X) SPA11 51 
GEOnAdS(CK) SPA11 52 
ARI=1. SPA11 53 
PIMs0. SPA11 54 
5 SoGEO/BARI*GEO SPAll 55 
SPAll 56 
1=GEOsARI SPAll 57 
,t,.. .soux/ANGLE+ANGL. SPA11 58 
=SONT(SOGEO) SPA11 59 
.GLE)7,6,7 SPA1I 60 
































******** ****************************************** ***** ***4141.1141****** 
SUBROUTINE EL12 (R,X,CK,A,B) 	 SPAl2 1 
C 	 SPAl2 3 
C 	 SPAl2 4 
SUBROUTINE EL12 	 5PAl2 5 
SPAl2' 6 
PURPOSE 	 SPAl2 7 
COMPUTES THE GENERALIZED ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF SECOND KIND 	SPAl2 8 
SPAl2 9 
,AGE 	 SPAl2 10 
CALL EL12(R,A,CK,A,B) 	 SPAl2 11 
SPAl2 12 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 	 SPAl2 13 
• • RESULT VALUE SPAl2 14 
X 	• UPPER INTEGRATION BOUND (ARGUMENT OF ELLIPTIC 	SPAl2 15 
INTEGRAL OF SECOND KIND) 	 SPAl2 16 
• COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS 	 SPAl2 17 
A 	• CONSTANT TERM IN NUMERATOR 	 SPAl2 18 
• • QUADRATIC TERM IN NUMERATOR SPAl2 19 
SPAl2 20 
REMARKS 	 SPAl2 21 
MODULUS K = SORT(1.-CK*CK). 	 SPAl2 22 
SPECIAL CASES OF THE GENERALIZED ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF 	SPAl2 23 
SECOND KIND ARE 	 SPAl2 24 
F(ATAN(X),K) OBTAINED WITH A=1., 8=1. 	 SPAl2 25 
E(ATAN(X),K) OBTAINED WITH A=1., B=CK#CK. 	 SPAl2 26 
B(ATAN(X),K) OBTAINED WITH A=1., 13=0. 	 SPAl2 27 
D(ATAN(X),K) OBTAINED WITH A=0., 8=1. SPAl2 28 
SPAl2 29 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 	 SPAl2 30 
NONE 	 SPAl2 31 
SPAl2 32 
METHOD 	 SPAl2 33 
DEFINITION 	 SPAl2 34 
R=INTEGRAL((A.B*T*T)/(SORT((1+T$T)*(1+(CK 4 T)**2))*(1+T 4I T)), SPAl2 35 
C 	 SUMMED UVER T FROM 0 TO X). 	 SPAl2 36 
C EQUIVALENT IS THE DEFINITION 	 SPAl2 37 
C 	 R=INTEGRALUA+(8•A)*(SIN(T))4[ 4, 2)/SURT(1•(K*SIN(T))**2), 	SPAl2 38 
SUMMED OVER T FROM 0 TO ATAN(X)). 	 SPAl2 39 
EVALUATION 	 SPAl2 40 
LANDENS TRANSFORMATION IS USED FOR CALCULATION. 	 SPAl2 41 
REFERENCE 	 SPAl2 42 
R. BULIRSCH, NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS ANOSPAI2 43 
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 	 SPAl2 44 
HANDBOOK SERIES OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 	 SPAl2 45 
















ioRN SPAl2 53 
TEST MODULUS SPAl2 54 
SPAl2 55 
4,=0.5 SPAl2 56 
IF(CK)70,7 SPAl2 57 
R=S0RT(1.+X*X) SPAl2 58 
h=(A.'11)*ABS(X)/R+BWALOG(ABS(X)+R) SPAl2 59 
TEST SIGN OF ARGUMENT SPAl2 60 
4 R=RiC*(A•13) SPAl2 61 
IF(X)5,6,6 SPAI2 62 
S Rvi•R SPAl2 63 
6 RETURN SPAl2 64 
C INITIALIZATION 5PAl2 65 
7 ANs(A+A)*0.5 SPAl2 b6 
AA:A SPAl2 67 
14 =13 SPAl2. 68 
AIG:A8S(1./X) SPAl2 69 
"14:0. SPAl2 70 
SPAl2 71 
SPAl2 72 
GEOsABS(CK) SPAl2 73 
LANDEN TRANSFORMATION SPAl2 74 
8 R=AA•GE001 SPAl2 75 
SGEO:ARI*GEO SPAl2 76 
AA=AN SPAl2 77 
AARI:ARI SPAl2 78 
C ARITHMETIC MEAN SPAl2 79 
ARI=GEO+ARI SPAl2 80 
C SUM OF SINE VALUES SPAl2 81 
AN:(R/ARI+AA)*0.5 SPAl2 82 
AANG=ABS(ANG) SPAl2 d3 
ANGF ■SGEO/ANG+ANO SPAl2 84 
PIMAxPIM SPAl2 85 
IF(ANG)10,9,11 SPAl2 96 
9 ANG=•1.E•81AANG SPAl2 87 
10 PIM:PIM+3.1415927 SPAl2 88 
151=151+1 SPAl2 89 
11 AANG:ARI:ARI.ANG*ANG SPAl2 90 
P=0/SORT(AANG) SPAl2 91 
IF(ISI ■ 4)13,12,12 5PAl2 92 
12 ISI:ISI ■ 4 SPAl2 93 
13 U(181..2)15,14,14 SPAl2 94 
14 Pa-P SPAl2 95 
15 C=C+P SPAl2 96 
0=0:(AARI..GEO):0.5/ARI SPAl2 97 
IF(AB5(AARI ■GEO)•I.E•4*AARI)17,17.16 SPAl2 98 
lb SGEO:SORT(SGEO) SPAl2 99 
GEOMETRIC MEAN 	 SPAl2100 
=6GEO+SGEO 	 SPAl2101 
-P1M+PIMA 5PAl2102 
1=1514151 	 SPAl2103 
,a0 8 	 SPAl2104 
ACCURACY WAS SUFFICIENT 	 SPAl2105 
17 Rig(ATAN(AR//ANG)+PIM)*AN/ARI SPAl2106 
CsC+D:ANG/AANG 	 5PAl2107 
GOTO 4 	 SPAl2108 
END 	 SPAl2109 
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Ct******************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE EMPINI 	 5PA22 1 
C 	SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE FOR EMPENNAGE CALCULATION 	 SPA22 2  
C SPA22 3 
COMMON /CFORCE/ CLMBY,CLMCF,CLMSB,CLNBY,CLNCF,CLNSR,CNBY,CNCF. 	SPA22 4 
1CNSB,CNX(40),CYBY,CYCF,CYSS.CYX(40),DC(3,3),DELX,DX,EDROk(81), 5PA22 5  
2ERAD(81),ESTRMX,UT(81),VAR(12),VSTORE,VT(81),RT(81),XMOM 	 SPA22 6  
COMMON /CONSTS/ PI,DTOR,RTOD 	 5PA22 7 
COMMON /EMPDAT/ FINSS,RADAV,XTAIL,FINROL,MSF,IPLNR,CLALPH 	 SPA22 8 
COMMON /EMPCON/ RFIN(11),YTAIL(11,4),ZTAIL(11,4),FROLE(4),FCONA, SPA22 9 
1FCONBJCONC,CCL3(11),CCL5(11),XTAILI,DYF/N 	 SPA22 10 
COMMON /IFORCE/ NDAMPOEMP,NGAM,NMSEG,NHSEGO,NROLL 	 SPA22 11 
C 	 SPA22 12 
C LOCATE SPANMISE CONTROL POINTS 	 SPA22 13  
SPA22 14 
SPA22 15  
TB=FINSS•RADAV 	 SPA22 16 
SPA22 17 0.INsTB/TA 
JulfMSF 	 SPA22 18 
-J-1 	 SPA22 19 
IN(J)ERADAViTC*DYFIN 	 SPA22'20  






IF 	(XTAIL.GT.0.0) 	XTAIL=•XTAIL 24  SPA22 
FROLE(1)zDTOR*(FINROL+90.0) 25  5PA22 
FROLE(2)=DTOR*(FINROL+270.0) 26  SPA22 
FR0LE(3)2DTOR* (FINROL+180.0) 27 5PA22 
FROLE(4)mDTOR*(FINROL) 28  SPA22 
JMAX*4 SPA22 29 
IF 	(IPLNR.EU.1) 	JMAkz2 30 SPA22 
2 J:18JMAX 31 SPA22 
:,PRIsSIN(FROLE(J)) SPA22 32 
CPHImCOS(FROLE(J)) 33  SPA22 
DO 2 Kal,MSF 34 SPA22 
YTAIL(K,J)SRF1N(K)*SPHI 5PA22 35 
2 	ZTAlL(K,J)K•RFIN(R) , CPNI 36 SPA22 
SPA22 37 
COMPUTE CONSTANTS SPA22 38 
5P422 39 
PCONAgCLALPN/13.1415927*TBSTB/ SPA22 40 
)ND8IFCONA/(2.0*ESTRMX) SPA22 41 
C=•(TAIL•XMOM SPA22 42 
-tINS6**2 SPA22 43 
ADAy**4 SPA22 44 
45  SPA22 
.1-.132.0/3.1415927 SPA22 46 
3 J=1,MSF 47 5PA22 
h2=RFIN(J)*I2 48  SPA22 
ARGs(SHS*R2•44)*(SRS•R2)/(SHS*R2) SPA22 49 
3 CCL3(J)s4.0*SORTIARG/ 50  SPA22 
IF 	(NROLL.EQ.0) 	RETURN 51 5PA22 
IF 	(IPLNR.E0.0) 	GO TO 	10 52 SPA22 
SPA22 53 
cL,mpUTE LOADING COEFFICIENTS FOR ROLLING MOMENT CALCULATION SPA22 54 
SPA22 55 
NAR EMPENNAGE SPA22 56 
SPA22 57 
--1.04TOVPI*ACOS(2.0*FINSS*RADAV/(SHS+A2)) SPA22 58 
1 , =(SRS•A2)/(SHSiA2) SPA22 59 " 0 	4 	jati,MSF SPA22 60 
191 
hiRFIN(J) 	 SPA22 61 
RdmR*R 	 SPA22 62 
CCL5(J)m TA*(R+A2/R)*CCL3(J)*0.25 	 SPA22 63 
IF (J.E0.1.0R.J.E0.mSF) GO TO 4 SPA22 64 
TCm(R2+A2)*T5/(R2*A2) 	 SPA22 65 
CCL5(J)mCCL5(J)+TOVP1*((R*A2/R)**2)*ALOG(TC+SORT(TC*TC*.1.0)) 	5PA22 66 
4 CONTINUE 	 5PA22 67 
RETURN 5PA22 68 
SPA22 69 
■∎ IFORm EMPENNAGE 	 SPA22 70 
SPA22 71 
, a()=. (SHS*414/SHS)*0.25 	 SPA22 72 
,Amm 0.5*A2/CAPRSU 	 SPA22 73 
AmmACOS(CTI*GAM) 	 5PA22 74 
_i,GAmaSIN(TWGAm) SPA22 75 
]IoGAMmSTIGAM/CTWGAM 	 SPA22 76 
AKImSTIOGAM 	 SPA22 77 
CALL CEL1 (AKK1,5IwGAm,IER) 	 SPA22 78 
-R2=RFIN(1)**2 	 SPA22 79 
w4=R2*R2 	 SPA22 80 
SH4mSHS*SHS 	 SPA22 81 
T,IITHEmACOS(SHSm(A4+R4)/(R2*(A4+SH41)) 	 SPA22 82 
t5(1)m4.0mTOVPI*CAPRS0*(*CTWGAMIALOG(CTWGAM)+0.5*AKKImSIN(2.0* SPA22 83 
, rHE)) 	 SPA22 84 
-5uRT(1.0..AK1*AK1) 	 SPA22 85 
IK=CK*CK 	 5PA22 86 
.LL CEL2 (EPIO2K,AK1,1.0,CKCK,IER) 	 SPA22 87 
11 Jm2,mSF 	 SPA22 88 
R2=RFIN(J)**2 SPA22 89 
r, 4=R2*R2 	 SPA22 90 
CCATHE=SHSm(A4+R4)/(R2*(A4+SH4)) 	 SPA22 91 
iwcHE=ACOS(CTWTHE) 	 SPA22 92 
.STWTHEmSIN(TWTHE) SPA22 93 
TtwTHEmTAN(TWTHE) 	 SPA22 94 
ARGImSTwTHE/STwCAN SPA22 95 
ARG2mTTwTHE/TTwGAM 	 SPA22 96 
ARG3mASIN(ARG1) 	 SPA22 97 
CCL5(J)=4.0mTOVPI*CAPRSU*(CTWTHE*0.5*ALOG((1.0+ARG1)/(1.0-ARGI)) SPA22 98 
1*CT.GAM*0.5*ALOG((1.0+ARG2)/(1.0-ARG2))) 	 5PA22 99 
TANA1=TAN(ARG3) 	 SPA22100 
CALL ELI1 (FAK,TANA1,CK) 	 SPA22101 
kUL ELI2 (EAK,TANA1,CX,1.0,CKCK) 	 SPA22102 
c- L5(3)mCCL5(J)+2.0*TUVPI*CAPR50*(AKX1ISIN(2.0*TWTHE)-2.0*STwGAM SPA22103 
05(ARG3)*(AKKI*EAK•EPIO2K*FAK)) 	 5PA22104 
L 1 ∎ .)11TINUE 	 SPA22105 
RETURN SPA22106 
END 	 59A22107 
Cf.1101*#$$$#4.4, *** ***** #4141**4#44**** ******************** ***#$#$$******** 
SUBROUTINE FINCALC2 (FMACH,BETA,ESTR4X,FINSS,RADAV,CROOT,CTIP, 
SWPLE,1AFBOD,XTAIL,CLALPH) 
ACOSH(X) m LOG(X+SORT(X**2*I.)) 
ATANH(X) m 0.5*LOG((1.+X)/(1.-X)) 
C 
M120.0174532925 
PI = 3.141593 
PINY m 0.3183099 
CAYG a 0.5*(CRUOT+CTIP) 
EXPFSS = FINSS•RADAV 
TSWPLE m TAN(SWPLE*DTR) 
SWPMC m ATAN(TSwPLE*.5*(CROOT-CTIP)/EXPFSS) 
TAPRAT = CTIP/CMUOT 
192 




COMPUTE AREA RATIO 
:,RAT = 2.*EXPFSS*CAVG/(PI*ESTRMX**2) 
( ,4PUTE BASIC CN ALPHA OF FIN 
CALL BRIT (FmACH,ASRAT,TAPRAT,SWPMC,CNALFA,XCPCB) 
BASK 	BETA*ASRAT 
ONTY1 a 1.4, TAPRAT 
CBAR s .bbb6b67*CROOT*(1.+TAPRAT**2/ONTY1) 
YMAC = (1:+2.*TAPRAT)/(3.*ONTY1*EXPFSS) 
%TAIL = XTAIL+YMAC*TSWPLE+XCPCB*CBAR 
CLALPH • CNALFA*ARAT 
C 
SLNRAT = BASR*ONTY1*(TSWPLE/BETA+1.) 
IF (SLNRAT.LE.2.) GO TO 100 
C 
C 	'COMPUTE SLENDER BODY LIFT ON FIN DUE TO BODY 
C 
SRB•F/NSS/RADAV 
RBOS • 1./SRB 
OHM = 1.•RBOS 
C 
PRE1=1*(1/SR13)**4 
PRE2210.5*ATAN(0.5*(SRB ■ 1/SRB))iP1/4 
PRE3a(1/SRB)**2*((SRB ■ 1/SRB)+2*ATAN(1/SRB)) 
PRE4a(1 ■ 1/SRB)**2 
AKFB22/PI*(PRE1*PRE2..PRE3)/PRE4 






IF (SwPLE.GT.1E-6) 'GU TO 40 
C 
ONTY3 a BASR*RBOS/ONTY2 
IF (IAFBOD.E0.0) GO TO 5 
SUBE01 a 1./(BASR•.5) 
SUBE02 a (1.+ONTY3)**2*ACOS(bASR/(BASR+SR81.)) 
SUBE03 a ONTY3**2*ACOSH(1.+1./ONTY3) 
SUBEQ4 • SQRT(1.+2.*UNTY3) 
AKSFLT • PINV*SUBE01**(SUSE02 ■SUBE03aSUBE042.57079b)/ARAT 
GO TO 90 
C 
C 	COMPUTE THE LINEAR THEORY VALUE OF THE LIFT JN TFE FIN IN THE 
C PRESENCE OF THE BODY 
5 RECFIN ■ ONTY3 
POSSIBILITIES EXIST: (1) 0.LE.RECFIN.LE.0.95 
C 	 (2) 0.95.LE.RECFIN.LT.O 
(3) 1.0.LE.RECFIM 
(RECFIN.GE.O.AND.RECFIN.LE.0.95)G0 TO 10 
RECFIN.GT.0.95.AND.RECF1N.LT.1.0)G0 TO 20 
OiECFIN.GT.1.0)G0 TU 30 
cm6E (1) 
10 PRE1=1/(PI*(1 ■ 1/(24BASR))*ARAT*(SRB•1)) 
PRE2=2*ACOS(RECFIN)+1/RECFIN•RECFIN*LOG(1/RECFIN+SORT 








IF(TE.I.T.0.000001)GU TO 16 
15 CONTINUE 
16 PRE3=(1/HECFIN)*(1•NECFIN4RECFIN) 0 SUMM 
AKBFLT=PRE1*(PRE2•PRE3) 
GO TO 90 
CASE (2) 
vLIa(0.334921-00)16611*((RECFIN•0.95)/0.05))/((1.0•1.0/ 
'.0*BASR))+ARAT*(5148 ■ 1.0)) 
90 
(3) 
3u Al, HFLTa0.31830989/((1•1/(2*BASR))*ARAT*(SRB-1)*RECFIN) 
Gu TO 90 
40 bCLALF 8 BETA*CLALPH 
BETAM z bETA/TS=PLE 
SURTBM = SORT(BETAM) 
bmINV a 1./BETAM 
BETAM+1. 
.T15 a 1./0NTY4 
= 2.*BETA*RADAV/CROOT 
:Id 2 1./ONTY7 
..i19 = ONTY4*ONTY7 
LAIY10 a BETAM+ONTY9 
uNtYll z BETAM*ONTY5 
UNI112 a ONTY10*E1MINV 
uNTY13 = SORT(ONTY12) 
(IAFBUD.E0.1) THEN 
IF (bETAM.GT.1.) THEN 
QNTY6 = SORT(BETAM* 4 2•1.) 
SUBEQ1 = BETAM/(UNTYb*UNTY1*()NTY7*(SRb•1.)*BCLALF) 
SUBE02 a ONTY11 4 UNTY12 14 2 , ACOS((ONTY9+1.)/ONTY10) 
SUBE03 = ONTYb*UNTY5*(SORT(1.+2. 4 0NTY7)•1.) 
SUBE04 s ONTY13.0 11MINV+ONTY74424ACOSH(1.+UNTYB) 
SUBEQ5 = ONTY11 10ACOS(BMINV) 
AKBF6T a V.*PINIOSUBEU1*(SUBE02+SUBE03•SUBE04•SUBE05) 
ELSE 
SUBEUI a oNTY11 , e2/(ONTYI*ONTY7*(SRB-I.)*BCLALF) 
SUBEU2 a ONTY13= 4, 3 
SUBEG4 a (ONTY9*BMINV)**2*ATANH(1./ONTY13) 
AKBFLT = 16.0PINV*SUBE01*(SUBE02+ONTY13-SUBE14-2.) 
ENDIF 
r 
ONTy14 a I.+8ETAH*ONTY8 
LF (BETAN.GT.I.) THEN 
ONTTb a SORT(8ETAms=2.1.) 
IF (ONTY7.LT.I.) THEN 
SUBEQI a ONTY7/(ONTYb*BCLALFIONTY1*(SR8-1.)) 
SUBE02 a 0NTY14**2*ACOS((BETAM+oNTY8)/ONTY14) 
SUbE03 a BETAM4 11, 2*ONTY8**2*ACOS(BMINV) 
• SUBEQ4 a BETAmsONTY8**2*ONTY6*ASIN(ONTY7) 
SU8E05 n 0NTY6*ACOSH(UNTY8) 
AKBFLT a 8. 10PINV=SUSE01*(SUBE02-SUBEQ3+SUBE04-SUBEOS) 
ELSE 
SUBE01 a BETAH/(ONTY6*ONTY7*BCLALF*ONTY1*(SR8-10) 
SUBE02 = .5*ONTYb 
SUBE03 = BETAm*ACOS(BNINY) 
AKBFLT a 8.41 SUBE01*(SUBEO2 ■PINV*SUBEU3) 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
ONTYIS X 1./SURTBM 
IF (ONTYLLT.I.) THEN 
ONTYlb = ONTY8-I, 
UNTYI7 = ONTY8:*2 
ONTyI8 = SORT(ONTY16/ONTY14) 
SUBE01 = SURT8M*ONTY7/(ONTY4*BCLALF*uNTY1s(SRB-1.)) 
SUBEU2 a UNTY14*SURT(ONTY16*ONTY14) 
SUBE03 a ONTY17*suRTBmgg; 
SU8E04 2 BETAm*ONTY17*oNTY4*(ATAN(ONTY15)-ATAN(ONTY18)) 
SUBEQS a oNTY4*ONTYI5IATANH(SORTHm*oNTYI8) 
AK8FLT n 16.*P/NV*SUHE01*(SUBE02-SUBEU3+SUBE04-SUBEUS) 
ELSE 
SUBE01 a SONTbm/(UNTY4soNTY7*EiCLALF*ONTY1*(SRB-1.)) 
SU8E02 X 8ETAM*ONTY4*ATAN(ONTY15) 
SUBE03 a SURTBM**3 




RESULTANT LIFT CURVE SLOPE FOR THE FIN IS 




crnswww**40, 2plosswwomm********mmiliwilim, ***** 1114141*****4141 ,pow************ 
SUBROUTINE FUSEIO (INP,FRMAX) 	 SPA14 1 
C 	 SPA14 3 
C SUBROUTINE TO INPUT AND OUTPUT FUSELAGE DATA 	 SPA14 4 
C 	 LINE SOURCE AND DOUBLET DISTRIBUTIONS ARE CALCULATED 	 SPA14 5 
C USING SUBROUTINE BDyGEN 	 SPA14 6 
C 
C 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,GAMF,HHO,VINF,BETA,BETASO 	 SPA14 9 
COMMON /FSGEOM/ FXEND(15),FCOEF(15,7),FLTHC,NFPULY,NFXTYP(15), 
1 	• FX0(15),FRO(15),FCRO(15),FXI(15),FRI(15),FXF(15), 
2 	 FliF(15),FRCYL(15) 
COMMON /FSOR/FXL(101),FSS(100),FDS(100),NFSOR 	 SPA14 11 
701- FORMAT(1015) 	 SPA14 15 
706 FURmAT(8F10.0) SPA14 16 
708 FORMAT(//10X,20HDISPENSER INPUT DATA) 	 SPA14 17 
709 FoRmAT(/15x,18HDISPENSER LENGTH =,F9.5,5H FEET/15X,16HMAXIMUm RADISPA14,18 
=,F10.5,5H FEET) 	 SPA14 19 
-1Ar(/15x,38HPOLYNOMIALS SPECIFYING DISPENSER SHAPE//18X, 	SPA14 20 
26HX/L OF END OF EACH SECTION/21X,7HSECTION,5X,3HX/L) SPA14 21 
4AT(23X,I2,3X,7F10.5) 	 SPA14 22 
,., mAT(/18X,51HCOEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIALS DESCRIBING EACH SECTIONSPA14 23 
1/21X,7HSECTION,5X,2HC1,8X,2HC2,8X,2HC3,8X,2HC4,8X,2HC5,8X,2HC6,8X,SPA14 24 
22HC7) 	 SPA14 25 
733 FORMAT (//15X,'DISPENSER SHAPE AS CALCULATED FROM THE INPUT PULYNSPA14 31 
IOMIALS, ORIGINS OF SOURCES AND DOUBLETS REPRESENTING THE',/20X, 	SPA14 32 
2 'DISPENSER, AND VALUES OF THE SUURCE AND DOUBLET CONSTANTS') SPA14 33 
SPA14 34 
INPUT FUSELAGE GEOMETRY AND CALCULATE POLYNOMIALS 	 SPA14 35 
DESCRIBING SHAPE 	 SPA14 36 
SPA14 37 
IF (INP,NE,1) READ (5,706) FLTHC,FRMAX 	 SPA14 38 
,k1TE (6,708) 	 SPA14 39 
ok1TE (6,709) FLTHC,FRmAX 	 SPA14 40 
IF (INP,E0.1) GO TO 1 
HEAD (5,701) NFPOLY 	 SPA14 41 
READ (5,706) (FXEND(J),J=1,NFPOLT) 	 SPA14 42 
1 WHITE (6,729) 	 SPA14 45 
DO 4 Jal,NFPOLI SPA14 46 
FXEND(J) m FXEND(J)/FLTHC 
1 .PITE (6,730) J,FXEND(J) 	 SPA14 47 
ICE (6,731) 	 SPA14 48 
J=1,NFPOLY SPA14 49 
INP,NE,1) 	READ (5,701) NFXT1P(J) 
.EOMETkY (INP,j0FXTYP(J),FLTHC,FX0(J),FRO(J),FCRO(3), 
FXI(J),FRI(J),FXF(J),FRF(J),FRCYL(J),FCOEF,15) 
,,t (6,730) ,),(FCOEF(J,K),K=1,7) 	 SPA14 50 
SPA14 51 
fit.A0 FUSELAGE PANEL DATA 	 SPA14 52 
SPA14 53 
IF (INP,NE„1) 	READ (5,701) NFSOk 	 SPA14 54 
SPA14 61 
C 	CALCULATE LINE SOURCE AND DOUBLET DISTRIBUTIONS 	 SPA14 62 
SPA14 63 
•%14uDY=NFSORr1 	 SPA14 64 
• trE (6,733) SPA14 65 
BDYGEN (NXBUDY,FRmAX,FLTHC,NFPOLY,FXENO,FCOEF,FSS,FDS,FXL, 	SPA14 66 








, 4so-c*********************************** ***** **************** ***** * 
..uhROUTINE GEOMETRY (INP,J,NTYPE,AL,XO,RO,CRO,XI,RI,XF,RF,RCYL i 
► COEF,IGS) 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE NIELSEN 
C 	GENERAL POLYNOMIAL EQUATION FROM THE USUALLY KNOWN GEOMETRICAL 
C DATA FOR EACH TYPE OF BODY SEGMENT. 
J IS THE NUMBER OF THE BODY SEGMENT,1<J<7,SET IN DO LOOP 
"TYPE DESIGNATES THE TYPE OF SHAPE FOR EACH BODYSEGMENT,IN 
,uENCE, FROM THE NOSE TO BASE; 
1=OGIVE(CIRCULAR ARC) SECTION 
2=CONICAL NOSE OR FRUSTUM SECTION 
3=CYLINDRICAL SECTION 
IS THE BODY LENGTH USED IN DEFINING THE COEFFICIENTS 
DIMENSION COEF(IGS,7) 
Gu TO (10,20,30) NTYPE 
10 IF (INP.NE.1) 	READ (5,*) XO,RO,CRO 
THIS BRANCH OF THE SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE OGIVE SECTIONS 
ilr INPUT DATA FUR THIS CASE IS; 
xo=x-LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF THE CIRCULAR ARC 
RU=R-LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF THE CIRCULAR ARC 
cROmRAUIUS OF THE CIRCULAR ARC 
(..1,1) a RO/AL 
CueF (J,2) a -1.0 
CuLF (.7,3) = 2.0*X0/AL 
COEF (3,4) =(CRO/AL)•*2 - (X0/AL)4 0 2 
CuKF (J,S) a 0.0 
COO' (J,6) a 0.0 






20 	IF (INP.NE.1) 	READ (5,*) XI,RI,XF,RF 
,,,1s BRANCH OF THE SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE CONICAL SECTIONS 
E INPUT DATA FOR THIS CASE IS; 
XTaX ■LOCATION OF THE UPSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
RIaBODY RADIUS AT THE UPSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
XF=20.LOCATTON OF THE DOWNSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
C 	 RFaBODY RADIUS AT THE DOWNSTREAM END OF THE SEGMENT 
C NOTE; IF THE SEGMENT IS A CONICAL NOSE, THE VALUES OF BOTH 
C 	 XI AND RI ARE 0.0, BUT MUST BE ENTERED 
C 
COEF (J,1) a (RI*XF - RF*XI)/(AL*(XF-XI)) 
DO 21 Ka2,4 
21 COEF (J,K) =0.0 
COEF (J,5) a (RF ■RI)/(XXI) 
COEF (J,6) a0.0 





J , 	IF (INP.NE.1) 	READ (5,m) RCYL 
THIS BRANCH OF THE SUBROUTINE HANDLES CYLINDRICAL SECTIONS 
THE INPUT DATA FOR THIS CASE IS 
C 
	
RCYL a THE RADIUS OF THE CYLINDER 
C 
COEF 	= RCYL/AL 
DO 31 K=2,7 
31 COEF (J,K) =0.0 
1-q•.TURN 
(- ND 
SUBROUTINE INTERP (IXTRP,LmT,Y,YT,X,XT,Nx,NPX,mINX,mAXX) 
DIMENSION XT(NX),YT(NX) 
IF (IXTRP.EQ.1) GO TU 110 
Y=YT(1) 
IF (A.LE.XT(1)) RETURN 
Y=YT(NX) 
IF (X.GE.XT(NX)) RETURN 
110 IF (LMT.EQ.2) GO TO 120 
CALL LIMIT (X,XT,NX,NPX,MINX,mAXX) 
120 Y=YT(MINX) 
IF (NINX.EQ.MAXX) RETURN 
Y20. 
DO 140 J=mINX,mAXX 
P=1. 
DO 130 I=MINX,mAXX 






0.444414, 4****41, 44.************* ********* *****# ***** 41 *********41#4, 44****44, 
SUBROUTINE 	INTOST 	(X1,ETA,ZETA,X,Y,Z,DC) 
SUBROUTINE TO TRANSFURm FROM INERTIAL TO STORE SYSTEM 









t*DC(1,1)+ETAmDC(2,1)+ZETA*DC(3,1) SPA15 5 
t+DC(1,2)+ETA*DC(2.2)+ZETA*DC(3,2) SPA15 6 
....1*DC(1,3)+ETA*DC(2.3)+ZETA , DC(3,3) SPA15 7 
,truRN SPA'S 8 
END 
c++4==************4=====.4***===***************+=******** ***** sa****** 
SPA15 9 
SUBROUTINE 	INVERS 	(A,Nsys,N,NmAx,mmAX) SPA16 1 
C 	SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS SPA16 2 
C SPA16 3 
DIMENSION 	A(NMAX,MMAX),X(11) SPA16 4 
(c,N=1.0 SPA16 5 
•p1=N+1 SPA16 6 
Nm1=N-1 SPA16 7 
NpLsY=N+NSYS SPA16 8 
DO 	14 ImIdeml SPA16 9 
IPI=I+1 .0.A16 10 
MAX=I SPA16 11 
198 
AMAX 2 ABS(A(1,I)) 
DO 	10 	KIELPI,N 
SPAlb 	12 
SPA16 	13 
AKMAX 2 ABS(A(K,I)) SPA1b 	14 
IF(AKMAK.LE,AMAX) 	GO TO 	10 SPA16 	15 
MAXZK SPA16 	16 
AMAX 2AKMAX SPA16 	17 
10 	CONTINUE SPATS 	18 
	
'''(AMAX e LT.1.0E ■ 12) 	GO 	TO 	lb 
tAX.EQ.I) 	GO TO 	12 
SPA16 	19 
SPA16 20 
11 	L2I,NPLSY SPA16 21 
-P 2 A(1,1) SPA16 22 
(I,16)41A(MAX,L) 5PA16 	23 
11 	A(MAX,L)=TEMP SPA1b 24 
SIGN=-SIGN SPA16 	25 
12 	DO 	14 J2IPI,N SPA16 26 
IF 	(A(J,I)) 	30,14,30 SPAlb 	27 
30 	CONST=.A(d,I)/A(I,/) SPA16 28 
DO 	13 L 2 L,NPLSY SPA16 29 
13-•A(J,L)=A(J,L)+A(I,L)*CONST SPA16 	30 
14 	CONTINUE SPA16 	31 
DO 15 I21,N SPA16 	32 
IF 	(A(I,I)) 	15,16,15 SPA16 	33 
'-)NTINUE 
k.,0 	TO 	18 
to 	wNITE(6,100) 
SPA16 . 34 
SPA16 	35 
SPAlb 	36 
100 FORMAT(///5X,24H***** 	MATRIX IS SINGULAR) SPA1b 	37 
STOP SPAlb 	38 
18 	DO 21 	12NPI,NPLSY SPAlb 39 
DO 	20 	KI( 2 1,N SPA16 40 
K2NPI...KK SPA16 41 
X(K)2A(K,I) SPA16 	42 
' - (K.EQ.N) 	GO 	TO 	20 SPA16 43 
SPA16 44 
,1 SPA16 	45 
,2X(K)-A(K,J)*X(J) SPA16 	46 
,d4L.N) 	GU 	TO 	19 SPA1b 47 
)=X(K)/A(K,K) SPA16 48 





END SPAlb 52 
C O ********* * ***** **ma*** ***** ***** ***** ************ ***** ************ 
6O6ROUT1NE LIMIT (X,XT,NX,NP,MINX,mAXX) 
1-iS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE RANGE OF SUBSCRIPTS TO BE 
,s1DEREU FOR INTERPOLATION. 
•eNSION XT(NX) 
k2NP 
it (NPX.GT.Nx) NPX=NX 
C:o 25 I21,NX 
IF (XT(I)-X) 25,55,45 
25 CONTINUE 




C   WITHIN RANGE 
45 MINXIIIwNPA/2 
MAXX 2 mINX+NPX ■ 1 
IF (MAXX.GT.NX) GO TO 35 
IF (MINX.GE.1) RETURN 
199 
	  LESS THAN MIN. SUBSCRIPT 
LmX ■ 1 
mAXXeNPX 
RETURN 
 	NU INTERPOLATION NECESSARY 




	**411 ***41***44411 4* 44444 #14*04*******************************44# 
. 	',ROUTINE 	RESVEL 	(XII,Y6,2.H.UTU D VTV,WTW) 
',ROUTINE TO CALCULATE RESULTANT VELOCITIES AT POINT 	(XB.YB,2B) 







CuJRDINATES 	X1303,28 AND 	RETURNED VELOCITIES,UTU,VTV,WTW, SPA20 5 
ARE 	IN FUSELAGE SYSTEM SPA20 6 
SPA20 7 
COP MON /FSOR/FXL(101),FSS(100),FDS(100).NFSUR SPA20 9 
COMMON /ICVEL/ 	UP,vP,wP,II,IF SPA20 10 
SPA20 20 
t 	 SPA20.21 
TRANSLATE COORDINATES TO WING SYSTEM 	 SPA20 22 
SPA20 23 
LiTU7.0.0 	 SPA20 28 
.VTVs0.0 SPA20 29 
WTwa0.0 	 SPA20 30 
SPA20 31 
CALL VELCAL(FSS.FDS,FXL,NFSOR,XB,YB.ZB.UP,VP•WP) 	 SPA20 58 
HrU=UTUWUP 	 SPA20 59 
1V3VTV+VP SPA20 60 









C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE EMPENNAGE FORCES SPA2I 2 
SPA2I 3 
DIMENSION 	UTL(11,4),VTL(11,4),WTL(11,4),VN(11,4),SARG(11) SPA21 4 
COMMON 	/CFORCE/ CLMBY,CLMCF,CLMSB,CLNBY,CLNCF,CLNSb,CNBY,CNCF, 














COMMON 	/EMPCON/ RFIN(11)0TAIL(11,4),ZTAIL(11.4).FROLE(4).FCONA, SPA2I 10 
1FCONB,FCONC,CCL3(11),CCL5(11),XTAILI,DYFIN SPA21 11 
COMMON /EMPDAT/ FiNss,NADAv,xTAIL,FINROL,mSr,IPLNR,CLALPH SPA21 12 
COMMON 	/FLOW/ 	ALFACR,GAMF,RHO,VINF,BETA,HETASU SPA2I 13 
COMMON /IFORCE/ NDAMPOEMP,NGAM,NHSEG,NRSEGO.NROUL SPA21 14 
DO 	1 	Jg1,4 SPA21 16 
DO 	1 	Kw14MSF SPA2I 17 
UTL(K,J1s0.0 SPA21 18 
VTL(K,J) 20.0 SPA21 19 
1 	wTL(K.J)m0.0 SPA2I 20 
XXX=XTAILWXMOM SPA21 21 
JMAXg4 SPA21 22 
IF 	(IPLNR.E0.1) 	JMAXg2 SPA21 23 
SPA2I 24 
LATE VELOCITIES IN STORE COORDINATE SYSTEM SPA21 25 
SPA21 26 
Jwil.JMAX SPA21 28 
200 
DO 2 K01,MSF 	 SPA21 29 
YYY0ITAIL(K,J) SPA21 30 
ZZZaZTAIL(K,J) 	 SPA21 31 
CALL STTOIN (XXX,YYY,ZZZOII.ETA,ZETA.DC) 	 SPA21 32 
X8sVAR(7)+XI 	 SPA21 33 
YE3aVAR(8)+ETA SPA21 34 
Z8=VAR(9)+ZETA 	 SPA21 35 
C 	 SPA21 36 
C CALCULATE PERTURBATION VELOCITY FIELD 	 SPA21 37  
C 	 SPA21 38 
CALL RESVEL(X8.Y8,Z6,UHES,VRES,WRES) 	 SPA21 39 
CALL INTOST(URES.VRES0IRES,UTL(K,J).VTL(K,J),WTL(K.J),OC) 	 SPA21 40  
2 CONTINUE 	 SPA21 41  
C 	 SPA21 42 
C CALCULATE STORE FREE-STREAM VELOCITY COMPONENTS 	 SPA21 43  
C 	 5PA21 44 
VX1aVINF*COS(ALFACR) 	 SPA21 45 
SPA21 46  
-*VZETA=VINF*SIN(ALFACR) 	 SPA21 47 
IF (NGAM.E0.1) GO TO 3 SPA21 48 
VXIeVXI+VAR(1) 	 SPA21 49  
VETAzVETA+VAR(2) SPA21 SO 
VZETAmVZETA+VAR(3) 	 SPA21'51  
3 VSTORE=SORT(VXIS*2+VETAAs2+VZETA**2) 	 SPA21 52  
CALL INTOST (VXI,VETA,VZETA,VX.VY,VZ.00) 	 5PA21 53  
SPA21 54 
FREE-STREAM COMPONENTS TO PERTURBATION VELOCITIES 	 SPA21 55 
oLTING VELOCITIES ARE POSITIVE IN 	 AND 	DIRECTIONS 	SPA21 56 
SPA21 57 
,ATIO=VINF/VSTORE 	 SPA21 58 
rAmVX/VSTORE 	 SPA21 59 
Fb:VV/VSTORE SPA21 60 
FCAVZ/VSTORE 	 5PA21 61  
DO 4 J=1,JMAX SPA21 62  
DO 4 K=1,MSF 	 SPA21 63 
UTL(K,J)m-VRATIO*UTL(K,J)+FA 	 SPA21 64  
VTL(g1J)=+VRATI04,VTL(K,J) ■ FB SPA21 65 
4 MTL(K,J) 2 •VRATIOMIL(K,J)+FC 	 SPA21 66 
SPA21 b7 
ADO IN 0 AND R DAMPING 	 SPA21 08 
SPA21 69 
I (NDAMP.E0.0) GO TO 6  SPA21 70 
LUM0 ■XXX/VSTORE 	 SPA21 71 
FA0VAR(6)*DUM SPA21 72  
FBmVAR(5)*DUM 	 SPA21 73 
DO 5 Jal,JMAX SPA21 74 
DO 5 Km1,MSF 	 SPA21 75 
VTL(K.J)xVTL(K,J)+FA 	 SPA21 76 
5 wfL(K.61)30TL(X.J)+FB SPA21 77 
SPA21 78 
.-RMINE VELOCITY COMPONENTS NORMAL TO PANELS EXCLUDING 	 SPA21 79 
ROLL DAMPING CONTRIBUTION 	 SPA21 80 
SPA21 81 
-1.0 	 SPA21 82 
jai,JMAX 	 5PA21 83 
dzSIN(FROLE(J)) 	 SPA21 84 
LPril=COS(FROLE(J)) SPA21 $5  
LUmm-DUM 	 SPA21 86 
u0 7 X=1,MSF 	 5PA21 87 
7 vNIK,J)mDUM*(mTL(K,J)*SPHI-VTL(K,J)*CPNI) 	 SPA21 88 
SPA21 89 
CALCULATE EMPENNAGE NORMAL FORCE, SIDE FORCE, PITCHING MOMENT, 	SPA21 90 
AND YAWING MOMENT 	 SPA21 91 
201 
SPA21 92 
DUMm-XTAlL/DX 	 SPA21 93  
ITBDUm+0.5 	 SPA21 94 
ITmIT+I 	 SP421 95 
vS0mYT(IT) 	 SPA21 96 
..sozwT(IT) SPA21 97 
NIG2DTOR*FINROL 	 SPA21 98 
no=wSO*COS(ANG)+VSO*SIN(ANG) 	 SPA21 99 
VU=-WSO*SIN(ANG)+VSO*COS(ANG) SPA21100  
A2=RADAV**2 	 SPA21101  
DO 8 Km1,MSF SPA21102 
ASm(YN(K,1)+VN(K,2))/2.0.w01A2/(RFIN(K)**2) 	 SPA2I103 
8 SARG(K) 2 A5*CCL3(K) 	 SPA2I104 
CALL S1MSON (msF,SARG,DYFIN,SUM) 	 SPA21105  
SPA21106 
t:m=•FCONB*SUM;FCONC 	 SPA21107 
=0.0 	 SPA21108 
SPA21109 




-(VN(K0)**N(K.4))/2.0410*A2/(RFIN(K)**2) 	 5PA21112 
:, AHG(K)mBSICCL3(1() 	 SPA21113 
CALL SIMSUN (MSF,SARG,DYFIN,SUM) 	 SPA21114 
CYEMmFCONA*sum 	 SPA21115 
CLNEmm-FCONB0SUm*FCONC 	 SPA21116 
lu TA=CNEM 	 SPA21117 
fh=CYEM SPA21118 
_A=COS(A6G) 	 SPA21119  
-,=sIN(ANG) SPA21120 
.I=TA*CA-TB*SA 	 5PA21121 
, =TA*SA+TBICA SPA21122 
SPA21123 
i, =CLNEm 	 SPA21124 
;A,.EmmTA*CA-TB*sA 	 SPA21125 
CLNEMmTA*SA+TB*CA SPA21126 
SPA21127 
CALCULATE ROLLING MOMENT 	 SPA21128 
SPA21129 
CLLEMm0.0 	 SPA21130 
IF (NROLL.E0.0) RETURN 	 SPA21131  
00 11 K=1,MSF 	 SPA21132  
Akm:(VN(Kr1) ■ VN(K.2))/2.0 	 SPA21133  
IF (NDAMP.GT.0) ABumABU+VAR(4)*RFIN(F)/VSTORE 	 SPA21134  
IF (IPLNR.E0.1) GO TO 12 	 SPA21135  
ABO=ABUf(VN(K,3)VN(K,4))/2.0 	 SPA21136  
IF (NDAMP.GT.0) ABUmABu+YAR(4)*RFIN(K)/YSTURE 	 SPA21137  
12 SARG(K)=ABu*CCL5(K) 	 5P421138  
11 L1NT1NUE 	 SPA2I139 
, ALL SIMSON (MSF,SARG,DYFIN,Sum) 	 SPA21140 
LEMm-FCUNB*SUm 	 SPA21141 
fURN 	 SPA21142 
Eig) 	 SPA21143 
c11111111411**11111************************************* ***** 3****************** 
SUBROUTINE SFORCE (FmACH,ALOD,C0C) 	 SPA23 1  
C 	SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS ON BODY 	SPA23 3 
C SPA23 4 
DIMENSION DUMMY(12) 	 SPA23 S 
C 	 SPA23 6 
COMMON /CFORCE/ CLmBY,CLmCF,CLmSB,CLNBY,CLNCF,CLNSB,CNBY,CNCF. 	SPA23 7 
ICNSB,CNX(40),CYBY,CYCF,CYSB,CYX(40),DC(3,3),DELX,DX,EDRDX(81), SPA23 8 
2ERAD(81),ESTRMX,UT(81),YAR(12),YSTORE,VT(81),mr(81),XMOm 	 SPA23 9 
202 
cw-mON /FLOw/ ALFACR,GAMF,KNO,VINF,SETA,BETASO 
CumMON /LFORCE/ NDAMP,NEAP,NGAM,NNSEG,MHSEGU,NROLL 
Ih (NGAM) 20,20,21 
tu CALL DIRCOS(VAR,DC) 




















1-DATE CARDS FOR A ONE PARAMETER SWEEP 
, u 1 jm1,NNSEG 	 SPA23 26 
JI(J)c0,0 	 SPA23 27 
-VT(J)c0,0 5PA23 2d 
1 wT(J)20,0 	 SPA23 29 
XX2D1 	 SPA23 30 
DO 10 Ncl,NHSEG 	 SPA23 32 
XX=XX-DX 	 SPA23'33 
C 	 SPA23 34 
C LOCATE POINT IN FUSELAGE SYSTEM 	 SPA23 35 
C SPA23 36 
XXXcXXI.XMOm 	 SPA23 37 
CALL STTOLN (XxX,00:1,00,x1,ETA,ZETA,OC) 	 SPA23 38 
XBcVAR(7)+XI 	 SPA23 39 
YBKVAR(b)+ETA SPA23 40 
Z8cVAR(9)+ZETA 	 SPA23 41 
C 	 SPA23 42 
C CALCULATE PERTURBATION VELOCITY FIELD AND RESOLVE 	 SPA23 43 
C 	 INTO STORE COORDINATE SYSTEM 	 SPA23 44 
C SPA23 45 
CALL RESVEL(X8,YB,Zb,URES,VKES,wRES) 	 SPA23 46 
CALL INTOST(URES,VRES,NRES,UT(N),VT(N),MT(N),DC) 	 SPA23 47 
10 CONTINUE 	 SPA23 48 
C 	 SPA23 49 
C CALCULATE STORE FREE-STREAM VELOCITY AND COMPONENTS 	 SPA23 50 
C 	 SPA23 51 
IF (NGAM) 56,56,55 	 SPA23 52 
55 VXIcVINF*COS(ALFACR) SPA23 53 
VETA=00 	 5PA23 54 
.7i.JAcVINF*SIN(ALFACR) 	 SPA23 55 
f() 57 	 SPA23 56 
.10INF*COS(ALFACR)+VAR(1) 	 5PA23 57 
:AcVARt2) 	 5PA23 58 
,.t.fAmVINF*51N(ALFACR)•VAR(3) 	 SPA23 59 
Si 	TOREcSORT(VX1414, 24.VETA* 4.2+VZETA•*2) 	 SPA23 60 
CALL INTOST (VXI,VETA,VZETA,VX,VY,VZ,DC) 	 SPA23 61 
5PA23 62 
C 	ADD FREE-STREAM COMPONENTS TO PERTURBATION VELOCITIES 	 SPA23 63 
C RESULTING VELOCITIES ARE IN -X, 4.Y, AND -Z DIRECTIONS SPA23 64 
SPA23 65 
VRATIOcVINF/VSTORE 	 SPA23 66 
TAcVX/VSTORE 	 SPA23 67 
1BcVY/VSTORE SPA23 6d 
TC=VZ/VSTORE 	 SPA23 69 
60 Ns1,NHSEG 	 SPA23 70 
uT(N)s-VRATIOMUT(N)+TA 	 SPA23 71 
VT(N)AVRATIOIVT(N)-TB 5PA23 72 
60 wr(N)m.,1RATIOmWT(N)rTC 	 SPA23 73 
203 
C 
C 	ADD IN DAMPING TERMS 
C 
IF (NDAMP.E0.0) GO TO 70 
XX=..DX 




—(N)=WT(N)+ 1 AR(5)*DUM 
CULATE FORCES AND MOMENTS 
oriAm2.0/(ESTRMX**2) 
CALL CROSS (FMACH,VAR(11),ALOD,CDCP,ETA) 







•woyANCY FORCES AND MOMENTS 
fA= 0.541 0ELX/ESTRMX 






.=CONC 4, (WT(144.1)..wT(N..1))/DELX 























































































































































C*4, 4**4441, 4.****41 4.4, ***** 11, ****M544.41***441.4.****$141 4. 11, ******************# 
SUBROUTINE SHAPE (X,NS,XE,C,R,DRDX,ISS) 	 SPA2 
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE LOCAL BODY RADIUS AND SURFACE SLOPE 
1MENSION 	XE(ISS),C(ISS,7) 
d 	I 	Kal,NS 
AL=XE(K) 
J=K 








1 CONTINUE SPA24 10 
2 R=C(J,1)+X*C(J,5)+X*X*C(J,6) SPA24 11 
ARG=X*X*C(J,2)+X*C(J,3)+C(J,4) SPA24 12 
URDX11C(J,5)+2.0*XIC(J,b) SPA24 13 
IF 	(ARG.LE.0.0) 	RETURN SPA24 14 
R=R+SORT(ARG)*C(J.7) SPA24 15 
DRDX*DRDX+(2.0*X4C(J,2)+C(J.3))/(2.0*SORT(ARG))*C(J,7) SPA24 16 
RETURN SPA24 17 
END SPA24 18 
c************* ***** 4**111#441;****#$$41**4#4; ***** Si ***** s***************** 
SUBROUTINE SIMSON 	(N,F,DX,SUM) 5PA25 
C SIMPSON RULE SUBROUTINE SPA25 2 
DIMENSION 	F(101) SPA25 3 
SUMsF(1)*F(N) SPA25 4 
DO 	1 	Im2,N,2 SPA25 5 
1 SUM8SUMr4.0*F(I) SPA25 6 
MigN•2 SPA25 7 
DO 2 1a304,2 SPA25 8 
2 SUMNSUM+2.04F(I) SPA25 9 
SUMLDX*SUm/3.0 SPA25 10 
RETURN SPA25 11 
END SPA25 12 
205 
	4* *****4***** * ********* ***** foams ********* a* ***** ***** *so** 
bUBROUTINE SOURCE (TX) 	 SPA26 1 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE STRENGTH OF A LINEAR LINE SOURCE OF 	SPA26 3 
C UNIT SLOPE WITH ORIGIN AT TX(J). 	 SPA26 4 
C 	 SPA26 5 
COMMON /5kCE/ XF1ELD,RFIELO,U,V,VT 	 SPA26 6 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACk,GAMF,RHO,VINF,BETA,BETASO 	 SPA26 7 
C 	 SPA26 8 
XlaXFIELDTX 	 SPA26 
BRRBETA4RFIELD SPA26 10 
IF(Xl i LE.BR) GO TO 10 	 SPA26 11 
XLIAX1/BR 	 SPA26 12 
D23a SORT(XL*XL-1.) 	 SPA26 13 
Us-ALOG(XL+D23) 	 SPA26 14 
V=BETA*023 	 SPA26 15 
„RETURN 	 SPA26 16 
C 	 SPA26 17 
C FIELD POINT IS AHEAD OF MACH CONE FROM SOURCE ORIGIN. 	 SPA26 18 
C 	 SPA26 19 
10 UnO. 	 SPA26 20 
Va0. SPA26 21 
:RETURN 	 SPA26 22 
END 	 SPA26 23 
cs*********44144********** ***** .44**44*********************** ***** *am 
SUBROUTINE SUUTPT (NPTS,IPLT,ILVD,CDC,THA,CNT,CYT,CLMT,CLNT,CLLT, SPA27 1 
PHI,PSI) 
, OUTINE TO OUTPUT FORCE AND MOMENT DATA AND TRAJECTORY DATA 	SPA27 3 
RACTEN*16 FPLOT 
L'IARACTER 4 5 VNAME 
COMMON /CFORCE/ CLMBY,CLmCF,CLMSB,CLNBY,CLNCF,CLNS13,CNBY,CNCF, 	SPA27 5 
ICNSB,CNX(40),CYBY,CYCF,CYS8,CYX(40),DC(3,3),DELX,DX,EDRDX(81), SPA27 6 
2ERAD(81),ESTRMX,UT(81),VAk(12),VSTORE,VT(81),wT(81),XMOM 	 SPA27 7 
COMMON /CONTROL/ NFU,NV 
COMMON /COUTPT/ DVAR(12),ESTLGC,EXST(81),TIME 	 SPA27 B 
COMMON /EFORCE/ CNEM,CLRER,CYEm,CLNER,CLLE4 SPA27 9 
COMMON /1FORCE/ NDAMP,NEMP,NGAM,NHSEG,NHSEGO,NRULL 	 SPA27 10 
COMMON /OUTINI/ XNOSEI,YNOSEI,ZNOSEI,XCGI,YCG1,ZCGI,XBASEI,YBASEI,SPA27 11 
I: ■ ASEI 	 SPA27 12 
SPA?? 14 
rukMAT(///5X,100(1H.)//bX,0HTIME =,F8.5,8H SECONDS) 	 SPA27 15 
)02 FORmAT(/5X„29HFURCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS/25X,2HCN,8X,2HCY,7X, SPA27 16 
13HCLm,7X,3HCLN,7X,3HCLL/7X,8HBUOYANCY,5X,4F10.5/7X,12HSLENDER BODYSPA27 17 
2,1X,4F10.5/7X,9HCROSSFLOw,4X,4F10.5/7X,9HEmPENNAGE,4X,5F1 0 .5/7X, SPA27 18 
3/7X,63(1H-)/7X,SHTOTAL,8X,5F10.5) SPA27 19 
703 FORMAT(/5X,31HLOAD AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS/14X,5HX, FT,6X,3HX/LSPA27 20 
1,5X,6HDCN/DX,4X0HDCY/DX,5X,4HU/VS,6X,4HV/VS,6X,4Nw/VS) 	 SPA27 21 
—',-, 4AT(10X,9F10.5) 	 SPA27 22 
AT(/5X,b8HLOCAT1ON OF STORE IN DISPENSER COORDINATE SYSTEM, DISPA27 23 
ioms IN FEET/17X,26HRELATIVE TO DISPENSER NOSE,9X,28HRELATIVE SPA27 24 
IfIAL POSItION/20X,2HXV,8X,2HYF,8X,2HZE,11X,6HDEL XF,4X,6HDELSPA27 25 
• ,„5HOLL 2F) SPA27 26 
-F(/5X,82RTRANSLATIONAL VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS OF STORE SPA27 27 
,isPENSER COORDINATE SYSTEM/10X,2BHRELATIVE TO DISPENSER MOTIONSPA27 28 
15A,3HDXF,8X,3HDYF,8X,3HDIF,7X,4HD2XF,7X,4NO2YE,7X,4HD2ZE) 	SPA27 29 
1u7 FoRmAT(/5X,75HROTATIONAL VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS OF STORE IN SPA?" 30 
ITOHE COORDINATE SYSTEN/16X,1HP,10X,1H0,10X,IHR,8X,4HPDOT,7X,4HUDOSPA2) 31 
2r,7X,4HRDOT) 	 SPA27 32 
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Job FURMAT(/5X,92HSTORE ANGULAR ORIENTATION IN DISPENSER COORDINATE SYSPA27 33 
1STEM AND RATES OF CHANGE OF THESE ANGLES/10X,56HANGLES IN DEGREES,SPA27 34 
2 RATES OF CHANGE IN RADIANS PER SECOND/15X,3HPS1,7X,5HTHETA,7X,3HPSPA27 35 
3HI,7X,4HDPSI,6X,13HOTHETA,6X,4HDPHI) 	 SPA27 36 
709 FORMAT( 10X , 4HNOSE, IX 3F10,5, 5X,3F10. 5) 	 SPA27 37 
710 FORMAT(10X,4HXMOM,IX,3F10,5,5X,3F10.5) SPA27 38 
711 FORMAT(10X, 4HBASE 1X, 3F10.5, 5X, 3E10.5) 	 SPA27 39 
001 FORMAT(/20X,29HCROSSFLOa-DRAG COEFFICIENT IS,F10.5) 
nu FuRMAT(9X,6F11.5) 
euRMAT(///5X,100(1H.)//6X,C5,2H 2 ,F9.5) 
RTOD a 57,29578 
IF (1PLT.E0,1,AND,NPTS.E0,1) THEN 
10 WRITE (4,401) 
401 FORMAT(1X,'ENTER NAME OF FILE: 	- .PLT') 
sq;.:AD (4,402) FPLOT 
o4AT(A16) 
4(8,FILF:FPLOT,ERRa20,STATUS2INEW , ,RECL=80,ACCESSODIRECTI) 
(8,801) 
,AT:2X,'TIME (SEC) 1 ,3X,'TRETA (DEG)',3X,'DTHETA (RPS)',4X, 
(FPS) 1 ,9X,ICLM',/) 
1'0 30 
20 »HITE (4,403) FPLUT 
403 ,IINMAT(/1X,'FILE NAME ",Al2," IS IN USE,...TRY AGAIN') 
GO TO 10 
ENDIF 
OUTPUT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
(NV.E0.0) THEN 
RITE (6,701) TIME 
oALUE z VAR(NV) 
IF (NV.E.0.7) VNAME a 'XSMC' 
IF (NV,ED,S) VNAME a 0 ISMC , 
 IF (NV.E0,9) VNAME a 'ZSMC' 
IF (NV.GE.10) VALUE = VAR(NV)•RTOD 
IF (NC,E0,10) VNAME = 'PSI' 
IF (NV.E0,11) VNAME = 'THETA' 
IF (NV.E0,12) VNAME a 'PHI' 






C 	OUTPUT FORCES AND MOMENTS 	 SPA27 4b 
C SPA27 47 
CNTmCNBY+CNSB+CNCF+CNEm 	 SPA27 48 
CYTwCYBY+CYSB+CYCF+CYEm SPA27 49 
CLMTaCLMBYKLMS8+CLMCF+CLMEM 	 SPA27 50 
6NTaCLNBY+CLNSB+CLNCF+CLNEM SPA27 51 
tuLTaCLLEM 	 SPA27 52 
,.14111: (6,702) CNBY,CYBY,CLMBY,CLNRY,CNSB,CYSB,CLMSB,CLNSB,CNCF, 	SPA27 53 
ICYCF,CLMCF,CLNCF,CNEm,CIEM,CLMEM,CLNEM,CLLEM,CNT,CYT,CLMT,CLNT, SPA27 54 
2CLLT 	 SPA27 55 
WRITE (6,601) CDC 
IF (ILVD.E0,0) GO TO 40 
C 	 SPA27 62 
C OUTPUT LOAD AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 	 SPA27 63 
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SPA27 64 
WRITE (6,703) 	 5PA27 65 
DO 1 Ja2,NHSEG,2 	 SPA27 66 
Kwd/2 	 SPA27 67 
AL=EXST(J)/ESTLGC 	 5PA27 68 
L .1,1TE (6,704) EXST(J),XL,CNX(K),CYX(K),UT(J),VT(J),wT(J) 	 SPA27 69 
SPA27 70 
(ALCULATE AND OUTPUT STORE LOCATION (NOSE, MOMENT CENTER, 	 5PA27 71 
AND BASE) IN FUSELAGE COORDINATE SYSTEM 	 5PA27 72 
SPA27 73 
40 XXXsXMOM 	 SPA27 74 
CALL STTOIN (XXX,0,0,0.0,XI,ETA,ZETA,DC) 	 5PA27 75 
XNOSEaVAR(7)+XI 	 SPA27 76 
YNOSE=VAR(8)+ETA SPA27 77 
ZNOSEaVAR(9)+ZETA 	 5PA27 78 
DXN=XNOSE•XNOEI SPA27 79 
DYNsYNOSE•YNOSEI 	 SPA27 80 
cLUBZNOSE ■ ZNOSEI 5PA27 81 
(74.0•(ESTLGC•XMOM) 	 5PA27 82 
LL STTOIN (XXX,0,0,0,0,XI,ETA,ZETA,DC) 	 SPA27 83 
knASEwVAR(7)0LI 	 SPA27 84 
bASEwVAR(8)+ETA SPA27 85 
ZBASENVAR(9)+ZETA 	 SPA27'86 
DMI=XBASE•XBASEI 5PA27 87 
. DYB=YBASE•YBASEI 	 SPA27 88 
DZB=ZBASE•ZBASEI SPA27 89 
DXCG=VAR(7)•XCGI 	 SPA27 90 
DYCGIVAR(8)•YCGI SPA27 91 
DZCGBVAR(9)•ZCGI 	 SPA27 92 
WRITE (6,705) 	 5PA27 93 
WRITE (6,709) XNOSE D YNOSE,ZNOSE,DXN,DYN,EaN 	 SPA27 94 
WRITE (6,710) VAR(7),VAR(8),VAR(9),DXCG,DYCG,DZCG 	 SPA27 95 
WRITE (6,711) XBASE,YBASE,ZBASE,DXB,DYB,D2,8 	 SPA27 96 
IF (NV.GE.7) GO TO 50 
C 	 SPA27 97 
C OUTPUT STORE VELOCITIES 	 SPA27 98 
C 	 SPA27 99 
WRITE (6,706) 	 SPA27100 
WRITE (6,602) VA8(1),VAH(2),VAR(3),OVAR(1),DVAK(2),DVAR(3) 	SFA27101 
C 	 SPA27102 
C OUTPUT STORE ACCELERATIONS 	 5PA27103 
C 	 SPA27104 
WRITE (6,707) 	 SPA27105 
WRITE (6,602) VAR(4),VAR(5),VAR(b),DVAR(4),DVAR(5),DVAR(6) 	SPA27106 
SPA27107 
C 	OUTPUT STORE ANGULAR ORIENTATION 	 SPA27100 
ti SPA27109 
'0 PSI a VAR(10)*RTOD 	 SPA27110 
r 	VAR(11)*RTOD SFA27111 
= VAR(12)*RTOO 	 SPA27112 
c. (6,708) 	 SPA27113 
.tE (6,602) PSI,THA,PHI,DVAR(10),DVAR(11),DVAR(12) 	 SPA27114 
(IPLT.E0.1) 	WRITE (8,802) TIME,THA,DVAR(11),VAR(5),CLMT 
i02 FORMAT(2X,F9,5,4X,F10,5,5X,E10,4,4X,E10.4,3X,F10.5) 
RETURN 	 SPA27115 
END 	 SPA27116 
C.Fs*******441 $41 ***************** ***** *************Mi.#4****$.1.4g4****$$ 
SUBROUTINE STORIO (IMP) 	 SPA28 1 
IRROUTINE TU INPUT AND OUTPUT STORE DATA 	 SPA28 3 
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C 	 LINE SOURCE AND DOUBLET DISTRIBUTIONS ARE CALCULATED 	 SPA28 4 
C USING SUBROUTINE BDYGEN 	 SPA28 
C 	 SPA28 6 
C ******************** ***** ** ***** ********* 	 SPA28 7 
SUBROUTINE LIMITED TO ONE STORE 	 SPA28 8 





C 	 SPA28 14 
COMMON /CONSTS/ PI,UTOR,RTOD 	 SPA28 16 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,GAmF,WHO,YINF,BETA,BErASO 	 SPA28 17 
COMMON /STGEOM/ SRmAx,SLTHC,XSMC,YSmC,ZSmC,SIC,SIBCR,PHI,PSI, 	SPA28 21 




'MAT (I5) 	 SPA28 29 
. ,,ImAT(///11X,16HSTORE INPUT DATA) 	 SPA28 30 
/0) FuRNAT(/40X,38HmAXImUm 	MOMENT REFERENCE LOCATION,4X,9HINCIDENSPA28 31 
10E/29X,6HLENGTH,5X,6HRAD1USOY,21HBEHIND DISPENSER NOSE,8X, 	SPA28 32 
2 5HANGLE/31X,2HFT,9X,2HFT,8X,5HX, FT,6X,5HY, FT,6X,5HZ, FT,6X, 	SPA28 33 
3 3HDEG) 	 SPA28 34 
704 FORmAT(25X,6F11.5) 	 SPA29'35 
712 FORMAT (8F10.5) 	 SPA28 37 
711 FORMAT (//15X,34HPOLYNOMIALS SPECIFYING STORE SHAPE//18X, 	 SPA28 38 
1 	26HX/L OF END OF EACH SECTION/21X,7HSECTION,5X,3HX/L) 	SPA28 39 
714 FORMAT (23X,I2,3X,7F10.5) SPA28 40 
FoRMAT(/18X,51HCOEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIALS DESCRIBING EACH SECTIONSPA2B 41 
1/21X,7HSECTION,5X,2HC1,8X,2HC2,8X,2HC3,8X,2HC4,8X,211C5,8X,2HC6,8X,SPA28 42 
22r/C7) 	 SPA28 43 
71b FORMAT(/15X, 	102HSTORE SHAPE AS CALCULATED FROM THE INPUT POLYSPA28 44 
1NOMIALS, ORIGINS OF SOURCES AND DOUBLETS REPRESENTING THE/20X, 	SPA28 45 
253HSTORE, AND VALUES OF THE SOURCE AND DOUBLET CONSTANTS) 	 SPA28 46 
C 	 SPA28 47 
C SPA28 48 
HEAD IN AND WRITE STORE GEOMETRY 	 SPA28 49 
SPA28 50 
SPA28 51 
(INP.NE.1) READ (5,712) SLTHC,SRMAX,XSMC,YSMC,ZSMC,SIC,PHI, 	SPA28 53 
PSI 
.r (6,702) 	 SPA28 56 
, t (6,703) SPA28 57 
,it (6,704) SLTHC,SRmAx,X5mC,YSNC,ZSMC,SIC 	 SPA28 59 
SPA28 63 
CALCULATE AND OUTPUT POLYNOMIALS DESCRIBING STORE SHAPE 	 SPA28 64 
SPA28 65 
IF (INP.EU.1) GO TO 10 
HEAD (5,701) MSOR 	 SPA28 6d 
kEAD (5,701) NSPOLY 5)A28 69 
READ (5,712) (5XEND(K),Kal,NSPOLY) 	 SPA28 70 
In ',RITE (6,713) 	 SPA28 73 
51 Km1,NSPOLY 	 SPA28 74 
-,.NO(K) a SXEND(K)/SLTHC 
;1E (6,714) K,SXEND(K) 	 SPA28 75 
LIE (6,715) 	 SPA28 76 
52 Kwl,NSPOLY 	 SPA28 77 
iF (INP.NE.1) 	READ (5,701) NSXTYP(K) 
CALL GEOMETRY (INP,K,N5XTYP(K),SLTHC,SX0(K),SRO(K),SCRO(K). 
SXI(K),SRI(K),SXF(K),SRF(K),SRCYL(K),SCOEF. 7 ) 
51 ..MITE (6,714) K,(SCOEF(K.O.Lm1,7) 	 SPA28 78 
SPA28 82 
CALCULATE LINE SOURCE AND DOUBLET DISTRIBUTION 	 SPA28 83 
SPA28 84 
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SIBCRa SIC*DTOR 	 SPA28 B5  
ALFASaALFACR+SIBCR 	 SPA28 B6  
NXBODY 	MSOR+1 	 SPA28 87 
«RITE (6,716) SPA28 88 
HDYGEN(NXBODY,SRmAX,SLTHC,NSPOLY,SXEND,SCOEF,T,TC,TX, SPA28 d9 
.S,7) 
ikN 	 SPA28138 
SPA28139 
A . #:# 4 ****** $01, 41 ****####44.1.**4.40****4411 ***** if**414141###*414****************111 
SUBROUTINE STTOIN (X,Y,Z,XI,ETA,ZETA,DC) 	 SPA29 1 
SUBROUTINE TO TRANSFONM FROM STORE TO INERTIAL SYSTEM 	 SPA29 2 
SPA29 3 
' , IMENSION.DC(3 0 3) 	 SPA29 4 
i , ax*DC(1.1)+Y*DC(1,2)+Z*DC(1,3) 	 SPA29 5 
=X*DC(2.1)+Y40C(2,2)+24DC(2,3) SPA29 6 
4=X 4 DC(3.1).01 41 0C(3,2)42*DC(3,3) 	 SPA29 7 
IORN 	 SPA29 8 
LI) 	 SPA29 	9 
********* 4441444**441.41, 44.4***** ******* **************4.#4 ***** ,O*4 ***** 4# 
SUBROUTINE TABLE3 (IXTRP.m04T,X,XT.NX,NPX.1,YT,NY.NPY,Z.ZTOZOP2) 
TABLE LOOK-UP ROUTINE FOR 3 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 
IXTRP a 1 EXTRAPOLATE IF NECESSARY. 
IXTRP a 2 EXTRAPOLATION NOT ALLOWED. TAKE THE LAST(OR FIRST) POINT. 
* 	a ANSWER,(DEPENDENT VARIABLE CORRESPONDING TO INPUTS X,Y,Z) 
C 	oT a TABLE OF DEPENDENT VARIBALE CORRESPONDING TO XT,YT,ZT 
C WT(I,J,K) INCREMENT SUBSCRIPTS LEFT TO RIGHT WHEN LOADING 
C 	X 	a THE ARGUMENT OR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X 
C XT s TABLE OF INDEP. X VALUES (MUST BE IN INCREASING ORDER) 
NX 	a NUMBER OF POINTS IN XT 
•px a NUMBER OF POINTS TO USE FOR X INTERPOLATION 
a THE ARGUMENT UR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE Y 
a TABLE OF INDEP. Y VALUES (MUST BE IN INCREASING ORDER) 
a NUMBER OF POINTS IN YT 
,py 	a NUMBER OF POINTS TO USE FOR Y INTERPOLATION 
Z a THE ARGUMENT OR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE Z 
C 	ZT 	a TABLE OF INDEP. Z VALUES (MUST BE IN INCREASING ORDER) 
C NZ a NUMBER OF POINTS IN ZT 
C 	NPZ 	a NUMBER OF POINTS TO USE FOR Z INTERPOLATION 
DIMENSION 	XT(NX),YT(NY),2T(NZ) 0 8T(NX,NY.N2).B(20),A(10) 
CALL LIMIT (Z,ZT,hZ,NPZ,MINZ,MAXZ) 
CALL LIMIT (Y,YT,NY,NPY,mINY,MAXY) 
CALL LIMIT (X,XT,NX,NPX,MINX,MAXX) 
DO 41 KaMINZ,MAXZ 
DU 42 JaMINY,MAXY 
42 	CALL INTERP (IXTRP,2,B(J),wT(1,J,K),X,XT,NX,NPX,MINX,MAXX) 
41 CALL INTERP (IXTRP,2,A(K),o,Y,YT,NY,NPY,MINY,MAXY) 
CALL INTERP (IXTRP,2,w,A,Z,ZT,NZ,NPZ,MINZ,MAXZ) 
RETURN 
END 
coos******************* ***** ******************os****** ************* **a 
SUBROUTINE VELCAL (T.TC,TX.N.XP.Y,ZP,U1,91.41) 	 SPA35 I 
C SUBROIA,NE TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITIES FOR THE FIELD POINT X,Y,Z DUE SPANS 3 
C TU THE BODY SINGULARITIES. 	 SPA35 4 
C 	 SPA35 5 
C XP,Y,ZP 	FIELD POINT COORDINATES WHERE VELOCITY 	 5PA35 6 
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IS TO BE CALCULATED 
kP,Y,ZP 	IN 	BODY SYSTEM 
SPA35 	7 
SPA35 	8 
XP ■ POSITIVE FORWARD SPA35 	9 
Y 	■ POSITIVE RIGHT SPA35 	10 
ZP ■ POSITIVE DOWN SPA35 	11 
u1,V1,w1 	■ 	VELOCITIES ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING SIGN CONVENTION SPA35 	12 
Ul 	■ POSITIVE FORWARD SPA35 	13 
C Y1 	■ POSITIVE TO RIGHT SPA35 	14 
C WI 	■ POSITIVE DOWN SPA35 	15 
C SPA35 	16 
DIMENSION 	T(100),TC(100),TX(101) SPA35 	17 
C SPA35 18 
COMMON /CONTROL/ NFU,NV 
COMMON /SRCE/ 	XFIELD,RFIELD,U,V,VT SPA35 	19 
COMMON /FLOW/ ALFACR,GAMF,RHO,VINF,BETA,BETASU SPA35 20 
C SPA35 	21 
C TRANSFORM. FIELD POINT COORDINATES TO VELCAL SYSTEM SPA35 22 
C SPA35 23 
Xa-XP SPA35 24 
Z= ■ ZP SPA35 25 
XFIeLD2X SPA35 	26 
RFIELD2SORT(Y=Y4, 2J2) SPA35 27 
THETA=ATAN2(Y,Z) SPA35' 28 
C 









US20. SPA35 32 
V5=0. SPA35 33 
UD20. SPA35 34 
VD20. SPA35 35 
VTD=0. SPA35 36 
(NFU.EU.0) 	GO 	TO 	115 
110 	J=1,N SPA35 37 
.=XFIELD ■ TX(J) SPA35 38 
.t(=BETA*RFIELD SPA35 39 
1F(X1.LE.BR) 	GO TO 	115 SPA35 40 
XL=X1/BR SPA35 41 
D232SORT(XL*XL ■ 1.), SPA35 42 
ACOSH2ALOG(XLaD23) SPA35 43 
U2 ■ ACOSH SPA35 44 
V=BETA4D23 SPA35 45 
US2US+T(J)*U SPA35 46 
VSaVS+T(J)*V SPA35 47 
U=V SPA35 48 
Ax=XL*D23 SPA35 49 
=-.54BETAS0*(ACOSH+XX) SPA35 50 
vf2.54BETAS0*(ACOSH-XX) SPA35 51 
U0=UDsU=TC(J) SPA35 52 
VD2VD+V , TC(J) SPA35 53 
110 	VTDIOITD+VTITC(J) SPA35 54 
C SPA35 55 
C TRANSFORMATION OF VELOCITIES INTO ORIGINAL COORDINATE SYSTEM...I.E....SPA35 56  
U1,V1,W1 	RATHER 	THAN 	U,VR,VTHETA SPA35 57 
SPA35 58 
TINUE SPA35 59 
im=COS(THETA) SPA35 60 
--JS ■ UD*COSTH SPA35 61 
.11 , COSTH+vS SPA35 62 
1H2SIN(THETA) SPA35 63 
=VTD2SINTH SPA35 64 
, I.yR*sINTHaVTD*COSTH SPA35 65 
w1=VTD*SINTH ■ VR;COSTH SPA35 66 
RETURN SPA35 67 
END. SPA35 68 
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APPENDIX C.7 
INPUT DATA, SEQUENCE, FORMAT, AND DEFINITIONS FOR 
FORMATTED FILE OPERATION 
Item 1 	NCARDS 	 FORMAT(I5) 
NCARDS is the number of lines or cards of alphanumeric data used to 
describe the problem. 
Item 2 	HEAD 	 FORMAT(20A4) 
HEAD is NCARDS lines or cards of alphanumeric data selected by the 
user to describe the problem. 
Item 3 	NFU, NSTRS 	 FORMAT(2I5) 
NFU Dispenser missile present? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NSTRS 	Number of submissiles present, program limited to one (1). 
Item 4 	FMACH, RHO, VINF, GAMF, ALFAC 	FORMAT(5F10.0) 
FMACH Free stream Mach number. 
RHO 	Static air density at flight or test conditions, slugs per 
cubic foot. 
VINF 	Free stream velocity, feet per second. 
GAMF Dispenser missile flight path angle, degrees. 
ALFAC 	Dispenser missile angle of attack, degrees. 
Item 5 	FLTHC, FRMAX 	 FORMAT (2F10.0) 
FLTHC 	Dispenser missile fuselage length, feet. 
FRMAX Dispenser missile maximum radius, feet. 
Item 6 	NFPOLY 	 FORMAT (I5) 
NFPOLY Number of polynomials specifying the dispenser missile fuse-
lage shape, 1 < NFPOLY < 15. 
Item 7 	FXEND(J) [NFPOLY VALUES] 	FORMAT (8F10.0) 
FXEND(J) x/1 of the end points of polynomials specifying the 
dispenser missile fuselage shape, NFPOLY values. 
Items 8 and 9 are read in a Do Loop and there must be values for each item 
for each polynomial segment, i.e., NFPOLY sets of values. Item 9 variables 
depend upon the value of item 8. 
Item 8 	NFXTYP(J) 	 FORMAT (I5) 
NFXTYP An integer which identifies the type of polynomial defining 
the segment. 
NFXTYP = 1 is a circular arc (ogive) segment. 
NFXTYP = 2 is a cone or conical frustum segment. 
NFXTYP = 3 is a cylindrical segment. 
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Item 9 	FXO, FRO, FCRO [NFXTYP = 1] 	FORMAT (3F10.0) 
FXO Axial location of the center of the circular arc, feet. 
FRO 	Radial location of the center of the circular arc, feet. 
FCRO Radius of the circular arc, feet. 
Item 9 	FXI, FRI, FXF, FRF [NFXTYP = 2] 	FORMAT (4F10.0) 
FXI Axial location of the upstream end of the segment, feet. 
FRI 	Body radius at the upstream end of the segment, feet. 
FXF Axial location of the downstream end of the segment, feet. 
FRF 	Body radius at the downstream end of the segment, feet. 
Item 9 	FRCYL [NFXTYP = 3] 	FORMAT (F10.0) 
FRCYL Radius of the cylindrical segment, feet. 
Item 10 	NFSOR 	 FORMAT (I5) 
NFSOR Number of line sources and line doublets to be used over the 
dispenser missile fuselage length. 
Item 11 	SLTHC, SRMAX, XSMC, YSMC, ZSMC, SIC, PHI, PSI 	FORMAT (8F10.0) 
SLTHC Submissile length, feet. 
SRMAX Submissile maximum radius, feet. 
XSMC 	Longitudinal distance from dispenser missile nose to the sub— 
missile moment reference center, feet; positive aft of 
dispenser missile nose. 
YSMC 	Lateral distance from dispenser missile center line to the sub— 
missile moment reference center, feet; positive to right. 
ZSMC 
	
	Vertical distance from dispenser missile center line to the 
submissile moment reference center, feet; positive below. 
SIC 	Submissile pitch incidence angle relative to dispenser missile 
center line, degrees; positive submissile nose up toward 
dispenser. 
PHI 	Submissile roll angle with respect to the dispenser missile, 
degrees; positive clockwise about x—axis. 
PSI 	Submissile yaw angle with respect to the dispenser missile 
center line, degrees; positive nose to the right. 
Item 12 	MSOR 	 FORMAT (I5) 
MSOR Number of line sources and line doublets to be used to model the 
submissile volume and angle of attack effects; MSOR < 100. 
Item 13 	NSPOLY 	 FORMAT (I5) 
NSPOLY Number of polynomials specifying the submissile shape, 1 < 
NSPOLY < 7. 
Item 14 	SXEND(K) 	 FORMAT (7F10.0) 
SXEND(K) x/t of the end points of the polynomials specifying sub—
missile shape, NSPOLY values. 
Items 15 and 16 are read in a Do Loop and there must be values for each 
item for each polynomial segment of the submissile, i.e., NSPOLY sets of 
values. Item 16 variables depend upon the value of item 15. 
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Item 15 	NSXTYP (K) 	 FORMAT (I5) 
NSXTYP An integer which identifies the type of polynomial defining 
the segment. 
NSXTYP = 1 is a circular arc (ogive) segment 
NSXTYP = 2 is a cone or conical frustum segment 
NSXTYP = 3 is a cylindrical segment. 
Item 16 	SXO, SRO, SCRO [NSXTYP = 1] 	FORMAT (3F10.0) 
SXO Axial location of the center of the circular arc, feet. 
SRO 	Radial location of the center of the circular arc, feet. 






SXI, SRI, SXF, SRF [NSXTYP = 2] 	FORMAT (4F10.0) 
Axial location of the upstream end of the segment, feet. 
Body radius at the upstream end of the segment, feet. 
Axial location of the downstream end of the segment, feet. 
Body radius at the downstream end of the segment, feet. 
Item 16 	SRCYL [NSXTYP = 3] 	FORMAT (F10.0) 
SRCYL Radius of the cylindrical segment, feet. 
Item 17 	NSEG, NSEGXO, NGAM, NROLL, NEMP, NDAMP, NV FORMAT(7I5) 
NSEG 
	
Number of equal length segments the submissile body is 
divided into for the force calculation; NSEG < 40. 
NSEGXO 	Number of body segments to the flow separation location. 
NGAM Trajectory to simulate wind tunnel captive store trajectory? 
0 = No, 1 = Yes (Does not affect the single variable 
sweep). 
NROLL 	Rolling moment to be calculated? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NEMP Empennage present? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NDAMP 	Damping to be included in force calculation? 0 = No, 1 = Yes. 
NV 	Variable number which controls the type of calculation to 
be performed. 
NV = 0, separation trajectory. 
NV = 7, submissile performs X-sweep. 
NV = 9, submissile performs Z-sweep. 









SMASS, FIXX, FIYY, FIZZ, FIYZ, FIXZ, FIXY 	FORMAT(7F10.0) 
Submissile mass, slugs 
Ixx moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
Iyy moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
IZZ moment of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
Iyz product of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
product of inertia, slug-ft 2 . IXZ 
Ixy product of inertia, slug-ft 2 . 
Item 19 	XMOM, XBAR, YBAR, ZBAR 	FORMAT(4F10.0) 
XMOM Location along submissile axis about which the pitching and 
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yawing moments are to be taken, negative behind nose, 
feet; same point about which moments of inertia are 
taken. 
XBAR 	X location of submissile center of gravity measured from 
moment center, feet; positive forward. 
YBAR 	Y location of submissile center of gravity measured from 
submissile axis, feet; positive to the right. 
ZBAR 	Z location of submissile center of gravity measured from 
submissile axis, feet; positive below. 
Item 20 	CA 	FORMAT(F10.0) 
CA Submissile axial force coefficient relative to the 
dispenser missile axial force coefficient; reference 
area is submissile maximum cross—sectional area. 
The next two items are input only if the submissile has an empennage 
(HEMP = 1). 
Item 21 	IPLNR, MSF, IAFBOD 	FORMAT(3I5) 
IPLNR = 0, cruciform empennage. 
IPLNR = 1, planar empennage. 
MSF = number of spanwise control points on each fin, must be odd 
and 5 < MSF < 11. 
IAFBOD = 0, No afterbody aft of fin trailing edge. 
IAFBOD = 1, Long afterbody aft of fin trailing edge. 
Item 22 	XTAIL, RADAV, FINSS, FINROL, CROOT, CTIP, SWPLE 	FORMAT(7F10.0) 
XTAIL X location where the fin leading edge intersects the body 
surface, measured from submissile nose, feet; negative 
number. 
RADAV 	Average submissile body radius in empennage region, feet; 
positive number. 
FINSS 	Tail fin semispan, measured from submissile longitudinal 
axis, feet; positive number. 
FINROL 	Initial fin orientation, degrees, 0 < FINROL < 90; 
FINROL = 0 if fins vertical and horizontal. 
CROOT 	Tail fin root chord, feet; positive number. 
CTIP Tail fin tip chord, feet; positive number. 
SWPLE 	Tail fin leading edge sweep angle, degrees; positive for 
swept back leading edge. 
Item 23 	VXZERO, VYZERO, VZZERO, VAR(4), VAR(5), VAR(6) 	FORMAT(6F10.0) 
VXZERO 
	
	Submissile initial longitudinal velocity, ft/s; positive 
forward. 
VYZERO 	Submissile initial lateral velocity, ft/s; positive to the 
right. 
VZZERO 	Submissile initial vertical velocity, ft/s; positive down- 
ward. 




Submissile initial pitch rate, Q, radians/s. 
VAR(6) Submissile initial yaw rate, R, radians/s. 
Item 24 	DTIME, TIMEI, TIMEF 	FORMAT (3F10.0) 
DTIME 	Integration interval, seconds. 
TIMEI Initial time, seconds. 
TIMEF 	Final time, seconds. 
If a trajectory is to be run either from T = 0 or from a restart time, NV = 
0, and Item 24 is input. For a trajectory restart, the last time step in 
the previous calculation output file is used to obtain the initial con-
ditions. A trajectory restart requires that Item 24B be input. 
Item 24B 	VAR[12 values] 	 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
This item consists of two cards with VAR(1) through VAR(8) on the 
first card and VAR(9) through VAR(12) on the second. The table below 
gives the notation used to identify VAR(1) through VAR(12) on the tra-
jectory program output. 




















XF of XMOM, ft 
YF of XMOM, ft 




Multiple cases may be run by using sequential sets of data in the input file. 
DTIME is the integration interval to be used in the integration subroutine. 
The required interval depends, at least to a certain extent, upon the scale 
of the problem. For aircraft/store sized vehicles, Reference 6 reports 
that values from 0.05 to 0.10 second yield satisfactory results. It is 
suggested that cases be run with different time intervals to verify the 
validity of the time interval. 
If a single variable sweep is to be run, NV = 7, 9, or 11, and Item 25 must 
be input; however, Item 24 is omitted. 
Item 25 	FV,VI 	 FORMAT(2F10.0) 
FV is the final value of the variable to be varied; 
VI is the increment by which the variable is varied 
The variable may be swept from a small value to a larger value using a 
positive increment or it may be vice versa. 
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APPENDIX D 
OPERATIONAL PROGRAM FILENAMES 
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There are operational versions of each of the three programs available as 
Group or system files. Lists of each set of files is given below: 




4. NEARSOR.INP/100 [dispenser missile input data file] 
To run this program with the sample input data file, type NEARSOR NEARSOR. 
For the general case, 	the input data filename is typed in following the 
program name, i.e., NEARSOR FILENAME(INPUT). 




4. NEARSUB.NAM/100 [example Namelist input data file] 





SUBMISAX.SRC/100 j Source files for input 
To run the program with the Namelist file, type NEARSUB; program prompts 
will request the Namelist filename and the source filenames. To run the 
program with the formatted file, type NEARSUB NEARSUB; program prompt will 
request the source filenames. 




4. NEARSUP.NAM/100 [example Namelist input data file] 
To run the program with the Namelist file, type NEARSUP, a program prompt 
will request the Namelist filename. To fun the program with a formatted 
file, type NEARSUP FILENAME(INPUT). 
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